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ABSTRACT 

This study is based on Schliemann's unpublished Troy excavation note 

books from 1870-73. It attempts to reconstruct his activities, to 

locate and identify the features he found, and to stratify and date the 

several thousand objects he recorded. There is some degree of synthesis 

with the later findings of Dörpfeld and Biegen, and a review, in the 

light of all these findings, of the chronology of the Bronze Age strata. 

The study covers all periods from Early Bronze Age to Byzantine, and all 

classes of material. 

A reconstructed contour-plan permits a new and closer understanding of 

Schliemann's progress. Fifty-two areas of work are distinguished in 

each of which an outline stratigraphy can be reconstructed. Objects are 

assigned to specific strata, although Schliemann's frequent failure to 

specify from which trench which objects came can inject varying degrees 

of uncertainty into the operation. 

The sequence of fortifications on the North side of the site is greatly 

clarified, especially for Troy II and VI. Buildings in the citadel 

interior are more closely dated, and the sequence in Troy II is 

substantially re-organised to allow for at least twelve building-phases. 

The earth-movements supposed to have demolished Troy VI are unlikely to 

have antedated late VIIa. 

Troy 1-11.4 belong to EBII (c. 3000-2465); wheelmade plates and one- 

handled tankards first appear in II. 1. Troy II. 5-III belong to EBIII 

(c. 2465-2005); two-handled cups and tankards appear in 11.5 after an 

increase of wheelmade plain ware in II. 4. Troy III is contemporary with 

early Middle Helladic. Troy IV-V belong to the Anatolian Middle Bronze 

Age (c. 2005-1712), and VI-VII are purely Late Bronze Age (c. 1712-1070). 

VIh was destroyed c. 1270(? ), probably around the end of LHIIIB1, and 

VIIa was destroyed c. 1190(? ) during LHIIIC. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The need for a re-examination of the site of Troy was something which 

struck me in 1973, when I first began to study archaeology. Here was a 

pivotal site, dug by three excavators, with three sets of results which 

appeared only partially reconcilable. The situation seemed to require 

that each set of findings be dismantled into its component parts, be 

combined with the others, and that the whole be reassembled in the 

manner of a gigantic, three-dimensional jigsaw puzzle; thus a grand 

synthesis would emerge. This is a task which the present study only 

begins. 

When I subsequently began research into the problem it was increasingly 

borne in on me that Schliemann's work, which was far more extensive than 

that of either of his successors, had to be taken seriously, and that 

for this it was necessary to consult his excavation notebooks. Of these 

I received copies in 1979, and in due course it became apparent that the 

volume and complexity of this material alone, if it was to be fully 

understood, would itself require a full-length study. Such is the 

genesis of the present work. This study aims, then, to reconstruct 

Schliemann's activities in 1870-73, to locate and identify the features 

he found, and to stratify and date the objects he recorded. I hope that 

it will enable scholars to refer with greater confidence to the 

Schliemann material, and to gain a clearer idea of its relation to the 

site as a whole. 

It is not perhaps archaeology in the most common sense of the word. It 

is a work of interpretation, based largely on textual analysis through 

(as it were) archaeological spectacles. It is archival, text-based, as 

the task requires - and all the more so as the Schliemann collection is 

largely lost or destroyed and since what remains is hopelessly dispersed. 

I have not, however, ignored the later excavators. Indeed, this work of 

interpretation would have been impossible without having available for 

constant comparison the detailed and far superior reports of Dörpfeld 

and Blegen. Consequently the final chapter moves towards a degree of 

synthesis between the three sets of findings. 

Schliemann recorded the progress of his excavations, and the locations 

of his finds, by measuring in from the side of the mound and down from 
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its surface; but he left no adequate contour plan by which these 

measurements might be understood. Chapter I therefore reconstructs the 

shape of the mound as it was before excavation, drawing on information 

from the excavators and from earlier travellers and antiquaries. The 

resulting contour plan provides the key, I believe, to a new and closer 

understanding of Schliemann's work. Chapter II describes and evaluates 

the documentary sources on which this re-assessment is based, and 

Chapter III then proceeds to define as closely as possible where 

Schliemann was digging, and to what depths, on what dates. Fifty-two 

areas of work are distinguished and all are plotted onto the contour 

plan. Chapter IV takes the areas of work so defined and reconstructs 

within each what in the way of stratigraphy it is possible to salvage 

from the records. Objects are catalogued and assigned, sometimes only 

tentatively, to the strata from which they may have come. The areas are 

grouped into "trenches", and for each trench I have provided an 

introductory summary of the sequence revealed within it. Chapter V 

draws together the findings of Chapter IV, and discusses all the 

material period by period and category by category. It covers all 

periods from Early Bronze Age to Byzantine, and all classes of material; 

the bulk, however, comes from Troy I-V. A final section reconsiders the 

Bronze Age chronology of the site. 

In archaeology very little is certain, and in Schliemann even less. I 

hope that at least this study does not aggravate the problem. 

I 
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CHAPTER I: 

TROY BEFORE SCHLIEMANN 
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When Schliemann began to dig at Hisarl. Lk in 1870 he was not broaching 

an unknown site. During the thirteen and a half centuries that separated 

its abandonment1 from its excavation the site was seen, drawn, planned 

and discussed by many visitors, some of whom have left us information 

about its virgin appearance. The purpose of this chapter is to bring 

together their observations, discussing attribution and priority where 

necessary; and to reconstruct, so far as possible, the appearance of the 

mound at Hisarlik as it was before Schliemann began to dig. This last 

is fundamental to any attempt to unravel the tangled descriptions in 

Schliemann's early reports. 
2 

I have also allowed myself a little 

latitude to include some biographical details on the Calvert family, 

not otherwise easily come by; but an exhaustive treatment of that theme 

would have been out of place here. 

It is not, then, with the history of the discussions on the location of 

"Homeric" Troy3 that this chapter is concerned. Nor do I propose to deal 

here with the broader history of exploration in the Troad, already covered 

so admirably and elegantly by Professor Cook; but for the most part with 

the more narrowly archaeological question of the record of the site 

before it was excavated. 

I. Travellers' Observations, c. 565 - 1784 A. D. 

The site was probably abandoned early in the sixth century A. D., and 

the name of Troy was not clearly linked to the remains until 1822, when 

Charles MacLaren published his discussion of Trojan Topography. 
4 

But 

the name of Troy had never been entirely lost from the region. Nicetas 

Choniates, writing in the early years of the thirteenth century, speaks 

of Armenians who came from the Troad allying themselves with Henry of 

Flanders in 1205 against Theodore Lascaris. 
5 

The Provinciale Romanum 

of c. 1210 lists a "Trojan" bishopric within the Archbishopric of Cyzicus, 

corresponding to a suffragan bishopric, ö TPwä&5, which is listed in 

the Greek"Notitiae. 
6 

Nicephoras Gregoras (1295-1360) records that he 

was stranded for four days at the Hellespont and had the opportunity to 

visit the "obscure vestiges" of Troy. 
7 

As late as 1657 the name Troia 

occurs in a purely administrative context, in a despatch from Simon 

Reniger, the ambassador of Leopold I to the Sublime Porte, where it 

simply indicates a port at the lower end of the Dardanelles. 
8 
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From the accounts of travellers it is clear that among the inhabitants 

of the Troad itself oral tradition must have preserved both the memory of 

the name and, with it, various rival claims for the ancient city's true 

location. The site shown by locals to a traveller would depend entirely 

on where his ship put in. If he anchored off the West coast of the Troad 

he would be escorted (or follow the trail of someone else who had been 

escorted) to the impressive ruins at Eski Stamboul (Alexandria Troas). 
9 

This was the site seen by Pierre Belon (1548), 
10 

William Biddulph (c. 1600), 
11 

William Lithgow (1609-10), 
12 

Thomas Coryate (1613), 
13 

Pietro della Valle 

(1614), 
14 

Jacob Spon (1675-6), 
15 

and, even as late as 1820, by William 

Rae Wilson. 
16 

If, on the other hand, the traveller landed at Kum Kale 

he would be shown the site at Yeniyehir. 
17 

Zosimus the Deacon, on 

pilgrimage from Moscow to the Holy Land in 1419, noted that "it is 

precisely at the mouth [of the Hellespont] that the city of Troy was 

situated. "18 And it was the Yeniyehir site that was seen by Peter Mundy 

(1617) 
19 

and Henry Blount (1634). 
20 

It seems to have been somewhere in 

this area again that in c. 1700 Aaron Hill came upon a tombstone 

masquerading as that of Hector on which he found this piece of nautical 

doggerel: 

"I do suppose that here stood TROY, 
My name it is WILLIAM, a. jolly Boy, 
My other Name it is HUDSON, and so, 
God bless the sailors, where ever they do go. 

I was here in the Year of our Lord 1631, and was 
bound to Old England, God bless her. " 21 

Those who stopped at both places were, of course, shown both sites. 

Thomas Dallam, while escorting to Sultan Mehmet III the organ which 

purported to be from Elizabeth I and which he himself had built, reached 

the Troad in July 1599. He anchored off the west coast opposite Tenedos 

and, on going ashore, looked at the Eski Stamboul ruins. After sailing 

to Cape Janissary he visited the Yenipehir site, where he says that he 

saw the ruins of Troy in more detail. 
22 

Evidently he thought that both 

sets of ruins belonged to one, gigantic site. Similarly Richard Wrag, 

in 1594, sailed past Cape Janissary "where Troy stood, " and continued 

with "Tenedos and Lemnos on the right hand, and the Trojan Fields on 

the left. "23 Vincent de Stochove (1631) was first shown the Yenisehir 

site, spent the night on Tenedos, and next day went to the coast opposite 

to revisit the ruins of Troy where he had been told that the larger part 
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of them was to be seen. He was assured that there were yet more ruins 

five or six leagues further inland. 
24 

The notion of an outsize Troy, even of one that had occupied the whole 

of the Troad, occurs in other sources as well. Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo 

(1403), on his way to the court of Timur at Samarkand, was able from 

his anchorage off Tenedos to see the town wall, gateways and turrets of 

"the mighty and populous city of Troy" (that is, of Alexandria Troas) 

and, rising above them, "a high steep hill(the ýigri Dag? ) on the summit 

of which, it is said, stood the castle known as Ilion. " But on reaching 

the Dardanelles he further noted that "in ancient days settlements 

of the city of Troy occupied the whole space of countryside between this 

spot and the land down even to Cape St Mary [= Baba Burun] ... which is 
25 

a plain of some sixty miles in extent. " 

The tradition is expressed in general terms by the anglo-saxon merchant 

Saewulf. In 1103 he was returning from the Holy Land where he had been 

expiating his sins, and he records: 

"After leaving Scio [Chios], we passed by the great town of 
Smyrna, and came to the island of Meteline, and then to Tenit 
[Tenedos], near which, on the coast of Romania, was the very 
ancient and famous city of Troy, the ruins of which as the Greeks 
say, are still apparent over a space of many miles. "26 

This passage has the additional interest of suggesting (with what 

reliability it is hard to say) that this inflated idea of the extent of 

Troy's remains was a confusion not only in the minds of the western 

travellers but in the minds of locals as well. 

The tradition occurs in a more detailed form in the Chronicle of Ramon 

Muntaner. Muntaner held office as the governor of Gallipoli in 1305-1309 

during the time it was held by the Catalans. In describing the neigh- 

bouring area he says that the city of Troy had had a circuit of 300 miles 

and that it had had gates at both Cyzicus (Artaqui) and Cape Adramyti. 
27 

Both of these associations are attested elsewhere. 

The association of Troy with Adramyttium perhaps turns up again in Pero 

, Tafur's itinerary.. ýIn the autumn of 1437, this Spanish nobleman was 

returning from a visit to, the Holy Land, Egypt and Cyprus. From Chios he 

went to Foca where he met up with an old friend from Seville.. The friend 
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equipped him with horses so that he could go and look at Troy, and he 

rode off up the coast. After two days, he says, he came to the place 

they called Troy.. He then went on to 'Ilium, ' on the coast opposite 

Tenedos, where the impressive remains convinced him that this was the 

site of ancient Troy. The second site was clearly that of Alexandria 

Troas; and, in view of Muntaner's remarks, it is tempting to locate 

the first at Adramyttium. 
28 

The claim for a location, or extension, of the site of Troy in the North 

of the Troad and towards Cyzicus seems to be evidenced in Ottoman 

sources as well as in Muntaner. Suleiman the son of Orhan, on the 

brink of the first Turkish conquest in Europe in 1352, was said by 

the Ottoman historians to have drawn inspiration from a moonlight 

reverie among ruins which he believed to be those of Troy, and to 

have launched his attack in the same night across the Dardanelles 

aginst the castle of Tzympe, near Gallipoli. 
29 

Hammer-Purgstall placed 

the incident at Cyzicus, whereas Choiseul-Gouffier preferred Abydos as 

does Donald Pitcher. 
30 

The ruins of Ilium seen by Mehmet II during his 

crossing of the Troad in 1462 cannot, unfortunately, be located. 
31 

Evidently, however, the passing of the Troad into Turkish hands in 1306 

did not cause the oral tradition and the attendant rival claims to be 

entirely lost, even though Pero Tafur did find in 1437 that the Greeks 

of Tenedos were more informed on the subject than the mainlanders. 

Hisarlik, therefore, lay within a general area to which the name of Troy 

had remained attached in both popular and official use, and where any or 

all conspicuous ruins could be ennobled with heroic associations. But 

this particular site seems to have escaped attention, from western 

travellers at least, until the end of the eighteenth century. This can 

be put down partly to its small size, and partly to the fact that it lay 

in a region that had become notorious for brigandage. 

II. Survey Results, 1784 - 1853 

It was Choiseul-Gouffier's appointment in 1784 as French ambassador to 

the Sublime Porte that set in train the events which led to the discovery 

of Hisarlik. 
32 

Engineers, artillery officers and a detachment from the 

marine corps were placed under his direction, and he was entrusted with 
the task of surveying the North-East Aegean. Observatories were set up 
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in Pera and Tarapia, so that readings could be related to a meridian. 

The coastlines were determined from a corvette by a cartographical team, 

who also plotted in mountain peaks and principal villages. Engineers 

then mapped in the rest of the hinterland by trigonometrical observations 

on the ground. The final preparation of the maps was put in the hands 

of artists. 
33 

Among Choiseul-Gouffier's team was Jean-Baptiste Chevalier, 
34 

who, after 

1791, became well known as the originator of the theory which placed Troy 

at Pinarbasx.. 
35 

In 1785 and 1786 he was engaged in making a map of the 

Troad which he later published in his Description of the Plain of Troy. 

Apparently he was assisted by L. F. Cassas, one of Choiseul-Gouffier's 

draughtsmen, who is given credit in the 1802 version of the map. 
36 

In 

1791, however, Chevalier simply reported that he himself had taken the 

measurements while Cassas "designed all the monuments; "37 and the-other 

published maps with which Cassas is associated owe little or nothing to 

Chevalier. 
38 

The map which Chevalier took with him when he left Turkey 

for Moldavia in 1787 seems to reflect some independence in the making, 

even though the work on it overlapped in time with that of Franz Kauffer, 

with whom on occasion both Chevalier and Cassas collaborated. Choiseul- 

Gouffier, if he had a copy, made no use of it in his Voyage Pittoresque. 

Its publication, together with Chevalier's theory, in English in 1791 and 

in German in 1792,39 had an immediate impact and established it as a 

standard article in the traveller's armoury for many years. Although it 

showed no site at Hisarlik, 
40 

it did locate the temple of Thymbraean 

Apollo among the not too distant ruins (actually a burial-ground) outside 

Halileli. 
41 

More importantly, it showed a route to Pinarba, i ("Troy") 

that led from Kum Kale through ciplak. As a result, many subsequent 

travellers who were keen to check his claims followed Chevalier's route 

and came so close to Hisarlik that its discovery soon followed. His 

own theory of trojan topography was later discredited; but it was 

Chevaliers fieldwork which led directly to the discovery of the site 

which, in the literature, eventually usurped from Pinarbas i the appellation 
"Troy. " 

Credit for the discovery of Hisarlik must be given, it seems, to Franz 

Kauffer - as Cook has already found; 
42 

for his published maps of the Troad 
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all mark it as a site and were the first to do so. Cook is probably 

also right in giving to the discovery the presumed date of 1793. 

Kauffer had indeed been working for Choiseul-Couffier in the Troad in 

1786 and 1787, for Choiseul's "Carte de la Plaine de Troie levee en 

1786 et 1787, " although emended by Barbie du Bocage, is in essence a 

Kauffer product; 
43 

and Barbie du Bocage confirms that Kauffer was taking 

measurements in 1787 and produced a volume Materiaux pour servir au 

treizieme chapitre du Voyage Pittoresque de la Grece14 Yet it is unlikely 

that the site was found at this time since Chevalier, who had been in the 

Troad in 1786 and 1787 as well and had left Choiseul-Gouffier only in 

1787, knew nothing of it. The possibilities must be admitted, though, 

either that it was found late in 1787 after Chevalier had left, or that 

the very independence of Chevalier kept Kauffer's observations from him. 

Kauffer's next and last known visit was in 1793 and may well have been 

prompted by Chevalier's publication in 1791 and 1792. The trip certainly 

included work in the area of Hisarlik, for the results are incorporated 

in Choiseul-Gouffier's "Plan de Ilium Recens et de ses Environs, leve en 

1793 par F. Kauffer, "45 where the site of Hisarlik is clearly marked and 

the line of its outer walls is traced. (See Fig. I. 1) This visit is the 

most probable occasion of the discovery. 

What is much more doubtful, however, is whether Kauffer ever drew the plan 

of the remains which appears in this map, and whether he even surveyed 

the site itself in any detail at all. The version of his map which was 

obtained by Clarke and Cripps and published by them in 1803 marks Hisarlik 

simply as "Ilium Pagus: Ville de Constantin. "46 Now it is perfectly true 

that, arguing on the basis of this map alone, it could be supposed that 

Kauffer had in fact known the detailed plan of the site but failed to 

show it. Although the map proclaims that it was made specially for Count 

Ludolf, 
47 

from whom Clarke and Cripps had received it, it has to be said 

that it shows every sign of being a hasty and inferior copy of some better 

map. It was later criticised by both Gell48 and Rennell49 for its 

inaccuracy. And we know of at least one other occasion when Kauffer 

warded off unwelcome attentions by handing over an inferior map: when 

Clarke and Cripps besieged him on his death-bed in 1802 and were palmed 

off with an out-of-date plan of Constantinople. 
50 

But there are other 
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maps to be taken into account, and it is a striking fact that the 

Hisarlik fortifications are absent from every other Kauffer map that 

was published before 1820. They are not in the derivative map 

published by Olivier, 
51 

which does not mark a site at Hisarlik at all 

(although the text does allude to the Ville de Constantin52). Rennell's 

version, which had come to him through John Hawkins, only scatters 

the site with stereotyped L-shaped marks to indicate the presence of 

buildings. 
53 

Choiseul-Gouffier's map of the coast of the Troad 

published in 1809 still marks the site with only a patch of dots. 
54 

it 

is true that the plan of the fortifications does appear in his "Carte de 

la Plaine de Troie levee en 1786 et 1787. "55 But that map notes that it 

was emended and added to by Barbie du Bocage in 1819, after Choiseul's 

death in 1817; and the plan of the Hisarlik remains here is palpably an 

imperfect copy of their more exact representation in the "1793" map 

under discussion. All this means that for up to eighteen years after 

Kauffer's death (1802) neither Choiseul-Gouffier nor anyone else was 

depicting the actual appearance of the Hisarlik site, despite the fact 

that Choiseul, at least, presumably had a copy of Kauffer's 1793 map 

already. And then in 1820 and 1822 the plan made its appearance. What 

happened in the interim? 

In 1812 Clarke published the third volume of his Travels, in which he 

placed Ilium Novum at Hisarlik. In 1814 Choiseul-Gouffier, now in Paris, 

sent Dubois back to the Troad to collect detailed information on matters 

that still needed clarifying. 
56 

Dubois definitely spent some time at 

Ciplak57 where he took notes on Hisarlik. 
58 

It was also a normal part of 

his job to take plans. 
59 

He was certainly not there just to draw the 

pictures of Hisarlik, because that was done by Hilaire. 
60 

It looks very 

much as though Clarke's publication pushed Choiseul-Gouffier into 

sending Dubois to make the detailed survey of Hisarlik which was lacking 

in Kauffer's plans. The plan must have been added to Kauffer's 1793 map 

without either Choiseul-Gouffier or Dubois feeling the need to acknowledge 

the addition; and after Choiseul's death the more scrupulous Barbie du 

Bocage transferred the plan, acknowledging the addition, to the map 

originally made by Kauffer in 1786 and 1787. Thus, while Kauffer receives 

the credit for first having noticed the site, to Dubois should probably 

go the credit for having made the first detailed survey of it. `The first 

published picture of the site was by Hilaire (see Fig. I. 2. ). 
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Edward Clarke visited the site in 1801, accompanied by J. M. Cripps and 

the two artists Preaux and Lusieri, who were both engaged in making drawings 

for Lord Elgin, at that time British Ambassador in Constantinople. 
61 

It was perhaps on their account that the party visited Halileli, "in 

whose vicinity we had been instructed to seek for remains of a temple 

once sacred to the Thymbraean Apollo. "62 While in the area, they were 

shown a large number of coins of Ilium which had come, they were told, 

from Hisarlik. 
63 

These, together with the evidence of inscriptions in 

the neighbourhood, persuaded Clarke to propose the site's identification 

as New Ilium. He was not, as Cook has pointed out, 
64 

the first to place 

New Ilium in the region of ýiplak; but he was the first to place it 

specifically at Hisarlik and to do so for a sound archaeological reason - 

although Morritt later claimed that he had thought of the idea first, 

in 1794, only to reject it. 
65 

But Morritt's letters show that the site 

he noticed was the C iplak burial-ground, and neither they nor his 
66 

Vindication of Homer provide any support for his claim. 

Nevertheless the first person to publish the identification was not Clarke 

himself but Gell. His Topography of Troy, beautifully illustrated with 

hand-painted aquatint plates, came out in 1804, and noted that the 

situation of Ilium Recens had been discovered from inscriptions on the 

spot. 
67 

Gell himself had never visited the site, 
68 

which explains the 

curiously vague and unsupported air of his statement. He gives no details 

of the site, no description, and not even a close view in any of his 

plates. Hisarlik only ever appears in the distance as one feature among 

others in a panoramic view. 
69 

The fact is that the identification 

cannot be attributed to Gell. But we can see where he picked it up. 

His survey took place in December 1801, after which he returned to 

Constantinople. Shortly afterwards Clarke and Cripps came back from 

their tour of the Holy Land, Egypt and Greece which they had. begun 

the previous March in the Troad. On arriving at their former lodgings 

in Constantinople they found them occupied by Gell and Dodwell; and I 
" thereafter all four shared the same accommodation from January till April 

1802,70 and there can be no reasonable doubt that it was from Clarke 

that he learnt of the identification. Clarke thus lost the pleasure 

of announcing the discovery himself; but it may have been with a view 
to establishing his priority that in 1812 he included in his Travels 

the following note: 
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"We were together in Constantinople in 1800; and both visited 
Troas in the following year. Our journey took place in March 
1801: Sir W. Gell did not arrive until December. "72 

Gell includes in his general map of the Plain of Troy (Plate XLV) an 

indication of the remains at Hisarlik: a suggestion of fortification 

walls that follow the shape of the spur. This, too, must go back to 

Clarke; and published in 1804 it antedates the publication of the plan 

by Dubois. But it is too cursory and schematic to rank as a competitor. 

It was later taken over by Rennell. 
73 

Gell, however, may not have 

appreciated this compliment, for in the Gennadius Library in Athens 

there is a copy of Rennell's work which contains on p. xi a manuscript 

note which attributes to Gell this comment: 

"Major Rennell was perfectly convinced that Troy was at 
Bounarbashi till about the year 1813, for in 1812 he 
repeatedly told me that7ýr Chandler was in his dotage 
when he wrote'his Troy. Rennell was become a real 
old woman before he wrote this work. " 

Although Gell went into print first with, as it seems, Clarke's 

identification, Clarke himself was the first to publish a verbal 

description of Hisarlik. It is not very detailed, but perhaps deserves 

to be quoted in full on account of its priority and as it is in many 

respects quite representative of the comments of travellers who followed: 

"We came to an elevated spot of ground, surrounded on all sides 
by a level plain, watered by the Callifat Osmack, and which there 
is every reason to believe the Simoisian. Here we found, not 
only the traces, but also the remains of an'antient citadel; 
Turks were then employed raising enormous blocks of marble, 
from foundations surrounding the place; possibly the identical 
works by Lysimachus when he fenced New Ilium with a wall. The 
appearance of the structure exhibited that colossal and massive 
style of architecture which bespeaks the masonry of the early 
ages of Grecian history. All the territory within these 
foundations was covered by broken pottery, whose fragments 
were parts of those antient vases now held in such high 
estimation. Here the peasants said they had found the medals 
which they had offered to us, and most frequently after heavy 
rains. Many had been discovered in consequence of the recent 
excavations made there by the Turks, who were removing the 
materials of the old foundations, for the purpose of constructing 
works at the Dardanelles... , 75 

In time the description of the site and its location was amplified by 

other visitors. It lay on an eminence at the end of a suite of hills, to 

which it was connected by a narrow ridge. On the spur itself, which was 

of limestone, was a large mound shaped like a truncated cone. Three sides 
76 

of the mound sloped gently away, but on the north side the slope was steep 
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and ran down to a marsh. 
77 

The clearest description is given by Charles Maclaren who, despite 

having published his Dissertation in 1822,78 did not visit the site until 

1847.79 He incorporated his observations in the field into his later 

work, The Plain of Troy Described, published only in 1863. 
ß0 

His ground- 

plan of the site (see Fig. I. 3.1), if we disregard for the moment his 

inclusion of walls and the like which he drew in on the authority of 

Choiseul-Gouffier rather than from personal observation, 
81 

is taken 

from Forchhammer 
82 

and shows no serious divergence from Kauffer's map 

of 1793; 
83 

but it has the advantage of being accompanied by a more 

detailed commentary. It has to be recognised, however, that in the 

commentary Maclaren has inadvertently transposed the descriptions 

of the northern spur of the site (marked 'a' on the plan) and the 

southern spur (marked 'b'). If this is allowed for, his account records 

that the southern spur lay at about 84ft above the plain and that "the 

top of the hill generally forms a sort of plateau at nearly the same 

elevation. " The northern spur, on the other hand, stood about 25ft 

higher and formed a nearly square eminence measuring c. 700ft in either 

direction. On its eastern side it was marked at all points by an 

almost vertical drop to the level of the natural hill-top, and on the 

West by a very steep descent to the plain 110ft below. On the south 

side he noted that a gentle rise in the plateau reduced the difference 

of level to about loft. But even this figure seems to indicate that 

here too there was a distinct edge to the higher ground. Maclaren 

refers to this eminence (properly on the northern spuzj as the acropolis, 

and it is this which appears in his silhouette of the site seen from 

the North (see Fig. 1.3.2). It is, of course, the prehistoric mound of 

Hisarlik. 

A number of visitors after Clarke rightly saw that irregularities on the 

surface of. the site, and in particular the distinct edges on all sides 

of the northern spur, attested the existence of buried city walls. 

Dubois believed he could trace the remains of an entire circuit; 
84 

and 

Choiseul-Gouffier, perhaps depending on Dubois, noted in his own text 

the existence of an enclosure and of foundations. 
85 

Barbie du Bocage, 

relying on the observations of Kauffer, Dubois, Clarke, Hobhouse, Despreaux 

de Saint-Sauveur and others, later stated specifically that the city walls 
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could be seen below the surface, and that they more or less followed 

the contours of the site. 
86 

Ulrichs, who visited the site in 1843, 

confirms that the city walls could be followed easily, 
87 

and Newton 

too was impressed by the obviously extensive remains below the surface. 
88 

While it is true that the shape of the mound on the northern spur did 

indeed turn out to be a rough guide to the line of the city walls (of 

Troy VI, not IX), unfortunately the contours of the rest of the site 

proved in the event much less reliable. The circuits traced by 

Dubois and Forchhammer, although they coincide at some points with the 

Troy IX walls recorded by Dorpfeld, 
89 

are largely illusory. 

Of slightly more value are the records of upstanding remains on the site. 

They are described in fairly general terms by a number of travellers, 

often with a note that they were being depleted by local peasants who 

were taking the stone for building. Hammer-Purgstall saw remains of 

ancient monuments and masonry on his visit in 1800,90 and both the 

plan by Dubois and the engraving by Hilaire are fairly specific in 

showing upstanding blocks of stone on the circuit of the Troy IX wall. 
91 

These are mentioned by Barbie du Bocage also, 
92 

but he is drawing his 

information from Dubois and Hilaire. Forchhammer, who visited the site 

in 1839, was able to identify "extensive ruins" including the theatre, 

the city wall, the aqueduct and what he interpreted as a bath. 
93 

Von 

Eckenbrecher, in the following year, likewise noted some large remains 

of destroyed buildings. 
94 

William Turner, on the other hand, visiting 

the site in 1816, was able to record only "small stones, among which 

are some morsels of marble and brick scattered over the hill. "95 Rather 

similar observations were later made by Weston (1845) 
96 

and Newton (1853), 

who noted that "the remains above ground are very trifling. "97 

Taken as a whole, the accounts left by the surveyors and travellers 

provide us with little more than a rough impression of the site as it 

was before excavation. The plans are approximate - impressionistic, even; 

the verbal descriptions are mostly brief and lacking in detail. Only 

Maclaren's description comes close to precision, and even he has got his 

notes confused. This is hardly surprising. Hisarlik held no unique 

or outstanding interest for these writers, who were mostly aiming at a 
more general documentation of the Troad. Their legacy should not be judged 

out of context. But it is fair to say that to the modern archaeologist 

their accounts are of very limited value. For something more substantial 
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we must turn to the excavators, of whom Schliemann was not the first. 

III. First Excavations, 1855 - 1865 

At this point the Calvert family must be. introduced. They were a family 

of English origin who had been established in the Levant, and particularly 

in Turkey, for several decades as landowners, diplomats, merchants and 

bankers. They had associations with Rhodes, Smyrna, Salonika, Alexandria 

and Istanbul, but were also prominent residents of the Troad and-the 

Dardanelles. 
98 

Several brothers are mentioned in the literature. 

Frederick appears to have been the eldest and was British Consul at the 

Dardanelles (ýanakkale) for many years. 
99 

James may have been the 
100 

second eldest, for he acted as British Consul in Frederick's absence. 

The youngest of the three who were normally resident at the Dardanelles 

was Frank, who appears in the Earl of Carlisle's diary as "young Mr Calvert, 

the consul's brother. "101 There were also other brothers living elsewhere. 

In 1857 W. N. Senior made the acquaintance of a Calvert brother in Therapia, 

at Constantinople. This one had apparently been born in Malta and 

had lived for most of his life in various parts of Turkey, including 

Konya and Kayseri, which he had left in 1847.102 If this brother was 

Edward, then it was he who later attempted to mediate for Schliemann in 

his request for an excavation-permit in 1870.103 Lascarides refers to an 

Edmund Calvert, British Vice-Consul in Rhodes, and to a Charles Calvert, 

British Consul in Monastir. 
104 

Frederick Calvert had come to live in the Troad in 1834, at which time 

the British Consulship was held by his uncle, a Mr Launder. 
105 

There is 

also evidence for the existence of a younger Mr Launder (or Lander), 

son of the consul and British Vice-Consul, whom Napier and Welcker both 

met at Ererkoy. 
106 

The younger Mr Launder had been in the Troad since 

at least 1829 and was still there in 1842, doing a thriving business in 

valonia. 'Launder's house at Erenköy, seen by Temple in 1834,107 was 
in ruins from a recent fire when visited by Charles Fellows in 1838.108 

It appears that the father subsequently had a new house built on the same 

site. 
109 

To this he must have added a neighbouring house formerly owned 
by, a Turkish Aga, 

110 
for Senior makes clear that by the time of his 

lll 
visit in 1857 the Erenköy property consisted of two houses joined together. 

Its size is evident from the map of Erenköy published by Frank, Calvert in 
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his article on Ophrynium. 
112 

By 1853 the house had come into the possession 

of Frederick Calvert, whose menage at that time included not only his 

two younger brothers and his mother-in-law, a Mrs Abbott, but also a 

Wallachian refugee who was practising as an artist. 
113 

Frederick Calvert is first met in G. F. Weston's account of his visit in 

1845.114 He is depicted as a great sportsman, a crack shot who used to 

go shooting every autumn with the Pasa of Beyramic and who was a great 

favourite with the Turks. His italianate villa at the Dardanelles, still 

incomplete in 1871, is described by Senior; 
115 

also by Stark, who there 

found himself in an English world of tea and conversation. 
116 

In 

addition to this and the house at Erenköy, Frederick was the proprietor 

of two farms, both held for legal reasons in the name of his wife. 
117 

One was in the Chersonese, 
118 

but of this little is known. The other, 

which figures more prominently in the literature, was the Batak Farm at 

Akca Köy, known later as Thymbra Farm. 
119 

Here in about 1847 Frederick 

had bought 2-3,000 acres of land in the valley and on the slopes of the 

Menderes Cay, 
120 

at the southern end of the Trojan Plain. From 1853 

onwards we hear of plans to drain the marshes here, 
121 

a task which was 

apparently completed by 1874,122 but whose rewards Frederick did not live 

to see. 
123 

He was active in introducing European livestock and farming 

implements onto his lands. 
124 

From his visitors come testimonies to 

his industry, benevolence, humour and concern for justice. 
125 

A less 

flattering view is given by John Brunton, who portrays him as grasping, 

devious and ill-tempered when thwarted. 
126 

According to the gossips of 

Smyrna he was-only able to maintain his position by his work as an agent 

for Lloyds'. 
127 

Frederick was not the only brother to go in for farming. At some time 

before 1857 Frank Calvert, together with a Mr Freeman, had bought 2,000 

acres of land in some other part of the Trojan Plain. 
128 

Senior tells 

us that this land was on the territory of Ilium Novum, 
129 

and his 

itinerary shows that it must have lain largely in the valley of the 

Dümrek Su and on the ridges to North and South. 
130 

The ciftlik which 

he mentions, apparently as Frank Calvert's farmhouse,. may be the farm 

shown in his map as lying North of Halil Eli, just off the road from 

Erenköy. to, Kum Kale. 
131 

The same farm appears in Spratt's and 

Schliemann's maps and may have been noted as a deserted site by Cook. 
132 

The fields on Ilium Novum are likely to have lain on the western, and 
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perhaps southern, limits of Frank Calvert's land. But he never owned the 

entire site; for although in an unpublished letter of 24th September 1863 

he was able to remind Newton: 

"You are aware of my proprietorship to a large portion of the 
site of Ilium (Novum) which contains many remains of antiquity 
buried below its surface. " 

and to note that: 

"A short time since whilst clearing out brushwood from the theatre, 
a torso and two forepaws of a lion were brought to light - just 
below the surface; " 

the same letter nevertheless adds: 

"The field containing the actual site, I am in treaty for, 
and hope soon to secure. "133 

These negotiations met with only limited success. Speaking of events in 

1864 or 1865 Calvert later wrote, 

"I purchased a field comprising part of the highest mound, or 
acropolis... 11134 

But it is clear from the history of Schliemann's excavations on the site 

that, although by 1870 and thereafter Calvert owned the eastern half of 

the Bronze Age mound and parts of the Lower Town (presumably on the 

eastern side), he never owned the western half. 
135 

To the archaeological activities of the Calverts we shall return shortly. 

It is their ownership of land that is for the moment important in 

providing the background to the first known excavations on the site of 

Hisarlik. 

During the Crimean War the British Government wanted military hospitals 

built at Smyrna and Abydos. The sanitary arrangements were a matter of 

particular concern. To supervise the project the War office chose a 

certain John Brunton, a Londoner from Canonbury Square who had graduated 
in Mathematics and French from London University and had trained under 
his father as an engineer. His earlier experience was largely in railway 

construction and as an adviser to a large firm of contractors headed 

by Isambard Brunel. On his arrival in Turkey he selected a site two 

miles North of Erenk6y. 
136 

Inevitably he came into contact with the 
Calvert family, perhaps particularly because of Ferderick's official 
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role in servicing the visiting troops. 
137 

Brunton enters the 

archaeological literature as author of a map of the Erenköy region 

published by Frank Calvert in 1860.138 It remained for Professor Cook 

to draw attention to Brunton's autobiography by which his excavations 

at Hisarlik in the winter of 1855-56 were revealed. 
139 

When peace negotiations began, Brunton was ordered to stop all works 

at the hospital. This left him with 150 men from the Army Works Corps 

unemployed. A programe of excavations was his solution to this dilemma, 

a solution to which the men were only partly reconciled by extra rations 

of stout. They camped out "on the plains of Troy, - determining to 

commence some excavations at the Necropolis. " By "Troy" Brunton will 

here certainly have meant Pinarba&i, following the identification still 

held at this date by almost all scholars as well as by both Frederick 

and Frank Calvert, neither of whom abandoned the view until 1860.140 

But the excavations "at the Necropolis" will have been at Hanay Tepe, which 

at this time the Calverts held to have been Troy's burial ground. 
141 

This, not Pinarbayi itself, is likely to have been the origin of Brunton's 

"Trojan" objects in the British Museum. 
142 

Brunton's camp, and all 

his initial excavations, must then have been on Frederick Calvert's land. 

When, therefore, we next read that he detached a section of men to excavate 

at Ilium Novum, the presumption will be strong that here too the digging 

took place on Calvert land, namely on the part of Hisarlik that belonged 

to Frank Calvert. Brunton's narrative, which was written to entertain 

his grandchildren, is not very informative. His excavations at Hisarlik 

may have lasted no more than a single day. At all events they seem to 

have been quite brief. Brunton records: 

"I found the ruins of a temple, the Corinthian capital of one 
of the columns, evidently shaken down by an earthquake, was 
the most beautiful piece of carving I ever saw. It weighed 
over 3 tons - we had some difficulty getting it out of the 
hole in which we discovered it. There were no roads to the 
place along which"a cart could be brought to convey it away - 
so I was forced to roll it up the mound under which I had 
found it, set it up on end, and to my great regret leave it 
there. " 

Very near the same spot he found some walls with coloured plaster. 

"We dug a little deeper and came upon the tessellated pavement 
of a room. We cleared the whole area of the room. In the centre 
of the room was a large oval tessellated picture, - the subject a 
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Boar hunt, beautifully worked in variously tinted marbles. " 

At this point the work was interrupted by despatches. Brunton and his 

men were ordered to return immediately to the hospital, so the excavated 

area was filled in again. A fortnight later he returned, only to find 

the mosaic gone. He contented himself with removing a piece of the 

bordering of the. room. "This, " he says, "ended my explorations at Troy. " 

The site of Brunton's excavations cannot be determined with any certainty, 

but a few indications allow us to hazard a guess at its rough location. 

Frank Calvert's land, on which it seems likely that the excavation took 

place, did not at this date include any part of the mound proper. We 

must therefore look for a site either on the fringes of the mound or 

in the lower town. Schliemann reported mosaic floors from five shafts 

in the lower town, all damaged. 
143 

In his long trench to the south side 

of the mound he found a portico of syenite columns with Corinthian 

capitals of white marble. 
144 

A location to the South or Southeast of 

the mound is therefore one possibility. Another possibility is that 

Frank Calvert later re-excavated the same trench, before he acquired 

the additional land, and-described it again in September 1863 in his 

letter to Newton. 
145 

in this case the work will probably have been in 

square J8. Schliemann re-opened Calvert's trench here in 1873 and found 

large blocks of Corinthian pillars and other sculptured blocks, together 

with a number of inscriptions. 
146 

These later proved to have belonged 

to Theatre B, whose coloured floor Dbrpfeld says had been removed 

some years earlier by local villagers. 
147 

Brunton's stolen mosaic has 

been traced to the church at Kalafat. 
148 

Frank Calvert's excavations, just referred to, are the next known 

archaeological assault on Hisarlik. In fact all three Calvert brothers 

had archaeological interests, although they followed them with varying 

degrees of intensity. James could comment with interest and some know- 

ledge on Schliemann's excavations of 1870.149 But fieldwork was apparently 

the preserve of Frederick and Frank. Until about 1863 they seem to have 

enjoyed a casual collaboration, Frank being the more active and having 

the more scholarly mind. Until 1860 they both shared the orthodox 

view of Chevalier that Troy lay at Pinarbasi. 
150 

The collection of 

antiquities usually associated with Frank Calvert seems to have been 

begun as much by Frederick, if Carlisle's account of 1853 is to be 
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believed; 
151 

and it was in Frederick's house at the Dardanelles that 

Stark saw it poorly displayed in vestibule and narrow attics in the 

autumn of 1871.152 

It seems to have been Frank who first dug a site, although the dates 

later given to his excavations and to Frederick's in The Levant Herald 

may not be wholly accurate. 
153 

Already by the time of the visits of 

Newton, Tozer and Carlisle in 1853, the brothers clearly had a good 

general knowledge of antiquities in the Troad. But their first 

excavations were at Hanay Tepe, on`Frederick Calvert's farmland. 

Frank Calvert dug here in February 1853 during C. T. Newton's visit. 
154 

The excavation was written up in September 1856 and published in 1859,155 

apparently without any further digging. Frank Calvert later dated the 

excavation variously to 1856 
156 

and 1857,157 but perhaps these dates 

reflect only the date when the report was written. The report, in 

Frank Calvert's usual economical style, already reveals a knowledge 

of the pottery sequence and of geology, together with an interest in 

stratification. But the section-drawing, while it superficially 

appears authoritative, is largely extrapolation from the limited 

discoveries that could be made in one vertical shaft and one horizontal 

trench. The report of his renewed excavations in 1878-79 under Schliemann's 

patronage shows the extent to which his skills of recording and inter- 

pretation had developed in the intervening 25 years. 
158 

In'1853 Frank 

Calvert also dug in the nearby necropolis, 
159 

where Brunton was to 

follow and where in 1857 Frederick - perhaps typically - entertained 

N. W. Senior to the excavation of some pithos-burials before lunch. 
160 

By this date Calvert had evidently dug quite a number of pithos-burials 

in different parts of the Troad. 
161 

At some date between 1853 and 1859 the two brothers turned their interests 

to the region near Frederick's other house at Erenköy. By 1859 Frank 

had cleared out some wells, excavated a few tombs in the necropolis and 

identified the site of Ophrynium. Frederick had excavated a mound, 
162 

Frank had already explored, but probably not excavated, the area at the 

time of Newton's visit in 1853.163 He later gave the date of his work 

as 1857-59.164 But the results are already shown in Brunton's map - 

compiled in 1855-56,165 and indicate an earlier date for the work - 

unless some of the notes in the map were added by Frank Calvert. The 

observations, which again include geological and palaeontological remarks, 
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seem to have been carefully made and the identification to be reliable; 
166 

the excavations were never published. 

Around 1859 the two brothers extended their explorations to the Sigeum 

ridge. Frank explored the coast between Alexandria Troas and Cape 

Lectum, identifying the sites of Colonae and Larisa, and excavating 

in the necropolis on Besik Tepe. 
167 

Frederick excavated the "Tomb of 

Patroclus" at the northern end of the ridge. 
168 

But the progressive draining of the marsh around Frederick's farm at 

Akja Köy drew their attention back to the question of Troy's location 

in 1860-61. Two springs, one hot and one cold, were thought to have 

come to light in the marsh; these the two brothers took to be the 

source of the Scamander. They were thus led to adopt the topography 

of Ulrichs, who had placed Troy at Akca Köy - the site of Frederick's 

farm. 
169 

Frederick Calvert remained an adherent of this view, so far 

as we can judge, until he died. Certainly in 1871 he still held to 

the identification. 
170 

Frank, however, seems soon to have abandoned the view and to have turned 

his attention to Hisarlik. This produced the curious situation in 

which the brothers, with neighbouring farms, each believed that he alone 

could lay claim to the authentic site of ancient Troy. At least some 

element of rivalry is likely to have made itself felt; and indeed from 

this date we find no further evidence of the friendly, if casual, 

collaboration of earlier days. But there was no hostility, for Frank 

was again digging on his brother's land in 1871171 and apparently 

inherited it. 
172 

1863 in fact brought the turning-point which led to Frank Calvert's 

excavations on Hisarlik and, ultimately, to Schliemann's. A sudden 

flurry of activity announces Frank's interest in the site and is perhaps 

to be explained by the publication in the same year of Charles Maclaren's 

The Plain of Troy Described, 
173 

arguing for Hisarlik as the site of Troy. 

First he carried out a series of test excavations in and around Pinarbasi. 

These enabled him to discard the generally-held theory of its trojan 

identity. 
174 

He then immediately turned to Hisarlik, where he made 

a small sounding, and started to negotiate for the purchase of the mound. 

Hitherto it has been thought, on Calvert's own authority, that his 
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excavations at Hisarlik only began in 1865, under the influence of 

von Hahn's negative results at Pinarba. i in 1864.175 This, however, 

is not the case, as may be seen from the letter to Newton which has 

already been mentioned. 
176 

It is dated 24th September 1863 and the 

relevant section runs as follows: 

"You are aware of my proprietorship to a large portion of the 
site of Ilium (Novum) which contains many remains of antiquity 
buried below its surface. I have discovered that the site of 
the temple of Pallas occupied the prominent mound which rises 
out of the plain - an excavation I made twelve feet long by 
eight feet broad and three deep, disclosed a number of fluted 
columns a capital, an inscription and friezes, whilst others 
appear underneath and on all sicbs. Our mutual friend 
Mr Waddington thinks important discoveries may be made in this 
temple. The field containing the actual site, I am in treaty 
for, and hope soon to secure. The abrupt hill affords an easy 
method of getting rid of the rubbish in any excavation that 
might be made here. A short time since whilst clearing out 
brushwood from the theatre, a torso and two forepaws of a 
lion were brought to light - just below the surface. 

"Now if anything could be managed with the British Museum to 
carry on excavations here (and elsewhere if they desired it) 
I would be very happy to offer my services. 

"I would allow any part of my lands to be turned over, and all 
objects found to become the property of the British Museum 
(with the exception of any duplicates which the Turkish Govt 
would probably claim as their right in granting the firman of 
excavation). 

"I would however wish to have the direction of the excavation, or 
that my name might be attached to any discoveries made. 

"My services would be gratuitous, unless the British Museum on 
the results of the excavations being known, might think fit to 
make me a compensation - but this is a matter I would leave 
entirely to them. 

"The funds could be under the control, or not, of H. M's Consul, 
as the British Museum might deem preferable. 

"This I think is a liberal proposal, which combined with my 
local knowledge and experience, that could be brought to bear 
favourably on the enterprise, makes me entertain a hope that 
the British Museum may be disposed to accept it. 

"You would greatly oblige me by letting me know as soon as possible 
whether there is any chance of my proposal being entertained, for 
in the negative case, my intention is to apply to the Prussian 
or French Govt - as I confess my means for carrying on the 
excavations are limited. This is an alternative I am loath 
to have recourse to, preferring infinitely to serve our own 
Government. " 
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Frank Calvert was too cautious, and perhaps too wily, to make direct 

reference in this letter to the Trojan identification of Hisarlik; but 

his belief in the identification is already implied by the brackets in 

his writing "Ilium (Novum)" and by a later reference in the letter to 

his belief that Pinarbasi was not "the Ilium Vetus" of Chevalier but 

Gergithe. 

Calvert's excavation of 1863 has to be located in his trench in J8, shown 

in Atlas Taf. 116 (=Troja und Ilion fig. 1) and in Fig. I. 9 of the present 

work. His finds reported in the letter to Newton correspond sufficiently 

well with Schliemann's later discoveries at the same point; 
77 

they 

derive from Theatre B of Troy IX. 
178 

There is also, as has been mentioned, 

a general correspondence which could suggest that this was the site of 

Brunton's excavations of 1855-56. Erosion or digging by villagers may 

explain the larger size of the trench in Laurent's plan of 1872. 

Perhaps Calvert did not present his case forcefully enough; for after some 

delays the British Museum's refusal was communicated to him in, February 

1864.179 By the following year, however, he had bought the field 

containing the northeastern part of the site, and there he started new 

excavations. 
180 

These excavations of 1865 were in the other three 

trenches shown in Atlas Taf. 116 and in Fig. I. 9 and must be placed in 

squares G 3-4, H 3-4 and JK'4-5 (see Fig. I. 9) . From several brief reports 

we can form some idea of Calvert's findings, 
181 

but as yet no more 

detailed report or set of notes has come to light. 

Calvert records that he uncovered part of the city wall "built by 

Lysimachus" some of whose stones carried builders' marks. In trenches 

G 3-4 and H 3-4 what he found was undoubtedly part of the enclosure wall 

of Troy IX, and it provides evidence that it did indeed extend between 

IXW and IXN. 
182 

Similar builders' marks are attested on IXN and IXM. 
183 

The trenchýat the northeastern corner of the mound will have been intended 

to trace further the supposed circuit wall. The angle of masonry 

exposed by Calvert appears in Atlas Taf. 214 (=TR Plan 2). If the trench 

and wall shown in the plan are correctly placed, Calvert must there have 

uncovered the stone superstructure belonging to the northern end of the 

Troy VI city wall, 
184 

rather than any part of the East Stoa of Troy IX. 
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Further into the mound, within the "Wall of Lysimachus, " he correctly 

identified the Temple of Athena. Here he noted doric columns, 

architraves and parts of several bas-reliefs. 
185 

One was said to 

depict part of the figure of a gladiator. This can probably be 

identified as the block illustrated in Troja p. 201, No. 108 and 

photographed in Troja und Ilion Beilage 51 No. 3. Schliemann and 

Dörpfeld note that it had come from Hisarlik and had-stood in front 

of Calvert's farmhouse at Thymbra for many years. 
186 

In a letter of 

1869 to Schliemann, Calvert also mentions that he found the pavement of 

the temple at a depth of 10 to 12 feet. 
187 

If we take it that Calvert 

was measuring down from the highest part of the adjoining mound-surface, 

at c. 36.50m, then his pavement must have lain at about 32.00 - 33.50m. But 

it is difficult to find anything in D6rpfeld's record which might 

correspond with this. 
188 

If, however, we suppose the measurement to 

have been taken from the much lower surface within the depression formed 

by the robbing-out of the Temple masonry, at c. 34.67m, then there is 

the possibility that Calvert here struck the top of the Troy II citadel 

wall, at a point where all the later Bronze Age deposits had been removed 

to lay the Temple foundations. 

His excavations went to a depth of c. 4-5m, but never touched virgin 

soil. Among the pottery Calvert found, he identified, nothing earlier 

than seventh century. He was, however, left with the clear understanding 

that the site consisted of many superimposed ruins, and with the 

conviction that the site of Troy was there to be found. These he passed 

on to Schliemnann. 
189 

IV. Reconstruction of the Mound Before Excavation 

It is only from the time of Schliemann's visit of 1868 onwards that more 

detailed observations of the site become available. When taken together 

these allow us to reconstruct the shape of the mound as it was before 

excavation. A reconstruction of this sort is not simply a matter of 

antiquarian interest; it is an essential first step to the accurate 
interpretation of Schliemann's excavation-records, The reason is 

that, since he himself used no grid, the only method by which he could 

pinpoint his finds was to note their depth from the surface and their 

distance from the edge of the mound. To the modern reader this infor- 

mation is useless and confusing unless the shape of the mound has been 
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defined. But given an adequate reconstruction, most of the obscurities 

can be resolved. 

As might be expected, Schliemann's earliest measurements lack 

precision. After his visit of 1868 he described the site as a spur 

roughly 40m high, standing 20m higher than the hills behind it. The 

summit was a four-cornered plateau measuring 233m in both length and 

width, with its north slope dropping "almost vertically to the plain. " 
190 

The horizontal measurements must have been paced out on the plain and 
judged by eye; the vertical measurements are generous estimates. In 

his diary for 1870 he noted an altitude of 100ft, the mound standing 
50ft higher than the hills and on two sides dropping to the plain at 

an angle of 650.191 The horizontal measurements, presumably of the 

top of the mound, are now given as 164 x 120m; 
192 

but a note is added 
that the eastern part of the summit lay 3 to 4m lower than the western 

part. 
193 

Another batch of figures was given after his work of 1871 

and 1872. The summit of the mound stood at 32m above the plain and 

at 40m above sea-level. 
194 

This summit constituted a higher plateau; 

there was also a second plateau 8m below the'summit and 24m above the 

plain, 
195 

i. e. at 32m above sea-level. The horizontal measurements, 

this time clearly taken again from the base of the mound, are given 

as 215 x 300m. 196 
The angle of the north slope is said to be 400.197, 

From these diverse, early measurements a preliminary picture emerges. 

The plain lay at about 8m above sea-level, and the ridge of hills at 

about 25m above sea-level. Above these the site rose in three tiers: 

a lower "plateau" at about 32m, the eastern half of the summit at 
36-37m, and the western half of the summit - the "highest plateau" - 
at about 40m above sea-level. The base of the site, where it joined 

the plain, measured roughly 215 x 300m; the summit of the mound 

measured roughly 164 x 120m, these figures evidently indicating its 

greatest length and greatest width'. There was a steep slope on two 

sides, that on the north side being particularly noticeable. This body 

of preliminiary information will be useful in providing a rough check 

on whatever more detailed reconstruction we may reach. 

For a more precise picture we can draw on some early, but partial, 

contour-plans together with a fairly large number of spot-heights for 
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the original mound surface. 

The first plan to give an indication of contours was Adolphe Laurent's 

plan of 1872, published as Atlas Taf. 116 and reproduced here as Fig. I. 4. 

It shows the shape of the mound at an early stage in the excavations. 

The dotted lines, however, do not represent genuine contours, as becomes 

clear if we compare them with the spot-heights and the profile on the 

same plate. Their purpose seems to be to show how the lie of the land 

struck the eye. D6rpfeld has reproduced Laurent's plan in Troja und 

Ilion fig. l, but he has omitted the spot-heights and the profile while 

adding three extra "contours" of his own. These are certainly not based 

on his own observation. He only arrived at Hisarlik in 1882, by which 

time the contours of the mound had been badly distorted by dumping: the 

frontispiece to Ilios shows the state of the site at the end of 1879. 

One is driven to the conclusion that Dörpfeld's additional contours are 

no more than decorative. For the more outlying parts of the site, away 

from the excavations on the citadel, Wolff's plan of 1883 is definitive. 

Published in Troja Plan VIII and reproduced (with some additions) in 

Troja und Ilion Taf. II, 
198 

it was the first plan to show genuine contours. 

But its outlines of the mound itself have been almost completely 

distorted by dumping. None of the undulations shown by Wolff on the 

north side appears in the early plans of Schliemann. To these plans we 

may add the testimonies of Atlas Taf. 177 and 214 (reproduced as Troja und 

Ilion fig. 2; and Troy and Its Remains Plan 2, Troja und Ilion fig. 3), 

which, while not showing contours, do give an indication of the general 

shape of the summit of the mound. (See Figs. 1.5,6). 

Spot-heights on the original mound-surface are available from a number 

of sources. Several are noted in Laurent's plan, Atlas Taf. 116. Atlas 

Taf. 117, from the end of the 1872 season, gives some more, including 

a useful one for the top of the "Tower. " In D6rpfeld's version of the 

plan some of the depths are omitted and at least one is incorrectly 

transcribed. 
199 

The plan of the 1873 excavations, Atlas Taf. 214, is 

particularly valuable as it includes a large number of spot-heights on 

unexcavated areas. But it has its difficulties. In the four copies of 

the (rather rare) Atlas that I have been able to consult, the photographs 

are always in part badly faded, and some of the figures in Taf. 214 are 

barely legible even with a magnifying glass. It is not surprising that 
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the later reproductions of Taf. 214 in TR Plan 2 and TI Fig. 3 show 

discrepancies and omissions from the original. But precisely because 

of the difficulties it is essential to use the plan as it stands in 

the Atlas. Two of the section-drawings in Ilios, plans III and IVa, 

show the mound-surface at certain points and allow a rough calculation 

of its altitude by measuring its height above identifiable points such 

as the'top of Wall IIa in Plan III, or the "Hellenic wall" (of IXB) in 

Plan IV. In Plan IVb, shown below IVa, the measurements are incorrect - 

the line which marks the bottom of the excavations may have been wrongly 

drawn in - and this renders the section useless for our present purpose. 

In Ilios Schliemann reports Burnouf's calculation that the mound reached 

49.43m above sea-level. 
200 

This altitude is completely different from 

any other ever calculated for the site and should be disregarded. Wolff's 

plan of 1883 shows one or two spot-heights on unexcavated parts of the 

mound proper. The spot-heights which D6rpfeld shows around the edges of 

the citadel in Troja und Ilion Taf. III at first look very helpful, but 

in fact prove to have been affected in all cases by dumping. The 

architectural record in this plan is nevertheless useful, for the highest 

bench-marks among the excavated remains provide us with the minimum altitude 

below which the mound-surface must not be placed. Troja und Ilion figs 6 

and 53 are composite section-drawings and are too schematic to be used 

with any precision. From the American excavations comes very little 

which might help us to reconstruct the summit'of the mound: too much of it 

had already been dug away. But for reconstructing its sides their report 

is invaluable. First, it enables us to eliminate many of the outlying 

altitudes shown by Wolff and Dörpfeld but which derive from the dumps 

left by Schliemann and Dörpfeld. The Cincinnati team speaks ruefully 
of "the many meters of unproductive dump, " the "thousands of tons of loose 

earth and debris" and the "enormous mass of debris deposited by Schliemann. " 

Specifically, dumping was recognised in A 2-3-4,201 ABS-9,202 CDEF 2-3,203 

C 8-9 and D9 
204 

E 8-9 
205 

F 8-9 
206 

G9 
207 

K7 
208 

and ZA 4-5-6.209 

Secondly, it allows us - if we take text, plans and sections together - to 

define the altitudes and locations of the original mound-surface, often 
in areas where the earlier spoil was removed. Spot-heights thus become 

available for A3 
210 

A8 
211 

D2 
212 

E 8-9 
213 

F 8-9 
214 

G 2-3 
215 

J 5216 

and K 7.217 

These, then, are the sources from which we may deduce the original shape 

of the mound. But bringing all the information together is a complex 
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operation which involves several procedures. We face three difficulties. 

First, the plans are all drawn to different scales. This would pose few 

problems if the scales marked on each were entirely accurate, or if one 

could be certain that features were all correctly drawn in; but that 

is not the case. Secondly, we need to be able to give all plans the 

same orientation, so as to be able to superimpose one plan on another; 

but magnetic and true North are not always distinguished and no plan 

before 1890 bears a grid. Thirdly, each plan adopts a different (and often 

unspecified) datum for its altitudes, and we are left with the task of 

calculating the relationships between the altitudes of one plan and 

another. To this only the altitudes used in Troja und Ilion and by Biegen 

are an exception, for Biegen deliberately adopted Dörpfeld's standard. 
218 

We must begin the operation by converting all the plans to the same scale 

and orientation. This will enable us to apply Dörpfeld's grid to every 

plan and so to fix the positions of all the spot-heights. Each plan shows 

buildings or other features which appear also in TI Taf. III, where the 

grid is drawn. It is these, not the orientation-marks, which are better 

used. In Atlas Taf. 214, despite its crude appearance, the buildings are 

mostly in the same positions relative to each other as they are in TI 

Taf. III. There is a small distortion of up to 3m at some points, but 

this is not enough to invalidate the plan altogether. The most useful 

features for comparison are the. "Hellenic well" at C 4-5, the relation of 

CD 5-6 to Gate FM (which is not yet fully exposed in Schliemann's plan), 

Propylon IXD, and the northeast corner of the Troy VI city wall in K 4. 

Having on this basis applied the grid to Atlas Taf. 214, we can then apply 

it indirectly to Atlas Taf. 116 and 117. Taf. 116 and 117 can be related 

to Taf. 214 by the positions of the northwest trench of 1870, together with 

its architecture; of the North-South trench; and of Calvert's trench on 

the northeast side. Taf. 117 helps further by showing in its profile the 

"Great Tower" (D6rpfeld's Wall IIb and IIc), which also appears in Taf. 214. 

Burnouf's plan in Ilios does not, fortunately, concern us here as it 

carries no spot-heights. With Wolff's plan in Troja Plan VIII we are 

able to return to direct comparisons with TI Taf. III. The comparisons 

are nevertheless not without problems. Wolff's plan of the citadel itself 

is on such a very small scale that it has to be greatly magnified; and with 

magnification what were minute errors in the original become serious 
inaccuracies. It seems to be the outer features of the citadel which have 
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been slightly misplaced: Propylon IXD, the south side of the Troy VI 

circuit wall and Gate FL. The temple, too, is not quite correctly 

drawn in. The features whose relative positions are most reliable are 

Gates FM, FN, FO, Megara IIA, IIB and the earth pillar in E6. It is 

by reference to these that D5rpfeld's grid can be applied. In bringing 

all these plans together a margin of error is unavoidable: it derives 

chiefly from the plans themselves. But it is not so large as to invalidate 

the results to any major degree. 

Once the plans can be placed together under Dörpfeld's grid, all the known 

spot-heights for the mound-surface can be put on one map. This brings 

us to our next obstacle: the lack of a uniform standard in measuring 

altitudes. Here we have to resort to some arithmetic. In Table II have 

extracted from each plan the altitude of any spot which is marked with an 

altitude in any other plan as well. By comparing these figures we can 

define the differences between the datum-level used in each plan, and so 

eventually convert all altitudes to the standard used by Dörpfeld and 

Biegen. Direct comparisons with either Troja und Ilion or Biegen are 

possible in most cases. 

(i) Atlas Taf. 116 

Mound-surface in E 8: Biegen 37.50219 
Taf. 116 30.34 

7.16 difference 

The two figures come from points close to one another on the mound surface. 

Since, however, they do not come from identical points the calculation 

needs to be checked. This will be possible via Atlas Taf. 117. 

(ii) Atlas Taf. 117 

First of all, a direct comparison with Troja und Ilion: 

Top of Tower in D 6: TI 30.66 
Taf. 117 19.50 

11.16 difference 

These figures come from a solid architectural feature, and should be 
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reliable for comparison. Schliemann excavated the "Tower" down to the 

top of the masonry, 
220 

so there should be no question of erosion 

between the dates of the two measurements. 

Next, an indirect calculation to check the result obtained for Atlas 

Taf. 116. 

Mound-surface in D 5-6: Taf. 116 32.52 
Taf. 117 28.50 

4.02 difference 

Thus 

Difference between Taf. 117 and TI 11.16 
Difference between Taf. 117 and 116 4.02 
Difference between Taf. 116 and TI 7.14 

Although the altitudes from D 5-6 in fact refer no more precisely to a 

single point than those from E 8, the virtual coincidence of the results 

is impressive. We will take the difference between Atlas Taf. 116 and TI 

to be 7.15m. 

(iii) Atlas Taf. 214 

Top of Tower in D 6: TI 30.66 
Taf. 214 24.36 

6.30 difference 

This should be an accurate figure. Two others, for points on the mound 

which are only roughly comparable, yield 6.37 and 6.62. But indirect 

calculation via Atlas Taf. 117 and 116 yields 6.31, which seems to confirm 

the figure of 6.30. 

I 
(iv) Troja 1890 

The comparison is very straightforward in this case, for the datum-point 

in D3 is given the altitude 24.82 in Troja und Ilion. 
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(v) Troja Plan VIII 

Here the situation is more complex. There is one figure, the spot-height 

for the mound-surface in E 6, which finds a direct comparison in TI Taf. III. 

But there is a question whether the figure, 40m, is accurate; for when it 

is compared with its equivalent in Atlas Taf. 214 it yields a different 

result from the other comparison which can be made - for the mound-surface 

in G 4-5. The one produces a difference of 8.00m between Taf. 214 and Troja; 

the other shows only 6.50m. Which of the figures is correct? To decide 

this we can apply a test, taking each set in turn. 

(a) The figure of 40m for the mound-surface in E 6. 

First we define the differences implied by the figure: 

Troja Plan VIII: 40.00 

TI Taf. III: 38.37 (=Troja -1.63) 

Atlas Taf. 214 32.00 (=Troja -8.00) 

We now re-apply these differences to a feature whose altitude is known, and, 

using them, calculate backwards to the altitude that ought then to be 

expected in Atlas 214 and 117. If the results agree with the altitudes 

actually given in the Atlas, then the differences must be correct. If 

not, they must be wrong. For the test-feature we may use the Tower. 

Top of Tower in D 6: 

Actual height in TI 30.66 

Theoretical height in Troja VIII (30.66 + 1.63) 31.29 

Theoretical height in Atlas 214 (31.29 - 8.00) 23.29 

Theoretical height in Atlas 117 (23.29 - 4.86) 18.43 

The theoretical heights for the tower in Atlas 214 and 117 do not agree 

with the heights for the tower actually shown on the plans, so the differences 

we have been using must be wrong. It might be suggested that the error has 

arisen from the fact that E6 was partly excavated in 1893, between the 

dates when Troja Plan VIII and TI Taf. III were drawn. 
221 

But Blegen rightly 

recognised that the E6 pillar was hardly disturbed at all, except to uncover 

the walls of IXC. 
222 

This can be confirmed by comparing the altitudes given 
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for the pillar in Atlas 214 and TI Taf. III, which similarly bracket the 

date of its excavation. They reveal a difference of 6.37m, which is very 

close to the usual difference between the two plans. We therefore have 

to conclude that Wolff's altitude of 40m for E6 must simply be wrong. 

(b) The figure of 37m for the mound-surface in G 4-5. 

Again, we first define the differences implied by the figure. 

Troja Plan VIII 37.00 

TI Taf. III [36.80] (= Troja -0.20) 
223 

Atlas Taf. 214 30.50 (= Troja -6.50) 

Now we apply these to the Tower in the same way as before. 

Top of Tower in D 6: 

Actual height in TI 30.66 

Theoretical height in Troja VIII (30.66 + 0.20) 30.86 

Theoretical height in Atlas 214 (30.86 - 6.50) 24.36 

Theoretical height in Atlas 117 (24.36 - 4.86) 19.50 

The figures for Atlas 214 and 117 agree exactly with those from the plans 

themselves, and so confirm that the difference between Troja und Ilion 

Taf. III and Troja Plan VIII must be 0.20m. 

Table II is based on these results and shows the corrections which need 

to be applied when any two plans are compared. For our present purpose 

only the right-hand column is relevant. Using these comparisons, all 

spot-heights known for the original mound-surface can be justified to 

D6rpfeld's standard. The detailed conversions are listed in Table III. 

The results can now be applied. Fig. I. 7 brings together all the adjusted 
i 

altitudes, the contours and pseudo-contours, and relates them to the grid. 

The spot-heights shown in brackets, in the southeast corner of the mound, 

are taken from Dörpfeld's uppermost underlying buildings. Only in this 

area do his bench-marks at all modify the picture given by the figures 

for the mound-surface. 

On the basis of Fig. I. 7, the tentative reconstruction in Fig. I. 8 has been 
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made. The contours combine as far as possible the dictates of the spot- 
heights with the shape suggested by the outlying contours of Wolff and 

the pseudo-contours of Adolphe Laurent. There has been little difficulty 

in harmonising the three. 
2-24 

It may be asked whether the reconstruction proposed in Fig. I. 8 does not 

belong more to the realms of fantasy than of sober archaeology. To 

this properly sceptical question I bring several points in reply. 

Certainly I will concede that the map cannot claim total accuracy. In 

some parts it is based on more evidence than in others; and the early 

plans which have contributed to its construction were themselves not 

wholly accurate. In a few cases the location of spot-heights may be 

wrong by two or three metres. The altitudes of the summit may be three 

or four centimetres out. But the map is drawn at a small enough scale 

for such errors to be of little consequence. I must add that constant 

application of the map to Schliemann's excavation-records, published and 

unpublished, has convinced me of its general validity. But certain more 

immediate tests can be used. 

Maclaren's description, based on his visit of 1847, has been quoted 

earlier. 
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He saw a mound measuring 700 x 700 ft. (= c. 217 x 217m). 

Dörpfeld's grid, which neatly encloses the mound as reconstructed, measures 

200 x 200m. The summit rose 100ft '(c. 31m) above the plain and 25ft 

(c. 71m) above the plateau on which it sat. On the west side there was 

a steep descent to the plain; on the east side there was a steep descent 

from the summit to the plateau. On the south side there was a gentle 

rise from the plateau to the summit with, at one point, a noticeable 

difference of 10ft. The reconstruction exhibits all these features, 

the description of the south slope being applicable to the terrain in 

FGH 8-9. 

The preliminary picture which we formed from Schliemann's early descriptions 

confirms the new reconstruction in the same way. His measurement of the 

summit, 164 x 120m, fits well the surface of the reconstructed mound when 

measured along B-K 5 and F 3-8. The three tiers which he noted are also 

present: the "plateau" at 32.50m, on the southeast side of the mound; 
the eastern half of the summit lying at 36-37m in F-K 3-8; and the western 

half of the summit rising to nearly 40m in D 4-6. 
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The reconstruction can also be tested by comparing it, square by square, 

with the highest bench-marks in Dörpfeld's plan. In general the 

mound-surface as reconstructed fits snugly over the top of all Dörpfeld's 

buildings. Sometimes there is perhaps half a metre to spare, which we 

can put down either to error in the map or to topsoil encountered in 

excavation. In only one case does a figure in TI Taf. III show a greater 

height than that given in the map, and that is the figure of 37.40 in G 7. 

But this figure can be shown to have arisen from a mistake in Ddrpfeld's 

arithmetic. It ought to have been 36.40, which is perfectly consistent 

with the contour-map. 
226 

Some irregularities amongst the spot-heights in GH 3-4 may serve as a 

final confirmation. Here there is one curiously low altitude of 34.67, 

surrounded by five higher figures: 37.25,36.76,36.30,36.43, and 36.80. 

The only explanation can be that there was a depression here. Now as it 

happens both Schliemann and Calvert refer to a depression in this area. 
227 

Schliemann says that it was rectangular and measured 34 x 23m. If we 

take this into account, the whole feature can be drawn in quite accurately, 

and there is little choice over exactly where to place it. It has to 

be placed directly over the Temple of Athena, with a corresponding size 

and orientation. Even Schliemann realised that the depression had been 

made by peasants digging for stone. 
228 

When the Temple was eventually 

excavated it was confirmed that the foundations had been entirely robbed 

out. 
229 

Fig. I. 8 is therefore put forward as a reasonable approximation to an 

accurate contour-plan of Hisarlik before excavation, in the light of what 

can be learned about the site from its surveyors and excavators. In 

subsequent chapters it will be put to use as a frame of reference around 

which Schliemann's excavations - their progress and their findings - can 

be reconstructed. 
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My aim in this chapter is to describe the sources, mainly documentary, 

from which we can gain a picture of Schliemann's work at Troy during the 

years 1870-1873. There is a wide range of source-materials available to 

us, and I shall first attempt a general outline of these. Then, as 

Schliemann's truthfulness has been called into question in recent years, 

I shall discuss how much reliance we can place on his records. 

I. Range and Extent of the Sources 

The range of documentary material bequeathed to us by Schliemann is most 

easily understood if we look systematically at how he worked: how he 

worked on site during excavation, and how he wrote up his findings after- 

wards, at home in Athens. 

For excavation he preferred to employ Greek-workmen rather than Turkish, 
I 

with the result that he developed a routine of working from Monday to 

Saturday and of taking Sunday off. This routine is reflected in the 

diaries he tried to keep during excavation. These contain daily entries 

written on weekdays, and periodic resumds written up usually on a Sunday 
2 

or on a public holiday. 

The daily entries he aimed to write up each night after the close of 

work, 
3 

although in practice he sometimes left this to the following day4 

or even omitted it altogether. They usually run according to a formula. 

First comes the date, written in by Schliemann himself. He uses both the 

Julian (Eastern) and the Gregorian (Western) calendars, and the date is 

sometimes in one, sometimes in the other, and sometimes in both. 5 
After 

the date comes a note of the number of workmen employed that day and a 

record of the cost. Then follows a complaint about the weather and, hard 

on its heels, another complaint about the "allergrössten Schwierigkeiten" 

he is facing in the excavations. 
6 

There may then be a brief note of 

where on the mound he has been working that day, and a mention of any 

specially notable architectural features or stratigraphic peculiarities. 

Finally he lists the objects he has found. Whereas in 1870 and 1871 this 

was done entirely verbally, in 1872 he began to use drawings. And, 

acting on Burnouf's advice, 
7 

he included with each drawing a note of the 

depth at which it had been found. This practice continues into the 

diary for 1873 as well, and is a most fruitful source of information (see 

Figs. II. 1-4) . 
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We must remember, of course, 'that there were often trenches being dug in 

more than one part of the mound at once; and that Schliemann, talented 

though he may have been, was neither omniscient nor omnipresent. Except 

in cases where he himself was supervising, he must have been dependent 

for his information on periodic visits to the trenches, and on what was 

told to him by his supervisors and workmen. This to some extent explains 

the paucity of detail. The objects, we know, were sometimes brought to 

him by the workmen, 
8 

and it must have been they who often provided the 

information as to depth. Photographs of the objects in the Atlas 

Trojanischer AlterthUmer show how this was recorded: by marking each 

object with a figure in metres. -Presumably this was done on the spot, as 

Schliemann received the object and questioned the workman. It was later, 

no doubt in his own hut and after dark, thus well away from the trenches, 

that the day's findings were recorded and the objects drawn. Here (and 

indeed later) there was scope for misreading the records of depth drawn 

onto the pieces: 6 could be read as 9,4 as 7, and vice versa. Different 

readings for the depth of the same object can sometimes be found when the 

diaries and the Atlas are compared, 
9 

but on the whole the two are 

consistent. 

The periodic resum4s are much longer affairs, and come at irregular 

intervals of one, two, three or even four weeks. 
10 

Sometimes Schliemann 

succeeded in completing them during a single day off, but at other times 

their continuation can be found straggling through the next week or ten 

days in between the daily entries. 
11 

These r4sum4s often give much more 

information about exactly where Schliemann has been digging. They can 

also give quite a full account of the stratigraphy and architecture as 

exposed at the time of writing. They are thus very useful in setting 

the scene for the daily entries which have preceded them, and in providing 

a "snapshot" of the state of the excavations on a given date. Never do 

they carry any drawings. But what they do quite often do is bring together 

the most'interesting finds of the previous week or weeks, and classify 

them according to depth. In this way they sometimes provide verbal 

descriptions for objects for which, in the daily entries, there are only 

drawings (see Fig. II. 5). 

These periodic resumes are marred by crossings out, rewritings, and 

changes of order. The reason is that they were intended only as rough 

drafts of despatches later to be sent for publication by newspapers. The 
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fair copies were written out by Schliemann in his Penn Letter-Books. 
12 

From these he could tear out the handwritten bottom copy; leaving 

behind an upper sheet of tissue-paper which, having previously been 

pressed onto the original, had taken up the wet ink and reproduced the 

text. The duplicates of his fair copies are thus still available for 

inspection. The despatches themselves were sent to German or Greek-' 

newspapers, most commonly the Augsburg Allgemeine Zeitung, 'AUTOOt 

and'EýIicpis TwV Eutntrjcewv. 13 
After publication they were sometimes 

picked up and used, in translation if necessary, by other journals. 14 

An area entirely neglected by Schliemann in 1870 and 1871 was`the 

drawing of plans. This was to a small degree remedied by his bringing 

of Adolphe Laurent to the site in April 1872. Laurent was 

commissioned, as we have already seen, to draw a sort of pseudo-contour- 

map of the site, and onto it he plotted the trenches already cut in 

1870'and 1871. Within them he also showed those architectural remains 

which were still visible at the beginning of the 1872 season. 
is 

These, of course, are shown at only a very small scale. The same plan 

laid out a'scheme for digging away a large part of the western half of 

the mound. Schliemann's excavation of the North Platform represents 

an abortive attempt to implement the scheme in full: excavation was 

thereafter conducted on a narrower front. 

A further plan was drawn after the end of the 1872 season, this time by 

G. Sisilas, a surveyor, when Schliemann returned briefly to the site in 

late September. 
16 

This plan again shows only what was visible at the 

end of the season. But it has the merit of showing where the spoil- 

heaps were accumulating and of providing a small, diagrammatic section 

showing clearly the line of the trench bottom and the altitudes of a 

few features. 17 

Three more plans, by Adolphe Laurent again, 
l8 

come from the end of the 

1873 season. One is a plan. of the entire site, including the full 

extent of the roman settlement to South and East. 
19 

On this the mound 

is shown quite small. Another is a plan of the excavations in the 

mound, showing the remains visible at the end of the season, and 

sketching in the supposed lines of some demolished structures and their 

conjectural extensions in unexcavated ground. 
20 

Despite its air of 
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unreliability this plan is in fact very useful, not least because it 

gives a large number of spot-heights for excavated and unexcavated parts 

of the mound. 

What Schliemann never did in these years was to make plans of his 

architectural discoveries as excavation proceeded, and before they were 

destroyed. A very great deal of information has been lost to us as a 

result. 

On-site photography was used by Schliemann, but again only at the end of 

the season and only in 1872. On his short visit in late September he 

brought with him from the Dardanelles 
21 

a photographer called 

Siebrecht22 who took twelve views of the site. 
23 

Seven of these are 

reproduced in the Atlas. 
24 

His team in 1873 was enlarged by the addition of a draughtsman, 

Polychronios Lempessis from Salamis. 
25 

The difference is immediately 

noticeable in the diary, where the scratchy and deformed drawings of 

1872 are replaced by sketches of a professional standard (see Figs. II. - 

3,4). From the distribution of drawings in the 1873 diary it is obvious 

that Lempessis only gained access to the book from time to time. 
26 

But 

he must in the meantime have been occupied with compiling the full pages 

of drawings which, after photography, were subsequently published as 

Atlas Taf. 119ff. To these Schliemann was simultaneously compiling a 

descriptive catalogue. The duplicate can be found in his copy-book for 

February-August 1873, interspersed with copies of his outgoing 

correspondence. 
27 

The catalogue itself was later published as a part of 

the text which accompanies the Atlas. 

It was not just objects that Lempessis drew. No doubt it was he who 

made the fourteen sketches of the site later published in the latter 

half of the Atlas. 
28 

Some of these depict work in progress at various 

stages of the season; others give distant views of the mound from 

varying points of the compass. All are potentially useful in a general 

way, although none yields the kind of detailed information we should 

now like to have. 

Schliemann was an inveterate letter-writer, and he kept up a steady flow 

of correspondence during excavation. A number of his letters from the 
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seasons of 1870-1873 have been published. 
29 

One of these, his letter of 
21st April 1870, provides really useful information not available else- 

where. 
30 

The remainder for the most part only duplicate what can in any 

case, be extracted-from his diaries-and publications. For this reason I 

have not undertaken the labour of thoroughly scouring his copy-books and 

his incoming correspondence for 1870-73, although both are available for 

study. 
31 

It is certainly a possibility that they may contain the odd 

nugget of information not known from elsewhere. 

Once excavation was over, Schliemann continued work in Athens. As early 

as February 1872 we hear of plans for a publication with photographs, 
32 

and at this date Schliemann was already active in making squeezes and 

photographs of inscriptions and other objects which he must have brought 

with him from Troy at the end of 1871.33' The theme was taken up again 

in October 1872, after his return to Athens, 
34 

and a proposed 

publication with Brockhaus was definitely envisaged in January 1873.35 

By this time he was systematically having photographs made of all his 

objects, 
36 

and it is quite clear that the majority of his finds had been 

assembled into a collection in Athens. 
37 

This included the Helios 

metope, smuggled out of Turkey in July 1872.38 The resultant photo- 

graphs, made between the seasons of 1872 and 1873, make up the majority 

of the plates in Atlas Taf. 1-118. They show (not always very clearly) a 

large display of objects arranged on wooden shelves by class and by 

depth of findspot. Here we seem to be looking at Schliemann's 

collection as it was actually laid out in the winter of 1872-3. 

More objects were shipped to Athens from the site during the course of 

the 1873 excavations, and a copy of a bill of lading for one such 

consignment is preserved in the 1873 copy-book. 
39 "Priam's Treasure" was 

smuggled out in June of the same year by a strategy similar to that used 

in the previous year for the Helios metope. 
40 

Its removal from the site 

was actually so rapid that there was no opportunity for Lempessis to 

draw any of the pieces. This is why "Priam's Treasure" is documented 

mostly by photographs taken in Athens after the end of the 1873 

season. 
41 

Presumably Lempessis's drawings for the Atlas were photo- 

graphed at the same time. 

The Brockhaus book came out in: French and German early in 1874.42 It 

consisted of the majority of Schliemann's despatches from. 187l,, 1872 and 
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1873, brought together with a small number of editorial changes. 
43 

Thus, while it is advisable to check the text of Trojanische Alterthümer 

against Schliemann's rough drafts and against his published despatches 

in newspapers, the book can in general be regarded as a primary source 

for the study of his work at Troy. 

The Atlas came out at the same time 
44: 

containing Schliemann's 

descriptive catalogue, the photographs and plans from 1872, the photo- 

graphs made of the objects in Athens during the winter of 1872-3, and 

the photographs taken at the end of the 1873 season of the drawings made 

during the previous months. The photographs of "Priam's Treasure" were 

included as well. 

An English translation of Trojanische AlterthUmer appeared in 1875: Troy 

and Its Remains. 
45 

This includes a preface by the English editor, 

Philip Smith, a selection of engravings made from plates in the Atlas, 

and Schliemann's autobiographical preface to his earlier work Ithaka, 

der Peloponnes und Troja. 
46 

The translation was done by Dora Schmitz 

and is neither felicitous nor reliable. 
47 

The book therefore needs to 

be used with caution, and should usually be checked against the German 

original. 

Schliemann himself was later responsible for a summary account of his 

work in these years. It appears in the Introduction to his book Mos. 
8 

This account is dependent directly on the text of Trojanische 

AlterthUmer. 
49 

So although it can occasionally clarify a doubtful point, 

it should in general be treated as a secondary, not a primary, source. 

Directly dependent, in turn, on the summary in Ilios are the relevant 

passages in the so-called Selbsthiographie50 and in Schuchhardt's one- 

volume summary of Schliemann's Excavations. 
51' 

These must on this 

account rank as tertiary sources and are of little value to this 

enquiry. The popular biographies give little detailed attention to the 

technicalities of the excavations and again draw mostly on previously 

published accounts. Ernst Meyer's documentary biography draws more 

extensively on unpublished correspondence and on the diaries, but cannot 

even so be relied upon for a clear and accurate expositionýof 

Schliemann's archaeological progress. 
52 

The summary given by DZSrpfeld53 

is in an altogether different class benefitting, of course, from its 
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writer's intimate knowledge of the site and of the man. Dörpfeld's 

contribution here was to clarify the locations of Schliemann's trenches 

by reference to a grid, and to identify some of the structures he found. 

It is still a valuable piece. But it was a limited exercise, and it was 

not Dörpfeld's purpose to present a full account of Schliemann's 

earlier work; nor is there any sign that he had access to Schliemann's 

notebooks. For these reasons even his summary is of very limited value 
in re-assessing Schliemann's work of 1870-73. 

From what has so far been said it will be obvious that manuscript 

sources play a considerable r8lo in this study; and this may be an 

appropriate point at which to mention a problem concerning these. 

A Schliemann archive exists in the Genradius Library in Athens, an 

institution which comes under the aegis of the American School of 

Classical Studies. This must be the first resort of anyone seriously 

concerned with Schliemann's person or work. In the summer of 1980 I had 

the opportunity to visit the library and to compile an outline catalogue 

of the Schliemann archive. At the same time I was able to put together 

a partial history of the papers. 
54 

What emerged from that study. was 

that, although the Troy notebooks for 1870-1873 and 1890 were present, 

those for the intervening seasons of 1878,1879 and 1882 were not, and 

never had been. Moreover the related copy-books for the same dates were 

missing as well. These together make up just a part of an unexpectedly 

large gap in the archive. 
55 

How this gap may have arisen is something of a puzzle. But to my mind 

the most probable solution is suggested by an examination of where the 

present archive has come from. We know that after Schliemann's death 

his papers were fiercely guarded by his widow, Sophie. 
56 

It seems 

unlikely that she would have countenanced a division of the archive 

during her life-time. But it may well have been divided when she died 

in 1932. At this date her two children, Andromache and Agamemnon, were 

still alive; and so were two of her three grandchildren: Alex Melas and 

Leno Melas. 
57 

A large collection of papers (the bulk of the present 

archive) was lent to the Gennadeion by Andromache in 1937 and was bought 

by the library after her death in 1962.58 Even during Andromache's 

lifetime, however, her son Leno had a further collection of papers in 

his own possession;, and it later transpired that Alex Melas, too, had a 
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collection of his own. All these eventually passed to the Gennadeion. 
59 

We may take it that either there was a general share-out of the papers 

when Sophie died in 1932, or Andromache handed some on to her sons Alex 

and Leno before she lent her own to the library in 1937. 

The one person from whom nothing in the Gennadeion derives is, 

Schliemann's son Agamemnon. On any view it seems likely that he may 

have taken a part of the archive in 1932, whether there was a general 

division between all surviving descendants or whether there was a simple 

division between Sophie's two children. It is therefore an interesting 

coincidence that in the year following his death in 1954, a collection 

of papers including the Mycenae albums came onto the market. 
60 

Indeed, 

the dealer himself said that the sale resulted from the death of a 

member of the Melas family. Unfortunately Agamemnon Schliemann died in 

Paris, and French law prohibits access to the will until one hundred 

years have elapsed. So I have been unable to trace what may have 

happened to the missing volumes if he had them. Mme. Lilian Mela, the 

sole surviving member of the Schliemann family, 
61 

is adamant that she 

herself has nothing; and all other enquiries have drawn a blank. The 

absence of notebooks and copy-books for the Troy seasons of 1878,1879 

and 1882 is the main reason why the present study has gone no further 

than 1873. 

In discussing the range and extent of the sources available to us, I 

have so far concentrated on documentary sources which give a direct, 

verbal account of Schliemann's activities on the site of Troy. But 

there are two further types of source-material which must briefly be 

discussed. One is the mass of objects which Schliemann retrieved from 

the site; the other is the reports of the subsequent excavators. 

It is not possible to construct a complete list of all the objects which 

Schliemann found, for the simple reason that every extant record is an 

incomplete one. Even the diaries record nothing more than a selection. 
But it may be helpful to give here a brief account of what became of the 

majority of Schliemann's finds. 

A small proportion - seven pithoi and four sacks of stone implements - 

was given to the Imperial Museum at Constantinople. 
62 

The contract with 

Frank Calvert enabling Schliemann to dig on the eastern half of the 
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mound should have resulted in a halving of the finds made there. 
63 

Of 

these he bought from Calvert his half of the Helios metope found in 

187264 and, apparently, a half share of three inscriptions unearthed in 

1873.65 According to his own account he gave all the remainder of his 

1873 finds from the eastern half of the site to Frederick Calvert, to 

be shared with Frank. 
66 

I know of no record showing what these 

consisted of, although the Schliemann archive may possibly contain 

something relevant. Any objects given to the Calverts are liable to 

have joined the Calvert Collection of which a part was bought by the 

British Museum in 1877, a part was lost in the great fire of Izmir in 

1922, and another part remains in yanak Kale. 
67 

Most of Schliemann's objects were taken by him to Athens and are shown 

in the Atlas. Some were illustrated for a second time in Ilios, a 

number of whose engravings derive from the Atlas Photographs. Other 

objects may well have been given away to friends, institutions and 

distinguished visitors, as was customary at the time. A large part of 

Schliemann's own collection was given to the KSnigliche Museen in Berlin 

in 1881.68 But this collection was broken up in 189569 when duplicates 

of many pieces were handed over to thirty-seven other institutionsLin 

Germany. 
70 

What remained in Berlin was catalogued by Hubert Schmidt. 
71 

The Second World War further diminished the holdings in Berlin. 

Apparently the collection was divided into three or four parts for safe 

keeping. 72 
Gcld pieces were stored in packing-cases in a bunker below 

the Zoological Station in Berlin. These were discovered when Russian 

forces took over the East Sector of Berlin, and an order was issued that 

they should be taken under heavy guard to Moscow. Their present where- 

abouts is unknown. Other valuables may have been stored "under a Berlin 

museum". A number of items were hidden in a mine. These latter were 

recovered by American troops, handed over to the Allied Art Treasure 

Commission and are now in the Museum für Vor- und FrUhgeschichte in 

West Berlin. The bulk of the pottery was sent to Lebus Castle on the 

River Oder. Much was destroyed when in a late offensive the Russian 

army attacked the area and the castle was demolished. Some, however, 

was salvaged and returned to Berlin, only to be lost when the museum was 

bombed in February 1945. At some stage a collection of pottery, bronzes, 

figurines, stone artefacts and spindle whorls fell into Russian hands 

and was returned to East Germany in 1958.73 These are now in the Museum 

für Ur- und Frühgeschichte in East Berlin. How far the other thirty- 
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and 4,4LWkerc. 
seven collections in Germanykmay have been disrupted by the war has not, 

so far as I know, been documented. 

For the present study I have not attempted to locate, study and draw all 

the extant objects from Schliemann's excavations. This may at first 

seem unconventional, even ill-advised. But there are several good 

reasons for the omission. First, the results would not have justified 

the large expenditure of time and money involved. The only value at 

this stage would have lain in identifying individual objects already 

known from the excavation records. But those found in 1870 and 1871 

will be mostly unidentifiable as no drawings were made, and many of 

those found in 1872 will only be identifiable with great uncertainty as 

the drawings are poor. Only those found in 1873, when good drawings 

were made, will be easily identifiable; and almost all of these have 

been published already, if only in the unsatisfactory Atlas. Secondly, 

the whole exercise can more usefully be carried out when the later 

seasons of 1878,1879,1882 and 1890 have been re-examined as well. And 

thirdly, logical priority must in any case be given to the textual work 

of reconstructing the course of the excavations; for it is mostly on 

this basis that a re-ordering of the extant objects can be begun. It is 

to be expected, of course, that when the objects are all examined and 

catalogued (as they need to be) some errors and misunderstandings in the 

present work will be exposed. But the bulk of the objects belong to the 

fairly homogeneous corpus of Early Bronze Age material, and it is 

unlikely that examination of the objects themselves will in many cases 

show up a need for any re-dating. The catalogues in Chapter IV, there- 

fore, bring together a digest of the information to be found in 

Schliemann's writings and elsewhere concerning each object, but do not 

rely on first-hand study by the present writer. For the purpose of 

cataloguing I have assigned to each drawing in the notebooks a serial 

number: 72-1 to 72-1987 for those recorded in the 1872 diary, and 73-1 

to 73-892 for those recorded in the 1873 diary. 

It is difficult to over-estimate the value of the later excavations of 

Dtirpfeld and Biegen for understanding Schliemann's work on the same 

site. It is to them, and particularly to D'drpfeld, -that we owe the 

fundamental clarification of the structure of the site on which any re- 

assessment must draw. " But their reports are valuable in other ways as 

well. -Both excavators encountered the remains of trenches cut by 
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Schliemann; the information they provide can be helpful in determining 

the limits of Schliemann's work. Both excavators established sequences 

of objects - Blegen's more refined than Ddrpfeld's; these may need minor 

modifications in the light of the present study, but they remain very 

valuable as an aid to dating the deposits distinguished in Schliemann's 

excavations. They can only be partial aids, however, because their 

range of types is narrower than that in the Schliemann material. Most 

important of all, Ddrpfeld's keen eye for architecture and Blegen's 

careful stratigraphic analyses provide us with invaluable comparisons 

when adjacent areas were dug by Schliemann. 

II. The Question of Schliemann's Reliability 

In recent years wide publicity has been given to claims that Schliemann 

was fraudulent, 74 
and in the light of these it may seem unwise to 

attempt a reconstruction of his excavations on the basis of his own 

statements. The propriety of giving critical attention to Schliemann's 

writings, and of exposing lies where they can be detected, does not 

seem to me to be an issue, 
75 

even if it does result in a tarnishing of 

the image. By his own autobiographies, and his other publications, the 

man put himself in the public domain; his image must take the conse- 

quences. What is now an urgent task, however, is to restrain unbridled 

scepticism and to establish into what realms positive fraudulence does 

and does not extend. For this, speculation and innuendo are not enough. 

Proper evidence must be produced. The "only defensible scholarly 

procedure"76 is not, in my view, to regard every omission and textual 

variant as a cause for cynical disbelief, but to take them in context, 

remembering the limitations imposed on Schliemann by his circumstances, 

his abilities and his lack of training. 

It may well be the case that Schliemann swindled Rothschild's when he 

was buying gold-dust in California in 1852,77 and that he used perjury 

to obtain his divorce and American citizenship in 1869.78 It is 

certain that he smuggled antiquities out of Turkey in 1872 and 1873.79 

The American diaries of 1852 and 1867-8 do appear to contain fictitious 

accounts of visits to President Fillmore, the Governor-General of. _ 
Panama and President Johnson. 

BO 
Moreover, Schliemann's story of his 

childhood. dream of excavating Troy, under suspicion. since 1972,81 has 

now been plausibly argued to be an invention of 1875-6 designed to 

establish a priority-of-inspiration over Frank Calvert. 
8.2 
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What evidence is there that the fraudulence extended into his 
, 

archaeology? One instance has been revealed by Korres. In 1888 

Schliemann claimed to have discovered a number of inscriptions in the 

garden of his house in Athens. 
83 

The claim was false. Several had in 

fact been discovered earlier and had been held in private collections 

till Schliemann acquired them. 
84 

A second secure instance has been. 

recognised by Traill. 
85 

A comparison of Schliemann's 1868 diary with 

his book Ithaka, der Peloponnes und Troja shows that in the publication 

he has exaggerated the extent of his work at Pinarbasi. and has 

suppressed the fact of his initial belief that it was at Pinarbasi that 

Troy was to be found. In fact it was Frank Calvert who opened his eyes 

to the possibilities of Hisarlik, and that only on the eve of his 

departure from the Dardanelles for Constantinople. In this second 

example it will be noted that it is the diary which reveals the lie. It 

is true that the diary is not completely untainted by it, for two 

entries which may have been written after the meeting with Frank Calvert 

are designed to suggest that Schliemann had already, at some earlier 

date, decided that Troy was at Hisarlik. 
86 

There is also a give-away 

page cut out. 
87 

Nonetheless, Schliemann was not clever or thorough 

enough to effect a complete cover-up; and apart from the excision there 

is no reason to suppose that the diary has distorted the account of what 

Schliemann actually did. And even the publication, though it sets up 

false claims for priority, does not really distort the account of what 

Schliemann actually found. 

Much the same appears to apply in the case of the three invented 

'treasures' N, R and S, found at Troy in the seasons of 1872 and 1873. 

I have discussed these inventions in detail elsewhere. 
88 

They are all 

quite minor collections of metalwork, with few objects involved. Yet, 

even so Schliemann has failed to conceal the varying original circum- 

stances of their finding. The reason is, in my opinion, that no 

deliberate fraud was intended. In Treasure 'N' the two collections of 

jewellery found in June 1872. and October 1878 may have appeared to 

Schliemann to have the same context:, a stratum of metal pieces related 

to the destruction-deposits of what-we now, call Megaron IIA and Megaron 

IIE. In Treasure,! R' the finger-ring, 'the three earrings, the gold pin, 

the gold beads, and, the oval gold ring had,, to Schliemann,, all been 

found, "near" (neben), the skeleton. (The statement that they were found 

"by the side. of the skeleton°*exists only in Dora Schmitz's inadequate , 
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translation in TR. ) What constituted "nearness"? To Schliemann - who 

had an undisciplined mind and no real academic training - the associa- 

tion of them all with Megaron IIA, and the belief that they all came 

from the same depth. Treasure 'S' is an even clearer case. The various 

constituent finds all derived from roughly the same area; Schliemann's 

over-active imagination re-grouped them so as to suggest the discovery 

of two fallen warriors. In all these cases Schliemann was bringing 

together objects which he believed to come from the same archaeological 

context. It is due to the honesty of the excavation notebooks that the 

inventions can be dismantled. 

Traill has recently pointed to another invented association: that of the 

two inscriptions said by Schliemann to have been found below his wooden 

house in June 1873.89 One, a list of fines, 
90 

is not mentioned anywhere 

in the diary - not in the r4sume of 31st May, nor in that of 17th June, 

nor in any of the daily entries. To Traill this is "particularly 

significant". What he does not make clear, however, is that by the time 

serious excavation began after the house had been demolished, on 6th 

June, 
91 

the r4sume of 31st May had already been completed; that the 

r6sume dated 17th June is nothing but an extended description of 

"Priam's Treasure"; and that the daily entries for the whole period 6th- 

14th June occupy no more than fifteen lines and do not even record the 

discovery of Treasure A2. Yet the authenticity of the latter should not 

be in doubt since the unbroken omphalos-bowl, SS 5868, was apparently 

drawn into the Atlas on site at just this point at the end of the 

season. 
92 

That an inscription found on site on or after 6th June should 

not be recorded in the diary is therefore not in any way sinister or 

surprising. The second inscription, which deals with the sympolity 

established between Ilium and the Scamandrians, 
93 

was, as Traill points 

out, found in early February 1873 "beim Bau meines Hauses. "94 The upper 

part of this inscription, Frisch's fragments a and b, 
95 

was, it is true, 

found by. Dubois in nearby Ciplak in 1815.96 But this is no reason to 

suppose that the lower part was found anywhere other than where 

Schliemann says it was found. Indeed, it is quite possible that an 

upper part should have been moved while a lower part was left in situ. 

Schliemann's record that it was found "beim Bau meines Hauses" shows the 

reason why he reported it together with the list of fines: to him they 

both came from the same context - below his house. What he had 

forgotten was that two different houses were involved - the stone house 
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and the wooden house. The invented association is once again an 
innocent one, born of carelessness and a faulty memory. And it is 

revealed by the diary. The grounds for supposing the invention to be a 

deliberate fraud are completely inadequate. 

A hoard of twenty coins is said by Schliemann to have been found in the 

same place, below the wooden house in square BC 5-6.97 Traill thinks 

that these, too, might be a fraud: "earlier finds or purchases that 

Schliemann has saved up for the end. "98 But the argument rests on the 

pedantic supposition that Schliemann ought to have recorded them in a 

daily entry such as that of 5th June (the probable day of their 

discovery) as well as in the continuation of his draft despatch written 

on the same day. This is to disregard one of the main purposes of the 

daily entries, which was to help supply the raw material for the 

despatches. It is also to overlook the fact that four of the coins were 

in fact drawn into Atlas Taf. 190 which seems to have been compiled on 

site during the final days of the 1873 excavation. 
99 

Once again the 

evidence for fraud is unconvincing. 

"Priam's Treasure" has been, and remains, a principal target for those 

wishing to unearth frauds and scandals in Schliemann's archaeology. I 

have discussed the issue at length elsewhere 
100 

and do not propose to 

repeat the arguments here. It is not possible to demonstrate that every 

piece claimed by Schliemann to have belonged to the treasure was indeed 

found as he says. But that is the direction in which such evidence as 

we have points. And, while it is conceivable that the treasure might 

have been enlarged by some additions, not one of the pieces can in fact 

be shown to have been found somewhere else or at an earlier date. In 

this it is completely unlike the other inventions which Traill believes 

to be fraudulent. As I have said elsewhere in connection with Treasure 

'R': "If this is how Schliemann works when he invents a treasure of six 

or more objects and a skeleton, then it is truly remarkable that of an 

invented treasure of over four thousand objects not a single one should 

appear earlier in the notebooks. " 
101 

The fact is that none of the other 

arguments in favour of its authenticity has yet been refuted, and none 

of those raised against it yet stands up. 

I do not wish to maintain that Schliemann's archaeological writings, or 

even his excavation notebooks, enjoy a complete immunity from his 
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propensity to lie. 
102 

What I do believe, however, is that the Troy 

excavation notebooks of 1870-1873 are remarkably free from deliberate 

fraud. Inventions and misunderstandings there are. Deliberate fraud 

has yet to be demonstrated. 

What the present study seems to me to reveal is the surprising degree to 

which Schliemann's records, once unravelled and analysed, do agree with 

the later findings of Dörpfeld and Biegen. Buildings are continued in 

the right places by walls of the right size; objects come, on the whole, 

from the right depths; sloping strata were noticed at the right points; 

even marble chippings characteristic of Troy VI foundation-trenches were 

recorded from just the right point for a robbed-out Troy VI fortification- 

wall on the north side of the site. The very large number of such 

agreements provides a validation, of a general kind, of Schliemann's 

records and, I hope, justifies the pains I have taken with them. 

/ 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. TR p. 63. 

2. The diaries are to be found in the Schliemann archive of the 
Gennadius Library, Athens. For the years 1870-1873 two diaries are 
involved: 
(i) A notebook labelled "Voyage en Amdrique", Cat. No. 13 in BSA 77 
(1982) p. 103. Pages 68-90 record the work of 1870 and are in 

French; they contain no resum6s or drawings. Pages 202-277 contain 
the notes from 1871, being written in German and French. Here 
there are five periodic r6sumes, but the only drawings are some 
crude representations of supposed inscriptions on whorls and of a 
mason's mark on a stone (p. 259). Pages 277-499,500-504 record the 
work done in 1872. The text is almost entirely in German. There 
are eight periodic resumes, drawings of objects begin on p. 295 
(3/15 April) with depths noted from p. 339 (15 May) onwards. Pages 
410-3,418-24,436-8 contain passages in Greek. 
(ii) A notebook labelled "Henry und Sophie Schliemanns Buch, " Cat. 

No. 14 in BSA 77 (1982) p. 103f. Pages 2-317 record the work done in 
1873. The text is mostly in German. There are eleven periodic 
resumes and many pages of drawings, although few from p. 224 (early 
May) onwards except after the entry for 12th June. 
I was enabled to study the diaries in microfilm by the generosity 
of the trustees of the Craven Fund of Oxford University, who paid 
for it, and by the kindness of Dr. F. R. Walton, formerly the 
Director of the Gennadius Library, who gave permission for the 
filming and undertook to arrange it. The microfilm is now in the 
Ashmolean Library at Oxford. 

3. Bfw I p. 211. 

4. E. g., the entry for 29th May 1872 describes first the work done on 
27th and 28th before recounting that of 29th: Tgb 1872 pp. 363-5. 

5. In the late nineteenth century the two calendars were twelve days 
apart, with the Gregorian ahead of the Julian, so that (for 
instance) 7th April (Julian) was the same day as 19th April 
(Gregorian). Schliemann, if he was in the mood to show both dates, 
would express this as 7/19 April. In general it is the Gregorian 
dates which form the more continuous thread through the diaries. 

6. No doubt the complaints were justified. 

7. Bfw I No. 179, letter dated Athens, 8th May 1872. Schliemann starts 
to note depths of objects from 15th May. 

8. TR p. 120. 

9. E. g. 73-140 (4m) = 120-2374 (8m). 

10. The resum6s in 1871 are dated 18th October, 26th October, 3rd 
November, 18th November, 24th November. The 1872 resumes are dated 
5th April, 25th April, 11th May, 23rd May, 18th June, 13th July, 
1st August, 14th August. Those from 1873 are dated 22nd February, 
1st March, 15th March, 22nd March, 29th March, 5th April, 16th 
April, 10th may, 15th May, 31st May, 17th June. 
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11. The resume dated 15th May 1873 is a case in point. It begins on 
Tgb 1873 p. 245 continuing at intervals through to p. 269 where the 
concluding paragraph follows a daily entry for 24th May. 

12. For a description of these see D. F. Easton, "The Schliemann 
Papers", BSA 77 (1982) p. 104. 

13. The 1871 despatches were published in a series of five articles in 
AAZ entitled "Ausbrabungen auf der Ebene von Troja": Beilage zu 
Nr. 306 (2nd November 1871) p. 5405f; Beilage zu Nr. 326 (22nd 
November 1871) p. 5757f; Nr. 331 (27th November 1871) p. 5851f; 
Beilage zu Nr. 350 (16th December 1871) p. 6225f; Nr. 7 (7th January 
1872) p. 97f. G. S. Korres, Bt8atoypäcpta 'EpptKOU EXt1iav (Athens 
1974) pp. 7-8 lists in addition an article in 'E¢nuepls Twv 
auCnTfa£wv No. 124, B, (23rd October 1871) pp. 3-4; and articles in 
'AUT66t No. 131, B (17th November 1871) pp. 3-4; No. 134, B (27th 
November 1871) p. 4; No. 136, B (4th December 1871) pp. 3-4; No. 138, B 
(11th December 1871) p. 4. 

According to H. G. Hutchinson, Life of Sir John Lubbock, Lord 
Avebury (London 1914) I p. 142 there are nine reports for 1872 in 
'EgnhEpis Tt3V EuCn tiaEw v. Korres p. 8 lists only those in No. 203, C 
(8th August 1872) pp. 3-4; and in 'AUTÖBt No. 205, C (17th August 
1872) pp. 3-4. In 1873 the despatch dated 15th May in the diary was 
published in two parts in AAZ Beilage zu Nr. 164 (13th June 1873) 

p. 2509f, Beilage zu Nr. 165 (14th June 1873) p. 2527f. The despatch 

of 17th June, concerning "Priam's Treasure", was published in AAZ 
Beilage zu Nr. 217 (5th August 1873) p. 3309f, where it erroneously 
carries the date 17th July. Korres lists additional articles in 
cH 'AUäABeta (Smyrna) AET, No. 1950 (4th July 1873) pp. 2-3; 'AuT69t 

No. 1952 (11th July 1873) pp. 2-3; No. 1954 (18th July 1873) p. 2. I 
have been unable to obtain copies of any of the Greek newspapers. 
In 1873 Schliemann appears to have been sending some, at least, of 
his despatches to the publishers Brockhaus (Briefe p. 132 n. 3). It 

seems that there may also have been despatches to French newspapers: 
Briefe p. 126 - though Schliemann could here be alluding to 
translations of reports published elsewhere. For other articles, 
not based on the despatches, see Korres's Bibliography pp. 7-9. 

14. The despatch dated 15th May 1873 appears in AAZ and also in 

'Philologischer Anzeiger 5 (1873) pp. 384ff. 
That dated 17th June 1873 appears not only in AAZ but also in 
Philologischer Anzeiger 5 (1873) pp. 473-8 and, translated, in Revue 
Arch6ologique 26 (1873) pp. 196-202. 

15. Atlas Taf. 116; see Fig. I. 4. Reproduced with some alterations in 
TI fig. l. 

16. Tgb '1872. p. 503, TR p. 220. 

17. Atlas Taf. 117; see Fig. I. S. Reproduced with some alterations in 
TI fig. 2. 

18. . TR p. 357. - 

19. Atlas Taf. 213;. TR Plan I. 

20. Atlas. Taf. 214; °. see Fig. I. 6;, TR Plan 2... Reproduced with some=- 
alterations,, -notably to the spot-heights, in TI fig. 3. The same 
failing afflicts TR Plan 2. 
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21. Modern Canakkale. 
" 

22. TR p. 220. 

23. Bfw I p. 216. 

24. Atlas Taf. 106,107,108,109,111,112,113. 

25. TR p. 357. 

26. E. g. there are almost no drawings for the whole of May 1873. 

27. BSA 77 (1982) p. 105, N0.50. 

28. Atlas Taf. 127-9,144,153,156,157,169,170,180-6,211-2; 
reproduced in TR plates V, VI, IX, X, XIA, XIB, XII, XIII. 

29. E. Meyer, Briefe von Heinrich Schliemann (Berlin and Leipzig, 1936) 
pp. 114-40; Heinrich Schliemann Briefwechsel I (Berlin, 1953) pp. 
163-246; "Schliemanns erste Briefe aus Troja", Ruperto-Carola XVII' 
(Bd. 37,1965) pp. 77-80; "Schliemann's Letters to Max Müller in 
Oxford", JHS 82 (1962) pp. 75-105; H. G. Hutchinson, op. cit. (see 
above, n. 13) pp. 142-5. 

30. Bfw I pp. 163-8. 

31. In the Gennadius Library, Athens. See below and BSA 77 (1982) 
pp. 93-110. 

32. Bfw I p. 202. 

33. Bfw I pp. 198,202. 

34. Briefe p. 124. 

35. Briefe pp. 126-7,128. 

36. Briefe pp. 127,128,130,131. 
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THE HISTORY OF THE EXCAVATIONS 
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1870 (Fig. III. 1) 

Schliemann's first season lasted only from 9th to 19th April. 

Because it was unauthorised and hasty, and provoked the displeasure 

of the Turkish government, he never afterwards spoke of it as his 

first season, reserving this description for his work of 1871. He 

tended to minimise its results. And it is true that he worked on 

a small scale with no more than twenty workmen. 

For their understanding of the 1870 season, earlier commentators and 

biographers have relied chiefly on the very abbreviated account in 

Ilios P. M. This has repeatedly led them into the error of supposing 

that Schliemann excavated in only one area, at the north-western corner 

of the mound. 
1 

Careful comparison of this account with the allusions 

in Trojanische Alterthümer2 and the At1a. s3 could always have corrected 

the misunderstanding; a reading of Schliemann's journal for 18704, of 

his letter of 21st April to the President of the Institute of France, 
5 

and of the other relevant publications6 makes the situation plain. 

Nevertheless Meyer, in his biography, has confused matters further by 

interpreting the journal as though it too spoke of excavation in only 

the one area. 
7 

Schliemann actually dug in two areas, using a total of three trenches. 

The first area lay on the highest part of the mound, in D 5; the other 

lay to the West, where Schliemann put down two trenches forming an 'L' 

in AB 4-5 and AB 5-6. 

Over the L-shaped trench there has been no dispute as it was clearly shown 

in Atlas Taf. 116. The southern leg was 21m wide and 30m long; 
8 

the 

northern leg was initially 4m wide and 19m long, but was soon extended 

to a width of 5m and a length of 30m. 
9 

Dörpfeld correctly placed the 

latter trench in g 4.10 

I 

What has not been recognised is that there was also the excavation in 

D5 where Schliemann in fact began the season's work. 
11 

Here, on the 

highest part of the mound, he exposed a rectangular building 17.90m x 

13.25m, 
12 

which in 1871 was embraced by the trench opened that year. 

The position of the trench of 1871 is shown in Atlas Taf. 116, 'and the 

only place within it where a building of these dimensions could fit 
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is at the south end, in D5- which should indeed, according to the 

reconstructed contour-plan, be the highest part of the mound. This, 

then, is where the initial trench was opened. 

Schliemann's method in 1870 was, first of all, to dig a hole at 

random somewhere in the middle of the mound. When he struck a 

wall, he followed it. In D 5, having uncovered four walls of a 

building, he cleared the area between them to a depth of at least 

c. 3m. It was out of impatience, after three days' work in D 5, 

that he determined to dig a deeper trench in AB 4-5.13 Again, on 

finding a wall at the innermost end he followed it; and then, when 

another, unrelated wall came to light, he cut an additional trench 

towards the South (in AB 5-6) to expose more of his new find. 
14 

Hereafter he confined his work to the trenches already established, 

digging to a depth of 4m in the southern leg15 and to 8m in the 

northern leg. 
16 

The outer angle of the 'L', in B5, was excavated 

down to only 2m. 
17 

From the excavations he sent two crates of 

antiquities back to Athens. 
18 

On board the steamer to Piraeus Schliemann succumbed either to sea- 

sickness or to what was, archaeologically, his besetting sin: haste. 

His letter to the President of the Institute of France (which, if it 

was written on 21st April, must have been composed in the first class 

cabin of the "Menzaleh" and not, as stated, at Ciplak) shows some 

serious discrepancies when compared with the journal. The most 

tiresome is the rotation through 90° of all the points of the compass. 

In the letter "North" takes the place occupied in the journal by 

"West. "19 More disturbing, however, is the duplication of the 

deposits at 5m and below - including a 2m-thick wall - in AB 4-5 

(where they belong) and in D5 as well (where they do not belong. ) 
20 

The letter must therefore be used with some caution, and priority 

should normally be accorded to the journal. 

1871 (Fig. III. 2)- 

The second season, usually referred to as the first, was conducted from 
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11th October until 24th November 1871 and was brought to an end by 

bad weather. Schliemann employed up to 83 workmen, on average 

about 50, and his operations were on a larger scale than in the 

previous year. 

Obstacles have inadvertently been laid in the way of understanding 

this season's work by the two principal commentators, Dörpfeld and 

Meyer. There is, however, the consolation that Schliemann must this 

time have brought a reliable compass in his baggage. 

D6rpfeld writes that he again worked in the northwest corner of the 

mound, in A4 and B 4.21 He was right in thinking that Schliemann 

excavated in an area where he had worked the previous year, but 

wrong in placing this in A4 and B 4. The error arises from his 

misunderstanding of the 1870 work, in which he failed to note the 

existence of the trench in the middle of the mound, in D 5. He 

has also, apparently, ignored the implications of Laurent's plan 

in Atlas Taf. 116, which shows the 1871 excavation, even though it 

is reproduced on the very next page in Troja und Ilion. D6rpfeld 

was also incorrect - although he was not to know it - in saying that 

Sophie was present at the 1871 excavations. It is clear from the 

journals and the correspondence, as also from the despatches 

published in the Augsburg Allgemeine Zeitung, that she was not present 

at all but remained in Athens. The record of her presence is a 
22 

later adjustment of the story by Schliemann himself. 

Meyer presents a more complicated picture. 
23 

He is roughly correct 

in saying that Schliemann drove in a broad cut from the north side 

of the mound, 
24 

which he refers to as the "large trench. "25 But 

beyond this his account is hopelessly confused. He says that 

Schliemann continued work in his old "West-East trench on the south 

side of the hill, "26 and that in it he found some simple house 

walls. 
27 

In fact there was no such trench. In addition he refers 

to work in a cutting on the north. edge of the mound, to the East of 

the great trench. 
28 

Again, no trench existed here. Thirdly, he 

asserts that the limestone blocks, the pillars and sandstone found 
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by Schliemann "obviously" belonged to the Temple of Athena. 
29 

This despite the fact that Schliemann did not begin work on the 

Eastern half of the mound, which belonged to Frank Calvert, until 

May 1872. Meyer's statements are not quite without foundation, 

for they can mostly be traced back to misunderstandings of 

Schliemann's account; 
30 

but they are no guide to the true state 

of affairs in 1871. 

Where, then, was Schliemann really digging? At first sight he 

appears to speak of work in two places: area-excavation on the 

summit, and a cutting made southwards from the north edge of the 

mound. 

The area-excavation is attested in his letter of 13th October to 

Sophie, in which he says that he is concentrating on the "Temple 

of Minerva, " which he wishes to expose entirely. 
31 

Schliemann's 

identifications were sometimes fickle, and here he does not mean 

the building found in 1870 in the AB 4-5 trench for which at the 

time he gave Justizrat Plato the same possible title. 
32 

This 

time he is following his conjecture that the temple must have stood 

on the highest part of the hill; 
33 

at the spot, in other words, 

where he had found the rectangular building in 1870.34 After digging 

in and around this rectangular building and finding three inscrip- 

tions he later concluded, on 26th October, that it was not after 

all a temple but perhaps a town hall. 
35 

There is no doubt, then, 

that the "Temple of Minerva" in the letter to Sophie was identical 

with the rectangular building found in 1870, and that Schliemann 

was digging once more in D 5. This is fully confirmed by the 

journal where there are repeated references to excavation in and 

around the rectangular building. 
36 

But the North-South trench was not a separate operation, for 

Schliemann says that it too embraced the rectangular building found 

in 1870.37 Not only is the North-South cutting described as lying 

20m from the previous year's work; 
38 

the area-excavation too is 

spoken of in the same terms. In fact there was simply one large 
39 

trench which fulfilled both functions: a conclusion which is, again, 
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confirmed by the journal. Schliemann's original plan was to dig a 

trench from the north slope to encompass and join both his previous 

work in AB 4-5 and the area in D 5. Before his permit arrived he 

marked out a trench 25-30m wide. 

"Dieser Graben, den ich von NW na5h S. Ost ziehe, schliesst 
sowohl meinen grossen N. S. Graben als auch das grosse 
Gebäude mit ein welches ich auf der höchsten Fläche des 
Berggipfels entdeckte. "41 

In the event the plan was slightly modified. 

"Je commenjai cette fois--i une tranchee de 10m de large du 
Nord Ouest au Sud-Est en commengant au bord de la pente ä 
l'endroit oü celle ,i est le plus escarpe et je visais 
cette tranchee en ligne oblique sur le bätiment quadrangulaire 
que j'avais decouvert il ya 18 mois au milieu de la cime 
de la colline. Cette nouvelle tranchee est ä 20m de la grande 
tranchee42 que j'ai coupee en Avril 1870 et ainsi j'espere 
bien joindre les 2 tranchees. "43 

The secondary sources, too, are consistent with the view that there 

was only the one trench. The summary in Ilios speaks of only one large 

trench; 
44 

and Alfred Bruckner, in the so-called Selbstbiographie,! says 

that Schliemann made a cut through the mound hoping to find the 

Temple of Athena, and that the hope was disappointed. 
45 

In actual fact, therefore, the work lay exactly where it is shown in 

Laurent's plan in Atlas Taf. 116, stretching from the north slope in 

C 3-4 to the summit of the mound in D S. Meyer says that he drove 

this trench forward southwards into the mound; 
46 

but for understandng 

Schliemann's work in this season it is essential to realise that the 

excavation progressed by taking off horizontal spits of soil 

throughout the length of the trench. 
47 

It is true that Schliemann 

did originally plan to dig upwards and inwards from virgin-soil on 

the north edge. 
48 

But the plan was never implemented. On 24th October 

the excavation had reached a depth of 4m in the area of the rectangular 

building; 
49 

on 26th October he claims an "averagd'depth of 4m50 By 

11th November he had reached 7m, 
51 

81m in some places by 14th November, 
52 

and 10m by 18th November, 
53 

at which depth work continued to the end 

of the season. 
54 

The excavation at the north end tended, if anything, 
to get left behind; for towards the end of the'season Schliemann had 
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to remove a "hillock" from that end of the trench to avoid rainwater 

running into the central area. 
55 

Schliemann's aim was to reach virgin soil, if possible before the 

winter rains set in; 
56 

or, as he otherwise put it, to lift the veil 

from homeric Troy within six weeks. 
57 

Since 1868 he had assumed 

Homer's Troy to lie at the very bottom of the deposits; 
58 

and he 

was possibly fortified in his ambition to reach the virgin soil by 

the advice of Stoney, the civil engineer who in September 1871 was 

advising Frederick Calvert on the drainage of the marshes on his farm 

at Batak, and with whom Schliemann seems to have struck up a brief 

friendship. 
59 

Frederick Calvert encouraged him again to the same end 

during a visit to the site on 2nd November when Schliemann was feeling 

dispirited at the lack of good finds. 
60 

The discovery of a well gave him, as he saw, a short cut to finding 

the depth at which virgin soil lay; 
61 

and from its discovery until 

3rd November he worked constantly at emptying it, sometimes also 

probing deeper with an augur, or pulling stones out of its wall to 

see whether it had yet sunk below the artificial debris of the mound. 
62 

He abandoned his efforts at a depth of 11.60m with the declaration 

that the well must reach down as far as the level of the plain. 
63 

This may not, however, have prevented an earlier estimate of 15m for 

the depth of virgin soil within the mound itself64 from lingering in 

his mind until the following season. 

It was the continual deepening of the trench, not a progression towards 

the South, which was responsible for its increasing length as the 

season wore on. Schliemann himself explains the reason quite clearly: 

the north end came out onto the slope at the edge of the mound. 
65 

The 

initial length was 48m; 
66 

on 26th October it was 54m, 
67 

on 3rd November 
41 68 

it was 56mm; the eventual length was 60m. 69 
He did at one point 

extend the trench somewhat towards the South, but it is unlikely 

to have been by more than a metre or two. 
7° 

If we attempt to locate the trench on the contour-plan, the initial 
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length of 45m places the north end at or just below the 37.50m 

contour in C 3. This seems to be a satisfactory location, for, 

measuring the distance at the same altitude, it is in fact 20m from 

the B4 trench, as Schliemann describes it, 
71 

and also it lies at 

the point where the north slope begins to drop more steeply towards 

the plain - which is, again, as Schliemann describes it. 
72 

The 

final length of 60m places the north end at the 27.50m contour. 

This is admittedly 2m lower than the 29.60m which should be expected, 

but the discrepancy can be explained. Either Schliemann deliberately 

dug deeper at the north end to allow the rainwater to escape; or 

he dug to a uniform depth of 10m below the surface regardless of 

the altitude of the surface itself. A later photograph in Atlas 

Taf. lll does show a tendency for the north end of the trench to slope 

down. 

The width of the trench shown by Laurent in Atlas Taf. 116 is 

consistent with Schliemann's accounts: an initial width of 10m, 
73 

which must fall at the north end; and a maximum width of 15m, 
74 

which must have been to embrace the rectangular building whose width 

was 13.25m. 
75 

The trench narrowed with increasing depth. 
76 

The two spurs shown by Laurent and reproduced here in Fig. III. 2 are 

the "side-passages" which Schliemann cut to enable wheelbarrows to' 

remove spoil from the trench. 
77 

According to the journal, the eastern 

one was cut first and was directed towards the east corner of the 

rectangular building. 
78 

This tends to confirm the location and 

orientation which I have suggested for the building. The western 

passage seems to have originated on 16th October with an "entree" 

which Schliemann began to dig from the central area towards the 1870 

trench in AB 5-6.79 His idea was to determine the depth of the 

lowest wall discovered there the previous year, but the plan was 

not fully carried through. By 18th October both passages were in 

use for carrying spoil. 
80 

The journal records that on 24th October 

a new "lateral path" was opened. 
81 

Wherever this was, it cannot have 

been pursued very far, for at the end of the season there were still 

only two side-passages. 
82 
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As the floor of the main trench was lowered, so the inclination of 
the side-passages had to be adjusted. 

83 
In the journal Schliemann 

repeatedly complains of the tediousness and waste of time involved in 

this operation, 
84 

and it was this which finally led to his refusal 

to cut them any deeper than 7m. 
85 

The fact that the north end of the trench was narrower and tended to 

be excavated less rapidly lends substance to an. impression given by 

the journal that Schliemann's main interest in 1871 still lay in 

the area in D 5. It is probably fair, although not wholly reliable, 

to assume that most of the objects he records came from this south 

end of the trench. Equally most of the measurements of depth will 

have been taken from the surface at this point - that is, from 

the summit. 

An important consequence of Schliemann's practice in 1871 of 

horizontal digging was that it enabled him to gain a clear, if very 

rough, idea of the characters of the strata through which he dug. 

His later technique of cutting out huge, vertical chunks made it rather 

more difficult to assign pottery and small finds to their proper origins. 

The stratigraphic divisions which he determined in 1871 remained 

fundamental to all his later work and, at least in outline, have been 

accepted as valid ever since. Schuchhardt's verdict on the season's 

work - that there was nothing to show for it except a Hellenistic 

building in the upper layer.. and ..., at a depth of 33 feet, several 

- walls of houses made of rough brick, and numerous stone implements, " 
86 

this verdict is too severe. 

1872 

I 

The progress of Schliemann's third season, from 1st April to 14th 

August 1872, can be traced in more detail. 

1st - 25th April, 1872 (Fig. III. 3) 

The work of 1870 and 1871 had been for the most part exploratory, but 
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by the end of 1871 Schliemann had uncovered "colossal remains" at a 

depth of 10m. These, he was sure, belonged to the Troy he was seeking 

to uncover. 
87 

So by the time he returned in 1872 the target of his 

excavations was clearly identified. He wanted to expose the "Trojan" 

stratum over a wide area as quickly as possible, to be sure of 

"thoroughly solving the Trojan question this year. " 
88 

To this end he decided to tackle the entire area between his previous 

year's trench and Frank Calvert's field on the eastern half of the 

mound. 
89 

On the north edge of the mound this meant that he-,. was to dig 

across a width of 70m. 
90 

The area designated for excavation is 

shown in Atlas Taf. 116, drawn shortly after the beginning of the 

season; and some of the results are shown in Taf. 117. Although Dörpfeld 

says that its northern limit was in D 2, E2 and F 2,91 these plans 

show that it must have extended also into C 2, as was recognised by the 

Cincinnati excavators. 
92 

There was no need, Schliemann thought, to remove the strata one by 

one as he had tried to do in 1871, for the sole object now was to 

uncover the remains at 10m deep. Area-excavation could therefore be 

dispensed with in favour of the quicker method of driving in a- 

horizontal platform at the required depth, beginning from the north 

edge of the mound. This method involved cutting away vertical spits 

of debris half a metre thick, 
93 

although Schliemann took the precaution 

of cutting the upper part of the trench-face as a'slope rather than 

as a vertical section. He varied the angle of the slope and the 

height of the lower, vertical section from time to time in the light 

of experience. 
94 

Some of his techniques he owed to Adolphe Laurent, 

the railway engineer whom he had brought with him from Athens. It 

was at Laurent's suggestion that After 18th April he began a system 

of weakening the section-face by digging out chimneys and tunnels, 

and finally bringing it down with pickaxes, crowbars and winches. 
95 

The dangers of the system, never unnoticed, 
96 

were later to become 

painfully apparent. 
97 

An unhappy corollary for the archaeology was 

that, as Schliemann himself admitted, "it is impossible for me always 

to know precisely the exact depth where this or that object was found. "98 

No doubt this difficulty could have been compounded by his reliance on 
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workmen to bring him the objects, 
99 

although in fact the stratification 

of his finds in this season as a whole has proved to be remarkably 

consistent with that established by Biegen. But speed was every- 

thing: he aimed to dig right through the mound in 150 working days. 
100 

Schliemann naturally believed that what he had found at a depth 

of 10m was only the top of the "Trojan" stratum. For the trojan 

remains to be fully exposed the platform had to be made at a deeper 

level. From the start he had always assumed that Homer's Troy was 

to be found at the very bottom of the deposits, on virgin soil 
101 

an assumption only discarded in 1873. When clearing the well in C 4-5 

he had already made an estimate that virgin soil would lie at a 

depth of 15m or more. 
102 

So it is not surprising to find that the 

platform was dug at a similar depth. 

Over the precise depth of the platform there has been some confusion. 

In Trojanische Alterthumer103 and Ilios104 Schliemann gave the figure 

of 14m -a figure which has become embedded in the secondary literature. 
105 

In letters to Burnouf and Plato, however, the depth is given as 16m. 
106 

In fact the contradiction is only apparent, not real. For both 

measurements Schliemann was relying on calculations by Laurent. In 

his diary he notes: 

"Ich bemerke ferner dass nach Hr. Laurents Messung der 
Gipfel des Berges sich 16m über mein Plateforme erhebt. "107 

The parallel passage in Trojanische Alterthümer reads: 

"Ich bemerke ferner dass nach Herrn Laurent's Messung die 
Bergfläche sich 14m über meine Plateforme erYmbt. "108 

The depth of 16m, then, was measured from the summit while the depth 

of 14m was measured from a point elsewhere on the mound-surface. 

The point in question is one of two quoted by Schliemann as altitudes 

assigned by Laurent to the mound-surface: 11.79m and 11.95m. 
109 

41 

These figures both appear in the profil transversal attached to 

Laurent's plan in Atlas Taf. 116. There they represent the supposed 

depth of deposit above bedrock, which is assumed to lie at 18.70m. 

The more northerly of the two figures, 11.79m, therefore applies to 

the point marked 30.49 on the plan itself, for 30.49 is the sum of 
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11.79 + 18.70. If we convent this figure to D6rpfeld's standard, 

the point lay at 37.64m A. T. Our reconstructed contour-plan shows 

the summit of the mound to have lain at 39.67m A. T., almost exactly 

2m higher. The point at 37.64m lay on the eastern side of the platform 

where the steep slope began. It appears on Fig. I. 7 in square G 3. 

Schliemann was therefore using two systems of measure m ent. In 

the diary and in some letters he measured depths from the summit. 

In Trojanische Alterthümer, however, his measurements of depth are 

taken from the datum of 37.64m A. T., for by 25th April the southeast 

corner of the platform had come close to that point. 

The platform, then, should have lain at 16m, not 14m, below the summit. 

This places it at 23.67m instead of 25.67m A. T. We may check this 

by reference to Blegen's excavations. His section through D2 revealed 

the outer edge of Schliemann's platform cutting through a Troy IX 

deposit. Its initial altitude, according to the drawing, must be 

very close indeed to 23.67m. 110 
But it must also be recognised 

that the platform tended to slope up to the South. The slope appears 

clearly in Blegen's section through D 2-3. The floor of the platform 

may have risen by 2m or more. This means that where Schliemann's 

measurements of depth may have been calculated by measuring up from 

the floor of the platform, as seems sometimes to have been the case, 

we shall have again to subtract 2m to compensate for the unnoted rise. 

The platform's progress horizontally was rapid. After one day's work 

it had advanced three metres into the mound, 
ill 

and it was 10-12m 

broad by 20th April. 
112 

When the report dated 25th April was written, 

the platform reached 15m into the mound; 
113 

the (later? ) diary-entry 

for that day records a width of 16m. 
114 

1st - llt'h May, 1972 (Fig. III. 4) 

Easter celebrations put a stop to work for several days after 25th 

April, so that Schliemann was only able to start digging again on 

Wednesday 1st May. Throughout the next eleven days work continued 

on the north platform. But a violent wind and blinding dust'on the 
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north side of the mound persuaded Schliemannto deploy some of his 

men on the south side as well. Work there began on 2nd May. 
115 

From 6th May he resumed the clearance of the well in C 4-5.116 

For this period we must therefore consider separately his activities 

in these three areas. 

The work on the north platform cannot properly be understood without 

the help of the diaries, although they need to be supplemented by 

information from the published reports and letters. A letter to 

Justizrat Plato appears at, first to give us a useful summary of 

events. 
117 

According to this account Schliemann first pressed forward 

until the platform had advanced 25m into the mound. Having done this 

he discovered that virgin soil lay deeper. He then re-cut the 

platform with a slope downwards of 100, so that he struck virgin soil 

at 18m below the summit and at 25m from the edge of the trench. But 

the letter to Plato was written more than two months later, and the 

strictly contemporary sources suggest a different sequence of events. 

Schliemann at first continued to dig the platform, as he thought, 

horizontally. His letter of 2nd May to Frank Calvert shows him 

still digging at 16m. 
118 

This depth must be taken from the summit, 

for in the diary too nothing lower than 16m is recorded until 8th 

May; 
llg 

, and here there is no doubt that measurements of depth for 

the north platform are related to the summit of the mound rather than 

to the datum in G 3.120 The new plan of cutting the platform at an 

angle down into the mound was introduced on 6th May, a Monday morning. 

Initially the idea was to make a very steep slope that would drop llm 

over a distance of 10m. 
121 

By 8th May an additional drop of lm had 

been achieved, 
122 

and by 10th May a depth of 18m below the summit 

had been reached. 
123 

This slope was not, however, cut along the entire length of the 

platform. In Trojanische Alterthumer he explains that the slope was 

made only over a length of 20m. 124 
Its location is not absolutely 

clear, but the diary appears to show that it was at the west end of 

the, platform 
125 

and that he was attempting to extend it towards the 

East. 
126 

A location at the west end certainly seems to be consistent 
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with the stratigraphy there. The lowering of the platform may be 

reflected in Blegen's section for squares D 2-3.127 There is 

evidence here for a dip of roughly 2m at an angle of roughly 10°. 

A hint of the same dip is possibly to be seen in the section of 

D 3-4 as well. 
128 

If these dips are correctly identified, their 

position is consistent with the view that Schliemann here re-cut 

the floor of the trench over some of'the breadth that had already 

been exposed before 25th April. 

It seems unlikely that, at this stage, the platform penetrated the 

full 25m into the mound suggested by the letter to Plato. We may 

calculate, rather, that by 11th May Schliemann must have advanced 

the west end of his platform about 21.50m into the mound. This 

figure is based on the volume of soil that, on 11th May, he says he 

would have had to move in order to lower the platform if he had dug 

horizontally instead of at an angle. 
129 

On the line DE this must 

have brought the platform's south edge to about 10m north of the line. 

3/4. This again agrees very closely with the southern limit of 

Schliemann's platform as shown in Blegen's sections. 
130 

This cal- 

culated figure of 21.50m appears also to be confirmed by Schliemann's 

later mention, in the same connection, of 21m. 
131 

How far the east 

end of the platform had advanced is not clear. It seems likely 

that its progress had lagged behind slightly, but there is no direct 

evidence. 

Schliemann's discovery of bedrock in fact came later than his 

initiation of the slope. It did not precede it. The slope was 

begun on 6th May, and at the same time work was resumed on clearing 

out the well in C 4-5.132 By Sth May it was established that it was 

walled as far down as 18m (wrongly corrected in Trojanische Alterthümer 

to 16m133below which it entered rock. 
134 

The result of this was 

that, when, `three days later, the north platform reached a depth of 

18m below the summit, Schliemann declared that there too, at the west 

end, he had found bedrock. 
135 

In actual fact the testimony of-the, 

American excavations is quite clear that he found nothing of the kind. 
136 

He seems simply to have been dazzled by the figure of 18m. Ironically, 

it is also clear that he was not really digging at 18m below the summit. 
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His platform had accidentally sloped upwards as it was dug into the 

mound, and his new lowering of it took it down only to c. 24.00m A. T. - 

151m below the summit. The account in Trojanische Alterthümer implies 

that, having found bedrock, Schliemann worked forward at the same 

depth of 18m below the summit "for several days. " 
137 

Blegen's section 

appears to confirm that he did indeed abandon the idea of digging 

deeper and went forward instead at the same level. 
138 

But the journal 

shows that the "several days" is an exaggeration: ' he only resumed 

horizontal digging on the day of the report itself. 
139 

The platform on the south side of the mound, begun on 2nd May, was 

situated "exactly as shown on the plan"140 - that is, in Atlas 

Taf. 116. Its location can also be seen in Atlas Taf. 117 and 214. 

The outer edge lies in CD 9, not just D9 as Dörpfeld implies. 
141 

The cut was made at 5m below the mound-surface according to Trojanische 

Alterthümer; 
142 

at lOm below the summit according to the diary. 
143 

The measurement below the mound-surface is probably taken, as on 

the north side, from one of Laurent's spot-heights in Atlas Taf. 116: 

perhaps the 27.77 mark (=34.92m A. T. ) in E 9. A cut lOm below the 

summit would in any case put the platform at c. 29.67m A. T. Granted 

a little latitude, this is more or less consistent with its location 

in Fig. III. 4. 

The extent of digging by 11th May can be judged from the fact that 

by that date the south platform had reached a "splendid bastion" 

which lay very much in the way. 
144 

Can this "splendid bastion" 

be identified? Both Dörpfeld and Ludwig took it to be the southeast 

corner of Building VIM. 
145 

Atlas Taf. 117, which was drawn by Sisilas 

some weeks after the end of the 1872 season, does show a "Bo-llwerk 

aus der Zeit des Lysimachus" at, letter K which ought to be a part of 

VIM; and at the same date Schliemann too refers to this feature as 

a bastion. 146 
There is therefore a case for the identification if 

we refer directly to the records made at the end of the season. But 

the puzzle is that Schliemann really ought to have come across the 

Troy VI citadel wall. He says that=his south platform was dug with 

an inclination of 12° (or 14°) downwards to the North; 
147 

but even 

with horizontal digging the wall should have come to light. Dörpfeld 
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realised this problem, yet said he could find no reference to the 

wall in Schliemann's reports. 

There are in fact three references which allow us to identify the 

"splendid bastion" of 11th May as the Troy VI city wall. First, 

Schliemann's earlier draft of the despatch dated 11th May actually 

describes the wall concerned as a "Stützmauer. " 
148 

In the published 

version it is called a "Bollwerk. " The term "Stützmauer" would 

certainly be more apt as a description of a circuit wall than as 

a description of the corner of a building. Secondly, in the very 

next published report (of 23rd May 1872) he does in fact speak of a 

circuit wall ("Ringmauer") on the south side of the mound. 
149 

This, like the "splendid bastion" of 11th May, is attributed to the 

time of Lysimachus, which suggests that we are dealing with the 

same feature. Thirdly, the Troy VI city wall is clearly depicted 

in this trench in Atlas Taf. 214, drawn in 1873, although Schliemann 

had not dug again in that area in the intervening period. Once 

again it is dated to the time of Lysimachus. 

It is curious, though, that the wall should re-appear in Atlas Taf. 214, 

drawn in 1873, when it is absent, from Taf. 117, drawn at the end of 

the season when it was found. How can this be explained? Schliemann 

left the site on 14th August at the end of the 1872 season. Atlas 

Taf. 117 was only drawn a month later, when Schliemann returned on 

10th September to make a plan of the excavations. With him he 

brought Sisilas, the surveyor, who was a newcomer to the site. In 

the intervening month there had been very heavy rains and two metres 

of soil had been washed into the south trench. 
150 

It'is possible that 

in this way-the wall had been covered up again. Sisilas, being new 

to the site, would have drawn only what he actually saw. Its 

inclusion by Laurent in the later plan, Atlas Taf. 214, must have 

been from memory, for Schliemann did not dig in that area again in 

the interim. This may explain why in the later plan it is not 

accurately placed. It was certainly not visible in 1882, according 

to D6rpfeld. 151 
After September 1872 it may well have remained buried 

until 1894. 
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If we accept that the "splendid bastion" of 11th May was actually the 

Troy VI city wall and not the corner of VIM, we have to concede that 

the discovery of the southeast corner of VIM went unmentioned in 

Schliemann's published reports. This, I think, is understandable 

and can be attributed to two factors. In the first place Schliemann's 

attention was mostly concentrated on the north platform where he 

himself was taking charge. The south platform, under the direction 

of G. Photidas, is much less carefully recorded. In the second place, 

Schliemann seems to have viewed the corner of VIM, when it came to 

light, as only another part of the "bastion" already discovered. In 

this case he may have felt justified in waiving any special mention 

of its discovery. 

The limits of Photidas' south platform on 11th May, defined on the 

north side by the line of the Troy VI city wall, are shown in 

Fig. III. 4. At its widest point it extended roughly 15m into the mound, 

on average perhaps 10m. There is conflicting evidence concerning 

the slope and projected length of the trench. The journal speaks of 

a 12° slope designed to bring the trench down to bedrock (i. e. to 

18m below the summit) after a length of 60m. 
152 

Trojanische Alterthümer 

changes these figures to 14° and 75m. 
153 

Only the former can be 

correct, provided that the angle of 12° is measured relative to the 

slope of the mound-surface and not relative to the horizontal. In 

this case the 12° slope would indeed bring the trench to c. 21.67m A. T. 

(=18m deep) after 60m. The 75m mentioned in TA may indicate the 

ultimate target of Schliemann's investigations at bedrock: the area 

below the summit in D 5, and the point shown in Atlas Taf. 116 where 

the north and south trenches were planned to join. The figure of 

14° may, however, be a note of the slope at which the trench was 

actually cut. On this assumption, the deepest end df the trench 

should by 11th May have reached c. 28.50m. In fact Schliemann says 

that by this date it was 6m deep, 
154 

which agrees well with my 

calculations, if we assume that he was measuring down from the datum 

on the mound-surface at c. 34.92m A. T. 
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12th - 22nd May 1872 (Fig. III. 5) 

Out of the next eleven days Schliemann was able to use only seven 

for digging. 155 
During this time work continued on the north 

platform but not, it seems, on the south platform. The daily 

entries in the diary contain no reference at all to any work on 

the south platform, and the entry of 29th May shows that even by 

that date the platform had gained only another half metre in depth 

since 11th May, 
156 

an advance which can be attributed to work on 

the 23rd- 29th May. Trojanische Alterthümer does, it is true, 

contain a passing reference which seems to imply that work had 

continued on the south platform. 
157 

But every detail of this very 

brief report derives from earlier discoveries 
158 

or from the 

revision of the draft report on or about 29th May. 
159 

The reason 

for this temporary abandonment of the south platform was that its 

foreman, Photidas, was being used on the north platform to intro- 

duce a system of excavation by terraces which he had developed on 

the south platform. 
160 

The north platform had been left on 11th May with its floor at 

c. 24.00m A. T. at the western end and at perhaps c. 25.00m A. T. 

at the eastern end. But Schliemann continued to assign to them 

the purely thoeretical depths of 16m and 18m below the summit 

(as quoted in the diary) or 14m and l6m below the datum on the 

mound-surface (as quoted in the published reports). 

To make the work safer and quicker, he now concentr, &. ted on cutting 

smaller platforms at a higher level, with the object of breaking 

them down to the lower level only in a second operation. A 3m-wide 

terrace was first cut at each end of the trench. 
161 

The two terraces 

were then apparently to be extended until they met in the middle 

of the trench. In fact, however, neither exceeded 20m in length 

by the date of the report. 
162 

The upper deposits seem to have been 

cut at an angle as before, 
163 

presumably emerging-onto the mound- 

surface 6-8m further South. The lower deposits were hardly broken 

down at all: the operation had only begun on 21st May. 
164 
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Both east and west terraces must have been cut at c. 30.00m A. T. In 

the diary their heights are given as 6m at the east end and 8m at 

the west end. 
165 

These are the heights above the theoretical depths 

of 16m and 18m, and show that Schliemann intended to cut both 

platforms at an identical depth of 10m below the summit. In 

Trojanische Alterthümer they have been changed to 5m and 6m respec- 

tively. 
166 

These figures seem to reflect the actual height of the 

terraces above the platform floor. For the western terrace, at 

least, the depth of 10m is confirmed by the note that it adjoined 

the trench cut in 1871.167 It may be remembered that that trench, 

too, had been dug to a uniform depth of 10m below the summit. 

23rd May - 18th June 1872 (Fig. III. 6) 

The published report describing the activities of this period was 

first drafted on 18th June and still bears that date. But the 

text for the final version must have been revised some days later, 

certainly no earlier than 23rd June, and it includes references to 

discoveries made later than 18th June. 
169 

Such later interpolations 

will be ignored here. The report is a lengthy one, but much of it 

summarises results previously obtained both earlier in the season 

and in 1871. The "stratigraphic" divisions used in it (0-2m, 2-4m, 

4-7m, 7-10m) are largely a repetition of the previous year', s findings. 

For these and other reasons the report is liable to be misleading, 

and, as ever, the primary sources for understanding Schliemann's work 

in this period must be his notebooks and letters. 

On 21st May a serious accident had taken place at the west end 
of the north platform. A part of the section fell, burying two men 

who were very lucky to be rescued almost unharmed. 
170 

Schliemann was 

clearly shaken, although Sophie's arrival from Athens on the 24th will 

no doubt have given him fresh courage. No more work was done at 

the east end, and Schliemann resolved in future to cut all sections, 
i. e. even the lowest parts, with a slope. 

171 
He also decided on a 

new strategy: to make first a narrower cut through the entire mound 
joining up north and south platforms, and to leave open for the moment 
the question how to complete his previous plan for a wider trench. 

172 
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The position and dimensions of the cut can be seen in Atlas Taf. 117. 

At the north end it starts from the western end of the north platform. 

In its southward course it spreads into the North-South trench of 

1871 but also extends further to the East. Schliemann apparently 

intended it to be 30m wide at the top and 20m wide at the bottom. 
173 

In fact it seems to have been only 23m wide at the top, even when 

measured from the western edge of the 1871 trench. This figure, 

given in a letter to Frank Calvert174 is confirmed by Atlas Taf. 117 

and by the position of the eastern edge of the trench in Dörpfeld's 

plan. 
175 

The early figure of 30m must date from the start of 

Schliemann's work on the new trench, and was probably taken across 

CD 4, measuring from the western limit of the 1871 trench to the 

eastern limit of the north platform's western "terrace. " 

The report in Trojanische Alterthümer says that work on this new 

North-South trench was begun straight-away along its entire length. 
176 

This seems to be a very loose way of expressing what really occurred, 

for against it we must set several points carrying a different 

implication. First, Schliemann does not yet seem to have reverted 

to his 1871 practice of horizontal excavation. When he eventually 

did so he commented specially on it, in unfavourable terms; 
177 

and 

for the momemt there seems to be no change in his methods - he is 

still working forward, taking out large, vertical bites with levers, 

chains and winches. 
178 

Secondly, he reports on 13th July that the 

length of the trench had increased to 80m, 
179 

which certainly does 

not suggest simultaneous excavation on all areas of the projected 

trench. Thirdly, in his letter of 23rd July to Plato he actually 

says that he began to dig simultaneously from north and south ends. 
180 

Yet even this seems to be not quite accurate, for there is evidence 

that work was carried out in not two but three areas of the trench. 

The first `of these was at the north end, in what had been the 

western end of the north platform. Until 4th June Schliemann 

concentrated on extending his terrace at c. 30.00m A. T. so as to 

expose more of the large building which he had found at that level, 181 

a building which can be identified as Megatun IIA. 
182 He extended 
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the'terrace until he found the building to be a "room" taking up most 

of the terrace. This implies a southward extension of the terrace 

by approximately 9m, as far as the northern cross-wall of IIA 

reconstructed by Dorpfeld in TI Taf. III. At the same time, however, 

he was busy cutting away the "lower earth wall" to expose what he 

hoped would be the lower courses of the building. 
1B3 

In doing so he 

was in fact extending the platform at its depth of c. 24.00m A. T. 

By 4th June he had found that the building actually rested on 

remains of earlier structures and had a depth of only }m. 184 
He 

thereupon lost interest in extending the terrace any further at the 

30.00m level. 

At the same time, but for a different reason, he also gave up 

digging the platform to the depth of 24.00m A. T. During an alter- 

cation with Schliemann, Photidas, who evidently had spells of 

idleness, claimed that he was digging 31m into virgin soil. 

Schliemann was swayed by his arguments, for he found that amongst 

the lowest deposits containing charcoal, bones and boars' teeth 

there was indeed much "pure virgin soil" as well; and he accepted 

that it was useless to dig to such a depth. He therefore decided to 

raise the platform. The diary says that it was to be raised by 

3-3}m, to a theoretical depth of 14}m. 
185 

The published report 

gives the figure as 2m. 
186 

The rise can actually be seen in Troy 

I F"ig. 423, where it measures c. 3m. The new limit of excavation lay 

at 27.00m A. T. in Fig. 424 it is wrongly called "Schliemann's 

Secondary Terrace. " Fig. 423 shows the real secondary terrace at 

30-31m A. T. The measurements of depth in this part of the North- 

South trench can become a little confusing. In general it seems 

that for depths up to 10m they are reliably measured down from the 

summit. Lower depths tend to be affected by the theoretical level 

of the platform at 141m deep (actually at c. 121m deep) and need to 

be treated with caution. 

The second area of excavation within the North-South trench can be 

less certainly located. Schliemann speaks of a "middle" platform, 
187 

and of excavation in the "middle of the mound. "188 The most likely 

situation for this is adjoining the south end of the 1871 trench 
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working either towards the North, to meet the trench from the north 

platform, or perhaps more probably towards the South, to meet the 

south platform. The initial task will presumably have been to 

bring adjacent parts of the mound down to'the 10m depth of the 1871 

trench. 

The third area of excavation within the projected North-South 

trench was on the south platform. Work here was at best sporadic 

and was in fact discontinued on 12th June. 
189 

It received only 13 

days' work in this period. A depth of 6m had already been attained 

when excavation here was resumed. Yet on 29th May the trench had 

only reached 61m. Clearly the advance was not very rapid. The Troy 

VI fortification wall was, "of course, in the way and was not to be 

demo lish ed; 
190 

Schliemann may have worked at exposing the south face 

of the wall to a greater depth. But in the diary he does refer 

also to an upper terrace which had been dug at a depth of 2m and 

which, with only one more day's work to go before its abandonment, 

had been extended 7m further into the mound. 
191 

The remnants of a 

system of terraces can be seen in Atlas Taf. 117 where, however, the 

trench is at a much more advanced stage. But what is the depth of 

2m measured down from? One possibility is that Schliemann was'' 

again measuring down from the datum at c. 34.92m A. T. In this case 

the terrace will have been cut directly into the mound-surface 2m 

above the top of the Troy VI wall, at c. 32.92m A. T. (see Fig. IV. 39). 

But it is perhaps more likely that the terrace'was cut into the 

trench face from the top of the Troy VI wall itself, ` its floor being 

formed by the top of the wall. In this case the 2m will have been 

measured down from the mound-surface directly above the point where 

the terrace began, and the terrace will have lain at c. 31.00m A. T. 

Two, pieces of evidence favour this interpretation. First, Schliemann 

does note that the fortification wall was covered entirely with 

earth 
192 

which implies complete excavation of the overburden. 

Secondly, both Dörpfeld and Biegen found the existing surface in C8 

to lie at c. 31.00m, 193 
the upper deposits clearly having been removed. 

For the northward extent of excavation we must assume a figure slightly 

in excess of 7m from the south'face of the Troy VI wall. 
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In December 1871 Frank Calvert had drawn Schliemann's attention to 

a "deep hollow" which lay in his own land on the east side of the 

mound. 
194 

It must be identical with the rectangular depression 

later noted for that area in Trojanische Alterthümer. 
195 

In the 

reconstructed contour-plan I have located it in GH 3-4 where it 

proves to overlie the Temple of Athena exactly. During April and 

May 1872 Schliemann had become increasingly intrigued by the 
196 

eastern half of the mound, partly spurred on by Calvert's own 

interest and partly for reasons of his own. Having in the previous 

year failed to find the Temple of Minerva on the summit of the hill, 

he was now disposed to regard the ash deposits found at the east end 

of his north platform as sacrificial remains from an undiscovered 

temple nearby. 
197 

The many fragments of marble lying on the 

eastern half of the mound seemed to point to the same conclusion. 
198 

Eventually, on 12th June, he began a new platform on the northeast 

side of the. mound. 
199 

The location of the completed platform can 

be seen in Atlas Taf. 117 and 214. It also appears in Ilios plan I. 

Dörpfeld correctly says that it lay in GH 2-3.200 To judge from 

the plans, its outer edge must have lain close to the 25.00m contour; 

but for the platform's depth there are some divergent figures. 

Trojanische Alterthümer speaks of a platform lying at 12m below 

the mound-surface. 
201 

For this figure the original draft had 15m 

below the summit. 
202 

We may assume that Schliemann is here following 

his established practice of converting measurements that apply to 

excavations in the. northeastern area to measurements from the surface, 

and that the two figures are equivalent. The area around the depression 

did not lie much higher than 36.50m A. T. This will give us an 

altitude of c. 24.67m for the platform, which agrees well with its 

position on the plan. There is the difficulty that in Atlas Taf. 214 

the platform's altitude is given as 20.48 which, when the appropriate 

conversion is applied, is 26.78m A. T. In H 3, however, Blegen's 

team seems to have found undisturbed strata only below the level of 
24.50m A. T. 

203 
How an incorrect figure for the platform might, 

have arisen in Atlas Taf. 214 one cannot now say, but it does not 
seem to be the result of dumping. The testimony of three independent 

sources is, then, persuasive that this platform must be placed at 

c. 24.67m A. T. But there is also evidence for an upper terrace 
204 
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which, if we here make use of 11. t1as Taf. 117, lay 51m higher, that 

is at c. 30.17m A. T. It may be this terrace that is alluded to in 

the diary's statement205 that the trench was laid out so as to be 

cut at a depth of 9m. But Sisilas's plan in Atlas Taf. 117, 

assigning to the trench a total depth of 10m below the surface, 

is clearly using a datum from the surface in the immediate 

neighbourhood of the trench, and it is possible that the diary's 

9m may be based on a similar datum. 

Initially the trench was laid out with a width of only 12m. 
206 

Probably it was designed to join up the two trenches left from 

Calvert's excavations in 1865, althouch their depth was only 

4-5m original-ly. 
207 

Its extension can be seen in Atlas Taf. 117 

protruding to the South of the rest of the platform. But, 

perhaps after the discovery of the Helios triglyph, Schliemann 

soon widened the lower platform to 31m and the upper to 34m. 
208 

His purpose was clearly to include the whole of the rectangular 

depression within the trench. 

By 18th June Schliemann had only had three days' work on the 

northeast platform. He cannot have advanced very far - perhaps 2 or 

3m on each terrace: probably far enough, at any rate, for the upper 
terrace to be cut into the slope rising above the lower one. 

One last operation must be mentioned: a trench opened by Sophie 

Schliemann. It was begun on 7th June with two workmen 
209 

and 

was on a small scale. It is marked Z in Atlas Taf. 117 and lay in, 

square C 5. 

19th June - 13th July 1872 (Fig. III. 7) 

Schliemann in this period continued to extend the trenches which 
he had already opened. He gives little information about progress 

in the northern sector of the projected North-South trench. His 

comment in the despatch in Trojanische Alterthümer that in 

"several places" excavation had reached, a distance of 80m from 

the edge of the mound 
210 

can, however, only refer to this part of the 
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work. It implies that, on the surface at any rate. the trench now 

reached well into D6 and as far as it ever went. Work must 

therefore have been continued in the "middle platform" of the trench, 

in D 5-6, although Schliemann never specially refers to it. In 

his letter to Plato, Schliemann allowed it to be assumed that the 

trench's width remained 30m throughout. 
211 

Atlas Taf. 117,214 and 

TI Taf. III nevertheless make it clear that in its southern reaches 

the trench attained a width of no more than 12 or 13m. In the 

diary-entry for 29th June, Schliemann records that one of the foremen 

had undertaken to continue the excavation of the trench at bedrock 

as far as the end of the 1871 excavations, and to do so in 15 

days. 
212 

This entry clearly has in mind the more northerly part 

of this sector, where the north platform was already being extended 

southwards, supposedly at bedrock level. It envisages excavation 

in D 4-5, largely in an area where the previous year's work had 

reached a depth of only 10m. What depth did Schliemann now have. in 

mind when prescribing excavation to bedrock? The theoretical depth 

of bedrock in this trench was, as we have already seen, 141m. 
213 

Summing up his achievements in the North-South trench, Schliemann 

later spoke of its depth as 15-18m, 
214 

which we may take as loosely 

consistent with this and his previous work. But the actual altitude 

of the bottom of the trench in this area was initially, again as 

we have already seen, c. 27.00m A. T. 
215 

It seems likely that for the 

most part it remained at this level, for Sisilas' section shows the 

depth of the trench as 13m, 
216 

and the walls of Early Troy I seem to 

have remained mostly undisturbed. It is not Blear precisely how 

much of his task the foreman fulfilled by 13th July, but probably the 

larger part of it. 

There is direct evidence in the diary for continued work on the 

south platform, the southern sector of the projected North-South 

trench. `On 22nd June Schliemann had reached a depth of 8m, 
217 

and had gone below the 9m level by 5th July. 
218 

He explicitly says 

that he was still adhering to his earlier practice of digging the 

trench at a slope, 
219 

and Atlas Taf. 117 confirms that, after digging 

down behind the Troy VI wall scarcely at all, he continued the slope 

of the trench downward to the North. Later in 1872 the trench in D7 
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was carried to a depth of 14m below the mound-surface, just South 

of the so-called "Tower" (D6rpf eld's walls IIb and IIc). 
220 

This achievement was preceded by the digging of a two-metre-deep 

pit to a depth of 13m. 
221 

Atlas Taf. 117 confirms that there was a 

hole just to the South of the "Tower. " If it reached a depth of 13m 

when two metres deep, the bottom of the trench from which it was 

dug down Must have lain at llm below the surface, i. e. at 

c. 27m A. T. This figure allows us to determine the line of the 

bottom of the trench for the period in hand, as in Fig. IV. 41. The 

altitude for the trench-bottom can be derived from Atlas Taf. 214, 

and, after allowance has been made for the presence of washed-in 

soil, all three are consistent with the line proposed: 30.56m in, 

the southern sector of D 8,222 28.22m at the edge of the pit, 
223 

and 24.80m at the bottom of the pit. 
224 

When, therefore, Schliemann 

says early in the period that he has reached a depth of 8m, 

and later records finds to a depth of 10m, this can only mean that 

he was measuring depths from a point on the surface that must have 

lain at approximately 38m A. T., where the surface flattened out 

in D 7. 

From Schliemann's correspondence we know that by 19th July the 

trench extended 50m into the mound. 
225 

Setting this against the 9m 

depth already reached on 5th July, we can estimate that by 13th July 

the trench may have advanced 20m or more into the mound from the 

point at which it had previously been left. This will have brought 

it well into D 7. The trench's width is made clear by both Atlas 

Taf. 117 and Atlas Taf. 214. It was approximately 23m, as in the 

northern sector of the North-South trench; but this includes two 

terraces. The central, deeper part of the trench had a width of 

only c. 10m. Atlas Taf. 214 allows us to calculate the altitudes of 

the two terraces. The western one lay at c. 34.15m A. T., and the 

eastern one at c. 34.74m A. T. 
226 

The western terrace passed over 

the top of the east end of the Building VIM, whose southeast corner 

it exposed. 
227 

The eastern terrace must have passed by the structures 

of Troy VII and DE 8, shown in TI Taf. III, exposing only a wall at 

the extreme northeast corner of the platform. 
228 
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More detail is given of progress in the northeast platform, which 

Schliemann refers to as the "Temple area. " 
229 

Two terraces had 

already been started, one at c. 30.17m A. T. and the other at 

c. 24.67m A. T. From the depths of finds recorded in the diary, it 

can be seen that during 18th-22nd June Schliemann, was engaged in 

extending the upper terrace. 
230 

From 24th June to 9th July he was 

extending the lower terrace while still continuing work on the 

upper terrace. 
231 

The eventual extent of the upper terrace can be 

seen in Atlas Taf. 117. It is still 34m wide, as before, but (when 

measured to include the sloping face at its southern end) has 

penetrated c. 38m into the mound. The lower platform, also referred 

to as the large platform, remained 31m wide, but now penetrated 

25m into, the mound. 
232 

Judging from Atlas Taf. 117 and 214, this 

measurement was taken along the west side of the platform and 

included the width of the slope on the south side. For the depth 

of the lower platform Schliemann gives a bewildering series of, 

figures. In the daily entries of the diary it is 9m deep; 
233 

in 

the resume in the diary it is 15m below the summit; 
234 

in Trojanische 

Alterthümer it is 12m below the summit. 
235 

But the same variation 

has already been found, and in the equivalent places, in the 'records 

for 24th May - 18th June. 
236 

The depth of. 9m may be a measurement 

from top to bottom of the cutting at the northern end of the trench. 

The depths of 12m below the surface (at c. 36.50m) and 15m below 

the summit (at c. 39.67m A. T. ) again point to an altitude of 

c. 24.67m A. T. for the floor of the platform. 

On 9th July Schliemann stated his intention to dig the "large 

platform" - that is, the lower one - 8m deeper than it had been 

dug so far. 
237 

This plan was not carried out, as it was subjected 

to two revisions. Schliemann soon realised the enormity of such a 

task, and decided instead (the first revision) to make only a narrow 

cutting which would go 8m deeper than the lower terrace. He began 

work on this project. It was to be 4m wide at the bottom, 6m wide 

where it cut through the lower terrace floor, and 8m wide where it 

cut through, the upper terrace floor. 
238 

Its total depth, as noted 
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in the diary, would be 17m (i. e. 9m + Sm). But even this plan was 

not fully carried through, for in fact (second revision) the narrow 

cutting was sunk to an extra depth of only 5m, i. e. to c. 19.67m A. T. 

This is the figure eventually given in Trojanische Alterthümer, 
239 

and it agrees with the information in Atlas Taf. 117. Also, from 

Atlas Taf. 117 and 214 we may estimate that the northern end of the 

cutting must have lain at approximately the 20.00m contour, which- 

tends again to confirm the 5m depth of the trench. The cut can be 

clearly seen on these plans, as well as in Ilios Plan I where it is 

marked "W. " 
240 

It lay in the middle of the lower platform. 
24 1 

Schliemann's decision to dig 8m deeper was sparked off by his belief 

that on the lower platform he was still only in the remains of " the 

historical period. " 
242 

He may have been misled by the sloping 

deposits of Troy VIII and IX which covered the north face of the 

mound to a considerable depth in this area. 
243 

His apparently 

arbitrary seizing on the figure of 8m must derive from his experience 

of 1871 when he found what he took to be the remains of the eafliest 

settlement 8m below the bottom of the Greek settlement. His reduc- 

tion of this figure to 5m may have been prompted by the thought 

that a total trench-depth of 17m would be a depth of 21m below 

the surface, there being a difference of 3m in the respective 

datum points. He would have expected a cutting 17m below the 

surface to serve his purpose well enough, considering his experience 

in the North-South trench. 

We do not know how much, at this stage, of the narrower cutting had 

been excavated. The plan only materialised on 9th July, and between 

then and 13th July, when the first draft of Trojanische Alterthümer 

ch. xi was written, there was work only on the 10th. So it cannot have 

progressed very far. In that chapter he does say, however, that he 

was digging the trench "from below, " that is, from the north slope, 

and at the same time on both terraces. 
244 

This clearly indicates 

that he began work simultaneously at several places along its whole 
length, at least as far as the southern-most extent of the upper 

platform. There is no sign that the further extension to the South 

was yet begun. 
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13th July - 4th August 1872 (Fig. III. 8) 

Chapter xii in Trojanische Alterthümer is dated 4th August 1872,245 

this being the date an which the fair copy of the text as it now 

stands was eventually despatched from the site. The rough draft can be 

found in the diary between the two entries dated to 25th July. 
246 

But it has been written later than 25th July on pages which must have 

been left blank, for at the end of the entry there remains one page 

unused. 
247 

The rough draft actually bears the date 1st August. The 

final draft of 4th August still bears a few features of the earlier 

draft which ought to have been altered. 
248 

In other respects, however, 

the text has been updated. On 1st August the north side of the 

"Tower" had not yet been exposed; three days later it had been, and 

the appropriate revision was made. 
249 

In the northeastern trench, in the "temple area, " Schliemann continued 

work on the narrower cutting that was to penetrate 5m below the floor 

of the lower terrace. In GH 2-3, where a beginning had already been 

made, the bottom of the trench lay at c. 20m, as we have already seen, 

with a theoretical depth of 17m. This figure recurs in the diary 

during this period, 
250 

and Schliemann does say that he continued to 

cut the trench horizontally into the mound. 
251 

It may, however, have 

sloped upwards slightly as it was dug. The evidence for this will be 

given shortly. Extension of the trench southwards was brought to a 

halt by the discovery of a wall 2m thick and 3m high lying East-West 

across the line of excavation. 
252 

A variety of measurements is given 

for its depth and its distance from the mound's edge, but the 

difficulty of using these to locate the wall is removed by the 

certainty of its location in the plans. Schliemann spoke of it as 

a Trojan wall, 
253 

on account of its depth and size, and it is shown 

in Atlas Taf. 214 as the Outer Wall of Troy, where it lies close to 

the line GH 3/4. Ilios p. 24 No. 2 shows its relation to the under- 

lying fortification wall (A) which was found only later and which 

appears both in Atlas Taf. 117 at the letter P and in Atlas Taf. 214 

numbered 28. - There is no doubt that Dörpfeld, was right to identify 

this wall with his wall BC, 
254 

which overlies the batter of the 

fortification- wall of Troy II in GH 3-4. 
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This identification makes it easier to cut through the tangle of 

measurements given by Schliemann. Several figures are given for its 

distance from the edge of the mound. The largest are 50m255 and 

40m. 
256 

These must be two different attempts to measure its lateral 

distance from the foot of the mound in H 1. Next is the figure of 

35m. 
257 

This must be a rough measurement from the point on the 

north slope where the trench floor cut in at c. 20m A. T. ' Finally 

there is the figure of 31}m. 
258 

This appears to be a more strictly 

horizontal measurement to the north slope. 

There is also a bewildering variety of measurements of the wall's 

depth. These, too, must be unravelled if we are to understand the 

system by which depths are assigned to objects in this trench. The 

wall was originally said to be llm below the surface. 
259 

Once it had 

been found itself to have a height of 3m, 
260 

Schliemann gave its 

vertical depth variously as l0}-13}m (in Trojanische Alterthümer)261 

and 12-15m (in the diary). 
262 

A number of bench marks are recorded 

for wall BC, 
263 

and we can estimate that the upper surface where 

Schliemann brought it to light must in fact have lain at approximately 

26.00m A. T. Only the depth of'10}-13}m can be an accurate measurement 

from the surface which at this point lay at c. 36.50m A. T. - although 

the original figure of llm may pass as a rough measurement of the 

same distance. How Schliemann arrived at the figure of 12-15m is 

more of a puzzle. There seems no reason why he should have taken 

a datum of c. 38m A. T. on the surface of the mound. It is more likely, 

I think, that in the diary Schliemann made use of a theoretical 

figure. The floor of the trench was supposed to lie at 17m deep; and 

the foot of the wall was 2m higher. 
264 

The wall itself should then 

have been at 12-15m deep. In reality, however, the foot of the wall 

must have lain at c. 23.00m A. T., and the floor of the trench at 

c. 21.00m A. T. This means that the trench floor must have sloped up 

by approximately lm from c. 20.00m A. T., where it had originally been 

6m deeper than the top of the wall- as Schliemann implies. 
265 

It 

also means that in this period other, lower depths that are noted 

in the diary -"for instance, for objects - may have been calculated 
ins a similar way. 

> to ' 
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Although Schliemann was not able to continue digging at this depth, 

he did work on an extension of the trench southwards to a shallower 

depth. By 18th July the trench had been extended far enough South 

to expose, to the South of the Temple, two courses of a large 

wall. 
266 

For Schliemann the "Temple area" was defined by the 

depression in the mound-surface in CH 3-4, and he must therefore have 

reached at least as far South as the south wall of the Temple of 

Athena. The wall concerned is unlikely, however, to have been the 

south wall of the Temple itself, all the masonry of which seems to 

have been robbed out at some earlier date. 
267 

It does in fact 

appear in Atlas Taf. 214 where it is numbered 30 and described as a 

Hellenic Wall. Here it lies almost parallel to, and just North of, 

the line G 4/5, some 4m South of where the southern wall of the Temple 

lay. It may be. a continuation of the building marked VID on 

D6rpfeld's plan. 
268 

Certainly Atlas. Taf. 117 shows the trench reaching 

just far enough for this to be possible. In both Atlas Taf. 117 

and 214 the width of the trench appears to be c. l0m at the surface 

of the mound and, as before, c. 4m at the bottom. The depth of the 

trench is shown in Atlas Taf. 214 as 20.34. With the +6.30 correction, 

the altitude will have been 26.64m A. T. This means that the trench 

was cut more or less horizontally from the top of Wall BC. 

At the same time, Schliemann continued work on the south platform. 

Here he continued to dig northwards from the position in D7 at 

which the trench had arrived on 13th July. Its total width, if 

we may judge from Atlas Taf. 117 and, 214, appears now to have been 

c. 16m. This figure includes the width of the western terrace, 

originally dug at c. 34.15m A. T. but now possibly rising, higher; 

with the narrowing of the trench the eastern terrace has disappeared. 

The deeper cut, now lying on the east side of the trench, seems to 

have been c. 10m wide as before. 

I 
Various figures are given for the trench's length. In the journal 

Schliemann speaks of its northern end lying 70m from the edge of the 

hill. 
269 

In the published despatch the figure is 6Oni 
70 

In his 

letters, however, he quotes a distance of 50m. 
271 

The latter two, 

at least, are easy enough to understand. They are both measurements 
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of the length cif the trench, the first along its eastern side, 
the second along its western side, 'following the line of the platform's 

edge. The figure'of 70m is harder to'understand and must be a 

measurement from some point on the mound-surface to the South of the 

southern entrance to the trench. These interpretations can be 

stated with some certainty since we do know exactly how far the 

trench progressed: it was taken northwards until its path was blocked 

by what Schliemann called the "Tower: "272 the structure which turned 

out-to be the fortification-walls later numbered by D6rpfeld as IIb and 

IIc. The exact position of the southern face of'this architectural 

mass is known from TI Taf. III. 

At its deepest point the south trench reached a depth of 14m below the 

surface, as is explicitly stated in two sources. 
273 

This depth was 

measured in a hole which Schliemann dug against the south side of the 

"Tower. "274 The surface at this point lay at c. 38m A. T. according to 

the contour-plan, so the hole must have gone down to c. 24m A. T. The 

figure is confirmed by Atlas Taf. 214, from which we can derive the 

figure of 24.80m A. T., 
275 

and by TI Taf. VIII where the figure is 

given as 24.40m. The fitjure in Atlas Taf. 214 has, of course, been 

affected by silting during the winter rains of 1872-1873. But 

from what depth was the hole dug down? When Schliemann began to dig 

the hole he recorded that he had dug it two metres deep, to a depth 

of 13m. Its upper limit must therefore have lain at a depth of 

llm below the surface, that is at c. 27m A. T. This is the depth to 

which the south trench should have reached in the northern quarter 

of D 7. When translated onto a section, as in Fig. IV. 27, it implies 

a slope in the trench floor of about 1 in 7, which is exactly the 

figure mentioned by Schliemann. 
276 

From Atlas Taf. 214 we can derive 

a figure of 28.22m A. T. for the depth of the trench at the deepest 

part of the slope; 
277 

but this depth, like that in the pit, has been 

affected by'silting. 

The North-South trench was continued, too, from the North and had 

struck the north side of the "Tower, " that is, the north face of 
Dörpfeld's Wall IIc, by 4th August, 

278 
although it had not yet done 

so on 1st August. 
279 

The width of the trench seems, as before, to 
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have been c. 12 or 13m. 
280 

Over the depth of-the trench it is 

difficult to reach any firm conclusion. Atlas Taf. 117, in the section, 

shows a depth of 121m below the surface which here lay at c. 39m A. T. 

This places the bottom of the trench on the north side of the "Tower" 

at c. 26.50m A. T. Schliemann himself records that the "Tower" lay 

8m below the surface 
281 

(Dorpfeld provides a bench-mark of 30.66m 

A. T. for Iic), and that he dug to a depth of 5m in front of its north 

face. 
282, 

This brings the depth of the trench here to 25.66 or 

c. 26.00m A. T. On. the other hand, Schliemann also records finds at 

depths of 14m, 
283 

15m, 
284 

and even 16m. 
285 

These may all be 

calculated from the summit (39.67m A. T. ), but the last two figures 

should probably be dismissed as no more than theoretical. This again 

leaves us with a figure of c. 25.67m A. T. A rather lower 'figure is 

required by Atlas Taf. 214, where the altitude of 18.70 must be 

corrected to 25.00m A. T. A still lower one is demanded by Ilios 

Plan III which shows the depth as 15m below (presumably) the summit. 

That figure works out at 24.67m A. T. The range, then, seems to be 

24.67 - 26.50m A. T. To some extent the varying figures can be 

explained by the fact that the trench floor sloped upwards to the 

South, as may be seen in Atlas Taf. 117 and in Ilios Plan III. The 

greater depths of 14,15 and 16m are all mentioned by Schliemann 

on or before 1st August when he had not yet reached as far South 

as the "Tower. " The depth of 13m (a straight addition of 8m to 

the "Tower" and 5m below it)-only makes its appearance after the 

"Tower" has been reached. 

The day after the discovery of (Dörpfeld's) Wall IIb, which first 

came to light on 19th July, horses and carts were brought round to the 

north side of the area to begin its clearance from the mound-surface 

downwards. 
286 

This plan gradually expanded in scope. A few days 

later Schliemann was planning to dig a run-off channel to deflect 

away fromithe wall the water that ran down the south trench. 
287 

This channel was to extend to the west edge of the mound288 and was 
to be 3m deep - which suggests that it originated as an extension 

of the hole on the south side of the "Wall. " But by 27th July 

Schliemann had. begun to-interpret the wall as ,a "Tower, " and so 
began to think of Blearing it not only on north and south sides, but 
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to East and West ("left" and "right" respectively 
289) 

as well. 
290 

The run-off channel was apparently subsumed within this expanded 
trench. 

291 
At this stage, and presumably for the rest of the period 

in hand, the dimensions proposed for the "Tower" trench were 20m 
in width and 20m in length. 

292 
But Atlas Taf. 117 shows that these 

dimensions were not entirely achieved. A length of 20m (from North 

to South) does appear on the eastern side of the trench, but not 

on the west; and even so the figure must be understood to include 

the work being done at the south end of the north trench. The east 

end of the "Tower" trench had reached a depth of at least 4m by 

4th August. 
293 

The west end may have penetrated deeper, possibly 

to 8m. 
294 

The whole trench effectively joined up the northern and 

southern sectors of the projected, and now completed, North-South 

trench. 

Small excavations were put in hand in two other parts of the site. 

On the north platform Schliemann dug a deeper, 2m-wide trench from 

North to South to see whether he could locate any circuit. walls. 
295 

The trench is shown in Atlas Taf. 117, marked S, where it is described 

as a drainage channel. Also, on 19th July Schliemann began to mark 

out and dig a long trench in the Theatre, which he had looked at 

eleven days earlier. 
296 

The location of the trench can be seen 

in Atlas Taf. 213.297 No findings are recorded from either trench, 

except a note that no circuit wall was found below the north platform. 
298 

5th - 9th August 1872 (Fig. III. 9) 

The season's excavations were brought to a close after a final day's 

work on Friday 9th August. 
299 

Schliemann remained on the site until 
13th August, the remaining days being taken up with clearing washed- 
in soil out of the south trench, packing up, writing and receiving 

a visit from the Calvert brothers. 
300 

In ceasing work on 9th August, 

Schliemann was not adhering to any preconceived plan. The end of 
the season was brought about by the fact that he, his three foremen 

and his servant had all contracted malaria, aggravated In Schliemann's 

case by exhaustion and a troublesome abcess on the leg. 
301 

"My'days 
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are numbered, " he wrote to Curtius a fortnight later, with characteristic 

hyperbole. 
302 

On the last day of work some men were assigned to dig both in the 

"temple" area, GH 2-4, and on the north platform, as well as to clear 

out the south trench. 
303 

The object seems to have been as much to keep 

everyone busy as to continue serious excavation, and no records of 

the work were kept. Otherwise all work in this short period was 

concentrated on the trench around the "Tower" in CDE 6-7. The eventual 

state of the excavations here may be seen in Atlas Taf. 117. The 

length of the trench from East to West was increased to c. 32m. Where 

it crossed the North-South trench its width was c. 20m, narrowing to 

c. 12m at the west end and to c. 18m at the east end. In the east and 

west arms excavation was carried down to the top of the "Tower" 

at c. 30m A. T. (=8m deep). 
304 

On the north side of the "Tower, " in 

the Nörth-South trench, excavation ceased at c. 28m A. T. (11m deep). 
305 

15th - 16th September 1872 

For two days Sch liemann revisited'the site after the end of the 

season, 
306 

With him came Sophie, Sisilas the surveyor who drew the 

plan in Atlas Taf. 117, and Siebrecht, a photographer from the 

Dardanelles who took twelve views of the site. 
307 

In Schliemann's 

absence some stones had been removed from the "Bastion of Lysimachus" 

on the south side - i. e. from VIM - and the rains of 14th August had 

left two metres of soil washed into the pit in front of the "Tower" 

in the south trench. He set some men to re-expose the south face 

of the "Tower, " and he built a protective wall in front of it. 
308 

The rain had also exposed a new wall at the bottom of the northeast 

trench. Initially it was found 2m below the Wall BC, 
309 

but was later 

found to l. e behind it. 
310 

It corresponds to the battered 

fortification-wall of Troy II shown by Dörpfeld in G3 of his plan. 
311 

There is some looseness in Schliemann's description of its location: 

40m, or 50m, from the edge of the mound. 
312 

But the identification 

is not in doubt. A small amount of work was done to expose it more 
fully. In Fig. IV. 6 it 'appears as Deposit (7), wall 29. 
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1873 

Schliemann's fourth season, from 2nd February to 14th June, is again 

documented in considerable detail. 

2nd - 23rd February 1873 (Fig. III. 10) 

His work in the previous year had convinced Schliemann that the Temple 

of Athena was to be found on the northeast side of the mound, and 

since at least September 1872 it had been his firm intention to 

continue work in that area. 
313 

It was to this task that he first 

turned when excavations began in 1873. 

Schliemann's starting-point is clearly specified in Trojanische 

Alterthümer: on the north side of the hill, at 40m from the edge, 

2m below the "Trojan" wall, at the spot where a wall of white stones 

rose at 400,314 with the east edge of the mound lying 80m away. 
315 

This point must have lain against the lower face of Wall 29 (the 

Troy II fortification wall) and below wall 30, in the deep cut in 

square H4 or G4 (see Fig. IV. 5). The emphasis on this starting- 

point, even in the resume of 22nd February when work had been in 

progress, albeit interrupted, for three weeks, is a result of 

Schliemann's desire to expose more of Wall 29. But he does also say 

that he was aiming to reach the temple by digging simultaneously 

on two sides using five terraces. 
316 

The second of these two areas 

lay in F 3-4, at the east end of the north platform, where Atlas 

Taf. 214 shows two terraces. We can therefore assume that Schliemann 

was using three terraces in the first trench in GH 2-4. This is 

consistent with the evidence of the diary, which speaks of an "upper 

terrace, " and a "second terrace" and a "lower excavation" in the 

northeast trench. 
317 

Where were these terraces? If we compare Atlas Taf. 214, which shows 

the excavations at the end of the 1873 season, with Atlas Taf. 117, 

made a year earlier, it is clear that no work was done on the two 

more easterly terraces in H 2-4. It is also clear that little 

additional work can have been done in the deep, central cut of the 

area: Atlas Taf. 214 gives two altitudes for the trench bottom which, 

when corrected, coincide very closely with the state of this deep 

cut at the end of 1872.318 Only in the western part of the trench 
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does Atlas Taf. 214 show any change. Here the lower terrace, lying 

at c. 26.66m A. T., 
319 

has been extended nearly 20m to the south, 

if we include the area where Wall 29 was revealed; and the upper 
320 

terrace, lying at c. 30.59m A. T., has been extended 17-18m 

southwards, and also westwards to join the trench from the north 

platform. The terraces are in fact extensions of the terraces left 

in the trench at the end of 1872.321 

The trench was abandoned on 1st March, after only about 16 days' work. 
322 

Perhaps 10 days' work had been done by 23rd February. This allows 

us to estimate roughly how far the trench had progressed during the 

first period, and there is some additional information to help. 

On the upper terrace, Schliemann had already advanced 2m beyond the 

boundary of Frank Calvert's field by 10th February. 
323 

The exact, 

western limit of the field is not recorded, but on the north side 

of the mound it certainly lay between the trenches in F3 and G 3, 

perhaps along the west edge of the rectangular depression in GH 4. 

The North-South line bisecting the mound in Atlas Taf. 116 may 

represent the western limit of Calvert's land as well as the eastern 

limit of the excavations proposed by Schliemann for 1872. On the 

lower terrace, Wall 29 was first uncovered on 26th February, and 

had not yet been reached on 23rd. 
324 

We know little of work in 

the deep cut, save that it took place. 
325 

Taking these figures 

into account, we can estimate that by 23rd February the lower 

terrace had been extended southwards by 9-10m, and the upper terrace 

westwards by c. l0m and southwards by c. 12m. 

The altitudes noted for objects found in this trench appear, at this 

stage, to be calculated from the surface, which here lay. at 
36.50m A. T. The point where the wall of white stones (Wall 29) 

was first revealed is said to have lain at a depth of 151m, and 2m 

below Wall 30.326 This reiterates the measurements of 131m deep 

for the base of Wall 30 in August and September 1872 in Trojanische 

Alterthumer327 which, as I have shown, must have been related to 

the local mound-surface. 
328 

The same system was probably in use 
in the diary, for a depth of 15m is mentioned on several occasions 
during this period, and no deeper figure occurs. 

329 
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The new trench at the east end of the north platform was begun at 

the same time, likewise to be abandoned on 1st March. 
330 

The 

trench can be seen in Atlas Taf. 214,215, Ilios Fig. 4 on the left, 

and, apparently at a more developed stage, in Ilios Plan I at the 

letters PP to the South of point C. Its width is said in 

Trojanische Alterthümer to have been 13m. 
331 

This agrees with Atlas 

Taf. 214, if we assume that the measurement applies to the cut at 

its north entrance. Further South the width diminishes to c. 10m. 

Atlas Taf. 214 shows that excavation took place at two levels, 

which must ultimately have lain at c. 24.80m A. T. and 30.59m A. T. 
332 

These two levels constitute the two "terraces" which, together with 

the three in the northeast trench, make up the five terraces 

mentioned by Schliemann for the temple area. 
333 

, If we assume that 

Schliemann was measuring his depths here from the neighbouring mound- 

surface at c. 37.50m A. T., in F 4, then his statement that he cut the 

upper platform to a depth of 7m334 agrees closely with the altitude 

shown in Atlas Taf. 214. His record that, in this period, the lower 

platform was cut only 3m deeper, to 10m, 
335 

is more difficult to 

reconcile with the figure of 24.80m A. T. There is, however, no 

evidence from February 1873 that a level deeper than 10m was 

attained. On 24th February finds from this trench are still being 

reported from no greater depth than 9m. 
336 

The distance to which excavation on these two terraces had advanced 

by 23rd February can only be estimated. Perhaps 9 days' work had 

been done by that time, and a further 6 were to follow before 

their abandonment on 1st March. On 10th February Schliemann was 

expressing the hope that the upper terrace would join the upper 

terrace of the northeastern trench in two days' time. 
337 

The upper 

terraces must certainly have joined, then, by 23rd February. From 

the lower terrace, the discovery of a wall 9m deep at 25m from the 

edge of the mound marks the distance achieved by 22nd February. 
338 

The wall seems to be the one shown at the south end of the lower, 

terrace in Atlas Taf. 214. The 25m has been measured along the west 

side of the trench. During this period, therefore, the upper 

terrace must have advanced roughly 25m to the South, and the lower 

terrace roughly llm, again measuring along the west side of the 
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trench. The upper terrace is an extension southward of the 2m-wide 

terrace left in F3 on 22nd May 1872 (see Fig. IV. 19). 

During the season of 1872, Schliemann's attention had been drawn 

to a wall made from corinthian column fragments which was visible 

in Calvert's old excavation in square J B. "I am sure, " he wrote 

to Sir John Lubbock, "that from the modern Apollo Temple derive 

all those Corinthian columns which you will have noticed in the 

small excavation, and almost at the surface, at the foot of the 

southeast corner of the Mount. "339 On his return to the site in 

1873 he opened a trench in this area in squares HJ 7-8, beginning 

on 10th February. 
340 

The trench may be seen in Atlas Taf. 214,215, 

Ilios Plans I, IVa, and Troja und Ilion Taf. III. 

Although Schliemann does not mention what width he gave to the 

trench, we can see from Atlas Taf. 214 that at the southeast entry 

it must have been about 21m. Further into the mound, however, it 

could narrow to as little as 10m. He is more specific as to its 

depth. In the diary he says that he intended to make the trench 

6m deep in the hopes of finding in it the continuation of the "Tower" 

and perhaps a Temple of Apollo. 
341 

Against this we must set the. 

record of Trojanische Alterthümer, where he explains that he cut the 

trench at a considerable slope in order to attain a depth not of 6m 

but of 8m on reaching the "Tower. " 
342 

Now Schliemann obviously 

expected to find the continuation of the "Tower" in square H 7: 

that is clear both from the line of his trench and from the orientation 

of the "Tower" structure exposed in 1872. And here, if we consult 

the contour map, the surface lay at c. 36.00m A. T. The depth of 

6m proposed in the diary, if we take it to be measured down from 

, the surface, implies-a final altitude of c. 3QOOm A. T. for the bottom 

of the trench. This corresponds approximately to the altitude of the 

"Tower's'lisurface in D 6-7. The depth of that surface had in the 

previous season been calculated down from the mound surface in E 6-7 

which lay at c. 38.50m, and had therefore been found to be 8m deep. 

The contradiction of the figures'in 1873 is consequently no more 

than apparent. the figure of 8m has simply been repeated by"Schliemann 

as a standard figure for the depth of the "Tower. " The altitudes are 
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otherwise measured down from the mound surface in HJ 7-8, and the 

trench was given a slope down to an eventual depth here of c. 6m, 

as Meyer accepted. 
343 

That this really is the case is confirmed by 

Atlas Taf. 214 where the altitude shown for the deepest part of the 

trench is 23.60, which, when corrected, amounts to 29.90m A. T. The 

line of slope, of c. 12° from the horizontal, is confirmed by`the 

figure of 27.57 towards the south end of the cut; when corrected 

it becomes 34.17m A. T. The trench floor began, then, at c. 35m A. T. 

at the southwest end, and reached c. 30m A. T. at its deepest point 

towards the North. Its eventual length was 34m. 
344 

But how far had Schliemann advanced by 23rd February? We know that 

by 22nd February 'he had almost completed his breaking-through of 

what he identified as the "Wall of Lysimachus. "345 This wall, as 

D6rpfeld rightly saw, is to be identified with the north wall of 

Theatre B, 
346 

and lay quite near the mouth of the trench. ' But it 

seems that in the meantime Schliemann had also been clearing , at 

least part of the'area to the North of this, for on the same date-- 

he also says that, in excavating further he came upon one housewall 

after another, whose removal gave him great'difficulties. 
347 

The 

pattern of later work in this trench, too, does seem to support the 

idea that progress here came through area-excavation: he records 

the increasing depths of 5m on 6th March and 6m on 7th March. 
348 

The housewalls seem likely to have been walls of Troy VII, parts of 

which he certainly cut away in this trench. 
349 

But it is impossible 

to arrive at a proper estimate of the extent of these excavations 

beyond the "Wall of Lysimachus. " The shaded area in Fig. III. 10 

represents no more than a guess. 

One final area of activity in this period must be noted. Schliemann's 

plans on'returning to the site in 1873 included the intention to 

expose the circuit walls to right and left of the "Tower. "350 

Accordingly on 11th February he set four men to begin a "gallery" 

in the unexcavated ground to the West of the "Tower, " that is, in 

square C 6.351, On the following day excavation was conducted in the 

same area from the mound surface with nine men, with the making of 
two "galleries" in view. 

352 
Work here was alparently then dropped 
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again until it was resumed on 1st March and again, on 10th March. 
353 

Little can have been done, and it is impossible to specify the. extent 

of the work within the final dimensions of the trench. 

24th February - 6th March 1873(Fig. III. 11) 

The resume published as Trojanische Alterthümer ch. xvi bears the 

date 1st March in both the published and the unpublished versions. 
354 

This is the date on which it was begun. But it was not finished until 

6th or 7th March, for in the diary it is interrupted by entries for 

3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th March. 
355 

It is therefore possible that the 

latter part of the text may include some information from work 

between 1st and 6th March, and 6th March is for that reason taken as 

the most convenient point at which to make a division. 

Work was continued in the northeastern trench, FGH 3-4(b), until it 

was abandoned on 1st March. 
356 

By this date a further six days' work 

had been done. The final state of the trench can be seen in Atlas 

Taf. 214. The upper terrace, which lay at c. 30.59m A. T., had been 

extended southwards by another 6-7m. The second terrace, at c. 26.66m 

A. T., was continued southwards by only another two metres or so 

before the "retaining wall" - Wall 29 - came to light in it on 26th 

February. 
357 

Atlas Taf. 214 shows that here in the western part of 

the trench Wall 29 was left intact; Dörpfeld's plan, in Troja und Ilion 

Taf. III, shows the same. So the second terrace advanced no further 

South than the north face of this wall. Some effort was nonetheless 

put into exposing the wall to its full height, which was achieved 

by 1st March. 
358 

The mass of stones which can be seen in Atlas Taf. 214, 

numbered '28; probably represents the battered north face of the wall 

and not its top. Some work was also, aiparently, continued in the 

deep, central cut of the northeastern area. Here, working at 

c. 21.74m A. T., Schliemann tore down a part of the "Trojan" wall 

(Wall 30), to gain access to Wall 29.359 The gap in this former wall, 

Dörpfeld's BC, can be seen in TI Taf. III. Wall 29 was partly exposed 

behind it on 26th February, but never, it seems, to its full height. 
360 

Schliemann says that it had been broken through over a width of 

4m - the width of the central cutting itself. 361 
This feat must have 

been accomplished in 1872. The trench bottom in the southernmost 
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sector of the deep cut, where Wall 29 had been removed, remained 

untouched at c. 26.64m A. T. where it had been left at the end of 

1872.362 This southernmost sector qualified, because of its depth, 

to be considered as an additional part of the "second terrace; " 

and there seems to be evidence for limited excavation, perhaps an 

extension of only l}m southwards, in this area. We must assume, 

then, that in this central cutting work progressed no more than c. 5m 

further to the South in the lower part, and perhaps no more than l}m 

further South in the higher part during the six days of excavation. 

Depths in this area seem once again to have been measured down 

uniformly from a point on the surface at c. 36.50m A. T. To this 

there is one clear exception: the note that the top of Wall 29 

lay at 8m below the surface. 
363 

From TI Taf. III we should expect 

that its top here lay at c. 30.91m A. T., not at the height of 28.50m 

A. T. which Schliemann's figure seems to imply. We must assume 

either that in this case he was quoting from another datum, such as 

the summit, perhaps for the sake of comparison with the "Tower; " 

or that he had not yet really found the top of the wall. The former 

possibility seems to be the correct one, since other measurements 

of depth in the same entry (for 1st March = "17th February") 

are best understood if we assume that they, too, were calculated from 

the summit. 

The adjoining area, at the east end of the north platform, was 

likewise dug until it, too, was abandoned on 1st March. 
364 

A further 

six days' work was done. Again, the final state of the trench can 

be seen in Atlas Taf. 214. The upper terrace, which by now merged 

with the upper terrace of the northeast trench, must have been 

lengthened to the South by 6 or 7m. It may also have been widened 

slightly towards the West at its south end. " It remained at c. 30.59m 

A. T., 
365 

7m below Schliemann's datum on the surface 
366 

which, for 

this trench, must have lain at c. 37.50m A. T. The lower terrace 

seems to have been advanced no further South than the wall which had 

already been found on 22nd February. 
367 

But it was probably cut to 

a deeper level, for although it had been begun at a depth of 10m 

(i. e. at c. 27.50m A. T. ), Atlas Taf. 214 shows that it was left at 

nearly 13m deep (i. e. at c. 24.80m A. T. 
368). 

It is conceivable that 
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this depth was only reached during May, when the north platform 

was being dug down to 14m below the local datum of 38.50m in 

square E 4.369 But as there seems to be at least one, and possibly 

a second, reference to work in the lower part of this area, 
370 

we may 

assume that at any rate some progress was made during this period 

towards the eventual depth of 24.80m A. T. 

On 26th February Schliemann'opened a new trench on this south side 

of the mound. It was to connect the old "Tower" trench of 1872, 

in DE 6-7, with the newly-made trench at the southeast corner of 

the site. 
371 

Work on this new, connecting trench may at first have 

been rather slow; but it received the attentions of the entire work- 

force once the trenches on the north side had been abandoned. 
372 

Its purpose was to expose the rest of the "Tower" and to follow up 

the city wall, presumed to adjoin it, until the Scaean Gate should 

come to light. 
373 

The trench, in its eventual state, can be seen in Atlas Taf. 214 and 

215 and in TI Fig. 3, where it is marked Q. It appears again in 

Ilios Plan I and is shown in section in Ilios Plan IVa. Schliemann 

gave its-"proposed length as 80m. 
374 

This figure must include the full 

width of the'southeast trench, to which the new trench was to join. 

The different figures of 90m, 96m and 100m are also given at various 

times. 
375 

These must have included the full width of the "Tower" 

trench dug in 1872. The actual length of the trench, however, 

from the east side of the "Tower" trench to the northwest end of 

the southeastern trench, must have been closer to 60m. Its eventual 

width can be seen from Atlas Taf. 214 to have been c. 20m. But 

Schliemann began by digging a'trench that was only 1}m wide. 
376 

This must have been along the southern edge of the trench, for it 

exposed the north wall of the Roman building IXB almost-immediately. 
377 

This seems to have been the first step towards giving the trench its 

projected width of 20-24m, 
378 

the full extent of which was sub- 

sequently dug "all at once. " 
379 

There is also a brief note that 

fourteen men were again set to dig on the west side of the "Tower" 

on Ist March. 
380 
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At this early stage Schliemann must have been aiming to dig the 

trench to a uniform depth of roughly 11m. This is the figure given 

for the initial, l}m wide trench, 
381 

and on 7th March he had still 

reached a depth of only 2m. 
382 

In apparent contradiction to these 

depths stands out the statement of 6th March that certain walls in 

the trench had been traced to a depth of 5m. 
383 

But these are most 

probably the walls of Building VIG found not in the new East-West 

Trench, but in the Southeast Trench. 

Schliemann's method of excavation remained the same as beforeito 

leave the trench face at a slope - this time of 550.384 He refers 

to the construction of eight side-passages to help remove the spoil, 
385 

but these cannot now be located, with the exception of a 4m-wide 

ramp in F 6-7 which is still visible even in Troja Plan VII. 

7th - 15th March 1873 (Fig. III. 12) 

Schliemann's work was now almost entirely concentrated on the south 

side of the mound, where he was attempting to uncover the continuation 

of the "Tower" and the city walls which he expected to be associated 

with it. 

The southeast trench, in GHJ 7-8, which had already reached a depth 

of 6m on 7th March, 
386 

was taken down a further l}m387 before it was 

abandoned for good on 14th March. 
388 

The final state of the trench 

is shown in Atlas Taf. 214, from which it is clear that the deepest 

point in the trench lay at c. 29.90m A. T. 
389 

As the surface in H7 

lay at only c. 36.50m A. T., some of the depths in this trench, which 

is said finally to have reached 8m, must have been measured down 

from a datum elsewhere of c. 38m A. T., perhaps on the east side of 

the old "Tower" trench. Before abandoning the southeast trench, 

Schliemann believed that he had identified a continuation of the 

"Tower" irrthe deepest cut at 34m from the end of this trench. 
390 

This structure cannot, however, have been any part of Dbrpfeld's 

Troy II citadel wall, which lay much further North. It may have been 

a building associated with Blegen's IIS, or possibly a structure of 

Troy IV. Schliemann also records that he worked on an "upper gallery" 

close to this point but on "this side" of it, and found nothing. 
391 
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By "this side" he may mean the west side, nearest to his house in 

square C 6.392 If so, the "upper gallery" may have been the area 

just to the East of Propylon IXD which, to judge from Atlan Taf. 214, 

was never dug below c. 33.47m A. T. 
393 

It may, alternatively, refer 

to that whole area of the East-West trench which lay East of Propylon 

IXD. In either case the depth is unlikely to have exceeded 41m. 

In the meantime work was also continued in the main part of the new 

East-West trench in EFGH 6-7. A short section of wall running East- 

West in Square E6 had come to light, 
394 

and was taken to be the 

north wall of the Temple of Minerva, 
395 

matching the supposed south 

wall found previously. Further to the East, the west wall of 

Propylon IXD had been exposed by 13th March. 
396 

This Schliemann 

took to be a part of a reservoir. 
397 

These two structures he 

proposed to leave intact; and by 15th March he was planning to dig 

only the western end of the trench down as far as 8m, where he 

expected to find the surface of the "Tower: " 
398 

the area of 

excavation was to be contained within the "north" and "south" 

walls of . the "Temple, " and to the West of the "reservoir. " On 

13th March he had reached a depth of 4m; 
399 

by 15th March he may have 

reached 41m, at least in parts of the east end of this area. 
400 

These depths appear to have been measured down from a datum at 

c. 38.50m A. T. 

Schliemann now took up again the work which in mid-February he had 

tentatively begun, and abandoned, on the west side of the former 

"Tower" trench. From 10th March he began to excavate an area 14.30m 

long and 14.40m wide, 
401 

whose object was again to expose more of 

the "Tower" and its adjoining walls. The location of this trench 

is not made entirely clear either in the diary or in Trojanische 

Alterthümer; but bearing in mind its purpose, we can assume that it 

is most likely to have formed a direct extension Northwestwards 

of-the cutting already made into C 6. This finds some confirmation 

from Schliemann's statement in Ilios that the new trench lay close 

to"his wooden house. 
402 

The wooden house itself lay at the northwest 

corner of square C 6.403 By 15th March Schliemann was here recording 

finds from depths of up to 4m. 
404 

These depths were presumably 

-- -; ý. 
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measured down from the neighbouring mound-surface, as usual; the 

highest adjacent point here lay at nearly 38.50m A. T. 

One final area of work must be mentioned for this period. Ever 

since he had found the marble triglyph in 1872, Schliemann had 

been hoping to find a second one to match it. On 14th March he 

began a positive search by planning to dig a platform 30m wide 

close to where he had found the first triglyph. The platform was 

to be dug into the foot of the mound. 
405 

Clearly it must have 

lain somewhere in GHJ 1 or 2. But the plan seems to have been 

modified, for in Trojanische Alterthümer we read that the trench 

was only 18m wide. 
406 

Perhaps this modification was caused by 

the enormity of the preliminary task of shifting the build-up 

of seven metres of his own spoil. 
407 

Work did continue, 

sporadically, on this project; but we never hear much about it, 

and the trench was never shown on any plan. 

17th - 22nd March 1873 (Fig. III. 13) 

During the six days covered by this period, Schliemann worked 

again in three areas: the East-West trench in EFGH 6-7, which he 

called the Temple of Minerva; the west side of the "Tower" in 

C 6; and on the north side of the mound in HJ 1-2. 

The horizontal dimensions of the East-West trench remained the 

same as before, and Schliemann's efforts were directed to deepening 

the cut that already existed. It seems that, on 15th March, the 

depth of the trench had nowhere exceeded 4-4}m below the datum of 

c. 38.50m A. T. We now read of excavation reaching first 5m deep 
408 

and eventually, in some places, 8m deep. 
409 

At this point we are 

also able to gain a closer idea of Schliemann's method of 

excavation in this trench. First, he makes it clear that the 

deepest excavation was taking place in the northern part of the 

trench. Here he made a trench within the trench in order to be 

. able to reach the surface of the "Tower" more quickly. 
410 

By 

22nd March he believed that he had Already exposed it in several 

-place 
s. 4 11 

Secondly, he appears to distinguish an eastern sector 

and a western sector, for Trojanische AlterthUmer records his plan 

to expose the "Tower" completely - within three weeks on the east 

side, and within a week and a half on the west side. 
412 

The dividing- 
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line between these two areas is likely to have been the ramp of 

unexcavated soil that ran northwards into the trench in F 6-7 and 

served as a path for workmen and wheelbarrows. It is indicated on 

the plans in Atlas Taf. 214,215, Ilios Plans I, IVa and even still in 

Troja Plan VII. It can also be seen in the views shown in Atlas Taf. 

157 (TR plate IX), Taf. 170 (TR plate XIA) and Ilios fig. 144. This, 

if correct, provides us with a division into four areas: - an east 

sector and a west sector, each having a higher area and a deeper trench. 

It therefore comes as no surprise to read Schliemann's statement that 

he had now made a division of the trench into four terraces the lowest 

of which was constituted by the surface of the "Tower. "413 But work 

seems to have been concentrated only on cutting the deeper 'terrace' in 

the western area, for a depth of 5m was first reached in the eastern 

area only later, on 4th April. 
414 

On the west side of the "Tower, " in square C 6, the horizontal dimensions 

of the trench may likewise have remained unaltered while the trench was 

deepened. There is no very clear evidence of what depth was reached'' 

here by 22nd March. It is certain that the "Tower" surface was not yet 

reached, 'a target which'5chliemann did not expect to achieve before the 

end of the month. 
415 

The depth of 9m was not reached until 9th April. 
416 

It is also clear that, even though a depth of 4m had already been 

reached in some places by 15th March, 
417 

work was still being done at a 

depth of 3m, and even of only 30cm and im, in others. 
418 

As before, 

depths can be assumed to have been measured down from a datum of c. 38.50m 

A. T. A reference to a wall stratified below the building in D5 excavated 

in 1871,419 may, however, indicate that excavation was extended along the 

northwest fringe of the old Tower trench in D 6. The extent of such work 
is not clear. 

Schliemann frankly admitted that his excavations in the third area, the 
trench in HJ 1=2, ' were "purely to enrich my collection" by, as he hoped, 

bringing to light a second triglyph. 
420 

A small number of men was set to 

work there on 18th and 19th March, but not apparently on the other days. 

Schliemann later explained that he only dug here when he had workmen to 

spare. 
421 

The work seems to have consisted mostly, if not entirely, in 

moving the previous year's spoil-heap. 
422 
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24th -'29th March 1873 (Fig. III. 14) 

During these six days progress was hampered by bad weather and a 

shortage of workmen. Little work was done. 
423 

There is nothing 

in either the diary or Trojanische Alterthümer to suggest that 

Schliemann excavated anywhere other than in the deeper part of 

the west sector of the East-West trench, in squares EF 6-7. It 

is most unlikely that any digging took place in the eastern sector, 

for when work was resumed there on 3rd April424 a depth of 5m had 

still not been reached. 
425 

Similarly there is complete silence on 

the trench west of the "Tower" in square C6 until 9th April, 

although it must be admitted that by that date a depth of 9m 

had been reached. 
426 

The horizontal dimensions of the trench in EF 6-7 remained unchanged. 

Most work, it seems, was done at a depth of 8m427 -a depth which 

will again have been measured down from the datum of c. 38.50m A. T. 

Enough work was done on the surface of the "Tower" here for 

Schliemann to note once more that a packing of loose stones lay between 

(D6rpfeld's) Walls IIb and IIc. 
428 

But the depth of'8m cannot yet 

have been uncovered across the full width of this western sector, 

for the building with pithoi in EF 7, overlying Gate FN, was not 

exposed until 4th April. 
429 

31st March - 5th April 1873 (Fig. III. 15) 

Schliemann had a good supply of workmen all week, an average of 116,430 

and was able to achieve much more. He appeares to have worked in 

three areas. 

First, he continued to dig in the western end of the East-West 

trench, in EF 6-7. This was where his efforts were primarily 

directed. By now he was widening out the deep cut to include the 

whole width of the trench. As a result he soon exposed the network 

of walls overlying Gate FN, shown in Atlas Taf. 214 and 215.431 They 

first came to light on 31st March; 
432 

by 5th April Schliemann believed 

he had here dug down to the surface of the "Tower. " 
433 

The spot- 

heights recorded for this area in Atlas Taf. 214, however, suggest 

that in places he may not have penetrated below 31.42m A. T. A 

datum of c. 38.50m was probably in use. 
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Secondly, on 3rd April he began work again in the east end of the 

East-West trench. 
434 

It seems that this area had probably been 

lying unattended since 15th March, when it had been taken down,, to 

a maximum depth of c. 4jm below a datum of c. 38.50m A. T. - i. e. 

to c. 34m A. T. 
435 

Schliemann must now have begun working from the 

West, for the first feature to come to light was the 'altar' just 

East of the ramp, in square G 7.436 The upright'stone was found 

first, at a depth of 5m. Since the-stone itself was only half 

a metre tall, and since the stone on which it rested lay only lm 

above the level of the "Tower, " the'top of the stone must have 

been found'at c. 31.50m. The depth of 5m has therefore now been 

measured down from the surface immediately above, at c. 36.75m A. T., 

and no longer from the more distant datum of c. 38.50m A. T. Schliemann 

apparently dug to a depth of over lm below the altar, that is, down 

to c. 30m A. T. 
437 

But Atlas Taf. 214 shows that he reached this 

depth only in a small hole no more than 4 or 5m in diameter. The 

surrounding area is marked with final spot-heights of 26.48 

(= 32.78m A. T. ), 25.03 (=31.33m A. T. ) and 27.50 (=33.80m A. T. ). 

These depths may already have been reached by 5th April, for what 

little work was subsequently done in this trench seems to have been 

concentrated in square H 7. 

It is uncertain whether, thirdly, Schliemann also worked in the 

trench in C6 during this period; but three factors suggest that 

he may have done. The increased number of workmen might have posed 

difficulties if consigned only to the East-West trench - especially 

in view of the difficulties of moving spoil out of the trench. There 

is, too, the rapidity with which a depth of 9m was reached in C6 

after 7th April. 
438 

And there is, in the diary entry for 5th April, 

a passing reference to a drain which had been found "on the west 

side of the Tower. "439 If these points may be taken as suggesting, 

tentatively, that excavation still proceeded in C 6, we are still 

left in ignorance as to what took place there. Presumably the 

length'`and breadth of the trench remained unaltered, but the depth 

may have been increased to, say, 7m below the likely datum of 

c. 38.50m A. T. -a halfway-house between the states of affairs on 

22nd March and 9th April. 
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7th - 16th April 1873 (Fig. III. 16) 

Once again, much of Schliemann's work was in this period directed 

towards the excavations in the East-West trench. In the western 

sector, in EF 6-7, the surface of the "Tower" at 8m deep was 

cleared 
440 

and a number of walls exposed. 
441 

Among these were 

the northwest angle of Dörpfeld's Wall IIb, where it turned South 

to form part of Gate FN; 
442 

a wall running NNW-SSE, shown as 

No. 27 in Atlas Taf. 214, which appears to have been a part of the 

eastern half of Gate FN; 
443 

and a mudbrick wall 8m wide and 3m high 

which lay just to the South of the building with the pithoi. 
444 

This last may have been related to the similar, massive mudbrick 

structures found by Dörpfeld overlying the Troy II remains in 

squares G 4_5.445 Work was also continued in the eastern sector, 

as far as the northern end of the southeast trench. Here the wall 

previously thought to have been a continuation of the "Tower, " 

in H 7, was identified instead as an early circuit-wall. 
446 

It was his discoveries West of the "Tower, " in square C 6, which 

caught Schliemann's attention during this period. A depth of 9m 

having been reached here on 9th April, 
447 

Gate FM immediately began 

to come to light. As D6rpfeld shows a spot-height of 29.58m A. T. 

for this upper part of the paved street which Schliemann first 

exposed at 9m deep, we have some confirmation that depths here 

were calculated down from a datum of 38.50m A. T. The gateway was 

cleared, so far as it lay within the confines of the trench, by 

16th April. 
448 

As soon as the gate appeared on 9th April, Schliemann jumped to 

the conclusion that a royal palace must lie immediately to its 

Northeast. He therefore decided without further ado to open a 

new cutting which would run from his North-South trench of 1871-72 

to the northeast side of the trench in C 6.449 It was begun on 

, 10th April, 
450 

and its object was to remove the entire block of 

earth which lay between the well in CD 4-5 and Schliemann's wooden 

house in C 6. It was this trench which was later to expose 

"Priam's palace, " and its northeastern limit can easily be seen in 

Atlas"Taf. 214 and 215., Schliemann's original plan stated that 
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the cutting was to be 20m wide. 
451 

This must have been a 

measurement taken along the southwest face of the North-South 

trench in CD 5-6. But the eventual dimensions are recorded as 

24 x 24m. 
452 

The width was extended to the Northwest, and the 

length must be measured at the northwest end of the cutting and 

must include the lOm-deep terrace left on the west side of the 

North-South trench from the excavations in 1871. The depth of 

10m, to which the new trench was cut, 
453 

was selected as it was 

the depth at which the adjoining terrace had been left in 1871. 

Men were set to dig away this huge block of earth simultaneously 

from top and bottom. 
454 

It is from the early work at the north 

end of this trench that two workmen stole the metal objects 

which were later seized by the Turkish authorities. 
455 

The finds 

were apparently made on the "east" (i. e. northeast) side of 

the "palace" and very close to the well in squares CD 4-5. The 

date of late March, mentioned by Schliemann as the date of this 

theft, is evidently a Julian date - as would naturally be the 

case if it derived from a confession by the culprits. 

Besides the work in these areas on the summit and south side of 

the mound, a limited amount of work was done on the north side, 

possibly in two areas. A diary entry for 9th April records that 

on the previous day Schliemann had set four men to dig on the 

north side - but purely to try to find objects. 
456 

This recalls 

Schliemann's earlier purpose in starting the trench in HJ 1-2, 

and may imply that the work was again in that area. Another entry, 

for 16th April, notes that excavations were being continued on. the 

north side and that the old platform was being covered again with 

spoil. 
457 

If spoil was now being tipped on the old North Platform, 

then we are clearly dealing here with a trench other than the 

one in HJ 1-2. The statement appears, rather, to foreshadow the 

later indiFation that the North Platform itself was being extended 

Southwards at the depth of 10m. 
458 

If so, excavation must have 

concentrated first on removing the block that still protruded, with a 

sloping north face, into squares DE 3. 

17th April - 10th May 1873 (Fig. III. 17) 

The Greek Easter celebrations meant that no excavation took place 
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between 16th and 23rd April. 
459 

By 10th May Schliemann had never- 

theless done a further 14 days' work, 
460 

and that with an average 

of 95 workmen. 
461 

A limited amount of work was done in the East-West trench and on 

the "Tower. " In the eastern half of the East-West trench, 

according to an entry in the diary for 29th April, 
462 

Schliemann 

had the interior of Propylon IXD cleared. 
463 

In the western half 

of the trench, he worked on exposing two walls which lay in the 

northern part of the cutting. These he spoke of as constituting 

part of a two-storey building founded on bedrock. 
464 

The walls can 

be seen in Atlas Taf. 214 where they are numbered '12. ' The trench 

between them carries the spot-height 20.12 which, when corrected, 

becomes c. 26.42m A. T. Schliemann therefore dug here to a depth of 

over 12m below his local datum of c. 38.50m A. T. If we seek to locate 

this deeper pit on Dorpfeld's plan of the site, 
465 

it has to be 

placed in square E6 just to the South of the remaining earth 'pillar'and 

just to the West of the [Id phase of Gate FN - in the area shown 

by Dörpfeld as masonry belonging to phase IIc of the gate. But it 

is clear from the plan that at this point Wall IId had been dug 

away at some earlier stage, for Dörpfeld indicates it only with 

broken lines. The massive block of masonry from phase IIc shown 

in the plan must therefore certainly be a reconstruction, at 

: Least in part; and it seems likely to be an erroneous reconstruction. 

The work on the "Tower" was restricted to cleaning off the surface 

of (Dörpfeld's) Walls IIb and IIc. In square D6 Schliemann 

found the depression; between the two walls: 
466 

and in squares DE 7 

he had previously found three superimposed banks of stones bonded 

with mud. These he had taken to be remnants of a superstructure, 

an interpretation which he now doubted. 
467 

Both features are shown 

in Atlas Taf. 214.468 

We are not very well informed about the progress of excavations in 

squares CD 5-6, the important area West of the "Tower. " The 

shape of the trench does not seem to have been altered, but it will 

certainly have been carried to a greater depth. On the northwest 

side of the trench it can be assumed that the sloping southwest 
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face of the old, 1871 trench had been cut away and the new trench 

extended at a depth of 10m by at least the width of that slope. 

That the trench-bottom did here eventually reach a depth of 10m 

is confirmed by the spot-heights of 23.44 and 23.50 shown in : ': las 

Taf. 214.469 These, when corrected, yield altitudes of 29.74 and 

29.80m A. T., which are roughly 10m less than the heicjit of the mound- 

surface in this area. Immediately to the Southwest, however, 

Schliemann exposed to 7m deep a group of buildings whose top lay 

at 6m deep. 
470 

These are among the structures numbered "7" in 

Atlas Taf. 214, and are the walls which overlay the building identified 

as Priam's palace. 
471 

The complex must have been partly cut away 

in the excavations of 1871, for it is preserved only as far as the 

edge of the 1871 trench. But it is uncertain how much of this had 

come to light on the northeast side by 10th May. On the southwest 

side, in square C 6, Schliamann continued clearing Gate FM 

on the "left" side, 
472 

by which he must mean either the east or 

northeast side. In following it up he unearthed, on 9th May, 

the second, and more northerly, of the two sets of projecting 

piers in the Gate. 
473 

Beyond these he brought to lit the southern 

side of the walls just mentioned. In the gateway excavation reached 
474 475 

down to c. 30.04m A. T., and among the walls to c. 32.50m A. T. 

Excavation on the North Platform was resumed on 2nd May. 
476 

Schliemann appears to speak of work on two levels. On the one hand 

several house-walls were exposed at 6-10m deep. 
477 

These house-walls 

478 
are said to have been in the "upper levels. " On the other hand, 

a colossal wall of stones and earth was exposed in the lowest 

5 or 6 metres. 
479 

This wall is said to have been in the "lower 
480 

layers. " It seems, then, that there was an upper terrace at 

10m deep and a lower terrace at 15 or 16m deep. The only place on 

the North Platform where Schliemann could now have dug a terrace 

at 10m below the surface lies in DE 3-4: the unexcavated wedge 

that protruded northwards between the North-South trench and the 

Northeast Trench in F 3-4. This, as has already been suggested, 

must be where he was digging. The decision to cut a terrace at 

10m below the surface (here at c. 39.50) was not a caprice. It recalls 

Schliemann's discovery of monumental remains at the same depth in 1871, 
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and the temporary terraces he dug, again at the same depth, in F3 

and D 3-4 during the 1872 season. In practice, however, the 

depth of 10m was not kept to, for Atlas Taf. 214 shows several 

spot-heights for this area which, when corrected, indicate that 

for the most part the terrace lay at an altitude of up to c. 30.90m 

A. T. 
481 

At the northeast corner of the terrace there is ,a 

solitary spot-height of roughly the right order. 
482 

The dept1sof 

15 or 16m (below 39.50m A. T. ) for the lower terrace are identical 

with the depth at which the base of the North Platform had been 

left in 1872: at the west end it lay at c. 23.67m A. T., 
483 

and 

at the east end at c. 24.67m A. T. 
484 

This shows that the new, lower 

terrace begun on 2nd May 1873 was conceived simply as a continuation 

of the earlier work. To judge from Atlas Taf. 214, the lower 

'terrace' can never have advanced very far. It is more difficult 

to judge how much progress was made on the upper terrace during 

this period: work continued there probably until 24th May, although 

conceivably until the end of the season. 
485 

The shading in 

Fig. III. 17 represents no more than a guess. 

While working in the trench in C 6, Schliemann noticed that a 

fortification-wall extended West-North-West from Gate FM, but 

was unable to trace it beyond the western end of the trench 

without demolishing the ground on which his own quarters stood. 
486 

He decided to try to-expose it further to the West, and in order 

to do so he began a new trench on the northwest side of the mound. 
487 

The trench can be clearly seen in Atlas Taf. 214 and 215, where 

it lies in squares AB 4-5. it is also depicted in Ilios Fig. 10, 

and Ilios Plans I (Z') and IV (Z'West). It was, as Schliemann 

himself pointed out, essentially a broadening and a lengthening 

of the trench dug in the same spot in 1870. Whereas the original 

trench had been 5m wide and 30m long, 
488 

his re-excavated version 

was intended to be 10m wide and 43m long. 
489 

The plan in Atlas 

Taf. 214 shows that the trench must have attained, or nearly attained, 

this size by the end of the season. 

The datum from which depths were measured down in this trench must 
have lain at c. 38.50m A. T. - the highest adjacent point on the 
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mound surface - for Schliemann notes that the "Wall of Lysimachus. " 

was covered with 5m of debris. 
490 

By this he means not that there 

was a vertical accumulation of 5m on the top of the wall, but that, 

in the same general area, the mound had increased 5m in height. 

The "Wall of Lysimachus" 
491 

is clearly the wall marked RM in 

Dörpfeld's plan; 
492 

and in that plan it bears the spot-height 33.70m 

A. T. 

Schliemann states that the trench was dug to a depth of 10}m. 
493 

This should have produced an altitude at the trench bottom of 

c. 28m A. T. The spot-heights shown in : atlas Taf. 214 are broadly 

consistent with this, if we assume that the trench was worn down 

at the mouth and sloped upwards towards the centre of the mound: 

the altitudes to be derived from the plan are at 27.41m A. T. 

at the mouth of the trench and 29.78m A. T. at its junction with 

the later west trench. 
494 

The means by which this depth was reached 

are, however, not very clear. There is mention of a "small platform" 

cut into the mound slope at 101m deep. 
495 

This may possibly be 

identical with the "lower platform" in the excavation of which 

the full height of the "Wall of Lysimachus" was exposed. 
496 

In 

any case, this "small platform" at 101m deep must have formed the 

nucleus, as it were, of the entire trench. But Schliemann also 

alludes to three "galleries. " 
497 

By "gallery" Schliemann usually 

means a temporary cutting at a higher level than that eventually, 

intended for the trench as a whole. Atlas Taf. 214 shows the top of 

Wall 4 exposed to a width of several metres; one "gallery" 

may perhaps have lain at the height of the top of Wall 4 and have 

been dug further into the northeast side of the trench. If so, it 

would have lain at c. 33.50m A. T. 
498 

There may have been a second, 

similar cutting to broaden the trench to the Southwest. The 

third "gallery" may have lain at the same depth at the southeast 

end of the trench. If Schliemann was, as he says, working on 

all three galleries, he may therefore have been widening the trench 

on northeast and southeast sides to a depth of 33.00m A. T., and 

extending it at its southeast end at the same depth. By 10th May 

he had exposed Wall RM and was in the process of breaking away the 

exposed parts of Megaron VIB. 
499 
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During this period Schliemann also had several small soundingsdug 

on the plateau to the South of the mound. Two are mentioned in the 

diary on 2nd May. 
500 

These may be the two mentioned in Trojanische 

Alterthümer501 which seem to correspond to the soundings later numbered 

6 and 12 on Atlas Taf. 213 (=TR Plan I). They are again included, 

apparently, among the three soundings mentioned in the diary entry 

for 9th May, 
502 

the third being the one later numbered 13 in 

Atlas Taf. 213. In the entry for 8th May, however, we are faced 

with five soundings. 
503 

No. 6 of Atlas Taf. 213 appears here as 

the fifth, and Nos. 12 and 13 among the first three again. The 

additional two mentioned in this entry appear to be those marked 

as No. 5 and - perhaps - No. 14 in Atlas Taf. 213. The published 

resume, however, speaks of a further fifteen soundings (in addition 

to Nos. 6 and 12). 
504 

Unfortunately these fifteen cannot be 

individually identified on the plan. 

Finally, it must be recorded that it was during this period that 

a trench was opened on the "Tomb of Batieia, " Pasa Tepe. 
505 

Schliemann's letter of 24th May published in the Augsburg Allgemeine 

Zeitung mentions that the work (which was carried out on 28th, 29th, 

30th April and 1st May) was supervised by Sophie. 
506 

It seems possible 

that the mound contained material of Late Bronze Age date, and some 

archaic material as well (possibly on the surface). 
507 

Schliemann 

himself was insistent in his early publications that he had there 

found a "mass" of Early Bronze Age sherds. 
508 

But in the light of 

his diary entries which speak only of a "few pieces, " "very few 

sherds" and "not the least thing, " 
509 

this should probably be written 

off as an exaggeration. The few E. B. sherds may have been stray 

pieces already in the soil before the mound was raised. 

10th - 24th May 1873 (Fig. III. 18) 

The next resum6 after that for 10th May was begun on 15th May and, 

in the diary, bears that date at its head. 
510 

But the rough draft 

in the diary is interspersed with daily entries of which the latest 

is dated 24th May. 
511 

As this is also the date given to the published 

version of the report in the Augsburg Allgemeine Zeitung, 
512 

we may 
take it to be the date on which the report was finished. It is up 

to this date, therefore, that the next period may most conveniently be 

taken. 
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It seems that during this period there was no more work either 

in the East-West trench, or in the trenches to the West of the "Tower" 

in C6 and CD 5-6. But there was some intense excavation in two 

adjoining areas. The first of these was the northwest trench in 

squares AB 4-5, which Schliemann, picking up a phrase coined by 

his workmen, sometimes calls the "the grandmother of the 

excavations. " 
513 

The horizontal dimensions proposed for the trench 

did not change; but the trench did make significant progress towards 

the Southeast. By 16th May the "upper terrace" (at c. 33.50m A. T.? ) 

reached as far as the south end of the trench, near Schliemann's 

wooden house. 
514 

By 23rd May the same point had been excavated 

to a depth of 8m, and had revealed "Treasure B. "515 

on 15th May Schliemann began another trench on the west side of 

the mound, in squares AB 5-6.516 This trench, which is on 

occasion confusingly referred to as "the northwestern excavation"517 

or as "the cutting from the northwest side, " 
518 

was intended to be 

32m long. 
519 

Some impression of the shape of the trench can be 

gained from Atlas Taf. 214 where, however, the eastern end of the 

trench has been much widened out. The west end shows a trench 

2-4m wide running more or less East-West. Prolonged for 32m in a 

straight line this would have reached Schliemann's wooden house 

in C 6, as the trench is expressly stated to have done. 
520 

The wider area shown in square B 5-6 has partly been caused by 

the intersection of the new, west trench with the old, 1870 trench 

in B 5. The depth of the trench was to be, again, 10}m521 - as 

Schliemann said, roughly 6m deeper than the old trench in B 5,522 

which had been dug to only c. 4m deep. Although a reference to 

a "lower" cutting implies that it was dug on a terrace-system, 
523 

by 24th May Schliemann could ruefully note that he had broken 

through a huge, 6m-high "fortification" wall which passed under his 

wooden house from Gate FM to the Northwest. 
524 

This wall is visible 

on Atlas Taf. 214, where it is numbered '33; ' and it is quite 

certainly the northeast wall of Dörpfeld's complex IXA. Dörpfeld, 

too, shows this wall to have been nearly 6m high: he gives the 
525 bench-marks 30.65 and 36.49 for its bottom and top. The fact that 

Schliemann knew that it had a height of 6m shows that he himself had 
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in this area already reached a depth of c. 30.50m by this date. 

To judge from Atlas Taf. 214, the deepest digging - which caused 

the breach in the wall - must have taken place both at the. east end 

of the new trench, and in the adjoining part of the old B5 trench. 

But the presence of later buildings in the plan suggests that 

higher terraces, too, were left on north and south sides at this 

eastern end. At the same time, on 24th May, Schliemann could still 

note that-the western trench had not yet reached the (Troy II) wall 

leading off from Gate' FM. 
526 

Excavation continued on the North Platform. There is little infor- 

mation. The diary notes a quantity of superimposed domestic 

walls built of stones and earth, from depths of 4-10m. 
527 

This 

implies that the 'terrace' at "10m deep" (i. e. at c. 30.90m A. T. ) 

was being extended Southwards. But some work was also done on the 

lower 'terrace' further North, for several walls were exposed at 

14m deep, and also part of a 'pavement' of white stones. 
528 

if 

Schliemann calculated the depth of these by measuring 4m down from 

the terrace at c. 30.90m A. T., this 'pavement' may have been a 

continuation of the stratum of stones previously met in D 3-4 

at c. 27m A. T. 
529 

It is probable that after 24th May little or 

no work was done on the North Platform. The one, later reference530 

is of a very general, retrospective nature. In Fig. III. 18, 

therefore, I have shown the work taking the trench to its fullest 

extent, as shown in Atlas Taf. 214 and 215. 

Two notes in the diary show that Schliemann had also resumed work 

in the North-South trench of 1872. The entry for 16th May records 

that he was having the trench walls broken down over a long stretch 

and was digging outwards. 
531 

An entry for the following day notes 

that a house was coming to light. 
532 

The results of the renewed 

excavations in the North-South trench can be seen in Atlas Taf. 214, 

where (in squares DE 4) an additional terrace has been extended to 

the East. Its total width is c. 14m, but not all of it was previously 

unexcavated soil. A spot-height shows that digging here ceased 

at c. 31.12m A. T. 
533 

A later reference shows that excavation in 

this area continued beyond 24th May, 
534 

so the shaded area on 
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Fig. III. 18 represents no more than an estimate of the area uncovered 

to c. 31m A. T. in this period. 

Schliemann continued to make soundings on the plateau, but the 

number quoted still does not exceed fifteen. 
535 

Of these, the 

ones numbered 5,13 and 14 in Atlas Taf. 213 may already have been 

opened; Nos. 6 and 12 had also been dug and bring the total to 

seventeen. A sounding on the east side of the site at 200m from 

the citadel, mentioned on 16th May, 
536 

can only be No. 15, even 

though the diary records bedrock there at 2m rather than 2.50m. 

A sondage on the west side in which Schliemann thought to find the 

Wall of Lysimachus as well as another, earlier wall, 
537 

may be 

No. 9 on the plan. The trench on the southwest side that lay closest 

to the citadel and which reached a depth of 5m538 must be No. 11. 

The third of the group of three trenches in this area, mentioned 

on 16th May, 
539 

is likely to have been No. 10. The remaining 

eight trenches, of which four were begun on 12th May, 
540 

cannot 

be identified. 

26th May - 14th June 1873 (Fig. III. 19) 

The area which chiefly held Schliemann's attention during the 

final weeks of the 1873 season was the area to the Northwest of 

the 'Scaean' Gate, FM. Here he continued to investigate first 

the circuit wall, and later an extension of the structures he 

interpreted as Priam's palace. Initially the work was all done 

at the east and southeast ends of the west and northwest trenches. 

From these the excavation began to be extended eastwards, back 

towards Gate FM, to the West of which, however, there still stood an 

unexcavated block of earth with Schliemann's wooden house on top. 

Meyer was therefore wrong to imply that Schliemann here continued 

to work in an arc towards the Northwest, exposing the citadel 

wall at an ever-increasing distance from the gate. 
54 1 

We hear little of his new activities in the west trench (in AB 5-6), 

although retrospective resumes, of his work there are given on several 

occasions. 
542 

There is a note that during the 27th - 29th May 
he had been engaged in trimming the section faces in his west and 
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northwest trenches. 
543 

On Friday 30th May he was exposing the 

(Troy II) citadel wall at the east end of the trench. 
544 

Atlas 

Taf. 214 shows that the depth eventually reached was 29.78m A. T. 
545 

If Schliemann believed that this achieved, or nearly achieved, his 
546 

target of a10jm depth for the trench, he can only have been 

measuring down from the summit. But in view of his practice 

in the northwest trench, where he clearly used a local datum of 

c. 38.50m A. T., it seems more likely that he simply failed to dig 

the trench to its full depth. 

In the northwest trench, -likewise, Schliemann had exposed the (Troy 

II) circuit wall by the time he wrote his resume dated 31st May . 
in his diary. 

547 
Here he had evidently reached a depth of 9m below 

the local datum of c. 38.50m -a figure which roughly -coincides 

with the spot-height of 29.78m A. T. for the junction of these two 

western trenches. It was at the south end of this trench that 

Schliemann found the collection of metalwork which he called 

"Priam's Treasure. " It has-been suggested that this discovery was, 

at least in part, a fraud. 
548 

This suggestion in the final analysis 

rests solely on two curious features of Schliemann's earliest 

report of the find: his description of the gold sauceboat as a 

depas, and his failure to mention the jewellery. 
549 

For these 

features, which are admittedly odd, alternative explanations 

are available which do not involve fraud; and on other grounds 

both the textual and the archaeological evidence weigh heavily 

against the theory. 
550 

The view adopted here is therefore that 

the discovery was authentic. 

It must be admitted that the evidence for the date of the discovery 

is nonetheless contradictory. According to a diary-entry dated 

17th June 1873 it was found on 7th June; 
551 

and a date at the 

beginning., of June is indicated by a letter written to Schliemann 

on 19th July552 and by the report published in the Augsburg 

Allgemeine Zeitung. 
553 

A later statement, however, refers to 

"the end of May 1873, "554 and certainly the earliest note of the 

discovery is to be found in a resume in the diary dated 31st May. 1873. 

The differences, may partly be explained by Schliemann's use of both 
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Julian and Gregorian calendars and by his very well-attested 

confusion of'mind over all matters of dating towards the end of the 

1873 season. But a further possibility is that, in quoting 7th June, 

Schliemann was taking up the date on which he had found not the bulk 

of the Treasure but the silver bowls that he regarded as completing 

it. 
555 

The date of their discovery is not certain as it is not 

explicitly mentioned in the diary before the resume dated 17th June. 

But it cannot have been before 3rd June when Schliemann first 

tackled the area in which they were found, and probably not before 

6th'June when he first tackled it in earnest. 
556 

Perhaps the most 

likely date for the earlier part of the discovery is 31st May; 

but certainty is not to be had. 
557 

The findspot, however, 'is very clearly described. Schliemann was 

working at the time "behind" the second wall of the "hellenic 

Tower"558 - that is, to the Southeast of Me Baron VIB - and was 

digging either on or near the circuit wall. 
559 

If it was on 

27th May he is likely to have been straightening the section-face. 
560 

The treasure was found at between 8 and 9m deep561 _a figure 
. 

later rationalised to 81m deep562 - and therefore probably at an 

altitude of c. 29.50 - 30.50m A. T. It lay at the foot of Schliemann's 

own wooden house at the northwest corner of the square C 6563 

and directly below a 6m-high wall which must be identified as the 

north wall of D6rpfeld's building IXA. 
564 

These details enable us 

to pinpoint the findspot to the extreme southwest corner of the trench, 

in the trench face and in the bottom metre of the exposed deposits. 

This is more or less exactly the spot shown in Atlas Taf. 214 and 

215 (= TR Plans 2, IV). The spot is, as Traill has pointed out, 
565 

on the outer edge of the circuit wall, or even just outside it. The 

contemporary evidence given by Schliemann's foreman Yannakis to 

William Borlase suggests that the latter may be the more correct. 
566 

Schliemann says that he found the treasure in a narrow space 

enclosed by'two walls. 
567 

In these walls he thought at first to 

see an extension of 'Priam's palace, '568 although later he usually 

described the spot as having been, simply close to Priam's Palace. 
569 

Buildings of a later date than the circuit wall could have reached 

out to this point. Yannakis' testimony, however, "that it was 
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contained in a little place built round with stones, and having 

flat stones to cover it, " 
570 

suggests at least a cist and possibly 

a cist grave. 
571 

The wooden chest deduced, though never actually 

observed, by Schliemann was probably a piece of wishful thinking 

designed to make the discovery conform with Priam's household 

treasure as described in-Iliad XXIV, 228.572 The "key" may have 

been a fraudulent addition, 
573 

and later examination showed in any 

case that it was very far from being a key. 
574 

Into his published report Schliemann inserted a single sentence 

acknowledging his wife's help in the excavation of the treasure. 
575 

But thanks to David Traill's work576 in unearthing some unpublished 

correspondence and in drawing attention again to Borlase's 

article, it now seems very likely that in reality she was in Athens 

at the time and that her name was introduced, as Schliemann indeed 

later admitted, 
577 

"to give her a zest for archaeology. " 

The discovery of "Priam's Treasure" spurred Schliemann on to expose 

the rest of the building he identified as Priam's palace. His 

intention to do this is stated in his resume of 31st May, 
578 

and 

the plan has been initiated by 3rd June. 
579 

The plan involved 

breaking away the remaining block of earth, c. l0m x 12m, which 

still stood between the area opened up by the two western trenches, 

and the area West of the "Tower. " It also involved the demolition 

of Schliemann's wooden house which stood on the block. 
580 

The 

block of earth was attacked from three sides and the spoil was carried 

away across Gate FM, which was bridged over for the purpose. 
581 

Progress was fast. At some stage three silver bowls were found at 

a spot }m below the findspot of Treasure A. 
582 

The one undamaged 

bowl was later habitually included in Treasure A. 
583 

By 14th June 

the excavation had reached down to the pavement on the north side 

of the (Troy II) circuit wall, and the circuit wall itself was now 

fully exposed from Gate FM to the northwest trench. 
584 

The block 

of earth was entirely removed, and the circuit wall, at least to 

some extent, uncovered on both its outer and inner sides. 
585 

The 

north wall of building IXA was in the process broken away over a 

stretch of 171m, 
586 

althoigh a section was left in the remaining block 
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of earth just to the West of Gate FM587 and can be seen in Atlas 

Taf. 214. Excavation reached down to a depth of c. 31.09m A. T. on 

the north side of the citadel wall588 and c. 29.78m A. T. on the 

south side. 
589 

One brief reference indicates that work continued on the eastward 

expansion of the North-South trench. 
590 

Many more house-walls 

were brought to light, and the final state of the trench may be 

seen in Atlas Taf. 214. Meyer's statement, 
591 

that in the North- 

South trench Schliemann now struck virgin soil and exposed some 

thin cross-walls belonging to Troy I, cannot be confirmed. The 

walls were not discovered until 1879.592 

A further three sondages appear to have been made in the lower 

town, for in his resume of 31st May Schliemann speaks of a total 

of twenty sondages. 
593 

The full number is shown on Atlas Taf. 213 

(=TR Plan I), but the final three sondages cannot be identified. 

After a final blessing by a priest from Yenisehir, the excavations 

were closed on the evening of Saturday 14th June "for ever. °594 

r 
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CHAPTER IV: 

THE RESULTS OF THE EXCAVATIONS 
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PREFACE 

It is the aim of this chapter to present, so far as may be possible, the 

detailed excavation-reports which we should now like Schliemann to have 

written. That is to say, this chapter takes each of the areas 

distinguished in Chapter III, and reconstructs within it a sequence of 

soil-deposits, buildings and objects. I have attempted to describe, and 

account for, these sequences in an orderly way, by assigning to each 

deposit a number and by discussing each deposit in turn. The description 

of each deposit is followed where appropriate by a catalogue of the 

objects which seem to have been found in it. Reconstructed "section- 

drawings" and plans are provided as visual aids. 

The order followed in this chapter is not the same as that in Chapter 

III. Chapter III provided a chronological account of the excavations. 

In this chapter, however, I have grouped the many, different areas of 

excavation together into "trenches". Some of these will already be well- 

known by name - the North-South Trench, and the North Platform, for 

instance. Others, such as The Western Area, are newly distinguished. 

Each "trench" is then subdivided into a number of "areas", and each area 

into a number of deposits. Usually the sequence in which I have placed 

the areas within any one trench is the sequence in which Schliemann dug 

them. This division of trenches into "areas" yields, I hope, a fairly 

detailed picture of Schliemann's findings; but it has the obvious dis- 

of fragmenting the overall picture. To remedy this I have advantage 

prefaced the report of each trench with a synthetic summary of the main 

findings within it. An overall description of the site, period by 

period, is reserved for Chapter V. 

In describing Schliemann's findings I have aimed to present the full 

information on which the reconstructed sequence within any one area is 

based. But it has not usually been possible to recount in full the 

process of reasoning involved. It may therefore help if some general 

comments are made here. 

Relevant information is of several' different kinds. Sometimes Schliemann 

himself makes direct statements about the stratification of soil-types or 

architectural features. Sometimes the position of a given feature within 
the area can be inferred from the date on which it was found; this pre- 
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supposes the possibility of gauging Schliemann's progress day by day from 

the diaries. Sometimes this, can be done; sometimes it cannot. Within 

each area the distribution of objects by depth is usually very helpful, 

provided that the dates of manufacture for some, at least, of the pieces 

are known from the excavations of Dörpfeld or Blegen. The homogeneity of 
ah4. WA #. 

much of the EarlyABronze Age material makes for difficulty here, and it is 

rare that the objects alone permit a secure division into deposits of 

Troy II, III, IV or V. But for these strata there can often be helpful 

information from the excavation of adjacent, or neighbouring, areas, 

whether by Schliemann or by one of his successors. It is fortunate that 
s.. L M. S. 

across the centre of the site, the E. B. 4deposits are known to have dis- 

played an accumulation that was regular and more or less horizontal (cf. 

Troy I figs. 449-50,465). The rather crude technique of extrapolating 

divisions between strata from one area to the next therefore has some 

validity, as well as some obvious pitfalls. 

I cannot say that the way in which the information from all these sources 

has been brought together is wholly "scientific". For each area I have 

attempted to consider the evidence as a whole, and to reconstruct around 

it a stratigraphy that would account for as much of it as possible. It 

has been a process of trial and error: of putting all the facts into a 

mental kaleidoscope, shaking them up time and time again, until a satis- 

factory pattern has emerged. Usually I have seen only one realistic way 

of reconciling all the facts; but I must admit the possibility that there 

are other, better solutions which I have missed. 

The resultant stratigraphies can be regarded as no more than rough ones. 

Given the nature of the sources, - not to mention the character of the. 

excavations - fine stratigraphy is, of course, quite out of the question. 

While some obvious cases of intrusion have been spotted, it is 

difficult - usually impossible - to make sufficient allowance for pits 

and other irregularities which may have affected the sequence of objects 

as Schliemann found them. Equally difficult-to allow for is the 

possibility that Schliemann was given incorrect information by his 

foremen; or that objects from higher strata, once exposed, fell to the 

bottom of the trench and were recorded among those from lower strata. 

For these reasons the indices at the end of this work claim only to note 

the date of the deposit in which each object is likely to have been 

found, not the date of the object itself. 
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The section-drawings which accompany this chapter are as rough as the 

reconstructed stratigraphies. - They do not pretend to be drawings of 

real, but vanished, sections. Rather, they are a visual presentation of 

my interpretation of what Schliemann says he found. Their purpose is to 

provide a visual framework within which to place the available informa- 

tion. I hope and believe that they have a validity of a general kind; 

but it is too much to hope that any one of them gives a truly accurate 

picture of the area to which it relates. 

Schliemann's technique of recording has already been described in 

Chapter II. His field-notes were kept in diary-form, with drawings of 

objects added before or after the record of each day's work. This can 

provide quite a useful sequential account of the excavations. But what 

Schliemann never really saw the need for was a fully separate account of 

the work in each area. The result is that from 1872 onwards, when he was 

usually digging in more than one area at once, there can be difficulties 

in separating the findings of one area from those of another. This 

applies less to Schliemann's record of the stratigraphy and architecture 

than it does to his record of the objects. His account of the 

stratigraphy and architecture is usually fairly clear in its attributions 

of deposits and buildings to individual areas; and even ambiguities can 

normally be sorted out without too much heartache. But the real problem 

comes with the objects. 

Schliemann's work of 1872 is divided into seven periods, in all but two 

of which there was simultaneous excavation in more than one area. In 

these five periods there can be serious difficulties in deciding which 

object came from which area. There are many cases where allocations can 

be made with some confidence. A direct statement in the diary, 

Trojanische Alterthtümer, or some other source may describe an object and 

say which area it was found in. Or the depth at which it was found may 

preclude an origin in all but one of the areas. Sometimes the date on 

which it was found and drawn can also be a relevant factor: it may come 

from a day when Schliemann was working in only one area, or in only one 

area at the right depth. These sound quite straight-forward criteria, 

but even so there can be snags. In Trojanische AlterthUmer Ch. xii, for 

example, there is a long list of objects found near the "Tower" in the 

central area of'the North-South Trench. The list begins (p. 164f) with 

the observation-that°on the east side of the Tower (i. e. in E 6-7) pre- 
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Hellenic objects were found at the unusually slight depth of 1 metre. A 

list of pre-Hellenic objects from around this depth follows, together 

with a note of classical artefacts from higher strata. Clearly these are 

all to exemplify the situation described, and must derive from the east 

side of the "Tower". The same theme is continued at the beginning of the 

next paragraph (p. 165), and the east side of the "Tower" is again 

mentioned. The catalogue of objects and motifs from unexpectedly high 

deposits continues until a depth of 4 metres is mentioned. 

In dieser letztern Tiefe fand ich in der Ausgrabung 
an der Westseite des Thurmes einen höchst 
sonderbaren, 20 Centimeter hohen Becher... « 

And of the immediately following item Schliemann says 

0Ebendaselbst fand ich eine merkwürdige Vase..! 

From this it could easily be assumed that Schliemann was now embarking on 

a comparable list of objects from the west side of the "Tower". But this 

is probably not the case, for the remainder of the list (pp. 166-169) 

takes us progressively deeper, from 4m to 14m, without any further 

mention of either the east or the west side of the "Tower". Even the 

"Ebendaselbst" is ambiguous. Does it mean "In the same place", i. e. to 

the West of the "Tower", as assumed in Troy and Its Remains p. 207? Or 

does it mean "At the same depth" without any reference to East or West? 

In the light of what follows, I suspect it means the latter. Thus out 

of this entire catalogue of over fifty objects only twenty or so can be 

assigned to the eastern area, and only one (the curious cup, 72-1655) to 

the western area. All the rest must be allocated simply to the central 

area of the North-South Trench with no further attempt at refinement. It 

is always essential to keep a sharp eye on the structure and sense of 

Schliemann's texts and to deduce only what it is possible to deduce. 

These, then, are cases where objects from the 1872 excavations can be 

allocated to an area with some certainty. But certainty is often not 

possible., Even so, one can often suggest an allocation that is at any 

rate plausible. 

Sometimes, for instance, it is our sketchy knowledge of Schliemann's day- 

to-day progress that hampers us. But if a plausible estimate can be 

made of the depths reached in Schliemann's various trenches over a series 

of days, then the depth at which an object was found, and the date of its 
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discovery, can permit an allocation which is also plausible. 

On other occasions the context of a given drawing in the diary can be 

suggestive. A small group of drawings comes, for instance, at the very 

end of the entry for 11th May 1872 (Tgb 1872 p. 331). I have numbered the 

drawings from 72-229 to 72-304. Now on 11th May Schliemann was digging 

in only two areas: the South Platform, which went down to a depth of 6m, 

and the North Platform, which went to a depth of 18m. Of this small, 

isolated group of objects the first and last must derive from the North 

Platform because of their depths - 18m for 72-229; 8m for 72-304 

(according to Atlas 10-323). This makes it tempting, and plausible, to 

suppose that the intervening objects likewise come from the North 

Platform, even though their depths, all being of 6m or less, give nothing 

away. 

Sometimes again it may be the arrangement of drawings in the diary that 

provides us with a clue. During 1872 Schliemann was particularly 

interested by the designs on spindle-whorls - so much so that in each 

day's drawings he took to putting the whorls first and other, to us more 

interesting, objects later. The tendency becomes really noticeable from 

15th May onwards, although it is not always adhered to with rigidity. 

This idiosyncracy, not in itself particularly noteworthy, becomes of 

interest in a diary-entry such as that for 12th June 1872. Here there 

is a first set of drawings (not including any whorls), said to derive 

from the Northeast Trench, followed by a second set, said to derive from 

the North-South Trench. Those from the North-South Trench begin with a 

selection of whorls. The same pattern appears in the entry for the 

following day. The suspicion is thus aroused that Schliemann was some- 

times drawing his objects in groups, by trench; and that when, in a long 

series of drawings, a group of whorls appears, it may indicate the 

beginning of a new group. Take the entry for 5th July 1872 (Tgb 1872 

pp. 433-4), Here there are two pages of drawings with almost no text. 

There are five objects in the middle of the series, Nos. 72-1262 to 

72-1266, which Schliemann says were found in the Northeast Trench. They 

are followed by a large group, 1267-1290, of which the first twelve 

items are whorls. One immediately suspects that they might come from 

another trench; and indeed there are two objects which, by reason of 

their depth, can only have been found in the North-South Trench. 

Preceding the five pieces from the Northeast Trench is another large 
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group, similarly beginning with a series of nineteen whorls: Nos. 1239- 

1261. Not one of these objects comes from a depth greater than lOm. 

This allows us to assign all of this first group to the one, remaining 

area under excavation at the time: the South Platform. In this manner 

the entire collection of objects drawn in the entry for 5th July divides 

easily and naturally into three groups: the first from the South 

Platform, the second from the Northeast Trench, and the third from the 

North-South Trench - the three areas that we know Schliemann was then 

digging. The allocations are far from certain, but I think they are 

plausible. 

Take another kind of case. During 1st-llth May Schliemann was digging in 

two areas. One was on the North Platform, "wo ich commandire", as 

Schliemann says of himself (Tgb 1872 p. 337); the other was on the newly- 

begun South Platform, where Photidas was in charge (TA p. 82). From this 

period very few of the objects recorded in the diary are known to have 

come from the South Platform, while nearly all of the securely-allocated 

finds are from the North Platform. Indeed, there is in general much more 

information given us about the latter area. The inference is obvious: 

Schliemann records most from the area he is watching most closely. Areas 

under someone else's supervision tend to get poorly reported. Now in the 

following period, 12th-22nd May, there were again two areas under' 

excavation: the east end of the North Platform, and its west end. We are 

told (Tgb 1872 p. 359) that a workman called Theodore was directing 

operations at the east end; and it is striking that Trojanische 

Alterthümer Ch. IX, which gives us a full account of the findings at the 

west end, says next to nothing about the excavations at the east end. In 

fact every one of the explicitly allocated objects from this period 

derives, without exception, from the west end. It seems a reasonable 

conjecture that it was Schliemann himself that supervised work at the 

west end. This will then encourage us to'assign most other objects found 

during this period to the west end of the North Platform. Again, the 

allocations cannot be-certain; but taken all in all they may be 

plausible. 

Additional problems arise when we turn to the objects found in 1873. In 

this season I have distinguished ten periods of excavation, and during 

all-but one of these Schliemann was again digging in more than one area 

at a time. As before, explicit statements in the diary, Trojanische 
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Alterthümer or the Atlas allow some objects to be allocated with 

certainty to this or that area. But a change in the pattern of diary- 

entries makes other allocations more difficult. in 1872 objects were 

often drawn into the diary on, or shortly after, the day they were found. 

But in 1873, and especially towards the end of the season, daily entries 

became more infrequent, and the periodic rdsumds grew longer, being 

written over more and more extended periods. At the same time the 

drawings were now entrusted to an artist who, it seems, got access to the 

diary only from time to time. They now make their entry in sudden 

gushes, and in no apparent order. In between there may be long pages of 

notes devoid of all illustration. These irregularities in the diary rob 

us of the ready means of dating individual discoveries afforded us by the 

1872 records. It is now harder to be sure of the date on which any given 

object was found. Sometimes it is not even clear at first into which 

period of excavation its discovery should be placed. Allocation of 

objects to areas, therefore, becomes that much more of a problem. 

But these difficulties are not insuperable. As if to compensate for the 

irregularity of the drawings, Schliemann is now more liberal with his 

descriptions of objects found. Sometimes these descriptions, or 

allusions, occur in the daily entries, sometimes in the periodic 

rgsum4s, and sometimes in both. In most cases the description, can be 

matched up with a drawing. This means that for any individual object it 

is usually possible to record the earliest attestation and so to gain at 

least a terminus ante quem for its discovery. To take an example: the 

small marble pyramid which I have numbered 73-367 appears in a collection 

of drawings that fall between the entries for 25th and 26th March (Tgbb 

1873 p. 129). But it is actually described in the entry for 22nd March 

(Tgb 1873 p. 116) and in the r4sume bearing the same date (TA p. 225). 

Thus while its drawing appears to fall in the fifth period of excavation 

in 1873, the descriptions show that it was actually found at the end of 

the fourth'period. The opposite can also occur. For example, the 

figurine which I have numbered 73-102 is drawn into the diary just after 

the entry for 22nd February (Tgb 1873 p. 24) and five pages before 

Schliemann began his rough draft of the despatch describing his first 

period of work (TA ch. xv). It is also described in the daily entry of 

the same date. But in the despatches, or periodic rdsum6s, it is not 

described until 1st March (TA p. 195). Thus while from the despatches it 

would appear to have been found only in the second period of excavation, 
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from the drawing and the daily entry it is clear that it must have been 

found instead in the first period. 

The dates of excavation arrived at in this way can help provide an 

additional, indirect source of information. Throughout the 1873 season 

Schliemann's artist was not only drawing objects into the diary; he was 

also continuing to compile the Atlas. Whereas plates 1-118 were compiled 

in Athens at the end of the 1872 season, plates 119-217 were for the most 

part compiled on the spot at Troy during the 1873 season. Their progress 

is attested in Schliemann's copybook for February to August 1873, where a 

draft of the Atlas text is interspersed with copies of outgoing letters- 

(see BSA 77 (1982) p. 105 No. 50). Once a terminus ante quem has been 

established, in the way just described, for the discovery of any object, 

that object can then be identified in the Atlas. When this has been done 

for all dateable objects, a pattern emerges in which we can see the 

period of excavation during which each plate in the Atlas was compiled. 

This can in turn enable us to suggest excavation-dates for otherwise 

undated objects, or doubtfully dated objects, which appear in the Atlas. 

For example, Atlas 148-2902 shows a piece of copper moulded at one end 

into the shape of an animal-head. It is not drawn in the diary, and is 

not described in either any of the daily entries or any of the periodic 

resumes. Its date of excavation is therefore not recorded. But the 32 

other pieces illustrated in Atlas Taf. 148 can all be seen to have been 

found during Schliemann's seventh period of excavation, thereby dating 

the compilation of Taf. 148. It is a fair assumption that 148-2902 was 

found in the same period. 

Another example will help to confirm the reliability of this method. 

Schliemann's second period of excavation in 1873 ended on 6th March. 

After the diary-entry for 6th March but before that of 7th March comes a 

series of sixteen drawings which I have numbered 73-201 to 73-216 (Tgbb 

1873 pp. 71-. 2). Should these objects be reckoned with the finds of the 

second period of excavation, or with those of the third? Six of the 

objects, 73-211 to 73-216, appear again in the Atlas, in Taf. 125. Now on 

the Atlas plate there are illustrations of another twenty-seven objects. 

For one of them, 125-2504, there is no external evidence of its date of 

discovery. But of all the rest there is not a single one for which the 

diary or despatches do not clearly point to Period III as the date of 

discovery. We can assume, then, that Atlas Taf. 125 shows objects found 
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in the third period of excavation, that this is when 73-211'to 73-216 

were found, and that 73-201 to 73-210 may have been found'at the same 

time as well. This last conclusion can actually be confirmed, for'73- 

202,203,205 and 207-210 all have their discovery recorded in the daily 

entries of the diary, -and those entries fall during Period III - namely 

on 7th and 8th March (Tgb 1873 pp. 74-5). Thus of the sixteen' objects 

whose illustrations fall between the writings of Periods II and III in 

the diary, seven can be firmly dated by later diary-entries, and another 

six are independently dated by the Atlasr and the dates agree. What must 

have happened is that, after the end of Period II, Schliemann left three 

blank pages in his diary, pp. 71-73, before beginning his record of Period 

III. Objects found during the early days of Period III were drawn into 

the blank pages while the written account was continued a few pages 

further on. Confirmation of this comes from Page 73, which is still 

blank, and from Page 72 which was never completely filled. 

Towards the end of the 1873 season the Atlas becomes particularly 

important as a source of excavation dates. Schliemann's ninth period of 

excavation lasted from 10th May to 24th May. His daily record may be 

found in pp. 232-269 of the diary. But within these pages not a single 

object is illustrated. What objects did he find? Some are described in 

the rough copy of the despatch dated 31st May which sprawls through pp. 

271-290 of the diary and was later used to form part of Trojanische 

AlterthUmer ch. xxiii. And some are mentioned in daily entries of Period 

IX. Together these sources provide us with about thirty-two pieces which 

have a firm date of discovery in Period IX. In the Atlas they are 

illustrated in plates 171-176. But half of them are illustrated again in 

a batch of drawings on pages 291-298 of the diary, towards the end of 

Schliemann's tenth period of excavation. This raises the question how 

many more ofýthese apparently Period X drawings, Nos. 73-828 to 73-892, 

might be late illustrations of objects actually found in Period IX. When 

we trace this collection of late drawings to the Atlas we find that, like 

the known Period IX pieces, every one of them is also illustrated within 

plates 171-176. Indeed, if we examine plates 171-176, and disregard as 

possibly misleading the apparent Period X date of 73-828 to 73-892, we 

find that every piece with a firm date of excavation was found during 

Period IX. It thus becomes very plausible to suggest that not only 

73-828 to 73-892 but all one hundred and nineteen pieces shown in Atlas 

Taf. 171-176 are the objects found during Period IX. 
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Of course the issues are not always so clear-cut. But these examples 

will suffice to show the sorts of methods by which each object found in 

1873 has been given a date of excavation. Detailed discussion of every 

case would have been most undesirable. But Table XI attempts to show 

the periods over which I believe each Atlas plate, from Taf. 119 onwards, 

was compiled; and Table XII lists the resulting allocations of objects to 

their period of excavation. 

Once the excavation-dates are established for the objects found in 1873, 

those objects may be allocated - either securely or plausibly - to the 

proper trenches by much the same means as were used for the 1872 finds. 

Once again, to have discussed in detail the allocation of every object 

found in 1872 and 1873, amounting to well over 3000 pieces, would have 

been most undesirable. The allocation of each object has in fact been 

decided individually, taking into account, I hope, all the relevant 

factors. But the results are displayed in a series of synoptic tables: 

Tables IV-X, XIII-XXII. These tables distinguish clearly between alloca- 

tions which are secure and those which are merely plausible; and they 

attempt to give some indication, of a general sort, of the grounds on 

which the allocations have been made. We can assume, of course, that not 

all of the "plausible" allocations will in fact be correct. But from my 

knowledge of the material and of the methods I have used (but without, I 

am afraid, any sophisticated statistical analysis), I should rate their 

chances of correctness as being generally in the region of 70%. 

This distinction between secure and plausible allocations -a distinction 

of obvious importance - is preserved in the trench reports in the 

following chapter. Within the catalogue of objects found in any given 

deposit, those whose attribution to the area in question is only 

plausible are marked with an asterisk. It should not be supposed, how- 

ever, that the presence of an asterisk need always call into question an 

object's date of origin. For example, the objects found at a depth of 4m 

and listed under Deposit (2) of Area 4 of the North Platform would have 

to derive from Troy III whether or not they were really found on the 

North Platform. For given their depth and date of excavation the only 

alternative findspot for them would have been in the Northeast Trench, 

and there too the deposits from 4m seem to belong to Troy III (see Table 

XIII and Figs. IV. 9,21). Objects such as these, which can claim a firm 

date of origin despite the uncertainty of their allocation, have their 
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asterisks contained within brackets, thus: (*). 

In the preceding pages I have tried to describe the methods I have used 

for deciding which object may have come from which area. I have done so 

at some length because the issue is a critical one, and the problems are 

complex. Now, however, I should like to turn to another question: the 

allocation of objects to strata. 

The stratigraphy of a given area has sometimes to be reconstructed almost 

exclusively from the evidence of the objects found within it. While this 

procedure may be a hazardous one, in that the reconstruction can only be 

very rough and ready, it is at least quite simple provided, as is often 

the case, that the strata are likely to have accumulated in regular, 

horizontal bands one on top of another. The lines separating the strata 

can then be drawn round the objects. Matters can become more complicated, 

however, when the objects have to be fitted into a stratigraphy. 

The problem lies in Schliemann's use of round numbers to measure depth. 

Whether he is noting changes in the character of deposits or the find- 

spots of objects, he quotes figures such as 5m, 6m, or 7m. Only rarely 

will he use intermediate figures such as 5ým, 6ým, or 7hm. But if 5m is 

the depth at which a change of deposit is noted, should an object also 

said to have been found at 5m deep be assigned to the deposit above the 

5m line, or to the one below it? It depends on the circumstances. Let 

us look at three examples. 

In February 1873 Schliemann was digging Area 4 of the North Platform, in 

squares F 3-4, to form an upper terrace at c. 7m deep (30.59m A. T. ) and a 

lower terrace at lOm deep (c. 27.5Om A. T. ). There is one object given a 

depth of 10m, and clearly this can only be assigned upwards into Deposit 

(4) since no greater depth was reached. Rather the same applies to the 

objects from 7m. As may be seen from Fig. IV. 21, much less work was done 

below the depth of 7m than above it. This is reflected in the numbers of 

objects found at varying depths within the trench: 

4 or 4/m :- 21 

5m : 14 

6m : 30 

7m : 24 

8m :: 8---, 
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9m :8 

lOm 1 

Clearly the objects from 7m must mostly have been found above the level 

of the 7m terrace floor. It is most unlikely that they all derive from 

that small portion of Deposit (3) which may have gone down to 7/m deep. 

Higher in the same trench, however, there is a different situation. 

Schliemann says practically nothing of the strata at O-4m deep, while he 

explicitly discusses those at 4-7m deep. He also refers to the good 

quality of the pottery which came from the latter depths. Should the 

nineteen objects from 4m deep be assigned upwards to Deposit (1), or 

downwards into Deposit (2)? Apart from the items from 4m, only nine 

objects are otherwise attributable to Deposit (1), whereas there are 

seventy-one others from the deposits at 4-7m deep. It looks as though 

the large number of objects from 4m deep reflects Schliemann's greater 

interest in, or the greater harvest from, the lower levels. I have 

therefore assigned them downwards to Deposit (2). 

Yet another situation arises in the next area of the same trench: Area 5, 

excavated in the last days of February 1873. Once more Schliemann was 

digging to two depths: to c. 7m on the upper terrace, and perhaps to 13m 

on the lower terrace. It is unlikely, however, that there was any 

digging between the depths of 7 and 10m. It is therefore curious that 

seven objects appear to come from a depth of 8m. The answer is not that 

they are wrongly allocated to this area, for one of them (73-181) has an 

allocation that is certain. Nor is it that the upper platform was dug 

deeper, for Atlas Taf. 214 shows that it was not. Nor again is it that 

Schliemann could have been using a higher datum-point, for the contour- 

plan and Fig. IV. 22 show that, if anything, the surface in this area of 

the mound lay lower than in Area 4. It must simply be that some 

irregularity crept into Schliemann's system of measurement. That 

irregularity creates a pressure, in this case, to allocate objects 

upwards. As there is virtually no information about the stratigraphy of 

the area, the divisions in Fig. IV. 22 having simply been extrapolated from 

those in Fig. IV. 21, there is no further control on the allocations. So 

the policy of "upward-allocation" has been pursued in this trench from 

8m upwards. ' 

The situation in each area and often for each deposit - has, therefore, 
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to be judged on its own merits. Sometimes we must imagine Schliemann, as 

it were, "looking down" from the top of the trench. Having found the top 

of a newly-discovered deposit at, say, 7m deep, he would in such a case 

say that the objects found just below the top of that deposit had come 

from 7m deep. At other times we must imagine him "looking up" from the 

bottom of the trench and doing the reverse. I have not, I am afraid, set 

out the reasoning behind every decision that has been made in the 

following reports. I have, however, recorded the depth to which 

Schliemann assigns each object so that the reader can re-allocate the 

finds for himself should he consider it necessary. In cases where I have 

found myself completely without guidance I have assigned objects of 

doubtful stratification upwards. This follows the normal archaeological 

practice aimed at avoiding spurious early datings. 

The problems are rather different in the two cases of the Northeast 

Trench and the southern sector of the North-South Trench. Here we are 

faced with the complicating factor of sloping deposits. In the Northeast 

Trench I have been unable to overcome this difficulty, and many objects 

remain un-allocated, even though the lie of the strata can be fairly well 

estimated. In the southern sector of the North-South Trench, however, we 

can do better. Here Schliemann's daily progress can be determined and 

the findspots of many of his objects can be plotted in on a skeletal 

section-drawing. From this, and other information, I have reconstructed 

a stratigraphy and have been able to propose allocations for over two 

hundred and fifty objects. The method is described in the report and 

need not be repeated here. It is a unique case. 

One final point must be added. Throughout the Troy publications of 

Schliemann, Ddrpfeld and Biegen there are variations in the way in which 

the divisions within Troy II-V are conceived. A number of revisions can 

be traced through the work of Schliemann and Dörpfeld. And it only takes 

a comparison of Blegen's sections of the pillars in E6 and F 4-5 with 

those of Ddrpfeld (Troja und Ilion Taf. VIII) to see that Biegen, too, has 

numbered the strata differently. His Troy III includes the Troy III and 

IV of Dörpfeldj while Ddrpfeld's Troy V is divided by Biegen into IV and 

V. Since Blegen's excavations provided a typology that, when necessary, 

I have used in the dating of artefacts, I have for the sake of 

consistency adopted his division of the strata also. The strata of 

Troy II, III, IV and V distinguished in the following reports can there- 
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fore he assumed to link up with the strata of Troy II, III, IV and V of 

Biegen. 

In the catalogues, pottery has been classified according to the typo- 

logical scheme devised by Blegen. The types for Troy I-V are 

illustrated in Figs. V. 51-55. There are, however, many additional 

types, and the scheme has been extended to include these. The new 

types are illustrated in Figs. V. 56-58 and are all numbered from 200 

onwards so as to be distinguishable from Blegen's. Also used in these 

catalogues are Blegen's classificatory schemes for figurines and pins, 

and Schmidt's for spindle-whorls (see TI pp. 204-224). None of these 

schemes is entirely satisfactory, but all have the advantage of being 

known and understood. 

4. 
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THE NORTHEAST TRENCH 
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On the east side of the mound lay the field bought by Frank Calvert in 

1864 or 1865. Calvert himself had dug two trenches here in 1865 (see 

Fig. I. 9) attracted, it seems, by the presence of a large rectangular 

depression in the mound-surface and by the numerous pieces of marble that 

lay scattered and exposed. He believed it to be the site of the Temple 

of Athena, and in this he was-shown much later by Ddrpfeld'to be 

perfectly right. In 1872 Schliemann took over Calvert's identification, 

believing it to be confirmed by thick deposits of ash found on-, the North 

Platform. These he supposed to derive from temple sacrifices. In June, 

July and August 1872 and in February 1873 he therefore excavated a large 

area, encompassing Calvert's old trenches, which extended nearly 60m 

southwards from the north face of the mound and had an overall width of 

about 40m. The final state of the trench may be seen in Atlas Taf. 214, 

215, Ilios Plan I and in Fig. III. ll of the present work. 

The excavation was conducted by means of a rather complicated system of 

terraces, of which an-impression may be gained from Atlas Taf. 113. 

Essentially there were two, wide terraces which ran East-West and which 

were dug southwards into the mound. The upper one lay at c. 30.17m A. T., 

sloping up to c. 30.59m A. T.; the lower one lay at c. 24.67m A. T., sloping 

up to c. 26.66m on its south side. Bisecting these was a long, narrow, 

North-South cut which was deeper and reached down to c. 19.67m A. T. at its 

north end, but which stepped up to c. 26m A. T. at its south end. In 1873 

the areas East of the long cut were neglected, while the western terraces 

were pushed southwards'and westwards to join up, in an arc, with a , trench 

being driven eastwards from the North Platform. This left a curious 

pinnacle of soil unexcavated in squares FG3. 

The structure of the mound in this Northeast Trench seems to'have been 

determined by two overriding factors. One factor was the presence at a 

deep level of a northeastern sector of the Troy II citadel wall, running 

diagonally through the excavated area from Northwest to Southeast. Above 

this wall, and to the Southwest of it, subsequent occupation had laid 

down a series of more or less regular, horizontal deposits. Outside it, 

however, to the Northeast, all subsequent deposits sloped down to the 

North and East, following the drop of the wall's outer face. Later 

buildings were placed further Northeast to only a very small extent. 

This is accounted for by the nearness of the Troy II citadel wall to the 

steep, natural slope of the promontory on which Troy was built. A second 
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factor was that of later disturbance. Foundations of Troy IX structures - 

particularly of the Temple of Athena - cut deep'into'the underlying 

deposits, at some points perhaps even penetrating the topmost strata of 

Troy I. Much of the deposits from Troy IV and later may have been 

affected by this, for there is some evidence that within the Temple the 

disturbance went down to c. 33.91m A. T. In addition the temple masonry 

had at some stage been robbed out, including most of the foundations; 

Calvert had dug his two trenches; and it seems that he had been followed 

by further` robbing out of at least the Troy IX, and conceivably the Troy 

VI, retaining walls. 

Calvert's trenches of 1865 had exposed what must have been a part of the 

enclosure wall of Troy IX, extending between Ddrpfeld's Walls IX W and 

IX N. He found masons' marks on the stones. But, by the time that 

Schliemann dug here there was no more than a small segment to be found, 

at the west end of the upper terrace, just below the surface (Area ii, 

Deposit 4). But it was enough to indicate a thick wall built of large, 

hewn stones, preserved up to c. 35.80m A. T. 

Although Schliemann often spoke of the Northwest Trench as the "Temple 

Area", he was worried by the absence of any obvious structure here and 

never in these years convinced himself that the Temple of Athena had been 

found. It was only Dörpfeld who later recognized the robbed-out founda- 

tion trenches and their significance. But it is nevertheless clear that 

the foundation-trenches at the west end of the Temple were encountered by 

Schliemann, and recorded by him, even though they were not recognized. In 

two areas which cannot be specified exactly he found the same deep 

packing of sand, to a depth of c. 28.59m A. T. (Area v, Deposit 2). And he 

several times comments on the mixture of thick deposits of black earth 

with marble chippings, which Dbrpfeld found characteristic of the fill in 

the upper levels of the foundation trenches (Area iv, Deposit la; Area v, 

Deposit ly. Unlike Ddrpfeld he also had the good fortune to find a few 

large, sandstone blocks still apparently in situ (Area iv, Deposit la). 

These he did suspect of being a part of the Temple foundations, and he 

may well have been right. Additional remains of the Temple - fragments 

of sculpted marble, architectural pieces and, of course, the famous 

Helios Metope - were found in the deposits which had accumulated down the 

north slope of the mound, together with other remains from Troy VIII-IX: 

inscriptions, figurines, lentoid weights and a terracotta plaque. 
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From Schliemann's records there emerges no indication that he found in 

this area any deposits of Troy VII. This corresponds with Sperling's 

later observations in the same area (Troy III p. 158; figs. 83,502). 

A large part of the remains of Troy VI will have been removed to make way 

for the Temple of Athena when it was built. But outside the Temple, 

structures of Troy VI seem to have been preserved almost to the surface 

of the mound. This is certainly the case on the south side, in square 

H4, where Dörpfeld identified a Troy VI building, VI D, preserved up to 

36.45m A. T. It is therefore quite likely that Wall 28 (Area iii, Deposit 

5), found by Schliemann at the southernmost end of his central cutting a 

little too far South to be a part of the Temple, is an additional piece 

of VI D. It appears in Atlas Taf. 214 as No. 30, a 'Hellenic Wall', and 

consisted of two courses of large, hewn blocks of limestone. 

The same was probably true to the North of the Temple, for in squares FG3 

Biegen found a short section of Troy VI citadel wall preserved up to 

36.32m A. T. (Troy III pp. 108f, 158; figs. 84-86,447,501). In the Northeast 

Trench Schliemann did not find any of the masonry from this wall, which 

may have been removed either when IX W was built or by the peasants 

robbing the area after Calvert's excavations. But close to the probable 

line of Wall IX W in GH3 it seems very likely that Schliemann came across 

the undisturbed fill of the Troy VI footing-trench. Here he found tell- 

tale alternating strata of brown soil and marble chippings, as later 

found by the American excavators in other foundation-trenches of Troy VI 

(Area ii, Deposits 5-9). 

No doubt some material dating from Troy VI was found on the north slope, 

as it was by Biegen. Some of the pottery found in Deposit (3) of Area ii 

seems to confirm this; but the evidence is not plentiful. 

From the Early and Middle Bronze Age, Schliemann here dug through thick 

deposits and made plentiful finds, although they are not easily divisible 

between Troy II, III, IV and V. As was the case with the remains of Troy 

VI, those of Troy IV and V seem to have been seriously cut into either by 

the Temple-of. Athena or at an earlier date by the builders of Troy VI, for 

within it EB-MB material is not clearly attested above a depth of 6m 

(30.69m A. T.: see Area iii, Deposit 6). To the North of the Temple, how- 

ever, we know from Blegen's investigation that Troy V deposits were 
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preserved up to 32.80m A. T. (Troy III pp. 107,158). This corresponds with 

Schliemann's observation that mudbrick debris was to be found immediately 

below the Troy VI footing-trench (Area ii, Deposit 11). In both cases we 

are concerned with a point where EB-Mß deposits had built up in horizontal 

succession over the old Troy II citadel. Presumably Troy IV-V material 

had also spilled down the north face of the mound, but it is difficult to 

distinguish from E. B. material and Schliemann did not separate the 

sloping strata in excavation (see Figs. IV. 6,8). 

Deposits dating to Troy II and III were found more or less intact except 

where the Temple foundations had penetrated into them. Schliemann 

records thick deposits of yellow and red ash, stones and burnt debris 

reaching up to c. 33m A. T. and sloping down to North and East. Here it is 

not clear what belongs to III and what to II. But below these deposits 

he found what we now know to be a part of the citadel wall of Troy II. It 

may first have been noticed in 1865 by Frank Calvert, who in 1869 

mentions a 'pavement' at a depth of 10-12 feet (Briefwechsel I p. 144) - 

the correct depth for the top of the wall if he were measuring down from 

the interior of the depression within the Temple. But this is not certain. 

It is possible that Schliemann came upon the wall, called Wall 29 in the 

present work, in August 1872 (Area iii, Deposit 7) and inadvertently dug a 

4m-wide hole through it; but it was first recognized when exposed by rain 

in September 1872, and was only excavated in 1873. Much of the battered 

north face was cleared in the western and central parts of the trench and 

is depicted in Atlas Taf. 214 and 215. Schliemann describes it as a wall 

of white stones rising at 40° out of the trench floor and reaching to 8m 

below the surface (i. e. below the summit). The width of the wall was not 

determined at the top, although the upper, western terrace was cut in 

over its top. A measurement of its thickness was, however, taken at a 

deeper point, at the south end of the central cutting where the 4m 

breach had been made and where Schliemann could see the wall in section. 

r1here it appeared to have a thickness of ý-lm (Area iv, Deposit 7; Area v, 

Deposit 6). 

Of a later date than Wall 29 is Ddrpfeld's Wall BC (here called Wall 30), 

which Schliemann found resting against the north face of Wall 29 at c. 23- 

26m A. T. He describes it as built of large and small hewn stones joined 

with mortar. It appears in Atlas Taf. 214 as the "Outer Wall of Troy", 

and in Ilios p. 24 No. 2 where it is Wall B, the "Trojan" wall. It was cut 
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away to give access to Wall 29, as may be seen from the plan in TI Taf. 

III (see Area iii, Deposit 8; Ch. III, 13th July-4th August 1872). 

Schliemann may just have penetrated into deposits of Troy I when digging 

behind Wall 29 at the south end of the central cut. Here he records 

finding deposits of green ash mixed with mussel shells but without stones 

(Area V, Deposit 7). 

The work in the Northeast Trench may be divided into five "areas". These 

correspond to the areas which Schliemann tackled during the five relevant 

periods distinguished in Chapter III. The areas of work are represented 

in Figs. III. 6-8,10-11, and are discussed individually in the following 

pages. 

I 
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AREA i: GH 2-3 

Figs. III. 6; IV. 2. 

Excavation in this area took place during the period 12th-18th June 1872. 

The site of the trench can be seen in Atlas Taf. 117 and Ilios Plan I. The 

floor of the trench lay at c. 24.67m A. T., its outer edge thus lying close 

to the 25m contour in GH2. Its width was initially 12m, and at this 

stage the trench was probably designed to lie between and to join the two 

old trenches left by Frank Calvert's excavations (see Fig. I. 9). Very 

soon, on the first or second day of work, an upper terrace was also cut, 

at c. 30.17m A. T. By 18th June the two terraces had been widened so that 

the lower measured 31m from West to East, and the upper measured 34m. 

There is no evidence to show clearly how far Schliemann had advanced 

these terraces into the mound by 18th June. I have assumed that, as only 

six days' work was involved, progress was probably fairly modest. 

Schliemann gives no information about the character of the soil in his 

excavations in GH 2-3, and it has been possible to do no more than to 

separate Deposit (1) as the deposit removed in the upper terrace and 

Deposit (2) as the deposit removed in the lower terrace. But in view of 

Troy III fig. 502 it should be remembered that the division is an 

artificial one and that`the deposits here probably sloped down from the 

top of the mound. The material is largely of Troy VIII-IX date, although 

there are also a few earlier objects as well. It seems likely that 

depths of only 1-5m were measured down from the top of the trench, while 

greater figures - certainly those of 14m - were calculated down from the 

summit of the mound. 

Deposit (1). This is the material removed in the upper terrace. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

METALWORK 
72-818 Socketed spearhead (2m). Fig. V. 38. 

WHORLS 
GIA 72-859 (2m) 
RIA 72-886 (3m) cf. Atlas 8-240. 
RIIIA 72-932 (2m) 

FIGURINES 
72-885 Head from terracotta figurine of Kybele type with 

polos (SM). 
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WEIGHTS 
72-820 Lentoid weight with two holes. Fig. V. 47. 
72-887 Clay(? ) lentoid weight with two holes (2m). Fig. V. 47. 
72-819 Lentoid weight (2m). 

INSCRIPTIONS 
72-888 Fragmentary Greek inscription (1-2m). Atlas 34-843, 

TI p. 468, No. 40r, SS 9668. 

SCULPTURES 
72-816 Marble piece depicting human figure (40cm). Fig. V. 48. 

ARCHITECTURAL FRAGMENT 
72-817 Marble piece with foliate design, possible antefix 

(31cm) . Fig. V. 48. 

Deposit (2). This is the material removed from the lower terrace of the 

trench. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

D33 72-935 

72-860 

72-938 

GIA 
RIC 
RIA 
RIC 
GIB 
RIC 

72-928 
72-929 
72-930 
72-931 
72-933 
72-934 
72-937 

3G 72-936 

I- 

POTTERY 
Funnel (8cm). Atlas 66-1485? Fig. V. 31. 

METALWORK 
Piece of lead, possibly a strigil (8m). Atlas 99-2112?? 
Fig. V. 38. 

POLISHED STONE 
Shafthole axe(? ) (8m). Fig. V. 42. 

WHORLS 
cf. Atlas 11-350. 

(8m) cf. Atlas 8-240. 

Terracotta disc with central hole (14m). 

FIGURINE 
Marble figure-of-eight figurine (14m). Fig. V. 45. 

SCULPTURE 
Helios Metope (Tgb 1872 p. 386). Atlas 30,31; TR 
plate III, Ilios p. 623, SS 9582. 
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AREA ii: GH 2-4 (a) 

Figs. III. 7; IV. 3,4. 

This area was excavated during 19th June-13th July 1872 and was at the 

time referred to by Schliemann as the "Temple Area". An upper terrace at 

c. 30.17m A. T. was 34m wide and penetrated c. 38m into the mound. A lower 

terrace at c. 24.67m A. T. was 31m wide and penetrated c. 25m into the 

mound. Schliemann had also begun a deeper cut through the middle of the 

area, reaching to a depth of c. 19.67m A. T. This latter cut attained a 

width of 4m at its bottom, and of 8m where it cut through the floor of 

the upper terrace. Atlas Taf. 117 and 214 show slopes at the sides of the 

terraces. In view of Schliemann's earlier practice (Tagebuch 1872 p. 296; 

TA pp. 46,68), we can probably assume that he aimed at an angle of 500 for 

these slopes. 

Schliemann's own information about the stratification in this area is, 

when taken in isolation, incomplete and baffling. But fortunately it can 

be supplemented and illuminated by the reports of the other excavators. 

In 1937 the American excavators cleaned the western face of Schliemann's 

trench in GH 2-3. This revealed that the north slope of the mound had 

here been covered by sloping deposits of material which had trickled down 

its face during Troy VI and VIII-IX and which together had a thickness of 

over 6 metres (Troy III p. 158; figs. 83,502). Schliemann, when digging 

through these deposits, noticed that material from the latest settlements 

was occurring at a surprisingly great depth, but did not understand the 

cause. After several days' work on the upper terrace he still found a 

hellenistic figurine at a depth of 4m (Tagebuch 1872 p. 415); and again, 

after several days' work on the lower terrace, at 9m deep, he was 

dismayed to find himself still in deposits of "the historical period" 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 427,430; TA p. 141). 

Further irrto the mound, although we have little information from 

Schliemann about the character of the deposits, we at least know from 

Blegen's findings that below the sloping strata were horizontal folds of 

material from Troy V and earlier. In G3, by the fortification-walls of 

Troy VI, these deposits were preserved up to c. 32.80m A. T. (Troy III pp. 

107,158). Above the 32.80m A. T. level, the situation is much more 

confused. Schliemann evidently did not find his path barred by the 

enclosure wall of Troy IX (IXW), although he did find a part of it at the 
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left (=West) edge of the trench. But Calvert had found it in 1865 in his 

two trenches in GH 3-4, and had described it as the city wall "built by 

Lysimachus". The stones must have been removed by peasants once they 

were exposed. Similarly, Schliemann does not record any trace here of 

the fortification-walls of Early and Late Troy VI of which neighbouring 

evidence was found by Biegen (Troy III pp. 107-9). They must originally 

have followed a course almost identical to that of IXW and may have been 

robbed out at the same time. Interestingly, however, there seems among 

Schliemann's records to be evidence for the footing-trench of the Late VI 

wall (Deposits 5-9) which must have remained partly undisturbed. 

Ddrpfeld, in Troja und Ilion pp. 217-8, has already explained why 

Schliemann failed to find the Temple of Athena in this trench: once 

again, all the masonry had been robbed out. From Dörpfeld's observations 

(TI pp. 217-220) we can supply a part of the reconstructed section- 

drawing. 

For this period it is, as usual, a delicate task to select from the diary 

those objects which may have been found in this area. When drawing the 

day's finds, Schliemann did not always clearly distinguish which objects 

came from which area. But within the drawings for any one day it is 

often possible to distinguish several groups, the introduction of a new 

group being marked by the drawing of a new set of spindle-whorls, to 

which Schliemann usually gave first attention. Sometimes the origin of a 

group is specifically noted; in other cases the depth at which the 

objects were found may help us to assign them to a particular area. The 

situation with trench GH 2-4 is made much easier by two factors., The 

first is Schliemann's repeated complaint throughout the period that he 

was still excavating in the debris of the "historical period". He was 

quite capable of recognizing prehistoric material when it arose (e. g. 

Tagebuch 1872 p. 425), so this complaint must be taken seriously. It is 

indeed made perfectly plausible by the stratigraphy revealed by Blegen's 

work. Most objects in the diary for this period are in fact prehistoric 

and must therefore be assigned to other areas. The second factor is 

Schliemann's agreement with Frank Calvert to share the finds that were 

made on his land (TA p. 99). It was probably because of this agreement 

that Schliemann explicitly noted in his diary that certain finds had come 

from the "Temple Area" or had been found "auf Frank Calvert's Feld". The 

following catalogue includes only those objects which can quite certainly 

be assigned to GH 2-4. 
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Deposit (1). Judging from the dimensions of the trench shown in Atlas 

Taf. 117, Schliemann must have dug far enough South to encounter the line 

of the north wall of the Temple of Athena. His diary and letters give no 

record of the deposits at this point, but the information can be made 

good from Dörpfeld's report, which tells us that the masonry had been 

robbed out to the very last stone and that only the sand-filled footing- 

trench remained undisturbed. In Fig. IV. 4, deposit (la) therefore 

represents the modern fill of the robber trench, and deposit (lb) the 

undisturbed sand foundations of the original wall. 

(TI pp. 217-220) 

Deposit (2). I have here reconstructed a second robber trench, which I 

assume to have been responsible for the removal of the fortification- 

walls of Early and Late Troy VI which were identified in adjacent areas 

by Biegen. Stratum (2) in Fig. IV. 4 represents the fill of this presumed 

robber trench. It is, however, possible either that the walls were 

already destroyed in this area when the enclosure wall of Troy IX (IXW) 

was built; or that at the one point where Schliemann saw IXW, at the west 

end of the upper terrace, it was so closely built on the walls of Troy VI 

that Schliemann failed to distinguish them. It now makes little 

practical difference which of these alternatives was actually the case, 

as no finds are attributable to the deposit. 

(Troy III pp. 107-9) 

Deposit (3). From Blegen's work in this part of the site we know that 

the north slope of the mound here was covered by 6m of sloping deposits 

dating from Troy VI and VIII-IX. These constitute deposit (3). They are 

not directly described by Schliemann, but are reflected in his complaints 

that he was still only digging in the "historical period" even on 9th, 

July. 

(Troy III p. 158; figs. 83,502; Tagebuch 
1872 pp. 428,430,441) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
D46(? ) 72-1099 Animal head in terracotta. Fig. V. 32. 

72-1148 Fluted sherd. 
72-1262 "Beaker" with "mouse-head" at one end (Tgb 1872 p. 436) 

(9m). Fig. V. 34. Intrusive from VIII-IX? 
- Painted sherds with zigzag decoration (Tgb 1872 p. 428) 

- Sherd with red design (T bý 1872 p. 418) 
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METALWORK 
72-942 Pin, type 2 (4m). Fig. V. 39. 
72-1077 Pin, type S. Fig. V. 39. 
72-953 Piece of ribbed copper sheeting, 3cm x 5cm (4m). 
72-1100 Lead whorl (gym). 

72-1263-5 Blades (9m). 
CHIPPED STONE 

BONE ARTEFACTS 
72-941 Bone(? ) awl (5m). 

72-1038 Fragment of bone(? ) plaque decorated with two parallel 
lines and 14 circles or holes (3m). Fig. V. 43. 

WHORLS 
GIXD 72-939 (3m). Atlas 6-203, SS 5455. 
RIIC 72-940 (2m). cf. Atlas 5-139. 
RIIC 72-954 (5m). cf. Atlas 5-135. 
RIIC 72-1036 (3m). 
RIIA 72-1102 cf. Atlas 5-135. 

WEIGHTS(? ) 
72-955, -1037 Spherical stone weights(? ) or balls (3m, 7m). 
72-1266 Lentoid clay weight with two holes and stamped design 

(2m). Atlas 18-530? 

FIGURINES 
72-996 Fragment of hellenistic terracotta figurine, perhaps a 

lion from the figure of an enthroned Kybele with lion 
on lap. Cf. Troy SM3 Nos. 19-25 (3m). 

- Figurine of female figure with robe covering head and 
body, jewellery on chest and neck. Traces of red paint 
(Tgb 1872 p. 415). 

INSCRIPTIONS 

- Fragments are recorded (Tub 1872 p. 428). 

TERRACOTTA PLAQUE 
72-995 Terracotta plaque representing swan's head(? ) and 

various geometric ornaments (2km). Fig. V. 48. 

ARCHITECTURAL FRAGMENT 
72-1058-9 L-shaped corner-stone decorated with two circular 

designs, one of rosette style and the other of two 
central circles with an outer ring of bent rays. Each 
circular design is 34cm in diameter. (Tgb 1872 p. 425) 
(/m). Atlas 155-3057; Fig. V. 48. 

HUMAN/ANIMAL REMAINS 
72-1101 A tooth (7m). 

Deposit (4). On the "left" side of the upper terrace (that is, 

apparently, on the west side where they were also visible to Därpfeld and 

Biegen)-very thick fortifications constructed of large, hewn stones came 

to light on 22nd June. Schliemann records that they were covered by 

scarcely 30cm of debris. This places their upper surface at c. 35.80m A. T. 
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He did not, apparently, find any extension of the wall across the trench, 

but this may be because it had been robbed out by peasants after having 

first been exposed by Calvert in his trenches here in 1865. Schliemann, 

following Calvert, attributes the wall to the time of Lysimachus. We may 

probably identify it as an extension of IXW, our wall 12+, the enclosure 

wall of Troy IX, with which it seems to be aligned and with whose upper 

altitudes (36.47 and 36.20 in G3; 33.35 in J3) it is consistent. There 

is, however, no detailed information about the wall's dimensions to be 

gleaned from the diary. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 417; TI Taf. III; The 
Levant Herald 4th February 1873 p. 90; The 
Athenaeum No. 2454,7th November 1874 p. 610). 

Deposits (5)-(9). " These deposits, when taken together, provide a 

remarkable example of Schliemann's capacity for detailed stratigraphic 

observation and of its apparent confirmation by the later findings of 

. Biegen. They are recorded in the entry for 22nd June, and must therefore 

be located in the region of the robbed-out wall IXW and therefore also of 

the robbed-out fortification-wall of Troy VI (Wall 13). Schliemann 

records that from the surface to a depth of 2ým there was a stratum of 

humus -deposit (5). Below this, at 2.50-2.80m, he found a thin stratum 

of marble chips 20-30cm thick - deposit (6). Below deposit (6), at 

c. 2.80-3.50m deep, was a second stratum of humus and debris 70cm thick - 

deposit (7), followed at c. 3.50-3.60m deep by a second stratum of 

limestone chips c. 5-lOcm thick - deposit (8). Below this there must have 

been a further deposit at c. 3.60-4.00m, perhaps of humus again, but of 

this - deposit (9) - there is no direct information. At 4.00m deep, 

30-40cm deeper than deposit (8), Schliemann found that he was among 

mudbrick debris - deposit (11). 

At first sight this is a puzzling sequence, until we search Blegen's 

report for. comparable examples. Similar alternations of strata of Those 

earth and stone chips were found at a number of points in the American 

excavations, and usually in the fill which accumulated against the 

foundations of buildings of Troy VI. The phenomenon is explained by 

suggesting that stonemasons trimmed the stone blocks of which the walls 

were built once they were placed in situ, repeating the operation from 

time to time as the walls grew higher. There seems, then, a strong 

likelihood that these strata derive from fill in a footing-trench 
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against one of the fortification-walls of Troy VI that we know to have 

lain in this area. The deposits will have remained undisturbed when the 

wall itself was robbed out, and offer a striking testimony to its 

original presence here. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 417; Troy II fig. 318; III 
pp. 149f, 156,167f, 245,247,249,326f, 364 and 
figs. 468,469,470,488,492,493,496,506,511). 

Deposit (10). This deposit has been shown on Fig. IV. 4 in order to make 

the reconstructed section theoretically complete. It is not directly 

attested. We know from the American excavations that the deposits of 

Troy V were preserved up to c. 32.80m A. T. in this region. Deposit (10) 

therefore represents whatever deposits of Troy VI and later may have 

remained overlying the Troy V strata, undisturbed by foundations of Troy 

VI walls and the activities of later builders and robbers. Clearly, how- 

ever, the whole area was badly disturbed, for Schliemann reports that on 

the upper terrace he found many stray marble blocks and bits of 

inscriptions which he took to derive from the temple. 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 426,427,430; Troy III 
p. 107) 

Deposit (11). At 4m below the surface, i. e. at c. 32.40m A. T., Schliemann 

came upon a stratum of mudbrick debris 5-10cm thick. Being mudbrick 

debris, this deposit is unlikely to have formed a part of the fill in the 

footing-trench for Wall 13; and its altitude is too low to permit an 

attribution to Troy VI. I am therefore inclined to see in it one of 

those horizontal strata of Troy V which reached up to at least c. 32.80m 

in G3, and which Sperling found below the walls of Troy VI and the 

sloping strata of VI-IX. The top of the deposit which included this, 

stratum of mudbrick debris is consequently taken to have lain at c. 32.80m 

here also. There is no information of any kind to allow the subdivision 

of the other underlying strata, and deposit (11) is therefore the 

designation given to all strata underlying (3), (9) and (10) as far as 

the bottom of the trench. Schliemann says that at 6.10m deep (=c. 30.30m 

A. T. ) he found a thin stratum of sherds of unpainted, wheelmade pottery. 
er Milde, 

This may confirm that in deposit (11) we are among the later EarlyLBronze 

Age strata. 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 417,425; Troy III pp. 
107,158) 
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AREA iii: GH 2-4(b) 

Figs. III. 8; IV. 5,6,7. 

This area was excavated by Schliemann during the period 13th July-4th 

August 1872. The width of the trench, at the mound surface, was c. l0m, 

and it extended southwards nearly as far as the line G4/5, roughly 4m 

South of the southern wall of the Temple. At its greatest depth the 

trench reached to c. 20m A. T., but this depth was opened up only as far 

South as Wall BC. From Wall BC southwards excavation was continued to a 

depth of only c. 26m A. T. 

Deposits (1) and (2). Not noticed by Schliemann in 1872, but recorded by 

D'drpfeld, are the trenches where the north and south walls of the Temple 

of Athena were originally laid and from which the masonry had at some. 

time been robbed out. The stone foundations originally descended to 

31.61m A. T. The depression on the surface of the mound in GH 2-3 has 

been caused by the robbing out of all that remained of the temple. 

(TI pp. 217-223) 

Deposits (3) and (4). These deposits, again not noticed by Schliemann, 

have been reconstructed here from the information given by Dörpfeld. They 

are the base of sand in the foundation trenches for the north and south 

walls of the Temple of Athena. According to Dörpfeld, the foundation- 

trenches were cut to a depth of 27.92m A. T. 

(TI pp. 217-223) 

Deposit (5). In the diary, although not in Trojanische Alterthümer, 
, 

Schliemann records that on the south side of the temple he found a wall, 

or the remains of a wall', consisting of two courses of large, hewn lime- 

stone blocks. This wall, which is here numbered Wall 28, seems to be the 

wall which appears marked '30' in Atlas Taf. 214. It lies just to the 

North of the line G4/5, and may be a continuation of the building marked 

VID on TI Taf. III. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 461) 

Deposit (6). In this deposit we must include all material excavated in 

the trench which cannot be identified as a distinct feature, such as a 

wall or a robber-trench. From Schliemann's own observation it is clear 
that the strata here sloped down to the North, as is to be expected from 
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the position of DBrpfeld's Troy II fortification wall (Wall 29) and the 

outlying strata of Troy VI-IX. This, combined with the lack of any 

evidence which might clarify the stages in which Schliemann tackled this 

area, has made it impossible to subdivide the deposits and to allocate 

individual objects to particular strata. The following catalogue has, 

however, listed the depth at which each object was found - for what the 

information is worth. Depths are measured down from a datum of c. 36.50m 

A. T. Fig. IV. 7 has gone beyond this information to sketch in, tentatively, 

the approximate lines which the deposits of individual periods may be 

expected to have followed. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 

A39 *72-1704 One-handled tankard with rounded base (6m). Atlas 
48-1159? Fig. V. 31. 

B11 *72-1756 Small, squat jug or sauceboat with flat base and rim 
drawn out to form mouth; handle from rim to body (7m). 
Atlas 56-1294; Fig. V. 31. 

B201 *72-1703 Piriform jar with flat base and straight neck with two 
perforations at the rim (10m). Atlas 91-1888? Fig. V. 31. 

B219 *72-1715 Brown burnished lentoid flask with rounded base, tall 
narrow straight neck, and two large handles from 
shoulder to body (7m). Atlas 56-1310, Ilios No. 1113, 
SS 430; Fig. V. 31. 

C27(? ) *72-1735 Squat jar with flattened base, cylindrical body and 
narrower hole mouth. Two vertical lugs are set on 
opposing sides (lOm). Fig. V. 31. 

C28 *72-1755 Globular jar with narrow, straight neck and . two 
vertical lugs on opposing sides of the body (10m). 
Fig. V. 31. 

C35 *72-1716 Piriform jar with three short legs, short straight neck 
and two vertical lugs on opposing sides of the body 
(llm). Atlas 89-1848? (lOm), Ilios No. 280, SS 406; 
Fig. V. 31. 

C209 *72-1727 Squat, globular jar with flat base and hole mouth. Two 
vertically perforated handles rise from body. Upper 
half decorated with (incised? ) diagonal lines in 
three registers (7m). Fig. V. 31. 

Dl *72-1714 Plain, cylindrical lid with flanged top and slightly 
flaring body (llm). Fig. V. 31. 

D13 72-1702 Face-lid (llm). Fig. V. 31. 
D- *72-1393 Sub-rectangular miniature box (9m). Atlas 79-1678; Fig. 

v. 31. 

POLISHED STONE 
*72-1717 Millstone(? ). Fig. V. 42. 

*72-1762 Blade (5m). 
*72-1706 (10m). 

CHIPPED STONE 

72-1392 Awl? (9m). 
BONE ARTEFACT (? ) 
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RIB *72-1509 
RIIIA 72-1451 
RIIA *72-1760 
RIIC *72-1710 
RIC *72-1718 
GIXD *72-1743 
RIIIC *72-1747 
GIA *72-1758 
GIC *72-1473 
RIA *72-1474 
GVIIIC *72-1708 
RIIIA *72-1709 
RVIIBd *72-1711 
RIIA *72-1712 
RVIB *72-1713 
RIIIA *72-1722 
GIII/X *72-1725 
RVIIDc *72-1726 
GIA *72-1728 
RVIB *72-1729 
GID *72-1742 
RIA *72-1748 
GIA 72-1452 
RIVA 72-1454 
RIIIB *72-1475 
GVII *72-1721 
RIB *72-1724 
RVIIDc *72-1733 
GX *72-1734 
RIIA *72-1759 
RIIA 72-1450 
RVIIC *72-1478 
RIIA *72-1480 
RIIA *72-1510 
GIC *72-1723 
GIC *72-1731 
GIC *72-1732 
GIC *72-1737 
RIVA *72-1738 
RVIIDc *72-1741 
RVA *72-1745 
RIA *72-1746 
GIA *72-1749 
GIA *72-1753 
GIC *72-1761 
RVIIDc *72-1705 
GIC *'/2-1707 
GIC *72-1730 
RIVA *72-1740 
GIA *72-1752 
GID *72-1798 
RIB *72-1750b 
GVIIIC *72-1751 
RIVA *72-1799 
RIIIA *72-1792 
RIIA 72-1793 
RID 72-1794 

WHORLS 
(3m) 
(4m) 
(5m) 
(6m) 
(6m) 
(6m) 
(6m) Atlas 4-123. 
(6m) cf. Atlas 10-325, SS 5080. 
(7m) 
(7m) cf. Atlas 8-246. 
(7m) cf. Atlas 11-350. 
(7m) cf. Atlas 3-72. 
(7m) Atlas 3-83. 
(7m) 
(7m) cf. Atlas 6-171. 
(7m) 
(7m) Atlas 2-56, SS 5506. 
(7m) 
(7m) 
(7m) cf. Atlas 10-315. 
(7m) 
(7m) 
(8m) 
(8m) cf. Atlas 3-86. 
(8m) cf. Atlas 1-18. 
(8m) Atlas 8-241. 
(8m) 
(8m) 
(8m) 
(8m) cf. Atlas 5-135. 
(9m) 
(9m) cf. Atlas 6-173. 
(9m) cf. Atlas 5-135. 
(9m) cf. Atlas 5-135. 
(lOm) cf. Atlas 10-322. 
(l(km) cf. Atlas 10-328. 
(lOm) 
(10m) 
(lOm) cf. Atlas 3-86. 
(lOm) 
(lOm) 
(lOm) cf. Atlas 8-240. 
(lOm) 
(lOm) cf. Atlas 10-325, SS 5080. 
(lOm) 
(llm) cf. Atlas 4-115. 
(llm) 
(llm) 
(llm) cf. Atlas 3-86. 
(llm) 
(llm) 
(12m) 
(12m) Atlas 1-15. 
(12m) cf. Atlas 3-88. 
(14m) Atlas 3-70, TR No. 328, Ilios No. 1828. 
(16m) 
(16m) Atlas 3-90, SS 4506. 
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RIIA 72-1795 (16m) 
GIC 72-1796 (16m) Atlas 4-131, SS 5144. 
RVIIBd 72-1797 (16m) 

WEIGHTS 
*72-1481 '(3m) Lentoid clay weight with two holes. Fig. V. 47. 

72-1453- (4m) of of it to Fig. V. 47. 
*72-1482 (4m) of of go of of It Fig. V. 47. 

I TERRACOTTA DISC (? ) 
*72-1739 (11m) (Identification uncertain) 

FIGURINES 
3G *72-1736, -Figure-of-eight shaped figurine of marble (7m). Atlas 

99-2140; Fig. V. 45. 
3G *72-1757 Figure-of-eight shaped figurine of marble, decorated 

at upper end with three small circles each containing 
a dot (lcm). Atlas 21-587, TR No. 26, Ilios No. 220, 
SS 7363; Fig. V. 45 

INSCRIPTION 
72-1601 Block measuring 1.57 x . 80 x . 80m, with two 

indentations on the top where the feet of a statue had 
been placed. (Tgb 1872 p. 461; TA p. 162f; Ilios p. 637) 
(2m). 

Deposit (7). A feature which may have been struck by Schliemann in this 

period, but which is not clearly recorded, is the fortification wall in 

GH 3-4 which Ddrpfeld attributes to Troy II. Its top, as preserved, lay 

at c. 30.91m A. T., according to TI Taf. III. There may be an obscure 

reference to the battered north face of this wall, here numbered Wall 29, 

in Schliemann's observation that a large quantity of stones lay beside 

the wall to be described under Deposit (8). Wall 29 came clearly to licit 

only when Schliemann revisited the site in mid-September 1872. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 504; TA pp. 157,181-3; 
Ilios p. 24) 

Deposit (8). Wall 30 was discovered at c. 26m A. T., where it blocked the 

trench from West to East. It was found to be 2m wide, descending to 

c. 23m A. T. It was built of both small and large hewn stones, joined with 

mortar. It can be positively identified as Ddrpfeld's Wall BC, as has 

been stated in Chapter III. 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 469f, 481; TA pp. 157f; 
Atlas Taf. 214 "outer wall of Troy"; Ilios 
p. 24 No. 2: Wall B; TI pp. 6,59, fig. 13) 
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AREA iv: FGH 3-4 (a) 

Figs. III. 101 IV. 8,9. 

This area was excavated during the period 3rd-23rd February 1873, and is 

variously referred to by Schliemann as the "Temple" area and as "George's 

trench" - this latter because it was under the supervision of George 

Photidas. Schliemann's plan, on resuming work here at the beginning of 

the 1873 season, was to extend the terraces which he had already begun in 

the previous year. On this western side of the "Temple" area, they still 

lay as they had been left on 13th July 1872 (see Fig. IV. 4), with the 

exception that the deep, central cut had later been extended (Figs. IV. 5,6). 

The uppermost terrace, which was also the most southerly, was now 

extended southwards by c. 9-10m and westwards to a total width of c. 20m. 

The floor of this upper terrace lay at c. 30.59m A. T. The second terrace 

was likewise extended c. 9-10m to the South, but retained its initial 

width of c. 13m. Its floor now lay at c. 26.66m A. T.: it must have been 

dug with a slope upwards, for the original terrace in 1872 had lain at 

c. 24.67m A. T., almost two metres deeper. What work was done in the 

deepest cut that ran through the centre of the 1872 terraces is not 

clear. Certainly there was some, for it is explicitly mentioned. 

Possibly the north face of Wall 30 had only been exposed over a very 

small area in 1872, and Schliemann now widened the trench to 5m. Depths 

were measured down from a datum of c. 36.50m A. T. 

For building up a view of the stratification here, I have extrapolated 

from the divisions shown in Fig. IV. 7, making allowance for the fact that 

the Troy II fortification-wall, Wall 29, should here lie relatively 

further to the North (Troja und Ilion Taf. III). I have also taken into 

account Blegen's division of the strata in the neighbouring area of 

F 4-5 (Troy I fig. 465). The results coincide well with the information 

given by Schliemann. 

i 
Deposit (la). The dimensions of the trench imply that a large proportion 

of the upper terrace was taken up by the robber-trenches from the west 

and north walls of the Athena Temple. The trench from the Temple's south 

wall, too, must have been encountered. Schliemann did not recognize that 

this was what he was dealing with; but he does record repeatedly that on 
the upper terrace he was digging mainly through black earth mixed with 

chips of marble. These marble chips are perhaps to be equated with the 
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stone chippings mentioned by Ddrpfeld as having been used to fill up the 

foundation-trenches after the Temple foundations had been laid. Much of 

this fill will have remained in the trench after the masonry was robbed 

out. On one occasion, the 7th February, Schliemann even noted a number 

of large, hewn sandstone blocks which he found lying one on top of 

another; and he speculated that they might be part of the Temple founda- 

tions. It seems quite possible that a few blocks might have been missed 

by those who robbed away the rest of the Temple. Certainly these blocks, 

if they were of sandstone, cannot have belonged to any part of the 

Temple superstructure which seems all to have been in marble. 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 6,9,26; TA pp. 186-71 
TI pp. 218-220, fig. 85) 

Deposit (lb). I have included this deposit with some hesitation. 

D'drpfeld described a packing of sand in the bottom three metres of the 

foundation-trenches of the Temple of Athena, and this is what would 

constitute Deposit (lb) - if it was actually present in this area. But 

there must be some doubt on the point. If the Temple foundations were 

uniform on all sides, the stratum of sand should have lain at c. 31.61- 

c. 27.92m A. T. But Ddrpfeld's plan shows that in this area the underlying 

structures of Troy II were apparently undisturbed at c. 30.59-30.91m A. T., 

which means that the Temple foundations cannot here have been dug to the 

same depth as elsewhere. It is possible, however, that a thinner layer 

of sand, a metre or less in thickness, may have overlain the Troy II 

remains; and it is also possible that there were pockets where it reached 

a greater depth - for instance, towards the southwest corner of the 

Temple. The deposit has been included on that account. 

(TI p. 218f, Taf. III) 

Deposit (2). Schliemann says that mixed up with the black earth and 

marble chips he found many fragments of sculpted marble. Some of these 

he took to-come from a Temple ceiling. In general he attributed them to 

the Doric order. He notes that practically no domestic objects were 

found. We may assume that these fragments derive from a disturbed, 

topmost deposit in the trench which, on the evidence of Deposit (3) in 

FGH 3-4(b), descended to approximately 33.91m A. T. 

(Tagebuch 1873 pp. 6,9,26; TA pp. 186-7) 

Deposit (3). We may assume, by extrapolation from Fig. IV. 7, that at the 
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north end of the area, in the deep cut, Schliemann would probably have 

encountered some deposits of Troy V sloping down to the North. These 

have been shown in Fig. IV. 9 as deposit (3). There are no objects clearly 

attributable to them, but any which may derive from them have been 

included in the objects listed under deposits (5) and (6). 

Deposit (4). The existence of this deposit, too, is inferred by 

extrapolation from Fig. IV. 7, where it is dated to Troy IV. Schliemann 

would probably have encountered such a deposit in the deep, central 

cutting. It is conceivable that he may also have met it on the upper 

terrace, where it would have had a thickness of up to 2 metres; but the 

uppermost stratum within and around the Temple is likely to have been 

very disturbed, for Schliemann repeatedly records finding stones and 

sculptured marble blocks. Those finds which may be attributable to the 

deposit are also possibly attributable to deposits (5) and (6), under 

which they are listed. 

(Tagebuch 1873 pp. 6,9,26; TA p. 186) 

Deposits (5) and (6). On all three terraces, and below deposits (la) and 

(lb), Schliemann found a deposit of yellow and red ash which included 

some stones and burnt debris. Apart from Walls 29 and 30, to be 

mentioned in a moment, no other deposits are recorded from the lower two 

terraces. These ash deposits must be identical with the ashy strata 

described by Schliemann as overlying the "retaining-wall" (the Troy II 

fortification-wall, =Wall 29) and sloping down to North and East at an 

angle of 50-600. This is in general agreement with the picture to be 

derived from Figs. IV. 7,9, and, if we extrapolate from Fig. IV. 7 and from 

Blegen's work in r 4-5, the deposits should date from Troy II and III in 

Blegen's terms. The few finds which can be assigned to them are entirely 

consistent with that dating, although those finds may equally belong to 

deposit (4) or even (in the case of 73-88 and 73-90) to deposit (3). Ashy 

deposits are a characteristic of the destruction layer of Troy II 

throughout the site. Schliemann notes that the sloping strata were no 

longer present to the West of the border of Frank Calvert's field - i. e. 

roughly to the West of the line F/G. This is explained by the fact that 

the strata sloped down because they lay over the outer face of the Troy 

II citadel wall. West of the line F/G Schliemann was excavating within 

the perimeter of that wall, in an area where the strata had built up 

horizontally over the Troy II citadel remains. 

(Tagebuch 1873 pp. 6,9,12,201 TA pp. 187,188) 
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OBJECTS FOUND 
(Some of the following objects may derive from Deposits (3) and (4). ) 

POTTERY 
C30 73-37 Jar with out-turned rim, flat base and two tall, wing- 

like projections. Decorated with eyebrows, eyes, nose 
and ears in relief on the neck, and with two knobs on 
the body (15m). Atlas 119-2332, Ilios No. 158, SS 1072, 
TI Beilage 33 No. V; Fig. V. 27. 

C35 73-40 Red polished jar with out-turned rim and three feet; 
two (? ) small perforated lugs on the body (15m). Atlas 
119-2333, SS 1918; Fig. V. 27. 

D209 73-38 Cylindrical pyxis with broadened base, two swellings 
and narrowed neck (15m). Atlas 119-2331, TR No. 65, 
Ilios No. 61; Fig. V. 25. 

METALWORK 
73-43 Copper object of elongated ovoid shape; described by 

Schliemann as a "slingstone" (15m). Atlas 121-2382, 
Ilios No. 609, SS 6901; Fig. V. 37. 

WHORLS 
GIA (*)73-82 Depth 4m, therefore from deposit (5). Atlas 122-2412. 
RVIIBd 73-88 - (12m). Atlas 122-2422. 

FIGURINES 
3B 73-90 Greenstone figurine; (11m). Atlas 122-2416; Fig. V. 44. 

Deposit (7). By 20th February Schliemann was complaining of finding only 

a large number of stones where he had previously been finding burnt 

debris. The same complaint is repeated on 24th, this time with specific 

reference to the second terrace. Judging from Troja und Ilion Taf. III, 

he should have come across parts of the Troy II fortification-wall: (Wall 

29) on the upper terrace and also on the second terrace, probably towards 

the end of this period of excavation. The body of stones may have been a 

part of, or derived from, that wall. They are here designated as deposit 

(7). 

(Tagebuch 1873 pp. 20,26) 

I 
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AREA v: FGH 3-4(b) 

Figs. III. 11; IV. 10, 
11,12. 

Excavation in this area continued in 1873 from 24th February until it was 

abandoned on 1st March. The upper terrace, which lay at c. 30.59m A. T., 

was extended a further 6 or 7m to the South. The second terrace, at 

c. 26.66m A. T., was continued until Wall 29 was fully exposed. An 

additional area, also at c. 26.66m A. T. and on that account also referred 

to as the second terrace, was dug for some small distance at the south 

end of the central cut. Here Wall 29 had inadventently been demolished 

during the work towards the end of the 1872 season. In the deeper part 

of the central cut, too, there was some further work at c. 21.74m A. T., in 

which Wall 30 was broken away and the foot of Wall 29 was exposed. 

Depths were measured down from a datum at c. 36.50m A. T. 

Schliemann says, in the notebook, that a "mass of whorls" was found in 

this area, but not much besides (Tagebuch 1873 pp. 43,45,46). A few items 

are specifically assigned to this trench, but the material from the 

neighbouring deposits at the east end of the north platform seems to have 

been more plentiful (Tagebuch 1873 p. 45). In Trojanische Alterthümer 

ch. xvi a number of objects are said to have come from the "Temple" area 

(pp. 195-9). Normally one would take this to mean FGH 2-4; but in this 

case some items are known from the diary to have been found in the 

neighbouring trench (73-181,73-182,73-187). The list in Trojanische 

AlterthUmer seems, in fact, to cover both areas; but most of its objects 

probably come from the more westerly trench. 

Deposit (1). On 26th February Schliemann records that from (at least) 

2m above the upper terrace he was digging in black earth mixed with 

marble chips. This deposit must clearly be equated with Deposit (la) of 

FGH 3-4(a)-, which we have taken to be the remaining fill of the 

foundation-trench of the Temple of Athena. Fig. IV. lO shows that 

Schliemann would at this stage very probably have encountered the remains 

of this foundation-trench. The deposit is not mentioned again, and there 

are no finds which may be assigned to it. 

(Tagebuch-1873 p. 43) 

Deposit (2). At two places "above" Wall 29 Schliemann found deposits of 
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sand. These he investigated and found to go at least 2m deep. This must 

mean 2m below the floor of the upper terrace. The deposit must be 

equated with the packing of sand found by Dörpfeld in the foundation 

trench of the Athena Temple. It is impossible to say where the sand was 

found exactly; perhaps the most likely places are the points at the south 

end of the second terrace to East and West of the top of Wall 29. 

(Tagebuch 1873 p. 57; TA p. 195; TI p. 218f) 

Deposit (3). At 3m above Wall 29, i. e. at c. 33.91m A. T., lay the bottom 

of a stratum containing a mass of stones. Particularly noted are pieces 

of marble and pieces of marble columns. Schliemann describes this layer 

as the debris of the Greek temple, so presumably it reached to the 

surface. There are no objects clearly attributable to it. 

(Tagebuch 1873 p. 58) 

Deposits (4) and (5). These two deposits, like deposits (5) and (6) in 

FGH 3-4(a), cannot clearly be separated. At one point in the diary 

Schliemann notes that a stratum of stones overlay Wall 29 to a height of 

1/m; elsewhere the figure is 2m. Red ash and red earth are frequently 

mentioned in this connection as well, and they too were found, with many 

stones, on the second terrace. Here they clearly belonged to strata 

which had been tipped down the outside of Wall 29. It is these tipped 

strata which must have contained the 'many red pots' noted at 7-lOm deep. 

It is not clear whether the red ash and the stones belonged to one mixed 

deposit, or whether the red ash was stratified over the stones and should 

be counted separately as deposit (4). If they were mixed and both formed 

deposit (5) - as is perhaps more likely - then we have no information 

about the character of the overlying deposit (4). It is, however, 

possible to distribute some of the finds between the two strata by 

examining the depths at which they were found. 

(Tagebuch 1873 pp. 40,41,43,45,57,58; 
TA p. 195) 

OBJECT FOUND IN DEPOSIT (4) 

WHORL 
GVB *73-162 Atlas 126-2541, SS 5233. 

OBJECTS FOUND IN DEPOSIT (5) 

POLISHED STONE 
73-179 Diorite celt. Atlas 126-2557; Fig. V. 41. 
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WHORLS 
RIIA *73-163 Atlas 126-2542. 
GIVB *73-166 Atlas 126-25441 Fig. V. 50. 

OBJECTS FOUND IN DEPOSITS (4) OR (5) 

POTTERY - 
ClO 73-191 Tall ovoid jar with rounded base, slender neck slightly 

flaring towards the rim, and two vertical loop-handles 
on mid body (7m). Atlas 124-2473, (similar to Ilios 
No. 1119); Fig. V. 27. 

D14 73-178 Lid, probably flat or slightly conical on top, with 
incised radial decoration of straight lines, wavy lines 
and rows of circles. The shape of the lower part of 
the lid is unknown. Atlas 126-2555, TR No. 164; Fig. V. 27. 

- Many red pots at 7-lom (Tgb 1873 p. 57). 

POLISHED STONE 
73-189 Diorite celt. Atlas 123-2470= Fig. V. 42. 

- Granite quern. Tgb 1873 p. 46. 

WHORLS 
GVIIIA *73-165 Atlas 126-2543. 
RVIIC *73-176 Atlas 126-2554, TR No. 455, SS 5031. 

FIGURINE 
3E 73-180 Large marble figurine. Atlas 126-2560, TR No. 163, 

Ilios No. 197, SS 7522; Fig. V. 44. 

Deposit (6). Wall 29, which constitutes deposit (6), was encountered in 

two parts of the trench. On the second terrace it was exposed behind 

deposits (4) and (5) which also overlay it on the upper terrace. Here it 

reached to "8m below the surface" -a calculation which must have been 

taken from the summit of the mound, for we know from Dörpfeld that the 

wall was preserved to c. 30.91m A. T. Schliemann also records that at one 

point he had unintentionally broken through the wall over a width of 4m. 

Atlas Taf. 214 shows that this must have been in the other area referred 

to as the "second terrace", at the south end of the central cut of 1872. 

It must have been in 1872 that the structure was removed, although a 

reference. 1 
to "many stones", apparently in this area, on 28th February 

could indicate that a remnant was left for 1873. The absence of the wall 
from this part of the central cut may explain why Schliemann was unable 
to trace how high the wall went when investigating it from the "lower 

excavation". It was, presumably, examination of the wall in section here 

which showed it to be ý-lm thick. The foot of the wall was, however, 

exposed in the "lower excavation" itself. According to Biegen, bedrock 

here lay at 23.75m A. T. 
(Tagebuch 1873 pp. 41,45,46,57j TA p. 194-5; 
Atlas Taf. 214; TI Taf. III; Tro I p. 253) 
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Deposit (7). In the diary there are several rather puzzling references 

to a deposit of green ash, containing some mussel-shells but no stones. 

It is first noted on 27th February, when Schliemann says that on the 

second terrace there was red ash with many stones and then ("darauf") 

green ash with no stones. It is noted again on 28th February, once more 

as a deposit found on the second terrace, and this time is said to 

resemble virgin soil. On 1st March there is a note that in two places 

"above" Wall 29 - i. e. probably on the floor of the upper terrace - 

Schliemann found sand into which he dug holes without finding soil, but 

that "otherwise" the mound consisted of green ash mixed with mussel- 

shells. By the "mound" Schliemann here means the deposits enclosed by 

Wall 29. The green ash should therefore have lain behind the wall, to 

its South. This appears to be confirmed by a passage in Trojanische 

AlterthUmer which says that green-coloured virgin soil was found after 

Wall 29 had been broken through over a width of 4m. The green deposit 

has, in view of this, to be placed at the south end of the "second 

terrace" in the central cut - behind where Wall 29 would have been had it 

not been broken away in 1872. It was cut away to a (horizontal? ) depth 

of l/m. Presumably it was located a few metres to the East of Blegen's 

Wall IW and South of Tower T. 

(Tagebuch 1873 pp. 45,46,57; TA p. 195) 

Deposit (8). Schliemann gives no information about the material in the 

"lower excavation" which had to be cleared away in order to expose Wall 

29. There was presumably a deposit lying between Wall 30, which had 

previously been exposed, and Wall 29, which had not yet been reached. 

Deposit (9). This deposit, Wall 30, has been described already and need 

not be discussed again, except to note that a part of it was torn away 

to give access to Wall 29. The break can be seen in Ddrpfeld's plan, 

TI Taf. III. 

(Tagebuch 1873 p. 41) 
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THE NORTH PLATFORM 
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The North Platform was excavated in April and May of 1872, and again in 

February, April and May of 1873. The area in question lay on the northern 

edge of the mound between the North-South trench begun in 1871 (Fig. III. 2) 

and Calvert's trenches in Qi 3-4. The mound surface here rose gently 

from c. 37m A. T. to c. 39.50m A. T. from East to West across the summit, but 

dropped steeply down to the North. The work of 1872 consisted largely in 

cutting a more or less horizontal platform into the north face of the 

mound; that of 1873 in excavating below the flatter mound surface that 

lay a little further South. 

The progress of the North Platform can be seen in Figures III. 3-5,10-11, 

16-18. Atlas Taf. 214 gives an indication of its state at the end of 

1873. A view of the operation as it was in 1872 is given in Atlas Taf. 

106; Taf. 180,185 and 186 show the work done in 1873. The area covered is 

a roughly rectangular one 70m long and 30-40m wide. As elsewhere, 

Schliemann worked by means of a system of terraces which can be difficult 

to follow. On the northern edge he cut a horizontal platform at c. 23.67m 

A. T. ° At the eastern end this probably sloped up to c. 25m A. T., but was 

cut down to c. 23.67 again in parts of the west end. In squares F 3-4 the 

trench was extended southeastwards in a tongue which met the upper 

platform of the Northeast Trench. This tongue was 1O-13m wide, and in F4 

was cut down to c. 30.59m A. T. In F3, however, the lower depth of the 

North Platform as a whole was maintained, and the trench was excavated 

down to c. 24.80m A. T. At the western end, in squares DE3, a 20m-wide 

terrace at c. 30m A. T. was begun in 1872 (Fig. III. 5) to adjoin the North- 

South trench of 1871. The continuance of this work southwards is 

described in the section of this work devoted to the North-South trench. 

Towards the end of the 1873 season the remaining central block, in squares 

DEF3, was cut away mostly to form an extension of the terrace at 30m A. T., 

but with some further work to extend the cutting at c. 23.67m A. T. To 

avoid the possibility of sections collapsing, Schliemann dug the upper 

parts of his trench walls at an angle of 500. 

On this side of the mound there is no evidence of the gradual stepping 
down of strata that may be seen on the south side. The deposits of Troy 

III-VII, if not of VIII-IX as well, appear to continue out horizontally 

almost to the very edge of the mound. Here they are overlaid only by a 
thin. layer of material washed down from Troy VIII-IX on the top of the 

mound. No fortification-walls of Troy III-V survive on this nörth side. 
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Whatever there was has clearly been eroded or robbed away. But the 

proximity of the steep, north slope of the natural promontory here 

certainly makes it very unlikely that any substantial wall could have 

been built further out than the great fortification work of Troy II - 

Walls 14 and 15. Indeed, the Troy VI citadel wall was built a little 

further in at a higher level. The likelihood is, therefore, that any 

fortifications of III-V were built on the foundation of the earlier 

citadel wall of Troy II. All this superstructure has disappeared, 

leaving only the remnants of the Troy II wall below which the old, Troy I 

strata had straggled over the crest of the mound and down the north 

slope. 

For the remains of Troy VIII-IX we have little detailed information in 

this area. At about 20m in from the north edge of the trench, that is in 

CDEF3, Schliemann found walls all along the south side of the trench, and 

especially at the east end (Area i, Deposit 2). These were built of 

shelly limestone, hewn, and bonded with mortar. They reached at all 

points to a depth of 2m below the surface - to c. 37.67m A. T. at the west 

end, and to c. 35.67m A. T. at the east end. Presumably they were 

preserved almost to the mound surface. These seem likely to have been 

structures from the Hellenistic or Roman period. Some may be related to 

Ddrpfeld's Wall IXW, and a part of the reconstruction in Fig. IV. 13 has 

assumed this. As to the others, we can only guess. It is a plausible 

speculation that Schliemann came across parts of a northern circuit wall 

linking up with Wall RM and Wall 78 in squares AB4, and determining the 

contours of CDE 2-3. A little further South a lentoid clay weight with 

stamped design is attested at a depth of 2m and suggests again a depth of 

2m (or more) for these late deposits (Area ii, Deposit 2). Various pieces 

of marble sculpture came to light as well, but their depth is not 

recorded. No doubt they will have come from a layer close to the surface 

(Area iv, Deposit 1). At the edge of the mound a thin layer of material 

from VIII, -IX had washed down the north face where it lay directly over a 

fortification structure of Troy II and other EB and IS deposits previously 

eroded or in part removed. This applied in the western and central 

sections of the North Platform. At the east end the accumulation of wash 

from VIII-IX was much thicker: 2-3 metres (Area 1, Deposit 1). This was 

because at this point the underlying Troy II circuit wall, and subsequent 

Early and Middle Bronze Age fortifications of Troy III-V, had all taken a southward 

turn in squares E 2-3 while the natural contours of the promontory did 
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not make the corresponding southward turn until squares FG 2-3. There 

was thus a more level area in squares EF 2-3 where the later wash of 

VIII-IX could accumulate to the North of the Troy II citadel wall. 

There is some sparse evidence to suggest the presence of deposits of Troy 

VII. A jug, possibly of VIIa date, was found at a depth of 3m in CD 3-4 

(Area vii, Deposit 2). And along the north edge of the trench, probably in 

the western and central sectors, there was a 2m-deep deposit overlying a 

wall which can almost certainly be dated to Troy VI. This deposit (Area 

i, Deposit 3) contained a large pithos - characteristic of Troy VIIa 

strata - and some small pots "of crude workmanship". These might well 

derive from VIIb2, or indeed from the handmade burnished ware of VIIbl. 

It is possible that here as elsewhere some of the structures of VI were 

re-used as foundations in VII, and this could apply to the citadel wall 

in this area., 

Of Troy VI'rather more was preserved. At 5-6m below the summit, but just 

below the surface on the north slope in CDE 3, Schliemann found 'defensive 

walls' built of large, well-hewn limestone blocks without any clay or 

cement. These appear to be aligned with the fragments of Troy VI circuit 

wall known from Blegen in squares FG 3 and A 4-5; also with those which seem 

to have left traces of a footing-trench in Schliemann's Northeast Trench, 

already discussed. The altitudes, c. 33.67-34.67m A. T., are consistent 

with those recorded for the segment in FG 3 (Troy III pp. 108f, 158; figs. 

84-6,447,501). The wall, in Area i Deposit 4, underlies. what may be a 

deposit of Troy VII material, and certainly overlies deposits from the 

Early and Middle Bronze Age. It is likely to be the remains of a 

citadel. wall of Troy VI. 

Parallel to this citadel wall but further into the mound, and at the west 

end of the North Platform in square D4, Schliemann found another large 

wall - Wall 20 (Area vii, Deposit 5). Its top lay at c. 36.67m A. T. and it 

was preserved to a height of 3 metres. It was 17ým long; and its posi- 

tion and orientation can be fixed fairly precisely by reference to the 

state of the excavations at the time of its discovery. It was built of 

well-dressed blocks of shelly limestone joined with clay, and it was 
1.90m thick. The dimensions, the orientation, the style of construction 

and the stratification make it virtually certain that this derives froma 
building of Troy VI. The plan of the building cannot be reconstructed 
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with any certainty as the remaining walls are unrecorded. There is 

little other evidence from the North Platform for the presence of Troy VI 

material, except that in the eastern tongue of the North Platform a jar 

of possible Troy VI date was found at a depth of 2m apparently among 

otherwise M. B. deposits (Area v, Deposit la). As elsewhere on the site, 

there is a suggestion that the builders of Troy VI dug down into the 

underlying deposits of Troy V and maybe even into Troy IV. 

Deposits of the Early and Middle Bronze Age are harder to differentiate. 

The major building works of Troy II are quite easy to identify and will 

be discussed shortly. But some of the overlying deposits of II-V are 

not easily distinguished one from another because of the homogeneity of 

the material. The task is simplified, however, if we recognize that all 

these deposits had here accumulated horizontally. For this we have the 

explicit evidence of Schliemann (Tagebuch 1873 p. 12; TA p. 189) as well as 

the observation by Sperling in the neighbouring area of FG 3 (Troy III 

p. 158). The reason is that all these strata lay within the circuit of 

the old Troy II fortification-wall, and had built up steadily over the 

roughly level platform laid out for Troy II. 

In fact a number of strata do eventually emerge from Schliemann's 

accounts of the North Platform. A clear break was noted at 30.00 to 

30.50m A. T., marking the lower limit of Troy II, above which there were 

deposits of ash (Area iv, Deposit 2; Area vii, Deposit 7; Area viii, 

Deposit 3). A second break emerges at c. 31.67-32m A. T. In Area ii, 

Deposit 7 this is detected on the basis of the objects, rather 

tentatively; certainly in the 'island' in F3 Blegen found that Troy II 

was preserved to at least 31.75m A. T., and probably higher. The hint of 

a change in strata at 7m deep in Area i (Tagebuch 1872 p. 301) may 

reflect either a transition between subphases within Troy III or more 

probably the use of a different datum, but at 32.67m A. T. is unlikely to 

represent, ä change from III to IV. That break is clearly attested at 

c. 33.50-33.67m A. T. In squares F 3-4 this marked the top of athick 

deposit of yellow and grey ash (Area iv, Deposit 2). A similar horizon 

was seen in DE 3 (Area vii, Deposit 6). For the uppermost limit of Troy 

IV the figure of 34.50m A. T. at first suggests itself, this being the 

height to which a number of walls were preserved in Area viii (Deposit 

4). But Blegen's investigations in the 'islands' in F 4-5 and E6 showed 

that Troy IV was normally preserved to at least 35.50m A. T., there being 
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in places up to half a metre of destruction-deposit over the wall-stubs 

of Troy IV (Troy II figs. 261,285). This higher figure is indeed 

reflected in Area ix Deposit 2, where the house-walls reach up to 

c. 35.50m A. T. In Areas ii, vi and possibly viii the M. B. deposits were 

preserved up to c. 36.67m A. T. where they were cut into by foundations of 

Troy VI. These highest strata may derive from Troy V. 

In squares DEF 3-4 in 1873 Schliemann exposed part of a complex of house- 

walls: Walls 60-68 and 84-88 (Area viii, Deposit 4; Area ix, Deposit 2). 

These he describes as "Trojan houses and later walls built upon them"; 

they appear to, have gone down to c. 30.50/30.90m A. T. and to have been 

preserved up to c. 34.50-35.5Om A. T. Wall 67 alone is an exception, 

belonging it seems to the east wall of Megaron IIA. The plan of these 

walls is given in Atlas Taf. 214 and 215 and in Figs. IV. 24,26 of the 
, 

present work. It yields a fairly coherent layout if Walls 65 and 66 are 

disregarded. 

To what date should these walls be assigned? Given the architectural 

evidence of Blegen's excavations in F 4-5 and E6, it is most unlikely 

that the walls were built and rebuilt in perfect alignment through four 

or five metres of deposit from Troy II to Troy IV, despite the height to 

which they appear to stand in the views given in Atlas Taf. 185,186. The 

walls may to some degree have been 'created' by Schliemann in excavation. 

They do not accord with the other walls of Troy II shown by Dörpfeld in 

TI Taf. III, nor with the walls of Late Troy II (otherwise known as III) 

depicted by Burnouf in Ilios plan I. Blegen did, however, find some 

consistency of alignment between the walls of III and IV, so it is 

possible that Schliemann's walls may derive from both Troy III and Troy 

IV. A Troy V date is precluded by the altitudes to which they were 

preserved. The descent into deposits of Troy II may possibly have been 

caused by eagerness on Schliemann's part to-trace the walls down to the 

'Trojan' level at 30m A. T.; or alternatively by the presence of founda- 

tions sunk by the builders of Troy III. 

The sequence of deposits in Troy I and II is greatly illuminated by 

Blegen's excavations in squares CD 2-3 and F3. These picked up almost 

exactly where Schliemann left off, and show that in D 3-4 he penetrated 

no deeper than Blegen's If (Troy I fig. 422), and that in F3 he barely 

touched Blegen's IIa (ibid. p. 251; fig. 434). Schliemann's work,, it is 
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true, extended some way North of Blegen's and sometimes reached a 

slightly lower altitude; but these factors are largely offset by the 

certainty that around this north side of the mound contemporary buildings 

were terraced down the slope during Troy I and Early Troy II (note the 

variation in floor-levels in e. g. Troy I pp. 171,258). 

The earliest feature found by Schliemann in this area was, indeed, most 

probably the retaining-wall to a terrace. This was Wall 70 (Area viii, 

Deposit 6) which appears to have been a continuation into square E3 of 

Blegen's Wall m. Like Blegen's wall it was essentially a southward- 

straggling packing of stones with a well-laid north-facing front. 

Biegen places it in Late Troy I. Among the deposits of Late Troy I 

which must be stratigraphically later than Wall 70, Area ii, Deposit 11, 

(Fig. IV. 17) is of particular interest in containing what seems to be a 

sherd of Early Cycladic II black-on-buff ware: 72-235 (Fig. V. 16). 

Along the northern edge of the platform, in several places, Schliemann 

found what was clearly a continuation of the Late Troy I fortification 

noted by Dörpfeld in C 2-3 and by Blegen in D2 and F3: a sloping 

embankment of limestone blocks joined with (and, Blegen found, resting 

on) clay. This is Wall 14, (Area i, Deposit 7). It was not a wall in 

the normal sense of the word, though; rather, a casing of clay and 

stones laid over the face of the hill -a glacis. Presumably it led up 

to the base of a vertical wall. The date of this glacis is not certain 

because so little material was stratified over it. Blegen estimated 

that in C3 it probably overlay deposits of Late Troy I, and the 

evidence in F3 seemed consistent with this (Troy I pp. 195,196). On the 

other hand in style of construction it is closely related to all the 

Troy I fortifications on the south side of the site, none of whose 

associated deposits contain any traces of the tell-tale lustre ware 

which is such a clear marker of the beginning of Troy II. Wall 14, then, 

should probably be dated to a late phase of Troy I (as by Blegen) rather 

than to an early phase of Troy II. There is nothing in Schliemann's- 

accounts to suggest that it overlay any earlier structures of the same 

kind. 

Immediately to the South of Wall 14, and apparently following the same 

course, Schliemann found a second stone wall, Wall 15, that rose perhaps 

four metres higher (Area i, Deposit S). This again was certainly a 
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fortification-work; and in both its location and its relation to the 

underlying glacis it corresponds extremely well with the Troy II 

fortification-wall recorded by Dtirpfeld (TI Taf. III) and Biegen (Troy I 

figs. 209,211,212). Whether this wall was erected in Troy II or was 
built at the same time as Wall 14 seems an open question. 

In square F3 Schliemann's findings from Late Troy I and Early Troy II 

coincide remarkably well with Blegen's. Some house walls of small 

stones and mud found at c. 25.67m A. T. were probably the northern 

continuation, one step down, of Blegen's building of Ij (Area i, Deposit 

10; cf. Troy I p. 171). A green-stained drain found at c. 26.67m A. T. 

(Area i, Deposit 10; Area iii, Deposit 7) recalls both the stone channel 

found by Biegen on the north side of his IIa building (Troy I p. 251) and 

the green-stained passage adjoining the south side of his IIb building 

(Troy I p. 258); the altitude of Schliemann's find, if correct, would 
better suit the IIb structure; but the nearby house built of large hewn 

and unhewn stones (Area iii, Deposit 7) agrees better with that of IIa. 

A disordered mass of small stones found over a twenty-metre width at 

c. 26.67m A. T. is probably a continuation of the pavement underlying 

Blegen's walls of IIb (Area i, Deposit 11; of. Troy I p. 258; figs. 279- 

281). 

Pavements, particularly of white stones, seem to have been a feature of 

this side of the site during Early Troy II: others were found at the 

west end of the platform at c. 25.17m, at c. 26.67m and at an unstated 
depth in E3 (Area i, Deposit 10; Area ii, Deposit 10; Area ix, Deposit 

5). It is conceivable that these were all contemporary and that the 

differences in altitude reflect the terracing of the north slope. A 

briefly-mentioned wall, Wall 16, which lay just South of Wall 15, may 

possibly have been a retaining-wall associated with the pavement at 

25.17m found just to its South (Area i, Deposit 9). 

Above these deposits of Early Troy II Schliemann found, in the western 

and central areas of the North Platform, a stratum which included many 

large blocks of stone. Its top lay at c. 30m A. T. (Area ii, Deposit 8; 

Area vii, Deposit 9; Area viii, Deposit 5). The stratum is clearly 

visible in Blegen's section, Troy I fig. 422, where it is labelled 'Strata 

of Troy II'. Biegen found no trace of this in F3, and Schliemann makes 

no specific mention of finding it there either. So the statement that it 
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extended across the entire width of the platform (TA p. 83) may be a bit 

of Schliemann hyperbole. At its north edge, and reaching to the same 

altitude, was a 20m-wide wall of limestone blocks, wall 17 (Area i, 

Deposit 12). This appears in Atlas Taf. 214 (= TR Plan 2) as the 

demolished "Outer Wall of Troy". Its stratification over the deposits of 

Early Troy II and below others of Troy II secures its date. Most likely 

it and the stratum of stones represent levelling and terracing after the 

earliest phases of Troy II. Further East, in F3, the levelling is 

represented by the thick deposit of mudbrick debris overlying Blegen's 

IIb building (Troy I p. 258). Wall 17 may well have stood 

contemporaneously with Wall 15, the circuit-wall some metres to the 

North. -The space between them was filled with debris of Troy II which, 

Schliemann noted, had clearly been 'thrown down' from above (Area i, 

Deposit bOa): it may derive from the end of Troy II. 

To a somewhat later date in Troy II, probably, belongs wall 32 - 

apparently an additional crosswall to Megaron IIR in F3 (Area iv, 

Deposit 5), and a drain on its northern side (Area i, Deposit 5). Parts 

of the east wall of Megaron IIA can be identified (Area vii, Deposit 8; 

-Area viii, Deposit 4); and so perhaps can the northeast corner of 

Megaron IIB (Area viii, Deposit 7). All these were overlaid by a two- 

metre thick deposit of ash and other debris, reaching up to c. 32m A. T. 

(Area i, Deposit 5; Area ii, Deposit 7; Area iv, Deposit 3; Area vii, 

Deposit 7). In this Schliemann found samples of carbonised grain, slag 

(as heidentified it), and Treasure 'R'. 

Schliemann's work on the North Platform is divided for convenience into 

nine "areas". These correspond to the areas tackled by Schliemann in 

the nine relevant periods of work distinguished in Chapter III. They 

are represented in Figures 111.3-5,10-11,16-18, and are discussed 

individually in the following pages. 

i 
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AREA i: CDEF 2-3 

Figs. III. 3; IV. 13,14,15. 

This area, which represents the beginning of Schliemann's work on the 

north platform, was excavated during the period 1st-25th April 1872. The 

platform was cut in horizontally from the north slope, its base lying 

initially at 16m below the summit, i. e. at c. 23.67m A. T., but rising by 

perhaps 2m as it progressed to the South. The trench was 70m wide and, 

in this period, its base penetrated 16m southwards into the mound. The 

southern edge of the trench will, however, have emerged onto the mound- 

surface some 8 or 9m further South, slightly beyond the 37.50m contour; 

for deposits lying higher than 5m (initially 2m, then 2ým, finally 5m) 
0 above the platform floor were cut away at an angle of 50. 

A number of major architectural features were encountered by Schliemann 

in this trench. We cannot locate them all with certainty. But in 

several cases there has proved to be close agreement between what can be 

deduced from the diaries, and certain features noted either in Atlas Taf. 

214 or in the later reports of Dörpfeld and Biegen. The results are 

valuable in helping to clarify the confusion which has always existed 

over what fortifications were built on the north side of the mound. 

In trying to define the other deposits I have been able to make only the 

broadest divisions, such as emerge relatively clearly from the diary. 

Further subdivisions could have been made in excavation and are hinted at 

by Schliemann. But in re-listing the objects he found, it would have 

been impractical to aim for greater precision: the information is not 
detailed enough. Even as things stand it is by no means always easy to 

assign an object to its correct deposit, for Schliemann had not yet 

adopted the habit of clearly specifying the depth at which each find was 

made. But an informed guess can usually be made. The context in the 

diary at the point where the object is described, and an estimate of the 

distance to which the trench had penetrated the mound - these sometimes 

have to suffice. At other times the depth or archaeological context of 

the find is specifically noted, and then there are fewer problems. First 

impressions gained from the diary have sometimes to be corrected by more 

detailed information in the published reports. At the same time a new 

source of information now becomes available, for it was in this season 

that Schliemann first began to make drawings of the objects he found. His 
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drawings are crude and small= the objects we should have liked to see 

drawn are often ignored in favour of tedious and repetitive documentation 

of the designs on the numerous spindle-whorls with which, for the moment, 

Schliemann was obsessed. Nonetheless, when the drawings are there they 

are usually clear enough to allow a rough identification at least. 

During excavation Schliemann quoted the depths of his deposits and his 

finds sometimes as depths below the summit of the mound and sometimes as 

depths below a datum-point 2m lower. In fact, however, some of the lower 

measurements seem to have been arrived at by calculation upwards from the 

floor of the platform - which, of course, rose higher as it reached 

further South, but without Schliemann realising it. In the following 

description I, have tried to compensate for these variations, and all 

figures have been adjusted to read as depths below the summit at c. 39.67m 

A. T. 

Deposit (1). A stratum of topsoil or "humus". At the western end of the 

trench this deposit formed only a very thin layer overlying Wall 14. 

Towards the eastern end, however, where Wall 14 was found further into 

the mound than in the West, it attained a thickness of 2-3m. We may 

assume that it also overlay Walls 15,13 and 12+, as well as deposits 

(3), (5) and (10); but there is no direct evidence to substantiate this. 

'It appears to include washed-down deposits from Troy IX. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 279; TA pp. 48,61) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
- Sherd from a vessel decorated with leaves and flowers. 
- Unspecified vase. 
- Roman lamp. (Tgb 1872 p. 278) 

r Deposit (2). On 20th April, and therefore well towards the southern 

limit of the trench, walls were noted at all points along the south side 

of the trench, and especially at the east end. Schliemann records that 

they were found at all points to a depth of 2m below the surface, i. e. to 

c. 37.67m A. T. at the west end, and to c. 35.67m A. T. at the east end. They 

were built of large blocks of shelly limestone, hewn and bonded with 

mortar. Schliemann refers to them as Roman. For the sake of reference 
they are here noted as Walls 12+, but it seems possible that more than 
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one structure was involved. Some of the walls at the eastern end may 

have been related to Dörpfeld's IXW, and the reconstruction of the course 

of the walls at that end of the trench (Fig. IV. 13) has been made with 

this in mind. Of the walls in the western and central parts there are no 

details. The reconstruction in Fig. IV. l3 of an extension of the 

enclosure wall in squares AB 4 (walls RM, 78 etc. ) is entirely specula- 

tive. But it has the merit of being consistent with the unexcavated 

contours of the mound in CDE 2-3. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 300) 

Deposit (3). A 2m-deep stratum of debris overlay Wall 13, whose top was 

found at c. 34.67m A. T., and reached to the surface of the mound. The 

upper surface of the deposit lies therefore at the 36.67m contour and 

southwards. But the position of this deposit and of Wall 13 along the 

southern edge of the trench is not clear. It seems likely, though, that 

they were found either in the central or western sections, for 

Schliemann's descriptions of the east end stress the almost exclusive 

predominance of*deposit (5). The material may derive from Troy VII, 

overlying a wall of Troy VI as it does, and containing a pithos 

(characteristic of VIIa) and small crude pots (characteristic of VIIb). 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 293) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
C39 -- Pithos 1.60m high x lm diam, found broken. 

-- Small broken pot inside the pithos. 
- Several very small pots of crude workmanship. 

(Tgb 1872 p. 293) 

Deposit (4). The top of Wall 13 lay at 5m below the summit (= c. 34.67m). 

Its position may be deduced partly from this fact and partly from the 

date of its discovery, 10th April; it is likely that it was unearthed 

only just below the surface. Schliemann says that it was built of large, 

well-hewn limestone blocks without clay or cement. He thought it was 

"probably the remains of a tower", which suggests that it must have been 

an imposing feature - possibly one which projected towards the North, 

although Schliemann tended to be over-hasty in identifying "towers". A 

reference ten days later to defensive walls which reached to a depth of 

6m (i. e. to c. 33.67m A. T. ) may well be a further allusion to the same 
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feature. In this case he noted a construction of stone flags 1.00 x 0.50 

x 0.20m, again without cement. There is perhaps an implication here that 

the defensive walls stood to some more considerable height, maybe being 

preserved to a greater height than was first noted for Wall 13. If so, 

there is no necessary contradiction. The more preserved parts may have 

been found further into the mound where the mound-surface lay higher. 

For reasons explained in the notes on deposit (3), it is perhaps most 

likely that Wall 13 was found in the central and western areas of the 

trench. 

The wall can almost certainly be identified as the fortification wall of 

Late Troy VI. Ddrpfeld and Biegen found a very short section of the wall 

in FG 3. Here on the south side its lower surface lay at 35.45m and its 

top at 36.32m A. T. On the north side, however, it was traced down to 

34.08 with its top preserved only to 34.90m A. T. These figures and the 

description coincide closely with what is known of Wall 13. Wall 13 can 

also be very satisfactorily joined up in plan with the fragments of wall 

found by Schliemann and Blegen in A4, FG 3 and GH 3, so as to form part 

of a circuit. The underlying deposits (No. 5) are clearly of E. B. III 

date. The overlying deposit (No. 3) is of uncertain date, but may derive 

from Troy VII. 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 293,300; Troy III pp. 
108f, 158, figs. 84-86,447,501) 

Deposit (5). A large stratum of "domestic refuse" and, over an area of 

20m towards the eastern end, of ash, overlay Wall 17 and, it seems, 

deposit (10). Its lower limit can therefore be placed at c. 30.67m, 

descending at some points to 28.67m A. T. Schliemann seems to have 

regarded 35.67m (=4m deep) as marking the top of the deposit, in which 

case it probably lay below Wall 12. Wall 13 may have cut into it: their 

relation is obscure. Some difference in the nature of the deposits and 

their contents may have been seen at c. 32.67m (=7m deep), but we do not 

have enough detail to be specific. When the deposit was discovered on 

18th April, it apparently reached to the top of the trench as it then was. 

Among the eastern parts of this deposit, at c. 29.67m (or perhaps 31.67w), 

was found what Schliemann at first identified as a roughly-worked cornice 

but later as a drain. 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 297,299,312,313) 
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OBJECTS FOUND 

Only in a few cases did Schliemann note precise depths of objects found 

in this deposit. The material has therefore to be treated as a whole and 

cannot be subdivided. Apart from one or two items which may be 

intrusive, it seems to derive entirely from Troy II-V. The pottery shows 

no features from Troy VI or later, so far as it is possible to judge. 

POTTERY 
A2 Many wheel-made plates at 9-10m deep (Tgb 1872 p. 311, 

TA p. 67). 
A5(? ) ýýbler-shaped cup (Tgb 1872 p. 292). 
A45 - Depas, many examples (Tgb 1872 pp. 292,294). 
B3 72-95 Fluted jug of brownish sandy clay, reddened in places, 

with incised branch-motif around the neck, Atlas 87- 
1822 (10m), Ilios No. 389, SS 2263; Fig. V. 17. 

B15 72-1 Jug with flat base, cutaway spout and three rivets at 
base of neck (Tgb 1872 p. 311). Fig. V. 31. 

B18 - Beakspouted jugs with long necks, protruding bodies, 
and sometimes two or three nipples on the body (TA p. 67). 

B20 - Beakspouted jugs, especially at 8-lom (Tgb 1872 p. 307). 
Cl - Jars with two nipples (Tgb 1872 pp. 292,311). 
C26/27 - Many small Jars with pierced rims and vertically 

perforated lugs (Tgb 1872 p. 292). 
C30 - Many examples (Tgb 1872 p. 307, TA p. 65), including 

72-94 (fragt. ) . 
C31(? ) - Small Jars with vertical, perforated lugs. Some are 

crudely made and only very small - 4cm high (Tgb 1872 
pp. 298,301). 

C34/35(? ) - Tripod vases with two handles, sometimes with verticany 
perforated lugs (Tgb 1872 pp. 279,281,298,301). 

C39 - Several pithoi were found standing upright (Tgb 1872 
p. 306). one was at 7m deep at the east end of the 
platform. Another measured over Am in height (Tgb 1872 
p. 293). one example, 72-2, found at llm deep, was 2m 
high and lm in diameter; it was decorated with a 
pattern of incised zigzags and impressed circles 
(Tgb 1872 p. 315; TA p. 63f); see Fig. V. 16. 

C203 72-115 Small, two-handled jar (7m) . Atlas 100-2246(? ) ; Fig. V. 25. 
C211 72-100 Flat-bottomed, bulbous jar with narrow neck and two 

pointed lugs, horizontally perforated, at the neck; 
fabric reddish-brown, with greenish-brown slip. Atlas 
68-1511 (8m), Ilios No. 242, SS 2143; Fig. V. 18. 

D13 Many face-lids (Tgb 1872 p. 371-1). 
D34(? ) Objects described as small terracotta, lamps; actually 

crucibles? (Tgb 1872 p. 279). 

METALWORK 
Iron "key" with three teeth (intrusive? ) (Tgb 1872 
p. 279), Ilios No. 1476?; Fig. V. 38. 
Small iron arrowhead (intrusive? ) (Tqb 1872 p. 296). 
Small lead plate (Tgb 1872 p. 296). 
Two lead whorls, types 4,11 (Tgb 1872 p. 311). 
Lump of metal, possibly silver (Tqb 1872 p. 296). 
Many copper pins, one of type 2 (Tqb 1872 pp. 293,296, 
301). 

72-3 Copper blade, broken, with wide central flange; possibly 
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from triangular dagger (Tgb 1872 p. 311); Fig. V. 37. 
72-4 Curved copper or bronze knife-blade, with single hole 

in hilt (Tgb 1872 p. 310); Atlas 90-1872? (lOm), SS 6205; 
of. TI fig. 268c; Fig. V. 35. 

- Copper knife-blade, heavily gilded, found at c. 31.67m 
(Tgb 1872 p. 292); Atlas 26-703? (13m), TR No. 86, Ilios 
No. 120. Analysis on Ilios p. 251; Fig. V. 35. 

72-97 Copper flat axe (Tgb 1872 p. 311); Fig. V. 37. 

- Copper ring (Tgb 1872 p. 279). 
72-96 Bronze disc with two holes; Atlas 98-2037 (8m); Fig. 

v. 38. 

STONE MOULDS 

- Several moulds for weapons and tools (Tgb 1872 p. 293). 
72-18a Micaschist mould for pins et al., (8m) (Tgb 1872 p. 296; 

but cf. TA p. 62, Atlas 22-592, TR No. 71, Ilios No. 103, 
SS 6774 which give the depth as 14m. There is no 
apparent reason for the discrepancy. Fig. V. 40. 

CHIPPED STONE 

- Obsidian blades (Tgb 1872 pp. 296,301). 

- Many flint blades, in brown and also white flint (Tc b 
1872 pp. 278,279,293,296,301). 

72-93 Green agate knife-blade (Tgb 1872 p. 311). 

- Stone "spear-head" (Tgb 1872 p. 311). 

POLISHED STONE 

- "Diorite" axes (Tgb 1872 pp. 278,296). 
- Small "diorite" hammer with hole (Tgb 1872 p. 293). 

- "Diorite" hammers and other unspecified "diorite" 
tools (Tgb 1872 pp. 281,293,294,296). 

- Diorite spit-rest with hole through, and groove cut 
into top (Tgb 1872 p. 279), Ilios No. 606?, SS 6799? 
Fig. V. 42. 

72-5 Granite "hammers" i. e. axe-heads (Tgb 1872 pp. 300, 
301); Fig. V. 42. 

- Spherical mace-head (Tgb 1872 p. 299). 

- Whetstones(? ) (Tgb 1872 pp. 296,311). 

- Many querns, sometimes of pumice (Tgb 1872 pp. 279,281, 
293,296,300). 

BONE ARTEFACTS 

- Bone pins (Tgb 1872 pp. 296,310; cf. TR No. 98). 

- Bone awl(? ) (Tgb 1872 p. 310). 

- Sharpened roe-deer antlers (Tgb 1872 p. 279). 

- Sharpened boars' teeth (Tgb 1872 p. 296). 

COINS 

- Several copper coins, including one of Sigeum. (All 
intrusive from deposit (1)? ) (Tgb 1872 p. 311). 

WHORLS 
GIA 72-6 (7m) Atlas 13-422(? ), TR No. 342, Ilios No. 1842. 
GID 72-7 
GIA 72-8 
RIA 72-9 
GVB 72-10 (8) Atlas 9-275, SS 5273 (2822) Fig. V. 50. 
RIB 72-11 cf. Atlas 1-4, TR No. 318, Ilios No. 1818. 
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RIB 72-12 
GVI 72-13 

cf. Atlas 1-4, TR No. 318, Ilios No. 1818. 
(lOm) Atlas 9-294, TR No. 370, Ilios No. 1870, 
(2784). 
(5m) Atlas 12-401(? ). 
cf. Atlas 8-238. 
(lOm) Atlas 10-340(? ). 
(lom) 
(9m) Atlas 10-338(? ). 
cf. Atlas 1-21, SS 4669. 
(lom) Atlas 1-6(? ); Fig. V. 49. 
cf. Atlas 5-150(? ), SS 4641. 
(3m) Atlas 5-167(? ). 
(lOm) Atlas 4-113(? ), SS 4724. 
cf. Atlas 10-335. 
cf. Atlas 8-240. 
(7m) Atlas 8-268. 
(6ým) Atlas 9-283, SS 4755. 
cf. Atlas 10-335. 

SS 5295 

RIC 72-14 
RIIA 72-15 
GIA 72-16 
RVA' 72-18 
GID 72-19 
RIIIB 72-21 
RID 72-22 
RIIIA 72-23 
RIIA 72-24 
RIVB 72-25 
RVB 72-26 
RIA 72-27 
GIXD 72-28 
RVC 72-29 
RVIAb 72-30 
GVI 72-31 
RIB 72-32 
RIA 72-33 
RID 72-34 
RIIB 72-35 
RIIB 72-36 
RIIIA 72-37 
RIB 72-39 
GIA 72-40 
RIIA 72-41 
RID 72-42 
RVIIBd 72-43 
GVA 72-44 
GIVB 72-45 
GVA 72-46 

GVA 72-47 
GIB 72-48 
RIIIB 72-49 

RIB 72-50 
RIIA 72-51 
GI 72-52 
RIB 72-53 
GIA 72-54 
GIA 72-55 
RIIB 72-56 
RIIIA 72-57 
RIIIB 72-59 
RVIAb 72-60 
RIIA 7ý-61 
RIIC 72-62 
GID 72-63 
RVIAb 72-64 
GIB 72-65 
RIC 72-66 
RIA 72-67 
GVA 72-68 

RIA 72-69 
RIVA 72-70 

(7m) Atlas 9-282, TR No. 356, Ilios No. 1856, SS 5294. 
(10m) Atlas 3-82, SS 4520 (2598). 
cf. Atlas 8-240. 

cf. Atlas 5-150, SS 4641. 
cf. Atlas 1-5. 

(8m) Atlas 11-351. 
(7m) Atlas 13-418(? ), TR No. 344, Ilios No. 1844, SS 4948. 

(7m) Atlas 2-34, T(jb 72-68; TR No. 381, Ilios No. 1881, 
SS 5235. 

cf. Atlas 11-352. 
cf. Atlas 1-21, SS 4669. 

cf. Atlas 1-4, TR No. 318, Ilios No. 1818. 
cf. Atlas 5-135. 
cf. Atlas 10-325, SS 5080. 
cf. Atlas 1-4, TR No-. 318, Ilios No. 1818. 
(6m) Atlas 13-412(? ). 

(7m) Atlas 7-209. 
(10m) Atlas 3-80(? ), SS 4647. 
cf. Atlas 1-21, SS 4669. 

cf. Atlas 5-135. 
(8m) Atlas 11-349. 
(9m) Atlas 12-410(? ), TR No. 391, Ilios No. 1891. 

cf. Atlas 10-322. 
(8m) Atlas 1-25. 
(6m) Atlas 8-248. 
(7m) Atlas 2-34(? ), T 72-461 TR No. 381, Ilios No. 
1881, SS 5235. 

(6m) Atlas 3-86(? ). 
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RVB 72-71 
GIII 72-72 
GIA 72-73 
RIIB 72-74 
RIIB 72-75 
GID 72-76 
RIVA 72-77 
GIC 72-78 
RIIIC 72-79 
RIB 72-80 
RIA 72-81 
RIVA 72-82 
RIA 72-83 
RIIA 72-84 
RIA 72-85 
RIA 72-86 
RIVA 72-87 
RIIIA 72-88 
RIB 72-101 
RIA 72-102 
GID 72-103 
RIA 72-104 
GIII 72-105 
RIIA 72-106 
GIII 72-117) 
GIII 72-118) 
RIA 72-119 
RIA 72-120 
RVIA 72-121 
RIIIA 72-122 
RIB 72-123 

72-17 
72-107 

(8m) Atlas 11-359(? ), SS 4753. 
(9m) Atlas 2-42, TR No. 410, Ilios No. 1910, SS 5205. 
cf. Atlas 10-325, SS 5080. 

(8m) Atlas 2-43. 

cf. Atlas 4-110. 

cf. Atlas 8-240. 

(6m) Atla 
cf. Atlas 
cf. Atlas 
(7m) 
cf. Atlas 
cf. Atlas 

a_ 7-220, SS 4505. 
8-246. 
3-73. 

1-2. 
8-240. 

(10m) Atlas 2-44; Fig. V. 50. 

cf. Atlas 8-240. 

cf. Atlas 8-246. 
cf. Atlas 3-73. 

cf. Atlas 1-2. 
Terracotta discs with central hole and swastika design 
(Tgb 1872 p. 279f, 297). 
Stone disc with central hole (Tgb 1872 p. 311). 

TERRACOTTA BALLS 
Incised terracotta ball (5m), Atlas 14-455(? ); Fig. V. 46. 

is If 01 (8m), Atlas 15-461; Fig. V. 46. 

TERRACOTTA HOOK 
One example found (Tgb 1872 p. 279 cf. TI fig. 371). 

LOOM-WEIGHTS 
Many stone weights attested. One pyramidal example 
with two holes. (Tgb 1872 pp. 278,281,299,311). 

FIGURINES 
3G ` Flat, marble figurine (Tgb 1872 p. 299). 
3H 72-99 Flat, marble figurine with incised eyebrows, two dots 

for eyes, and four lines across neck (3m). Atlas 
99-2174b, Ilios No. 13011 Fig. V. 45. 

3D(? ) Flat, marble, bottle-shaped figurines (Tgb 1872 p. 279). 
3D 72-89 Flat, bone, bottle-shaped figurines, described as 

spoons (Tgb 1872 pp. 299,310)(8m). Atlas 99-2191g(? ), 
Ilios No. 223, SS 7603; Fig. V. 45. 

7(? ) - Small marble plaque with engraving of a woman (Tgb 1872 
p. 281)(intrusive? ). 
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MISCELLANEOUS 
- Large piece of terracotta decorated with (incised 

pattern of? ) three "nails" 
- Large piece of terracotta decorated with "symbolic 

signs" (Tgb 1872 p. 279) 

ANIMAL REMAINS 
Mussel shells, "sharks' vertebrae", antlers, boars' 
teeth (Tgb 1872 pp. 292,293,298,299,301,311). 

Deposit (6). This deposit was recognized only on 24th April, and was 

therefore scarcely excavated at all. It was a mass of burnt debris which 

Schliemann found to the South of Wall 17 in the centre of the platform at 

16m from its north edge: in other words at the southern limit of 

excavation. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 314) 

Deposit (7). At several places along the northern edge of the northern 

platform, and overlain by Deposit (1), Schliemann found remains of Wall 

14. Its western extension, 20m long, came to light almost immediately 

the trench was opened. Its eastern parts were only discovered rather 

later, on 8th April. This probably implies that the eastern end of the 

wall lay further into the mound than the western end. Since Schliemann 

later referred to Wall 14 as the "Roman circuit wall", he seems to have 

had no doubt that one, continuous structure was involved. 

The wall itself, although very irregular, was built of large blocks of 

shelly limestone joined with clay mortar. It rested against the under- 

lying deposits at an angle of 600. It was covered by only a thin layer 

of topsoil and so must have been preserved to a height of perhaps 26m 

A. T., and perhaps more at the eastern end of the trench. Its base must 

have lain at c. 23.67m or lower. 

There can 'be little doubt that Wall 14 is a part of what Biegen 

considered to be a defensive system on the north side of the mound 

related to Wall IZ on the south side. Ddrpfeld found a broadly sloping 

wall below the fortifications of Troy II in squares C 2-3. When examined 
by Biegen it rose to at least 24.90m A. T., descending to 23.40m A. T. or 

lower. In the eastern half of square D2 Biegen found a steep slope 

formed by an embankment of yellow clay. On this rested an immense 

'cascade' of unworked stones, large and irregularly shaped. Its bottom 
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lay at 19m A. T., and its top was preserved up to 24.25m A. T. - which must 

be where it was cut into by Schliemann's North Platform. The stratum 

overlying it contained pottery of Late Troy I or Early Troy II. Some- 

thing similar was found in square F3, in the northeast corner. Here 

again there was a facing of unhewn stones laid on a widely sloping clay 

embankment. In this case the face could be followed down to 24.55m A. T., 

though it went deeper; and the top was preserved to 25.75m A. T., where it 

underlay an upper wall with a slight batter. The stone facing here was 

more or less aligned with some sloping masonry shown by Dörpfeld in 

squares GH 3-4. 

Biegen took the entire embankment to be the substructure of a defensive 

work of Troy I, and realised that most of it had been removed by 

Schliemann. That Wall 14 and the northern fragments of "IZ" formed a 

stone-faced glacis encasing the entire northern face of the mound from 

c. 19m A. T. to 25 and 26m A. T. seems very likely. 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 279,292,303; TA pp. 47f; 
TR p. 100; TI fig. ll, Taf. III; Troy I pp. 
188,194-6, figs. 57,209,211-213). 

Deposit (8). Wall 15 is the second of the three retaining walls which 

Schliemann found one behind the other along the north side of the trench 

within the first 8-lcm of excavation. It was discovered in the western 

and central parts of the trench behind Wall 14 but was not, apparently, 

found at the extreme east end. Possibly it originally made a southward 

turn in E3 or F2 as Wall 14 too must have done. It would then have 

entered the south face of the trench perhaps in F2; but Schliemann did 

not record such a course. In this area it may have been eroded away. 

The wall, where preserved, stood to a height of 5m above the platform, 

i. e. to c. 29.67m A. T., with its base lying at c. 24.67m or lower. It was 

built of rough-hewn blocks of shelly limestone, often irregularly shaped, 

joined with mortar. Wall 15 seems to agree in orientation and altitude 

with the probable course of the Troy II fortification walls. Därpfeld's 

hypothetical line for these, in TI Taf. III, is lOm to the North of where 

I have placed Wall 15. But Dörpfeld may have been misled by ignorance 

of the original contours along the north side and by a desire to make 

his Troy II citadel roughly circular. 

Tagebuch 1872 pp. 293,296f, 298) 
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Deposit (9). The third of the three retaining walls on the north edge 

of the trench was Wall 16. Schliemann gives no specific information 

about it other than that it existed. Like Wall 15, it was not 

definitely traced to the east end of the trench but was quite apparent 

in the central and western areas. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 293) 

Deposit (10). Under this heading are subsumed all the deposits 

stratified below (1) and (5) but lying between and over Walls 14,15, 

16 and 17 to a height of 5m above the platform, i. e. to c. 30.67m A. T. 

Schliemann's notebooks provide a certain amount of contradictory 

evidence about this deposit, but it seems possible to resolve the 

problems by recognizing that two, separate deposits are involved which 

he did not clearly distinguish. 

The first, (10a), was found to the South of Walls 14 and 15 in the 

western and central parts of the platform, at 10-12m from the north 

edge of the trench. At the eastern end, however, where Walls 15,16 

and 17 were not preserved, it was found to extend over an area 25m wide 

to the edge of the trench, being bounded only by Wall 14. The soil 

here was soft, and Schliemann says repeatedly that it had all been 

"thrown down" from a greater height. Presumably he noticed striations 

sloping down to the North. It is probably fair to assume that this 

represents material pushed over the edge of Wall 17 in a levelling 

operation. Wall 17 appears likely to be of early Troy II date; and the 

dateable objects of Deposit (10) seem also to derive from Troy II. 

The second deposit, (lob), is something rather different. In Area i 

this was found only at the east end of the trench, and at a later date 

than (lOa) - so further to the South. It was stone-hard and ashy, 

with a clay-like appearance, containing bits of charcoal, bones, small 

shells and occasional pieces of brick. But a similar deposit was found 

in Area ii behind Wall 17 (see below: Area ii, Deposit 9). The 

probability is that it represents an earlier series of horizontal 

deposits, laid down in regular succession and cut into by Wall 17. 

Several architectural features came to light within these deposits, but 
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none can be located precisely. Occasional walls were seen lying at 

right-angles to the retaining-walls and disappearing into the south 

face of the trench as it was at the time of excavation (19th April) - 

i. e. to the North of Wall 17. In the easternmost 25m of the trench, 

at 14ým from the platform's edge and at c. 26.67m A. T. (or perhaps at 

c. 28.67m A. T. ) a channel of green sandstone 20cm wide x 18cm high was 

found. This was probably a drain. At c. 25.67m (or perhaps 27.67m) in 

the same area Schliemann found small housewalls built of small stones 

joined with mud. At c. 25.17m (or perhaps 27.17m), a notional depth of 

14/m, in the western area, was a pavement of small, white pebbles. 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 292,297,298,300,303, 
310,312,370; Briefe p. 119; TA pp. 48, 
61f, 102f) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

The material found in this deposit probably derives mostly, if not 

entirely, from Troy II in Blegen's terms. Among the pottery, shape C34 

is not attested later than Troy II in Blegen's excavations, although 

D33 there occurs no earlier than Troy III. Overlying Wall 17 as it 

does, this deposit points to a very early date for that wall. 

POTTERY 
B3 72-116 Jar with straight neck and flat base; Fig. V. 16. 
C34 72-114 Black polished jar with straight neck, three feet 

(restored), two lugs and four vertical ribs on each 
side (lOm). Atlas 91-1887(? ), Ilios No. 268, SS 876; 
Fig. V. 16. 

C39 72-125 Dark red pithos tim tall x lm diam (14m). Atlas 
114-2325, TR No. 72, Ilios No. 156; Fig. V. 16. 

D33 - Crude terracotta funnel (Tgb 1872 p. 313). 

METALWORK 

- Silver pin with fluted spherical head (Tgb 1872 

p. 300) (14m). Atlas 26-705, TR No. 87, Ilios No. 121, 
SS 6424; Fig. V. 38. 

CHIPPED STONE 

- Many flint blades (Tgb 1872 pp. 297,313). 

POLISHED STONE 

- Querns; stone balls (Tgb 1872 p. 297; TA p. 48). 

WHORLS 
RIC 72-20 (12m) Atlas 7-218, SS 4547. 
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GIB 72-38 (14m) Atlas 4-110(? ) 
RIIA 72-58 (llm) Atlas 4-114(? ) 
GID 72-108 (9m) Atlas 11-362 
GID 72-109 
RIIB 72-110 cf. Atlas 1-17 
GIA 72-111 
RIB 72-112 
GIC 72-113 (lOm) Atlas 12-377 

WEIGHTS 
- Stone weights (Tgb 1872 pp. 297,311). 

FIGURINES 

- Many small idols of fine marble, with and without 
"owl-face" and girdle (TA p. 48). 

ANIMAL REMAINS 

- Mussel shells, sharks' vertebrae, wild boars' teeth, 
and other bones unidentified (Tgb 1872 pp. 280,297, 
301,310). 

Deposit (11). A disordered mass of small stones was found over an area 

20m wide at-the eastern end of the trench. The deposit was first noticed 

on 19th April and must therefore have lain 1O-12m into the mound. Its 

upper limit lay at lm above the base of the platform, that is at 

c. 26.67m. These stones are probably a northern continuation of the lib 

pavement found by Biegen at c. 26.75m A. T. - It is also conceivable that 

material from the collapse of Wall 15 is included amonnst them. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 299; Troy I p. 258) 

Deposit (12). Wall 17 is the designation which I have assigned to a mass 

of stones discovered by Schliemann on 22nd April. Unlike the stones of 
Walls 14 and 15 which could be found over a 45m-wide section of the 

trench, these were found over an area only 20m wide in the central part 

of the platform. They continued to be exposed until on 24th April 

Schliemann penetrated at one point behind them to Deposit (6). The 

stones were a formidable mass which reached to 5m above the platform, 9m, 

below the summit - i. e. to c. 30.67m A. T. The depth at which they were 
founded is unknown, but the wall either overlay or cut into pavements of 

Troy I er Eakly Troy II on its North and South sides (Area I, Deposit 

10; Area Jj, Deposit 10). The wall consisted of blocks of shelly lime- 

stone, more or less hewn, but with no lime or cement. 
-Schliemann 

believed it to be the fortification wall of - Troy II. Its 

dimensions and Its position appear to coincide perfectly with 

6 
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the wall shown in Atlas Taf. 214 (-TR Plan 2) as the "Outer Wall of Troy" 

that had been demolished. Its stratification behind Deposit (10a), of 
Troy II date in Blegen's terms, will require for it a date in Troy I or 
Trov II. 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 310,313; TA p. 61f) 

AREA ii: CDEF 3 

Figs. III. 4; IV. 16,17. 

This area was excavated during lst-llth May 1872, when the southward 

thrust of the north platform was being continued. The width of the 

trench was 70m and by the end of the period it had advanced approximately 
21m into the mound when measured at the floor of the trench. Because of 
the slope cut into the deposits which lay higher than Sm above the 

platform, the southern side of the trench must have emerged onto the 

mound-surface roughly 6m further South. Throughout most of the trench 

the floor remained at c. 25.67m A. T. (notionally at 16m below the summit, 
but not actually so). But over a stretch 20m wide the floor of the 

trench was cut on a slope down to c. 24.00m A. T. (notionally 18m below the 

summit). The area in which this deeper cutting was made is unlikely to 

have lain in the eastern part of the trench. 

As in CDEF 2-3 Schliemann quotes depths according to two different 

systems, and both are vitiated by the unobserved rise in the level of the 

platform floor. In the following discussion I have tried to compensate 

for these variations by relating all measurements of depth to the summit 

and by using altitudes Above Tide (A. T. ) where practicable; but only 

approximations are possible. In this as in all other matters there is 

woefully little information about what, was found in this area. 

Deposit (1). A stratum of "nice debris" and decomposed mudbrick was 
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found immediately Schliemann began to make the deeper cut into the 20m- 

wide area of the platform. It is contrasted with the hard debris over- 
lying it and previously found in CDEF 2-3 Deposit (10). The point at 

which the slope of the cut began can be seen in Blegen's section (Troy I 

fig. 423): it lies about 2m North of the line D2/3. Deposit (1) must 

therefore have underlain Deposit (10) of CDEF 2-3. Whether it also lay 

up against the foot of wall 17 is unknown. 
(Tagebuch 1872 p. 325) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

BONE ARTEFACTS 
Bone "curlers" (Tgb 1872 p. 325). 

Deposits (2)-(7). Under this heading are gathered all the deposits over- 

lying Wall 17 and Deposit (8). Schliemann gives no information about the 

character of the soil here; but a number of objects are attributed to 

these layers, and these enable the outlines of a stratigraphy to be 

reconstructed. The stamped weight 72-228, found at 2ým deep, attests 

the presence of Troy-VIII-IX deposits reaching down to c. 37.67m A. T. 

These will have been associated with Walls 12 There is no direct 

evidence for any deposits deriving from Troy VI or VII. If any 

survived, they will probably have lain at c. 36.67 to 37.67m A. T., but 

may also, like the Troy VI citadel wall, have cut deeper into the 

deposits of Troy V. Troy V deposits appear to be preserved up to 

c. 36.67m A. T., and Troy II to 31.67 or c. 32m A. T. -8 or 7ým below the 

surface. Divisions between the deposits of III, IV and V have been 

extrapolated from those found in the neighbouring areas of the North- 

South Trench and from Blegen's findings in squares F 4-5. 

For some of the objects found here there are no depths stated. These 

are listed. in the following catalogue. Most, if not all, appear to be 

of E. B. 'or M. B. date. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
A229 72-216 Deep conical tankard with flat bottom and narrow 

neck; -two large handles from neck to body. Fig. V. 31. 
B17(? ) 72-215 Jug with globular body and flattened base; slightly 

rising spout. Fig. V. 31. 
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C39(? ) *72-298 Decorated fracrment with incised(? ) chevrons and 
impressed(? ) circles. Fiq. V. 31. 

C207 72-227 Flat-bottomed globular jar with very narrow, short, 
straight neck. Fig. V. 31. 

D7 72-141 Cylindrical lid with three surmounting bands and. 
central knob. Fig. V. 31. 

METALWORK 
Many copper pins (Tgb 1872 p. 323). 

CHIPPED STONE 
72-213 Blade 

- Many other two-edged flint blades (Tgb 1872 p. 325). 

BONE ARTEFACTS 
Bone pins (Tgb 1872 p. 323). 

WHORLS 
RIIA 72-127 
GIA 72-128 
RIIA 72-169 
RVA 72-170 
GVI 72-171 
RIVA 72-172 
RIIA 72-175 cf. Atlas 8-240 
RIA 72-176 Cf. Atlas 8-246 
RIIA 72-177 
GVI 72-178 
RIA 72-179 cf. Atlas 8-246 
RVIB (72-18o 

(72-181 
RIIA 72-182 cf. Atlas B-240 
RIIA 72-186 cf. Atlas B-238 
RVIB 72-187 
GIA *72-201 cf. Atlas 2-53, TR No. 329, Ilios No. 1829. 
RVA 72-207 
RIB 72-2o8 cf. Atlas 1-25 
RIA 72-2o9 cf. Atlas 8-240 
GIC 72-210 
RIIA 72-211 cf. Atlas 8-236 
RIIA 72-219 
RVA 72-220 
RIA 72-223 cf. Atlas 8-240 
RIA 72-224 cf. Atlas 8-246 
RIA *72-300 cf. Atlas 8-240 
GIA *7Y-301 cf. Atlas 2-53, TR No. 329, Ilios No. 1829. 
RIA *72-302 cf. Atlas 8-246 

TERRACOTTA DISC 
72-188 With two holes. Cf. Atlas 99-2152. 

FIGURINE 
3C 72-189a Bone figurine'. 'Fig. V. 45. 

ANIMAL REMAINS 
"Shark bones" (Tgb 1872 p. 323) 
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Deposit (2). This is the material which descended from the mound 

surface to c. 37.67m A. T. and which was presumably associated with walls 

12 There is just the one object. 

OBJECT FOUND 

WEIGHT 
72-228 Clay weight with stamped design and two holes (2ým) 

Atlas 18-526, SS 8335ff. 

Deposit (3). There may have been a deposit of Troy VI-VII material 

reaching down at some points to c. 35.67m A. T., where it would have cut 

into underlying deposits of Troy V. If so, it may have been related to 

Wall 13, the fortification wall of Late Troy VI, or to one of its 

predecessors. No objects can be assigned to it. 

Deposit (4). We may tentatively reconstruct a horizon of Troy V 

deposits lying at c. 35.67-c. 36.67m A. T., although there is no detailed 

information concerning them. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 

A33 72-197 Cup with flat bottom, spreading rim and high handle 
(4m). Atlas 39-943M. Fig. V. 30. 

C28 72-196 Round-bottomed jar with straight neck and two 
vertically pierced lugs. Decorated with three 
horizontally incised(? ) lines around base of neck, 
and chevrons over two horizontal lines around the 
body (4m). Fig. V. 30. 

D13 *72-297 Face-lid of Troy V type (1m). Fig. V. 30. 

WHORLS 
RIIB 72-131 (3ým) Atlas 11-368. 
RIVA 72-154 (3ým) Atlas 3-84, SS 4716. 
RIA 72. -205 (3m) Atlas 12-386. 
RIIA 72-222 (4m) Atlas 5-163. 
GIXD *72-303 (3m) Atlas 6-176, TR No. 389, Ilios No. 1889, SS 

5439. 

DePoSit (5). A horizon of Troy IV material may, again, tentatively be 

reconstructed at c. 33.67-35.67m A. T. 
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OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
B203 72-226 Globular jar with flaring neck; upper half of body 

decorated with incised(? ) vertical lines and a dot 
between each line, all contained in one register 
between two horizontal lines (5m). Fig. V. 29. 

D207 72-198 Yellow, cylindrical lid with three small horns on top, 
and two holes in the rim (6m). Atlas 49-1181, Ilios 
No. 1031, SS 1476; Fig. V. 29. 

WHORLS 
GIA 72-184 (5m) Atlas 4-101M. 
GVIIIA 72-168 (6m) Atlas 7-224, TR No. 337, Ilios No. 1837, SS 5370 

(3028). 
RIIA 72-212 (6m) Atlas 8-262. 

Deposit (6). Troy III material may be supposed to have lain at c. 32- 

33.67m A. T. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
A224 72-203 Black polished tripod cup with two large vertical 

handles. Body is globular with widened neck. Decorated 
with four incised horizontal lines (7m). Atlas 84-1762 
(9m), TR No. 53, Ilios No. 326, SS 2334; Fig. V. 24. 

B15 72-166 Jug wiUý flat base and cutaway spout (7m). Fig. V. 25. 
C35 72-229 Brown tripod jar with globular body and straight neck; 

lugs restored. Lower half of body decorated with 
incised chevrons and vertical rows of dots (7m). 
Atlas 56-1300, Ilios No. 1029, SS 2340a; Fig. V. 26. 

C203 72-214 Miniature jar w1th flat base, slightly splayed rim, and 
two perforated, vertical lugs (7m). Atlas 57-1315(? ); 
Fig. V. 25. 

D13 72-194 Face-lid (7ým). Fig. V. 27. 

POLISHED STONE 
72-165 Red stone object, of phallic shape (7m). Atlas 64- 

1424(? ). Fig. V. 42. 

WHORLS 
RVIIBd *72-200 (7M) Atlas 11-372, SS 4943. 
RIC 72-206 (7m) Atlas 8-236(? ). 

If 

Deposit (7). The Troy II material may be reconstructed in a horizontal 

layer overlying the top of Wall 17 and reaching up to perhaps c. 32m A. T. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
A41 72-195 Biconical cup, handle restored (8m). Atlas 75-1626(? ), 

SS 1872; Fig. V. 22. 
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A39 , 72-138/9 Tankard with round body, flattish base, and tall 
straight neck (8m). Atlas 76-1637(? ); Fig. V. 22. 

B8(? ) - "Pilgrim flask" with five nipples, 12cm x 10cm (8m) 
(Tgb 1872 p. 320). 

B17 72-190 Jug with globular body and rising spout (10m). Atlas 
87-1825? Fig. V. 17. 

C28 72-193 Brown globular jar with grey-brown slip and burnish; 
straight neck and two pairs of vertically perforated 
lugs, and two holes in the lip (9m). Atlas 79-1673(? ), 
SS 565; Fig. V. 18. 

C34 72-137 Tripod jar with globular body, straight neck and two 
pierced lugs (8m); Fig. V. 23. 

C35 72-192 Black tripod jar with globular body, straight neck, two 
pierced lugs and perforations in the lip (8m). Atlas 
67-1508; Fig. V. 23. 

C39 '72-232 Pithos, similar in shape to TI fig. 250,1.10m x 0.68m 
(8m). Contained carbonised g7rain (Tgb 1872 p. 327); 
Fig. V. 21. 

D29 72-191 Flat-bottomed askos with slightly cutaway spout and 
five nipples (10m). Fig. V. 18. 

METALWORK 
- A stratum of slag or molten metal, very fragile, is 

reported at 10m deep. It was several inches thick. 
(Tgb 1872 p. 327). 

WHORLS 
RVIIDd 72-129 (9m) Atlas 10-319; Fig. V. 49. 
GX 72-130 (9m) Atlas 6-202, SS 5537. 
RIIIB 72-150 (8m) Atlas 7-231(? ), TR No. 336, Ilios No. 1836. 
GIVB 72-151 (10m) Atlas 10-333, SS 5193. 
GIVB 72-157/8 (9m) Atlas 5-166, TR No. 334, Ilios No. 1834, SS 5219. 
GIXD 72-162 (10m) Atlas 11-344'-, TR No. 387, Ilios No. 188 , SS 5438. 
GIA 72-167 (9m) Atlas 10-338M. 
RIB 72-174 (10m) Atlas 11-369M. 
RIB 72-183 (8m) Atlas 1-8(? ). 
RIVA 72-185 (8m) Atlas 1-29, SS 4714. 
GIB 72-189 (8m) Atlas' ll-35f-(? ). 
RIIB 72-221 (8m) Atlas 1-14. 
GIB 72-304 (8m) Atlas 10-323(? ). 

TERRACOTTA BALL 
72-202 one, incise d (8m). Atlas 19-542? Fig. V. 46. 

SEAL 
72-136 Conical clay stamp-seal with incised design, and hole 

in the top (8M). Atlas 19-556, TR No. 78, Ilios No. 492, 
SS 8858; Fig. V. 46. 

PLANT REMAINS 
Carbonised grain found in the pithos 72-232 (8m). 

Deposit (a). Th the South of Wall 17 lay a stratum of debris which 

extended across the entire 70m width of the North Platform, its top lying 

at 6m above the platform floor, i. e. at c. 30m A. T., and at 10m below the 
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summit. Among this deposit Schliemann found many large, single blocks of 

stone. These seem to have been noted and more accurately described in 

the adjoining Area i of the North-South trench and in Troy I fig. 422. In 

Figs. IV. 16,17 they have been drawn in in accordance with the information 

from these later sources as a separate stratum in their own right. They 

form Deposit (8) . 
(Tagebuch 1872 p. 328; TA p. 82f) 

Deposit (9). This is the stratum of debris, as distinct from the stones 

of Deposit (8), which extended all the way across the North Platform to 

the South of Wall 17. Presumably, in the light of the stratigraphy in 

the North-South Trench, it lay below the stones at c. 28m A. T. Its 

northerly limit, behind Wall 17, can be estimated from the fact that 

Schliemann only ceased removing the stones of the wall a few days before 

llth May. 'The deposit was damp and hard, consisting of ashes, small 

shells and bones. Schliemann compares it closely with the strata found 

in CDEF 2-3 Deposit (10), the eastern part of which may indeed be a 

continuation of it. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 328; TA p. 82f) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
Bl 72-144 Jug with flat base and straight neck (14m). See Fig. 

V. 16. 
B20 72-147 Fragment from black polished beakspout- Jug (13m). 

See Fig. V. 16. 
B201 72-143 Small flask with tall, straight neck (14m). See 

FigAV. 16. 
D1 72-146 Simple cylinder-lid with flat top (14m). See Fig. V. 16. 

- Pedestal bases. 

POLISHED STONE 
72-142 Two hammers, both from "16m" (14m). (Tgb 1872 pp. 319, 

321). Fig. V. 41. 

BONE ARTEFACTS 
71-145 Flatp trapezoidal plate of bone, decorated with 

incised circles and two holes (14m). Atlas 25-664, 
Ilios No. 141, SS 7807. Fig. V. 43. 

WHORLS 
GIA 72-148 
RIID 72-149 
RIA 72-152 
GID 72-153 
GIA 72-155 
RIIIB 72-156 cf. Atlas 1-21, SS 4669. 
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RIIA 72-159 
GIB 72-160 
RVIAb 72-161 
RIA 72-163 
RIIB 72-164 

cf. Atlas 4-110 

cf. Atlas 1-4, TR No. 318, Ilios No. 1818 

Deposit (10). At "15m" deep, apparently meaning c. 26.67m A. T. rather 

than 24.67m A. T., lay what is described as a pavement of round, white 

pebbles. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 327) 

Deposit (11). Because of his method of excavation Schliemann treated 

separately the strata which lay in the lower-cut part of his platform, at 

the west end, below the notional 16m level. It is clear that the general 

character of the soil here was little different from that Of Deposit (9). 

But it underlay the pavement of white pebbles and Schliemann lists his 

finds from these bottom two metres of the trench separately; for these 

reasons the subdivision is reproduced here. There is no direct 

information about the relation of Deposit (11) to Wall 17 or to Deposit 

(1). The maferial appears to be of Troy I date. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 328; TA pp. 83ff) 

OBJECTS 

POTTERY 
Wares are brilliant black, and sometimes red or brown. 
Incised decoration is frequent. Quality of pottery is 
better than in higher levels. 

C39 72-233/4 Pithoi with incised decoration (Tgb 1872 p. 327) (16m) 
See Fig. V. 16. 

72-235 Fragment of black-on-white painted vase 
(16m). Atlas 27-722, TR No. 1, Ilios No. 14331 Fig. V. 16. 

- Vase-fragment painted with black (Týb 1872 p. 324). 
72-299 Rectangular fragment, incised and white-filled, with 

holes for attachment of some kind. Appears to be a 
part of Atlas 20-578a (16m), TR No. 77, Ilios No. 55, 
SS 248; Fig. V. 48. 

METALWORK 
Copper pins (Tgb 1872 p. 327). 

POLISHED STONE 
Hammers (Tgb 1872 p. 327). 

WHORLS 
Shape H *Almost flat, no thicker than buttons. of better work- 

manship than in higher levels. 
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WEIGHTS 
Are attested (Tgb 1872 p. 327). 

ANIMAL REMAINS 
Mussel shells, boars' teeth, other large teeth, 
unspecified bones. (Tgb 1872 pp. 326,327,328). 

AREA iii: F3 

Figs. III, S; IV. 18,19. 

This area was excavated during 12th-22nd May 1872 under the direction of 

G. Photidas. Digging took place over an area of 20m x 3m, mostly down to 

the 30.00m A. T. level (=c. 10m deep). The south face of the trench was 

cut away at an angle of 500 and so emerged on the mound-surface 

approximately 6m further South. In some parts which cannot be located 

the "terrace" was broken away and excavation was carried down to the 

floor of the north platform, i. e. to c. 25.00m A. T. Little information is 

given about work in this area, probably because Schliemann himself was 

fully occupied in supervising work in CD 3-4 at the time. 

Deposits (l)-(6). The existence of these deposits is not explicitly 

attested; but they are tentatively drawn in on Fig. IV. 19 on the assumption 

that the stratification here was similar to that in Area ii(see Fig. IV. 

16) and in F 4-5. An exception to this must be the stratum of stones at 

c. 28-30m A. T. on which Schliemann is now silent and which Blegen did not 

observe in his adjoining excavations in square F3. No finds are clearly 

attributaýle to F3. 

Deposit (7). In the report of 25th April'Schliemann had already noted a 

green-stained sandstone channel which he took to be a drain (TA p. 61). It 

had lain at c. 26.67m A. T. and was found in the easternmost section of 

trench CDEF 2-3 at 14ým from the edge of the north platform (see Deposit 

(10) of CDEF 2-3). The drain must have lain roughly North-South, for 

Schliemann was evidently able to follow it and to report on it again when 
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his excavations had progressed further South. On 17th May he reports 

that he had come to the house which it had served, and there found a 

stone threshold and the remains of a house of large hewn and unhewn 

stones. The drain and the wall or walls (Wall 22 +) 
constitute Deposit 

(7). The walls and drain can be related to features found by Blegen in 

square F3. The drain is at the right altitude to have belonged with 

Blegen's IIb building, and must have lain to the North of the building. 

But Schliemann's observation of stone-built walls accords better with 

the underlying building of IIa than with the entirely mudbrick structure 

of IIb. He may have dug away some IIb walls without noticing. 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 345,349; Troy I pp. 
251f, 258f; figs. 277-281,434,435) , 

AREA iv: F 3-4(a) 

Figs. III. 10; IV. 20,21. 

This area, variously referred to by Schliemann as "the east end of the 

North Platform" and "the Captain's trench" (an allusion to G. 

Tsirogiannis, its supervisor), was excavated during 3rd-23rd February 

1873. It adjoined the area FGH 314 in the Northeast Trench. The trench 

had a width of c. 10m at the south end and c. 13m at the north end. It was 

cut in two terraces. The floor of the upper terrace lay at c. 30.59m A. T. 

This terrace, which was taken c. 25m southwards during this period, was an 

extensioneof the terrace left in-F3 in 1872 (see Fig. IV. 19). The floor 

of the lower terrace lay at c. 27.50m A. T., although it may have sloped 

upwards to the South. This terrace was perhaps advanced c. llm southwards. 

This was not an extension of any previous terrace, although it does find 

a parallel from 1872 in CD 4 where a terrace was cut at the other end of 

the North Platform, at c. 27m A. T. (see Fig. IV. 29). The idea of digging a 

terrace to adjoin the North Platform at this depth was not, therefore, a 

new one. 
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Unlike the strata in the adjoining area FGH 3-4, the strata in F 3-4 did 

not slope away to North or East but lay horizontally (Tagebuch 1873 p. 121 

TA p. 189). This indicates that we are dealinq with an area of 

habitation within the circuit described by the Troy II citadel walls, 

The deposits cannot easily be divided on the basis of Schliemann's 

information about the objects found at specified denths: tbPre is a 

more or less homogeneous collection of Early and Middle Bronze Age 

material. Depths appear to be measured down from a datum of c. 37.50m A. T. 

Deposit (1). Schliemann makes specific mention of the strata at 4-7m 

deep (=c. 33.50-c. 30.50m A. T. ), and in doing so implicitly makes a 

distinction between them and the overlying strata at 0-4m deep. These 

overlying strata, which cannot on the internal information from Area 4 be 

subdivided, constitute Deposit (1). Presumably they, like the underlying 

strata, are the subject of Schliemann's general remark that the debris on 

the "great platform" consisted of calcined rubbish. With the exception 

of the pieces of sculpture, the objects appear to be of EB-11B date. The 

depths suggest that they mostly derive from Troy IV. But there may have 

been an overlying deposit of Troy V, not detected by Schliemann. 

(Tagebuch 1873 pp. 6,10) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
B202 *73-96 Flask with qlobular body, flattened base and tall 

cylindrical neck. (3m) Atlas 120-2356; 
Fig. V.. 28. 

C8 73-123 Jar with flattened base and tall, cylindrical 
neck. Two pointed lugs on the shoulder, two pointed 
plastic knobs and a larger, flatter knob below them 
decorate the body. The Atlas notes four similar jugs 
from 1 and 2m (3m). Atlas 120-2367, Ilios No. 1294, SS 
1846; Fig. V. 29. 

D30 73-79 Ring-shaped vessel with three feet, one spout, and 
handle connecting spout with opposite side of the ring 
(3m). Atlas 120-2352, TR No. 160, Ilios No. 1392, SS 
3246, TI Fig. 209; Fig. V. 29. 

POLISHED STONE 
*73-93 Diorite celt (1m). Atlas 122-2433; Fig. V. 42. 

WHORLS 
RVIAa *73-12 (3m) Atlas 121-2387; Fig. V. 49. 
GX *73-36 (3m) Atlas 121-2381. 
GIII *73-78 (3m) Atlas 122-2439. 
GIA *73-86 (2m) Atlas 122-2415, SS 5091. 
GIC *73-114 (3m) Atlas 122-2436. 
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SCULPTURES 
many sculptured marbles, Tagebuch 1873 p. 4. 

Deposit (2). Schliemann notes that from the strata at 4-7m deep 

(= c. 33.50-30.50M A. T. ) there came fragments of good quality pottery. 

This suggests that he felt able to distinguish some change in the 

deposits at c. 33.50m A. T. Such a change appears to have been noticed in 

1872 in the related strata in CD 3-4 (see Fig. IV. 27) and has been 

assumed for F3 (see Fig. IV. 19). At these depths (c. 33.67-c. 30. OCra A. T. ) 

in CD 3-4 Schliemann observed yellow and brown ash. Here in F 3-4 he 

records yellow and grey ash and calcined debris on the upper platform. 

There is no direct evidence for making a further division of the deposit 

at c. 32.17m A. T., but such a division has been extrapolated from CD 3-4, 

so that Deposit (2) consists only of the strata between c. 33.50m and 

c. 32.17m A. T. 

(Tagebuch 1873 p. 10) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
A12 M73-4 Shallow bowl with flat base and incurving rim (4m). 

Fig. V. 24. 
A225 (*)73-27 Tankard with narrow, flat base, narrowed neck and 

flaring mouth. Two large loop-handles run from mouth 
to body (4ým). Fig. V. 24. 

A225 M73-51 Tankard with globular body, flat base, flaring neck, 
and two large loop-handles (restored) from rim to 
body (4ým), Atlas 119-2339; FigoV. 24. 

B20(? ) (*)73-46 Jug with globular body and rounded base, Neck and 
mouth missing, but were joined by loop-handle to upper 
part of body (4m). Atlas 119-2337; Fig. V. 25. 

B24 (*)73-108 Neck, mouth and upper part of body of trefoil-mouthed 
Jug, Stub of a handle from back of spout (4m). Atlas 
120-2359; Fig. V. 25. 

B207 (*)73-15 ovoid vessel with three short feet and short, simple 
(or broken? ) neck. There may be a vertical handle or 
lug on the shoulder (4m). Atlas 119-2327; Fig. V. 26. 

C32 (*1,73-92 Globular vessel on low pedestal-base, with hole-mouth 

or missing neck in top of vessel. Two V-shaped tab- 
handles are on the sides of the vessel and are 
vertically perforated (4m). Atlas 120-2355; Fig. V. 26o 

D8 M73-122 Flaring cylindrical lid with flanged top, surmounted 
by two crossed loops and central knob (4m). Atlas 120- 
2366; Fig. V. 27. 

D24 73-105 ovoid vessel with rounded base, short-vertical neck, 
three tall legs, one or more lunate horizontal lugs 
on body, and heavy vertical loop-handle on upper 
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half of body (5m). Atlas 120-2362, TR No. 161, ilios 
No. 1033, SS 2808; Fig. V. 26. 

METALWORK 
(*)73-126 Iron arrowhead with ribbed, quadrilateral head, stout 

haft, and ring at junction of haft and blade (4m). 
Atlas 119-2344, SS 6502; Fig. V. 38. Intrusive. 

POLISHED STONE 
73-72 Broad, nearly square diorite celt blade (4m) . Atlas 

121-2412; Fig. V. 42. 

BONE ARTEFACTS 
72-121 Incised bone plate. One edge is straight, the other 

two are curved and the general effect is roughly 
triangular. There are seven holes along the straight 
edge. The whole is covered with incised decoration 
(4m? ). Atlas 122-2435, TR No. 9, Ilios No. 520, SS 7962. 
It is uncertain whether the original depth was 4m or 
7m. A pencilled note on the object itself may have 
been unclear. Fig. V. 43. 

GVI * 73-11 
RVIIDc * 73-18 
GIC * 73-23 
RIA ý, 73-24 
GVB (*)73-25 
GVIIIC? N73-32 
GVI N73-34 
GIC * 73-80 
GIA M73-81 
GVII * 73-83 
RVIIDc * 73-84 
RVIAb M73-85 
RIIIA N73-87 
RVIIBb M73-89 
GVA * 73-100 
RVIIBb * 73-103 
GXII * 73-117 
GID M73-119 
GX M73-120 
RVIIE * 73-131 
RVIB * 73-134 
GIB * 73-136 

(5m) 
(5m) 
(5m) 
(5m) 
(4m) 
(4m) 
(4m) 
(5m) 
(4m) 
(5m) 
(5m) 
(4m) 
(4m) 
(4m) 
(5m) 
(5m) 
(5m) 
(4m) 
(4m) 
(5m) 
(5m) 
(5m) 

Atlas 

Atlas 
Atlas 
Atlas 
Atlas 
Atlas 
Atlas 
Atlas 
Atlas 
Atlas 
Atlas 
Atlas 
Atlas 
Atlas 
Atlas 
Atlas 
Atlas 
Atlas 
Atlas 
Atlas 

WHORLS 
121-2377? 

121-2404, SS 4520. 
121-2386, iiS- 5273. 
121-2394. 
121-2389, TR N0.454, SS 5291. 
122-2442, FR N0.435, ýS 5225. 
122-2443. 
122-2413, SS 5325. 
122-2414. 
122-2427. 
122-2417. 
122-2418; Fig. V. 49. 
122-2429, SS 5236. 
122-2423. 
122-2430, SS 5606; Fig. V. 50. 
122-2431. 
122-2440. 
122-2449, SS 5043. 
122-2446, S 4820; Fig. V. 49. 
122-2441. 

FIGURINE 
(ýk)73-112 Terracotta figurine, or upper part of figurine, crudely 

cruciform. The front is incised with dots and 
horizontal lines, the back with vertical lines (4m). 
Atlas 122-2432, TR No. 171, Ilios Nos. 1403-4, SS 7632; 
Fig. V. 45. 

Deposit (3). This deposit consists of the remaining strata of ash 

between c. 32.17m and c. 30.00 or 30.50m A. T. - that is, to the depth of 7m 
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which Schliemann mentions. Blegen found that in the adjacent deposits 

in the "island" in F3 the remains of Troy 11 extended up to 31.75m A. T. 

and higher, there being a thick topmost stratum of red, burnt earth. The 

material from this deposit in F 3-4 is broadly consistent with such a 

dating, 'although it is not specific enough to require it. 

(Tagebuch 1873 p. 10; Troy I p. 372) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 

A217 73-3 Tankard with rounded body, flat base, very flaring 
mouth, and large loop-handle from rim to body (7m). 
Fig. V. 17. 

A222 (*)73-41 Globular jar with flat base, low flaring neck, and two 
large loop-handles from rim to lower half of body, 
rising above level of the mouth (6m). Atlas 119-2334, 
Ilios No. 1094? Fig. V. 22. 

B3 * 73-73 Small globular jug with rounded base, straight neck 
and horizontal mouth. A loop-handle (restored) runs 
from base of neck to middle of body (7m). Atlas 
119-2347; Fig. V. 17. 

B15 * 73-52 ovoid jug with flat base, tall straight neck cut away 
at the back. A handle (restored) runs from neck to 

middle of body (7m) . Atlas 119-2340, SS 1785; Fig. V. 18. 
B201 (*)73-74 Flask with rounded base, slight carination around 

middle of body, chimney neck and horizontal mouth. one 
(or more) V-shaped lugs on the shoulder, and two per- 
forations just below the mouth (6m). Atlas 119-2348. 

B208 (*)73-13 Ovoid flask with flattened base, short straight neck 
developing into two pinched-out spouts on either side 
of the mouth (6m). See 73-16, below. 

'B208 (*)73-16 ovoid flask very similar to 73-13; or possibly a 
duplicate drawing of the same flask (6m). Atlas 
119-2328 (7m! ); Fig. V. 22. 

C28 (*)73-42 Globular jar with flat base, short straight narrow 
neck, one or two crescent handles on the sides, and 
two pointed lugs (6m). Atlas 119-2336; Fig. V. 22. 

C30 73-47 Neck of a face-jar. The neck has a slightly flaring 

rim, and is decorated with plastic ears, eyes, eye- 
brows and nose (7m). Atlas 119-2341; Fig. V. 19. 

C35 (*)73-48 Jar with three short feet, tapering neck and two 
pointed lugs set on the shoulder (6m), Atlas 119-2338; 
Fig. V. 23. 

C222 (*)73-14 Jar narrowing towards a flat base. Neck broken off. 
on one side of the body there is a double lump, the 

remains of either a lug or a handle (6m), See 73-17. 
C222 (*)73-17 Globular jar with rounded base. The neck is broken 

off. A lump on one side of the body may be the remains 
of a lug or handle (6m). Atlas 119-2329 (7m! ). 
Fig. V. 22. may be the same as 73-14. 

D13 73-104 Slightly flaring cylindrical face lid with rounded top 
and plastic decoration of eyes, eyebrows and very 
short nose placed on and just below the edge of the 
rounded top (1m). Atlas 120-2358, SS 1852; Fig. V. 21. 

D15 73-29 Low, cone-shaped lid decorated with radial incisions 

and two holes near edge (7m). Atlas 121-2398; Fig. V. 21. 
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D31 73-124 

D46 (*)73-111 

D212? (*)73-31 

D212? (*)73-44 

D215 

one jar from a multiple vessel. Globular with two 
small pointed feet and one pointed and vertically- 
perforated lug on side of body. The low neck leads up 
to a mouth which appears to slant, but which may be 
broken (7m). Atlas 120-2368; Fig. V. 19. 
Fragment of a grey "Snake's head" handle showing head, 

mouth, two eyes, two "horns" and ribs around neck. 
Probably intrusive from Troy VI (6m). Atlas 120-2363, 
TR No. 170, Ilios No. 1402, SS 3258; Fig. V. 32. 
Eiallow bowl with rounded ase and nearly upright sides 
(6m). Fig. V. 22. 
Shallow bowl with flat base and flaring sides (6m). 
Atlas 119-2335; Fig. V. 22. 
Miniature globular jar with rounded base and hole 

mouth (7m). Atlas 119-2346; Fig. V. 18. 

TERRACOTTA MODEL 

RVA 
RVIIF 
GIVB 
GVB? 
GVI 

GIC 
RVIIC 
GIVB 
RVIIAa 
GVA 
GVA 
RVIlDc 
GIVA 
GIXD 
GVIIIA 
RVIIBa 
RVIIDc 
RIIIB 
GIVA 
GVIIIB 
GIXD 
GIXD 
RVIIDc 
GIA 

73-45 Brilliant red, theriomorphic pot, depicting a 
hippopotamus or similar creature. Four stubby legs, 
folds on the neck, short tail (7m). Atlas 119-2330, TR 
No. 159, Ilios No. 340, SS 1760; Fig. Vo2l. 

METALWORK 
73-55 ovoid coinper weight (7m). Fig. V. 35. 

POLISHED STONE WEIGHTS 
73-2 Alabaster, ovoid (6m). Atlas 121-2383? Fig. V. 41. 
73-30 Elongated, biconical (6m? ). Ilios No. 610; Fig. V. 41. ý 
73-49 Elongated, biconical, green (7m). Atlas 121-2396, 

SS 6867; Fig. V. 41. 
73-50 67oid, diorite (7m). Atlas 121-2397; Fig. V. 41. 

M 73-5 
N 73-6 
M 73-7 

73-8 
73-9 
73-10 
73-19 
73-20 
73-21 

M 73-22 
M 73-33 
N 73-35 
(*) 73-56 
(*)-73-58 
* 73-60 
* 73-66 
* 73-67 
* 73-69 

N 73-91 
73-95 
73-99 
73-101 

M 73-113 
* 73-116 

(*)73-118 

(6m) 
(6m) 
(6m) 
(7m) 
(6m) 
(6m) 
(6m) 
(6m) 
(6m) 
(6m) 
(6m) 
(6m) 
(6m) 
(6m) 
(7m) 
(7m) 
(7m) 
(7m) 
(6m) 
(6m) 
(7m) 
(7m) 
(6m) 
(7m) 
(6m) 

WHORLS 
Atlas 121-2378. 
Atlas 121-2376, SS 5075. 
Atlas 121-2379 (;; -73-21). 

Atlas 121-2380. 
Atlas 121-2385, SS 5276. 

of of It 
Atlas 121-2388. 
Atlas 121-2384, SS 4953. 
Atlas 121-2379 (;; -73-7). 

Atlas 121-2393, 
Atlas 121-2392, 
Atlas 121-2400. 
Atlas 121-2403, 
Atlas 121-2402 
Atlas 121-2407; 
Atlas 121-2409, 
Atlas 121-2406. 
Atlas 122-2421. 
Atlas 122-2428. 
Atlas 122-2420, 
Atlas 122-2437. 
Atlas 122-2434. 
Atlas 122-2424. 
Atlas 122-2426. 

TR No. 367, SS 5238. 
TR No. 451, ý-S 5251. 

SS 5216. 
(ý-M,. ) 
Fig. V. 50. 
SS 4904; Fig. V. 49. 

122-2425. 
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RVIIE 73-132 (7m) Atlas 122-2450, SS 5051; Fig. V. 49. 
RIB - (7m) Ntlas 121-2390. 
RVIIDc (7m) Atlas 121-2391. 

TERRACOTTA BALL 
73-68 (7m) Atlas 121-2408; Fig. V. 46. 

FIGURINE 
73-102 Crude terracotta figurine with two small, pointed arms. 

On the front, three incised circles and a V-shaped 
line; on the back, vertical incised wavy lines (7m). 
Atlas 122-2438, TR No. 165, Ilios Nos. 195-6, SS 7629; 
Fig. V. 45. 

Deposit (4). This deposit is defined as consisting of all the material 

found on the lower terrace, between the depths of c. 30.50 and c. 27.50m 

A. T., with the exception of the wall to be discussed under Deposit (5). 

There are no clear descriptions of this deposit, but Schliemann does at 

one point say that he came upon stone-hard debris. Elsewhere there is 

a reference to "the unburnt layers on the east side of the great 

platform". These layers are said to contain mussel shells, bones, 

"sharks' vertebrae" and querns of pumice. The unburnt character appears 

to distinguish these strata from the material on the upper terrace 

(although it is not to be expected that the deposits on the upper 

terrace were, in reality, all burnt); and the rest of the description 

roughly accords with the character of Deposit (9) in CDEF 3, found in 

1872, below the 30m level. 

(Tagebuch 1873 pp. 17,20) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 

A200 *73-125 Simple bowl, hemispherical, with rounded base and plain 
rim (9m). Atlas 120-2369; see Fig. V. 16. 

A210 *73-61 Shallow cup or dipper with rounded base and large loop- 
handle from rim to lower part of body (9m). Atlas 119- 
2342, SS 2731; see Fig. V. 16. 

B15 *ý3-28 Jug wi'9T globular body, slightly flattened base, tall 
straight neck cut away at the rear. Loop-handle from 
rear of mouth to body (8m); see Fig. V. 16. 

B203 *73-75 Flask with ovoid body, flat base and straight neck 
rising to slightly out-turned quatrefoil lip. Decorated 
with three pairs of incised (? ) lines around middle of 
body and eight lines around neck (9m). Atlas 120-2349; 
see Fig. V. 16. 

C35 Jar with globular body, three short feet, tall straight 
neck and two pointed lugs on the shoulder (8m). 
Atlas 120-2357; see Fig. V. 16. 
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C1 *73-107 Rim sherd from storage jar, decorated with impressed 
circles and incised herringbone (8m). Atlas 120-23611 
see Fig. V. 16. 

D3 73-97 Slightly flaring flanged cylinder- 
' 
lid surmounted by 

single loop-handle (8m). Atlas 120-2354, Ilios No. 332, 
SS 466; see Fig. V. 16. 

METALWORK 
*73-127 Silver pin with rolled head (8m). Atlas 120-2364; Fig. 

v. 38. 

POLISHED STONE 
*73-53 Quadrangular greenstone flat axe (8m). Atlas 121-2395, 

Ilios No. 675? Fig. V. 41. 
*73-71 Marble celt decorated with two horizontal lines and 

four dots across the upper, narrower end (9m). Atlas 
121-2411; Fig. V. 41. 

*73-106 Broken ovoid carnelian bead (8m). Atlas 120-2353, 
SS 7759, TI Fig. 387a; Fig. V. 41. 

73-115 ehead M of black stone, having a central 
depression surrounded by five rounded lobes (9m). 
Atlas 122-2444, TR No. 167, Ilios Nos. 224-5, SS 9267; 
Fig. V. 41. 

WHORLS 
GID *73-57 (9m) Atlas 121-2401. 
RVIAb *73-59 (9m) Atlas 121-2399. 
RVA *73-94 (SM) Atlas 122-2419. 
GII *73-135 (9m) Atlas 122-2445, SS 5162; Fig. V. 50. 

FIGURINE 
*73-70 Marble figurine incised with two dots and a vertical 

line, for eyes and nose (10m). Atlas 121-2410; 
Fig. V. 44. 

Deposit (5). On the lower terrace, at a distance of 25m from the edge of 

the mound, Schliemann found a wall of large stones at a depth of 9M. 

This wall, here called Wall 32, constitutes Deposit (5). According to 

Schliemann it was mostly in ruins and had only three courses in place. 

It stood to a maximum of lm high, but there were loose stones at its foot 

("below" it) which Schliemann took to derive from its collapse. The wall 

ran roughlý East-West and is probably to be identified as the wall shown 

at the south end of the terrace in Atlas Taf. 214. Despite his initial 

belief that the wall was a continuation of Wall 30, which lay in the 

"Temple" trench to the East, he actually found that it extended no 

further than the east side of the trench. 

What structure this wall might have belonged to cannot be decided for 

certain. It must have lain c. 5m North of the crosswall of Megaron IIR, a 
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location which coincides with Blegen's observation of the point at which 

Schliemann's southward excavation of the strata below IIR came to an end. 

The traces of Schliemann's trench can be seen in the gap cut through the 

middle of the building of'Blegen's Troy "IIb" (Troy I figs. 432,435). But 

to which phase, in Blegen's terms, might the wall belong? The building 

of "IIa" was stratified too deep and was undisturbed by Schliemann (. Troy 

I fig. 276). If it was the top of Wall 32 that was found at 9m deep 

(=c. 28.50m A. T. ) the wall could have belonged among the Troy "Ilb" 

structure whose south room was paved at c. 27.25m A. T. But the walls of 

the "IIb" building apparently contained few, if any, stones, and it is 

difficult therefore to fit this stone wall into the olan. The 

remaining possibility is that it was the foot of Wall 32 that lay at 

c. 28.50m A. T., and that its top was preserved to no higher than c. 29.50m 

A. T. In this case it might have formed an additional crosswall to 

Megaron IIR,, for which there are other benchmarks of 29.46 and 29.24m 

A. T. (TI Taf. III), and whose other walls were found by Blegen to stand to 

an average of 60cm high (yEo2 I p. 265). This is an attractive possibil- 

ity, for Dbrpfeld records that the walls of IIR were built of particularly 

large stones -a characteristic noted by Schliemann for Wall 32.1 have 

therefore tentatively supposed that this is the building to which Wall 32 

should be assigned, and that it must have been its foot which was found 

at c. 28.50M A. T. 
(Tagebuch 1873 pp. 24,26; TA p. 188; Atlas 
Taf. 214; TI p. 96; Troy I Fp. 251,258,265 
and figs. -i-716,432,435) 

i 

AREA V: F 3-4(b) 

Figs. Ill. 11; IV. 22. 

This area was excavated from 24th February to lst March 1873, when work 

here was abandoned. The upper terrace already discussed under F 3-4(a) 

was extended some 6 or 7m towards the South, at c. 30.59m A. T. The lower 

terrace was probably not taken further South but was cut deeper, possibly 
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to as much as 24.8Cm A. T. 

Schliemann gives broad information about the deposits on both upper and 

lower terraces, but nothing which would enable them to be subdivided. 

The subdivisions shown in Fig. IV. 22 are therefore hypothetical and are 

merely extrapolated in the same way as those shown for F 3-4(a). Within 

these subdivisions, therefore, the objects are listed by depth in the 

following catalogues. 

Deposits (1), (2) and (3). These deposits, all on the upper terrace, 

consisted I'mostly" of numerous horizontal strata of domestic refuse, 

much of it burnt. 

(Tagebuch 1873 pp. 40,45) 

Deposit (la). Objects which would be attributable to such a presumed 

deposit are listed below. There is one item which may derive from Troy 

VI (73-148); otherwise they all appear to be of E. B. or M. B. date. 

1-2m POTTERY 
B3 *73-150 Globular jug with flattened base, horizontal rim and 

handle from neck to body (2m). Atlas 123-2456; Fig#V. 30. 
B204 *73-149 Globular flask with small, flat base. Neck restored. 

Two very large, flaring tubular lugs placed vertically 
on the shoulders, each with a plastic ring encircling 
the narrow part of the lug (1ým). Atlas 123-2457, 
Ilios No. 299 (restored, and attributed to 26 ft. deep), 
SS 1503; Fig. V. 30. 

C30(? ) Fe-rracotta vase with breasts, navel and arms but no 
face (1-2m). TA p. 198. 

C64 *73-148 ovoid jar wit7h-flat base, short straight neck and 
slightly flaring rim. Two horizontal loop handles on 
the body and one (or two) squared, rising lugs or short 
wings in between (2m). Atlas 123-2455, (Troy VI). 
Fig. V. 32. 

*73-144 Toggle or 
Fig. V. 47. 

-2-3m 
RIC *73-167 (3m) Atlas 
RIC *73-170 (3m) Atlas 

POLISHED STONE 
reel (? ) of black stone (2m). Atlas 120-2375; 

WHORLS 
126-2545 
126-2551 

FIGURINES 
3G *73-138 Marble figurine (3m). Atlas 120-2370; Fig. V. 45. 
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Deposit (lb) 

3-4m POTTERY 
AB *73-159 Small hemispherical bowl with low, pedestal base (4m). 

Atlas 123-2458, SS 290; Fig. V. 28. 
B3 *73-146 Jug with flat base, tall neck and horizontal mouth. 

Handle from neck to body (4m). Atlas 123-24521 Fig. V. 28. 
B24 *73-158 Jug with flat base, narrow neck, slightly flaring 

pinched mouth, and handle from rim to body Qým). 
Atlas 123-2460; Fig. V. 28. 

C30 *73-147 Jar with flat base, horizontal neck, two wings 
(restored), and plastic decoration of face (without 

mouth) on the neck, and three knobs on body (4m). Atlas 
123-2453; Fig. V. 29. 

METALWORK 
One arrowhead (4m). (Tgb p. 68; TA p. 199). 

WHORL 
RIIIC *73-157 (4m) Atlas 126-2535, SS 4691 

SMALL FINDS 

*73-140 Terracotta cone with three holes in flat side (4m; but 
Atlas 120-2374 says 8m! ). Atlas 120-2374, SS 7703, TI 
fig. 453a, b; Fig. V. 48. 

*73-143 Terracotta ball (4m). Atlas 126-2531; Fig. V. 46. 

FIGURINES 
3G *73-139 Marble figurine. (4m). ' Atlas 120-. 2373; '. Fig. V. 45. 

Deposit (2) 

4-5m POTTERY 
A4(? ) (*)73-142 Simple bowl with rounded (? ) base (5m). Atlas 120-2372; 

Fig. V. 24. 

METALWORK 
(*)73-192 Sickle. (4ým). Atlas 124-2478, Ilios No. 1418, TI fig,, 

383, SS 6454; Fig. V. 37. 

WHORL 
GIII (*)73-145 (4ýM) Atlas 126-2533, SS 5207. 

5-6m METALWORK 
Thin copper pins with rounded head and bent head 
(5-6m). TA p. 199. 

BONE ARTEFACTS 
73-160 Short bone pin with ornamental head (6m). Atlas 123- 

2454; Fig. V. 43. 
, 

WHORLS 
GVII * 73-151 (6m) Atlas 126-2534, SS 5310. 
GVII * 73-153 (6m) Atlas 126-2536, FS- 5332 
RIID * 73-154 (6m) Atlas 126-2537. 
RIVA * 73-156 (6m) Atlas 126-2540. 
GVII * 73-171 (6m) Atlas 126-2552, SS 5333. 
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FIGURINES 
3A (*)73-164 Stone (? ) figurine (6m). Fig. V. 44. 

Deposit (3) 

6-7m POTTERY 
B213 73-187 Globular jug with flat base, neck bent back and cut- 

away spout. Handle from rear of spout to body (7m). 
Atlas 123-2467, TR No. 166, Ilios No. 365; Fig. V. 18. 

B215 * 73-185 Jug with rounded base, slanting spout with highest 
point at rear; handle from neck to body (7m). 
Atlas 123-2466; Fig. V. 18. 

C28 * 73-161 Jar with flattened base, straight neck and flaring rim. 
Two vertically perforated lugs on the body. Atlas shows 
a low pedestal or ring-base; but Tgb does not (7m). 
Atlas 123-2459, SS 420; Fig. V. 18. 

C34 73-182 Globular vessel ýýi three small feet, short straight 
neck encircled by ring at base, two vertically 
perforated lugs on the body. Incised (? ) decoration on 
upper half of body - branch-designs in between vertical 
lines (7m). Atlas 123-2463; Fig. V. 19. 

C_ * 73-183 Biconical vessel with flat base, neck broken off 
and two horizontal strap-handles on the shoulder (7m). 
Atlas 123-2464. Intrusive from VI. Fig. V. 32. 

D30 * 73-184 Ring-vase with spout and basket-handle (7m). Atlas 123- 
2465, SS 3247; Fig. V. 19. 

METALWORK 

Copper saw (7m). Atlas 123-2462, cf. TI fig. 270(b); 
Fig. V. 35. 
Two spearheads (7m). (Tgb 1873 p. 68, apparently 
miscopied in TA p. 199). 

WHORLS 
GIA * 73-152 (7m) Atlas 126-2539, SS 5079. 
RIVB * 73-155 (7m) Atlas 126-2538. 
RIIIC * 73-168 (7m) Atlas 126-2546, SS 4684. 
GVII * 73-172 (7m) Atlas 126-2553. 
GVIIIB * 73-173 (7m) Atlas 126-2548; Fig. V. 50. 

7-8m POTTERY 
B13 * 73-188 Jug with flattened base, rising spout, and handle from 

41 neck to body (8m). Atlas 123-2468; Fig. V. 17. 
B205 * 73-190 Globular flask with narrow, straight neck (partly 

restored) and two bulbous (crescentic? ) handles on body 
(8m). Atlas 123-2469; Fig. V. 19. 

C28 173-181 Globular grey-brown jar with tall straight neck, flat- 
tened base, and two vertical lugs on the body. Incised 
decoration of zigzags and dots around body and dots 
around base of neck (8m). Atlas 123-2461, Ilios No. 
1016, SS 2345; Fig. V. 18. 

STONE 
* 73-141 Diorite ha=ner (8m). Atlas 120-2371; Fig. V. 41. 
* 73-174 Diorite, elipsoid (8M). Atlas 126-2549; Fig. V. 41. 
* 73-175 Diorite, elipsoid (8m). Atlas 126-2550; Fig. V. 41. 
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WHORL 
RVIIAa 73-177 (8m) Atlas 126-2556, SS 4851; Fig. V. 49. 

Deposit (4). Schliemann notes that the strata at the bottom of the 

terrace lay horizontally and were of hard, grey ash. There were 

occasional pieces of polished black or red pottery, but none of the 

illustrated pieces can safely be assigned to this area. 

(Tagebuch 1873 pp. 40,45,47) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

METALWORK 
Lead pin with large head. Tgb 1873 p. 40. 

WHORL 
GIA 73-169 (10m) Atlas 126-2547. 

AREA vi: DE 

Fig. III. 16. 

There is a brief note that Schliemann was continuing excavations on the 

north side of the mound in the period 7th-16th April 1873. This on its 

own could indicate work in Hi 1-2. But an additional remark that the 

"old platform" was being covered 2m deep with spoil places the work 

securely in DE 3, where Schliemann may have been extending either the 

terrace at-c. 30m or the platform at c. 24.50m A. T. There are no objects 

which derive clearly from this trench. 

(Tagebuch 1873 p. 189) 
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AREA vii: CD 3-4 

Figs. III. 5; IV. 18,23. 

This area was excavated as a part of Schliemann's work on the North 

Platform during 12th-22nd May 1872. Digging was mostly concentrated on 

making a "terrace" 3m wide and 20m long, with its floor lying at c. 30.00M 

A. T., adjoining the North-South trench of 1871. The deposits above the 

terrace floor were cut away at an angle of 50 0, leaving a slope up to the 

South, where the excavation reached the mound-surface. But Schliemann 

does also say in his diary-entry for 21st May that he tried to reach 

virgin soil "almost everywhere" (Tagebuch 1872 p. 359). So we must allow 

for a small part of the northern edge of the terrace having been dug away 

to the level of the rest of the north platform. Depths quoted in the 

catalogue are measured from the summit. 

Deposits (l)-(2). Schliemann does not distinguish, or provide any 

information about, the character of strata overlying Wall 20 to a depth of 

3m below the summit. But a few objects are attributable to a stratum at 

3m, including a jug which may be dated to Troy VIIa if Blegen's sequence 

is correct. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
B29. (? ) *72-409 Jug with flattened base, spreading horizontal rim, and 

single handle from rim to body (3m). Atlas 35-875,, SS 
2190; Fig. V. 33. Troy VII? 

WHORLS 
RIIA *72-316 (3m) 
RIA *72-317 (3m) cf. Atlas B-240. 
RIIA 72-448 (3m) cf. Atlas 5-135. 
RIA 72-449 (3m) cf. Atlas 8-240. 

Deposits (3)-(4). Although no description is given of the strata 

surrounding Wall 20 at c. 33.67-36.67m A. T., Schliemann does imply that a 

change in the soil could be seen at 33.67 (=6m deep) and below. The 

objects found in the levels'between that and 36.67m A. T. must therefore 

be treated separately. They may derive from Troy IV-V in Blegen's terms. 

As in Fig. IV. 17 a tentative division may be made between the objects from 

4m deep (Troy V-Deposit (3)) and those from 4ý-Sm deep (Troy IV-Deposit 

(4)). 
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OBJECTS FOUND 

TERRACOTTA 
D- 72-360 Terracotta rattle with loop handle (restored) and 

- stones inside (5m). Atlas 46-1108, PS 7691; Fig. V. 29. 

WHORLS 
RVIAb (*)72-357 (4m) Atlas 6-171(? ) 
RVIAb (*)72-375 (4m) cf. Atlas 6-171. 
RIA M72-386 (4m) 
RIVA 72-455 (4m) 
RIVA 72-458 (4m) 
RIIIA 72-463 (4m) 
RIIIA 72-464 (4m) 
RIIIA 72-465 (4m) 
RIIIA 72-466 (4m) 
RIIIA 72-467 (4m) 
RIIIA 72-469 (4m) 
RIVA 72-470 (4m) 
RIIIA 72-472 (4m) 
RIVA (*)72-306 (4ým) 
RIA (*)72-364 (5m) 
RIIA (*)72-371 (5m) 
GVII M72-379 (5m) 
RIVB (*)72-387 (5m) cf. Atlas 1-33, SS 4724. 
RIA M72-394 (5m) cf. Atlas 8-240. 
RIA M72-395 (5m) cf. Atlas 8-240. 
RIIIC (*)72-444 (5m) Atlas 4-103, SS 4693. 

Deposit (5). Wall 20, identified by Schliemann as belonging to a house, 

was found at c. 36.67m A. T. (=3m deep) . The preserved part was 17ým long 

and came to light just East of the area excavated in 1871. The position 

and orientation of the building can therefore be very closely fixed, as 
the length of the wall requires the building to have extended along the 

slope of the trench. The walls were constructed of hewn blocks of shelly 
limestone joined with clay, and presented a smooth surface. None of the 

blocks was more than ým long. The walls were 1.90m thick and reached 
down to c. 33.67m A. T. (=6m deep). The dimensions of this building, 

together with its style of construction, its orientation parallel to Wall 

13, and i-ts stratification over deposits that are predominantly E. B., 

and under dep6sits which, may include some Troy VII*mateftal, *6ake its 

attribution to Troy VI a"virtual certAihty. It must be the north wall of 

a hitherto unknown building. There is no clear evidence to show how the 

rest of the building should be reconstrudted. The'attempt in Fig. IV. 18' 

is more or le§9 arbitrary.. Smith, in TR p. 132, 'wrongly identifies the 

wall as N6.24 on Plan II. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 348, TA p. 88) 
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Deposit (6). Below Wall 20, at c. 33.67m A. T. (=6m deep) Schliemann 

distinguished a stratum consisting of large heaps of burnt debris, mostly 

of yellow and brown ash. This may tentatively be assigned to Troy III in 

Blegen's terms, for it overlay a further four layers of ash and household 

debris descending to a depth of 10m (=c. 30.00m A. T. ), which must be 

assigned to Troy II. The depth of the division between the two is not 

given; but if we extrapolate from neighbouring areas, it may be placed at 

c. 32m A. T. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 348; TA p. 88) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
B3 (*)72-406 One-handled jug (6m). Fig. V. 25. 
B3 72-474 ovoid jug with straight neck and three knobs an the 

body (6m). Fig. V. 25. 
B201 M72-408b Globular flask with narrow, straight neck, no handles, 

decorated with horizontal lines (7m). Fig. V. 25. 
B210 (*)72-407 Globular flask with ring-base, short cylindrical neck 

(restored), and two lugs (7ým). Atlas 56-1296; Fig. 
v. 26. 

Cl M72-404 Coarse-ware jar with rounded base, straight neck and 
two vertical-loop handles (7m). Atlas 56-1306, ilios 
No. 1088, SS 2676; Fig. V. 24 

C5M (*)72-473 Two-handl7e-d jar with no neck (missing? ) but two knobs 

on the body (6m). Fig. V. 26. 
C39(? ) (*)72-408a Incised sherd with herringbone decoration (6m). Fig. 

V. 27. ' 
D34 (*)72-361 Lamp or crucible (6m). Atlas 49-1196(? ). Fig, V. 26. 

CHIPPED STONE 

Many small flint blades (Tgb 1872 p. 349). 

WHORLS 
RIIC M72-311 (6m) 
GIB (*)72-336 (7m) 
RIIIA (*)72-346 (7m) 
RIC (*)72-347 (7m) Cf. Atlas 10-316. 
GIB (*)72-352 (7m) 
GIB (*)72-368 (7m) 
RIB (*)72-370 (7m) Cf. Atlas 1-4. 
GVA M1 72-373 (7m) Atlas 9-298, TR No. 383, Ilios N0.1883, SS 5242. 
RIA (*)72-381 (7m) Cf. Atlas 8-2Z-6. 
GIA (*)72-389 (7m) 
RIB (*)72-401 (6m) Cf. Atlas 1-4. 
GIA (*)72-431 (7m) 
RIVA (*)72-435 (6m) 
RIIIA (*)72-436 (7m) 
RIB (*)72-443 (7m) Cf. Atlas 1-4. 
RVIIBa (*)72-446 (7m) 
RIIIA 72-447 (7m) 
RIVA 72-450 (7m) 
GIA 72-451 (7m) cf. Atlas 2-53, TR No. 329, Ilios No. 1829. 
RVIIDa 72-452 (6m) Atlas 4-120 (9m! ); Fig. V. 49. 
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RIVA 72-456 (7m) 
RIVA 72-457 (7m) 
RIVA 72-459 (7m) 
RIIIA 72-461 (7m) 
RIIIA 72-471 (7m) 

Deposit (7). As this deposit, dating probably to Troy II, we may assign 

the four layers of ash and household debris which Schliemann detected 

below the yellow and brown of Deposit (6), and which he says descended to 

a depth of 10m. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 348; TA p. 88) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
A4(? ) (*)72-362 Bowl (8m). cf. Atlas 67-1503; Fig. V. 22. 
A220 (*)72-410 Two-handled cup (10m); see Fig. V. 17. 
B5 72-484 Ovoid bottle with short neck and outý-turned rim; 

- 
brown, slipped and burnished. (9m). Atlas 82-1737, 
Ilios No. 410(? ), SS 6aI; Fig. V. 18. 

C28 (*)72-475 Globular lar with fla: t base, straight neck and 
vertical lugs (8m). 'Fig. V. 22. 

C34 72-482 Tripod jar with verti, cally perforated lugs and 
pierced, tapering neck'(9m). Atlas 79-1671(? ); Fig. V. 19. 

D-7 (*)72-411 s Coronet-lid (8m). Atla 72-1583(? ); Fig. V. 24. 
D33 (*)72-405 _ _ Terracotta funnel (8m). Atlas 66-1474; Fig. V. 23. 
D34 (*)72-363 Lamp or crucible (10m). cf. Atlas 86-1807; Fig. V. 21. 

NETALWORK: TREASURE 'R' 
The association of this small collection of metalwork with the skeleton 
later found in square D5 (Atlas p. 24, TA p. 168, Ilios p. 272) is certainly 
false. What is not entirely clear is the depth at which it was found. 
The entry in the notebook (Tgb 1872, p. 349) has 14m, but this is written 
over an earlier 9m. The 9m-figure is corroborated by the statement that it 
was 3m below the house (of Troy VI) with colossal walls, and helps to 
explain the later association with the skeleton, also from 9-10m deep. The 
figure of 13m, in the publications, can be disregarded as a rationaliza- 
tion. So probably can that of 14m. See further Antiquity 58 (1984) pp. 
200-201 where, however, the 9m origin is probably wrongly ýismissed. 

- 72-478 Spiral ring of gold wire. Atlas 
' 

17-522,98-2073; 
Ilios No. 150, SS 6142; Fig. V. 38. 

, 72-479 Open-ended'ring of gold wire. Atlas 17-516,98-2072a; 
Ilios No. 149, SS 6143; Fig. V. 38. 

72-480 open-ended ring of gold wire. Atlas 17-520,98-2072b; 
Ilios No. 148, SS 6144; Fig. V. 38. 

72-481 Golden shell earring, with six segments. Atlas 17-517, 
98-2074a; SS 6141; Fig. V. 38. 

72-477 Electrum p7i-n with spherical head. Atlas 17-514, 
98-2071; Ilios No. 151, SS 6145; Fig. V. 38. 

STONE MOULD 
72-358, Ag Circular stone mould for barbed arrowhead(? ) (9m) 

Fig. v. 4o. 
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CHIPPED STONE 
Many small flint blades (Tgb 1872 p. 349) 

WHORLS 
GVA N72-305 (9m) Atlas 9-289 (6m), cf. TR No. 372, Ili2s No. 1872, 

RIB (*)72-307 
RIB N72-313 
RIIB M 72-321 
RIIIB N72-331 
RIIA (*)72-337 
GIA N72-338 
RIIIA (*)72-342 
GIA M72-343 
RIIIC M72-348 
RIIA (*)72-349 
GIA (*)72-350 
RIIA M72-353 
RIIA N72-354 
RIA N72-356 
GIA N72-365 
RIIID N72-380 
GIA N72-385 
RIA (*)72-391 
GID (*)72-392 
RIIIC M72-398 
RIIB N72-399 
RIIB (*)72-402 
RIB M72-413 
RIIC (*)72-414 
GIB M72-415 
RIB M72-416 
RVIAb N72-417 
GIB M72-418 
RIVA (*)72-419 
GVIIIC M72-421) 

M72-422) 
RIIA M72-423 
RIIA (*)72-424 
RIIIA N72-425 
RIC M72-427 
RIA N72-428 
GIB M72-432 
RVA M72-433 
GIB N72-434 
RIIA N72-437 
RIB M72-438 
GIA (, V)72-441 
RIIA N72-442 
RIIIA M72-445 
GIA 72-462 
RIIA(? ) 72-483 

SS 5247. 
78m) cf. Atlas 1-4. 
(10m) Cf. Atlas 1-3. 
(9m) Atlas 2-57, TR NO. 42, Ilios NO. 506. 
(am) 
(am) 
(am) cf. Atlas 10-325, SS 5080. 
(am) cf. las 5-150, SS 4641. 
(am) cf. Atlas 10-325, SS 5080. 
(9m) Fig. V. 49. 
(am) 
(am) Atlas 11-350. 
(am) 
(9m) 
(9m) cf. Atlas 8-246. 
(10m) Atlas 11-357, SS 5094. 
(9m) Atlas 12-387 (6m); Fig. V. 49. 
(10m) Atlas 12-389. 
(9m) Fig. V. 49. 
(10m) Atlas 11-353. 
(9m) Cf. Atlas 1-26. 
(9m) 
(8m) 
(am) cf. Atlas 1-4. 
(am) 
(9m) 
(am) cf. Atlas 1-3. 
(10m) 
(10m) cf. Atlas 10-328. 
(am) 

(am) 

(10m) 
(10m) 
(lom) Fig. V. 49. 
(9m) 
(10m) cf. Atlas 8-246. 
(10m) cf. Atlas 11-352. 
(lom) Fig. V. 49. 
(10m) 
(10m) 
(9m) cf. Atlas 1-3. 
(10m) 
(9m) 
(9m) 
(am) cf. Atlas 13-412. 
(9m) Fig. V. 49. 

ANIMAL REMAINS 
oyster shells (rarely) (Tgb 1872 p. 349). 
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Deposit (8). Immediately above the lom-deep terrace was Wall 21, a wall 

built of large, shelly limestone blocks, roughly hewn. The wall was 

1.40m. thick, but only a small part of it seems to have been exposed. its 

lower courses seem not to have been uncovered. The exposed part of the 

wall can be identified as the upper coursýs of the. north end of the east 

wall of Dbrpfeld's Megaron IIA, the stone socle of which was 1.40-1.45m 

wide like its mudbrick superstructure. (The foundations were wider and 

measured 1.70m. ) Towards the north end the floor of the building as 

recorded by D8rpfeld lay at 30.65m A. T., and the socle stood 20cm higher, 

i. e. to c. 30.85m A. T. Schliemann's discovery of the north end of the 

building at this date implies that the building was up to 2ým longer than 

D5rpfeld suggested in his reconstruction. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 349; TA p. 89; EI pp. 85, 
89f, fig. 28, Taf. III) 

Deposits (9)-(10). Little information is given about the deposits below 

Wall 21, at c. 24.00-30.00m A. T.; probably not much was excavated here. 

Schliemann. does, however, mention that these "lower earth walls" were 

very hard and contained many large stones. These are likely to be the 

continuation of Area ij, Deposit 8, and are here numbered as Deposit (9). 

A few finds are recorded, all deriving from the underlying Deposit (10). 

There is no reference to the pebble pavement at c. 26.67m A. T., which may 

or may not have continued through Area vii. 
(Tgb 1872 p. 359; TA p. 90) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
M72-476 Dark grey polished sherd, incised with wavy lines. 

Probably intrusive from VI (17m). Atlas 26-721a, b; TR 
No. 79, Ilios No. 53, SS 3194; Fig. V. 33. 

D202 (*)72-485 Simple coronetp-lid. 16m). Atlas 102-2281; see 
Fig. V. 16. 

STONE MOULDS 
Mould for seven weapons and tools, not illustrated 
(16m). (Tgb 1872 p. 361). 
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AREA*viii: DE 3-4(a) 

Figs. III. 17; IV. 24,25. 

Schliemann dug in this area during the period 17th April-10th May 1873. 

His object here was to remove the block of earth which protruded north- 

wards between the North-South trench and the Northeast trench in F 3-4. 

Most work was directed to cutting a terrace at 10m, deep, although since 

the mound-surface in this area lay at c. 39.50m A. T. and the terrace was 

in fact cut at c. 30.85m A. T., the terrace's depth was in reality closer 

to 9m. There was also some attempt to extend southwards the old North 

Platform at c. 23.67m-24.75m A. T., but this was not much pursued. The 

block of earth must have been 20-30m wide. There is no indication of how 

far into the mound the excavation progressed in this period. I have 

estimated the distance to be a possible 10 metres. 

There is somý confusion over the way Schliemann calculated the depths of 

features and finds in this trench. Objects are recorded from depths of 

ým, 3m, 4m, Sm, 6m, 7m and 8m. This is a continuous sequence, more or 

less, which peters out before the 9m-depth at which the terrace was cut 

(although two isolated objects may come from lom and llm). It seems 

likely, then, that the depths of these objects were correctly measured 

from the surface of the mound. By contrast, Schliemann also records a 

number of house-walls in "the upper levels" at 6-10m deep. Here it is 

most likely that the figure of 10m is the purely theoretical figure for 

the depth of the terrace. If so, then the 6m-figure will simply indicate 

that the walls reached to 4m above the terrace. In reality the depths of 

these features may be 5-9m. 

Schliemann says that he found here "a mass of interesting objects" 
(Tagebuch 1873 p. 209). Unfortunately very few items can be assigned to 

the trench with certainty. Nevertheless Schliemann is explicit in 

attributing large numbers of objects to the Northwest Trench and to the 

trench CD 5-6 during the same period. Others seem, in the Atlast to be 

grouped either with the finds known to have come from the Northwest 

Trench or with those known to have come from CD 5-6. After all these 

have been excluded, there remains, a very small number of objects whose 

provenance is uncertain. I have taken the liberty of assuming that these 

may derive from DE 3-4. Such objects are marked in the catalogue with an 

asterisk. But it is unlikely that they constitute the full tally of 
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material found in this trench. 

Deposit (1). There is no information about the topmost strata in the 

trench. Judging from the finds, however, it seems that Troy VI-WI and 

VIII-IX were all stratified above the 4m-level, or higher (=c. 35.50m A. T. ). 

From a depth of 4m and below, the recorded objects are all of E. B. -M. B. 

date. I have therefore made a division of the strata at c. 35.50m A. T., 

in Fig. IV. 25, and taken this as the lower limit of deposit (1). 

Deposit (2). To this deposit are assigned the M. B. objects found at 4m- 

deep (=c. 35.5Cm A. T. ), and overlying the walls found at c. 30.50-c. 34.50m 

A. T. There is no information about the character of the soil. The finds 

should be attributable mostly to Troy V in Blegen's terms. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

A209 73-694 

B21 M- 

B22 N73-739 

B221 M- 

C50) M- 

C218 

POTTERY 
Tall chalice with hollow, fenestrated pedestal, 
conical bowl and restored loop-handle set on rim (4m). 
Atlas 158-3063, TR No. 231, Ilios No. 1185, SS 264; 
Fig. V. 30. 
Squat jug with wide, flattened body, three short feet 
and funnel neck leading to cutaway spout. Handle from 
mouth to body, and two lugs on the side of body (4m). 
Atlas 167-3267, Ilios No. 1048(? ), SS 2785; Fig, V; 30. 
Red-polished piriform jug with rounded base, tall neck 
and trefoil mouth; two vertical loop-handles on body, 
and handle from neck to shoulder (4m). Atlas 160-3081, 
Ilios No. 1143, SS 1533; Fig. V. 30o 
Conical jar wi flattened base and narrow hole mouth; 
two long spouts rise diagonally out of the body, and 
one (or two) pointed "wings" (4m). Atlas 167-3268, 
Ilios No. 1177, SS 1507; Fig. V. 30. 
Piriform jar wiUý rounded base and horizontal rim; two 
loop-handles set vertically on shoulders, Decorated 
with plastic bucrania and impressed (? ) dots (4m). 
Atlas 168-3275; apparently not the same as Ilios No 
1188, SS 2225; Fig. V. 30. 
Squat 3ar with three short feet, short cylindrical 
neck, and two volute-handles set on sides (4m). Atlas 
168-3284; Fig. V. 30. 

WHORLS 
GVA (*)73-710 (4m) Atlas 162-3105, SS 5248. 

WEIGHT 
M73-700 Circular piece of flat terracotta with two holes near 

one side (4m). Atlas 162-3101; Fig. V. 47. 
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Deposit (3). This is the material which was found surrounding the walls 

to be mentioned under Deposit (4), and in the presumed destruction- 

deposit overlying them. It lay at c. 30.50-c. 35.50m A. T. Schliemann says 

that it consisted of burnt debris. It will probably have derived from 

Troy II-IV. 

(Tagebuch 1873 p. 209) 

OBJECTS FOUND 
0 

B5 ,, -* 

B13 

B202 

C28 

C210 

D15 

GVII 
GVII 
RVIB 
RIIA 
GVII 
RVA 
GIB 
RVA 
GID 

2B 

2C 

3G 

*- 

POTTERY 
Bottle with pointed base, narrow neck and slightly 
flaring mouth (6m). Atlas 167-3263, Ilios No. 1129(? ); 
Fig. V. 29. 
Squat jug with rounded base, broad neck and rising 
spout. Handle from rim to body; decorated with 
incised vertical lines in groups of three from neck to 
base (5m). Atlas 167-3272, SS 2292; Fig, V. 28. 
Tall narrow neck perhaps from flask; two holes just 
below mouth (5m). Atlas 162-3133; Fig. V. 28. 
Globular jar with flat base, concave neck above 
carination at the shoulder, out-turned rim. Two 
vertically-perforated lugs on the shoulder (5m). 
Atlas 168-3277, SS 1259; Fig. V. 29. 
Globular jar with narrow, flat base and narrow hole 
mouth surrounded by impressed dots. Two vertical 
loop-handles set on body (5m). Atlas 167-3265; Fig. 
v. 29. 
Flat pot-lid with central pointed knob, two holes in 
rim, and radial decoration of incised (? ) lines (7m). 
Atlas 164-3201; Fig. V. 27. 

WHORLS 
M73-713 (5m) Atlas 162-3109. 
M73-714 (5m) Atlas 162-3111, TR No. 363, Ilios No. 1863, SS 5303. 
(*)73-765 (5m) Atlas 162-3123. 

M- (5m) Atlas 164-3189, TR No. 431, Ilios No. 1931. 

- (6m) Atlas 164-3187, ýH No. 366, Ilios No. 1866, SS 5300. 

- (7m) Atlas 164-3194. 

- (7m) Atlas 164-3195. 

- (8m) Atlas 164-3188. 

- (8m) Atlas 164-3190. 

FIGURINES 
- Flat marble figurine with incised eyebrows and dotted 

eyes (8m). Atlas 164-3203; Fig. V. 44. 

- Flat marble figurine with incised eyebrows (8m). 
Atlas 165-3 209; Fig. V. 44. 

- Flat marble figurine with incised nose and dotted 

eyes (8m). Atlas 165-3210; Fig. V. 44. 

Deposit (4). Under this deposit are grouped together all the walls 
found by Schliemann on the terrace, "in the upper levels". 'Their 
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theoretical depth was 6-10m; their actual depth was probably 5-9m. i. e. 

c. 30.50rn-c. 34.50m A. T. The walls to which Schliemann refers must be 

those shown in Atlas Taf. 214,215 and described there as "Trojan houses 

and later walls built upon them". They are shown on Fig. IV. 24, and are 

numbered Walls 60-68. The variety of orientation amongst these walls 

suggests what Schliemann noted - that they derive from more than one 

period. Considering the depths of the deposit, they have a possible 

range of Troy II-IV. It islimpossible now to date them with any 

certainty. Wall 67 can almost certainly be identified as the east wall 

of Megaron IIA, even though the walls seems in Atlas Taf. 214 to be 

oriented rather differently from the megaron. The remaining walls, how- 

ever, do not seem to coincide with the other Troy II walls shown in TI 

Taf. III, or to link up with walls shown in Burnouf's plan in Ilios Plan 

I- walls which may date from a late phase of Troy II or an early phase 

of Troy III. Probably they all derive from later periods - that is, from 

Troy III-IV_(in Blegen's terms), and perhaps from two or more phases. It 

is impossible now to decide which wall might belong with which. 
I 

(Tagebuch 1873 p. 209; TA p. 282) 

Deposits (5) and (6). Schliemann records that in the "lower levels" of 

the trench, i. e. at c. 25-30m A. T., a colossal wall of earth and stones 

had come to light. It was not much investigated, but he speaks of it as 

being apparently a large fortification wall. This allows us to identify 

it as the wall marked 1271 in Atlas Taf. 214 (TR Plan 2), "Wall of 

Fortification anterior to the time of Troy", as the wall just South of X 

in Ilios Plan I, and as the wall of City II discussed at Ilios p. 268f. 

From this last we learn that it has "real masonry" only on the outside 

and consisted "for the rest of loose stones". We can thus be fairly 

sure that it was a retaining-wall, or part of a retaining-wall, holding 

in place the rubble from a levelling operation. The two most likely 

walls with which it might be connected are Wall Im' and Wall 17. Its 

location seems to favour an identification with Wall Iml, as Wall 17 

probably lay about lom further North. Its 'colossal' character, on the 

other hand, rather favours an identification with Wall 17. The explana- 

tion is perhaps provided by Ilios Plan III, the North-South section, 

where we are referred to the feature marked IV'. There are two such, 

the lower of which looks irresistibly like Wall Iml in Blegen's section 

(Troy I fig. 422) while the upper looks very much like the stratum of 

stoney rubble which lay to the South of Wall 17. Schliemann thought he 
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was faced with a wall 5 or 6m high; actually it was Wall Im' overlain 

by rubble belonging to Troy II. The continuation of Wall Im' here is 

called Wall 70 and regarded as Deposit (6). The overlying strata are 

dubbed Deposit (5), from which'there are two objects. 

(Tagebuch 1873 p. 209; TA p. 282; Ilios 
pp. 24,40,268-9; Plans i-, III) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

WHORLS 
GX 73-808 (10m) Atlas 166-3241. 
GVIIIC 73-802 Ulm) Atlas 166-3240. 

Deposit (7). Atlas Taf. 214 shows a second wall overlying the two 

previous deposits but going off at right-angles to them. This could be 

either the north end of the east wall of Ddrpfeld's Megaron IIB, or a 

part of D8rpfeld's building of Troy 11.2. It might, then, have been 

preserved to an altitude of c. 30.83 or c. 30.17m A. T. as shown by 

DUrpfeld for neighbouring parts of these buildings. Here it is 

numbered Wall 69. 

(Atlas Taf. 214; TI Taf. III) 

I AREA ix: DE 3-4(b) 

Figs. III. 18; IV. 26,27 

This area was excavated during the period l0th-24th May 1873. The 

terrace at c. 30.90m A. T. - notionally at a depth of 10m - was extended 
southwards by up to lCm. There was also some work on the lower terrace 

at "14m" deep; this work can-not be located or quantified. The datum 
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probably lay at c. 39.50m A. T. Few objects can be attributed to the 

trench with any certainty. 

Deposit (1). We have no information about the material found at 0-4m 

deep. 

Deposit (2). At "4-10m" deep, i. e. at c. 35.50-c. 30.90m A. T., Schliemann 

found a "mass" of housewalls, one on top of another, built of stones and 

earth. He gives no detailed description of these, but they are shown in 

Atlas Taf. 214, and have been reproduced in Fig. IV. 26. Probably Walls 61, 

62,64 and 68 were further exposed, while Walls 84-88 were newly 

discovered. No very firm conclusions can be reached on their date; they 

must be from Troy III-IV in Blegen's terms, and possibly from more than 

one phase. 

(Tagebuch 1873 pp. 250,264; Atlas Taf. 214) 

Deposit (3). There is no information about the deposits surrounding the 

walls mentioned under Deposit (2). But three objects can be attributed 
to these layers. All are double-necked jugs, the only three such from 

the excavations. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
B217 Jug with globular body, slightly flattened base, 

double neck and rising spouts with "rivet" on each 
side. Handle from mouth to body (7m). Atlas 174-3367, 
Ilios No. 1176(? ), SS 873; Fig. V. 25. 

B217 Squat, grey Jug wi7aý rounded base and body, double 
neck and two rising spouts. Single handle from neck 
to body (8m). Atlas 175-3390, TR No. 286, Ilios No. 359, 
SS 627; Fig. V. 18. 

B217 *73-888 Re-cks of double necked Jug with rising spouts (7m). 
Atlas 175-3383; Fig. V. 25. 

Deposit (4). A deposit of Troy II material must be presumed to have 

overlain Deposit (5), but there is no information about it. 

Deposit (5). In the lower platform Schliemann found a deposit of white 

stones which he took to be a continuation of the supposed platform of 

white stones previously found in D 3-4 at c. 27m A. T. It may be this 

feature which is shown in Atlas Taf. 214 at No. 26, described as a mosaic 

antedating the time of Priam. 

(Tagebuch 1873 p. 269; Atlas Taf. 214) 
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Deposit (6). Schliemann records that he found several walls at a depth 

of 14m. This presumably means that the walls were found on the lower 

platform, with their bases at c. 25m A. T. or lower. Unfortunately none is 

shown on Atlas Taf. 214 and there is no further information about them or 

about the deposits surrounding them. 

(Tagebuch 1873 p. 269; AAZ Beilage zu Nr. 
165,14th June 1873, p. 2528) 

t 
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THE NORTH-SOUTH TRENCH: 

NORTHERN SECTOR 
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By the end of his 1873 season, Schliemann. had completed a trench which 

cut all the way through the western half of the mound from squares CD 2 

to CD 9. This famous, even notorious, North-South trench was a large 

undertaking; but it divides naturally into three areas which it will be 

convenient to consider separately: a northern sector, a southern sector 

and a central sector. Here we will be concerned with the northern sector, 

which may be defined as that part of the North-South trench which extended 

from the northern edge of the mound to the middle of square D6 where it 

met the East-West trench (see figs. III. 7,18). 

The trench was laid out across the summit of the mound and embraced most 

of the area that lay at 39m A. T. and above. But it also cut through a 

part of the slope on the northwest face where the surface lay at only 
27.50m A. T. It developed in a rather haphazard way. Initially there was 
Schliemann's 3m-deep hole dug into the summit of the mound during three 

days' work in 1870 (Fig. III. 1). In 1871 this was incorporated into a 

trench 60m long and 10m deep, reaching from the summit in DS to the north- 

west face of the mound (Fig. III. 2). In the following year the trench was 

widened to the East, by making a cutting southwards from the west end of 
the North Platform; and the trench was also extended further South into 

square D6 (Figs. III. 6-7). Schliemann was by now digging mostly at a 

depth of c. 27m A. T. and in fact deepened the eastern half of the area 

already dug by a further 3m to meet this target. Views of the trench in 

this state are given in Atlas Taf. 108,111. Here the main body of the 

trench was left, except that in May and June 1873 he exposed an area to 

the east of the trench, in DE 4, cutting down to a level of c. 31m A. T. 

(Figs. III. 18-19). The trench in its final state, therefore, had a 

western strip cut down to c. 30m A. T., an eastern platform cut to c. 31m. 

A. T., a central length cut to c. 27m A. T.; and to the North of this last 

lay the west end of the North Platform cut to c. 24m A. T. The overall 
length will have been in the region of 75 metres, and the width over 
30m at its' widest point in squares CDE 4. 

The structure of the mound in this northern sector of the North-South 

trench seems to present few problems, exhibiting a fairly even, horizontal 

accumulation of deposits throughout. This is because the area fell 

entirely within the limits of the Troy II fortifications and rested on 
the horizontal platform laid out at that time. 
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Deposits of Troy VIII-IX nevertheless do seem in this trench to reach 

down to uneven depths. In Areas iiiand v there is evidence that they 

penetrated to a depth of at least lm. In Area ii there were lentoid clay 

weights and sculptures at 2m deep, and three inscriptions besides. But 

in Area I it seems clear that deposits of VIII-IX went down at least to 

3m deep, for Deposit (8) includes not only a coin of C. 4th B. C., but 

lentoid clay weights as well. Area i produced the only well-attested 

building of VIII-IX, Building 1. Unfortunately Schliemann appears to 

have excavated only its interior in 1870, and to have demolished it in 

1871. We therefore do not know whether the rectangular, stone-built 

chamber in DS was simple and free-standing, or whether it was a part of 

some more elaborate structure. No paved floor was found, but a stratum 

of lime lay just at the base of the drafted masonry and just above the 

foundations of boulders (see Fig. IV. 29), so Schliemann was probably 

right to see in this a floor. This suggests some not very elevated 

function for the building which, if the stratigraphy is to be believed, 

overlay a coin of C. 2nd-3rd A. D. (Deposit 6). It is therefore possible 

that Building 1 was no more than a late barnt or some such structure. 

On the other hand its alignment with Dbrpfeld's Building IXA is striking 

and suggests some earlier, more exalted purpose. In this case one 

could suppose that an original paved floor had been robbed out and 

replaced by a secondary, lime floor. But this is speculative. In Area 

4 in 1871, Schliemann again mentions buildings of large, hewn stones in 

Deposits (1) and (2), but it is not clear whether he is referring again 

to Building 1 which he was now demolishing, or whether he had found 

additional structures of the same date. 

No structures of Troy VII can be reconstructed in this trench. But 

there is some slender evidence for the (one-time? ) presence of deposits 

of VIIb. In. Area J1, Deposit (2) fluted sherds were found at 1-2m deep 

among material of VIII-IX, but overlying a well probably of Troy VI. 

Schliemanft says they were sherds of the C. 2nd A. D., but his 

identifications are unreliable and there is a possibility that they 

were pieces of Knobbed Ware from VIIb2. More secure examples occur at 

1-2m deep in Area ti, Deposit (lb) and perhaps at 3m deep in Area v. It 

is possible that in AreaJU, Deposit (1c) a deposit of VIIa-VIIbl should 

be identified at 2-3m deep. 
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Similarly there are no major structures recorded from Troy VI. The south 

wall of Building 6 (Area iii, Deposit 2) is pure reconstruction. But 

something of this sort is required; moreover between it and Wall 20 to 

the North deposits of Troy VI descend at least to 4m and possibly to Sm 

deep (Area iii, Deposit 1); these may be from the interior of the 

building. Elsewhere, too, in the trench there is evidence of Troy VI 

pieces even at 4-5m deep (Area ii, Deposit 5). Two wells were found, 

both of which may have been used in Troy VI: Well 1, found complete with 

capstone at 2m deep in C 4-5 (Well Bg in TI Taf. III); and Well 2 with 

its top at 4m deep in square D4, apparently in Building 6 (marked "Pa" 

in Atlas Taf. 117). Well 2, at least, seems to have been abandoned 

after Troy VI; but Well 1 may have survived into Troy VII or VIII, to 

judge from the altitude of the capstone. 

Middle Bronze Age deposits were, however, preserved to a higher level - 

to only 2 or 3m deep in places (Area ii, Deposit 4; Area iii, Deposit 

1c; Area v, Deposit 3). This can only mean that Troy VI structures were 

dug into the underlying deposits, sometimes removing all trace of Troy 

V, as in Area iii where Building 6 rests directly on, or even in, 

material probably deriving from Troy IV. Some traces of Troy. V were 

found, though, at c. 35.67-36.67m A. T., but little is recorded of them. 

Schliemann mentions finding stones with signs of scorching (Area ii, 

Deposit 4), but otherwise there is no architectural detail. 

The rather crude observation, of 1871, that a 3m-deep stratum could be 

discerned at 4-7m deep (=32.67-35.67m A. T. )-showing walls of small, 

unhewn stones joined with clay, can probably be taken to indicate' 

roughly (but only roughly) the limits of Troy III and IV (Area ii, Deposit 

5). Areas iii and v, taken together with Blegen's results from the 

pillars in F 4-5 and E6, further refine the stratigraphy. The horizon 

dividing IV from III must occur around 33.50m A. T. (33.47/33.67), and 

that dividing III from II at around 32m A. T. (31.67-32.17m A. T. ). Some 

mudbrick buildings of Troy IV, together with what may have been a pavement 

of small stones, were found in Area iii (Deposits 5,6)1 otherwise there 

are no features certainly attributable to Troy IV. Neither are there any 

certainly of Troy III. But a number of walls found on the east side of 

the trench in 1873 must belong either to Troy III or to Troy IV, or to 

both: Walls 62,68,90-93,95,97,98 (see Areas vi and vii). The walls 

may be seen in Atlas Taf. 214,215 and in Figs. IV. 36-37 of the present work. 
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They continue the complex found on the'North Platform in 1873 (see Figs. 

IV. 24,26). 

Of Troy III it is clear that a large part of Megaron IIA was found and 

recorded. The north end may be the "room" noted in Area iiioDeposit (10)1 

and in Areas viand vii the northern- cross-wal. 1 -and the east and west walls 

were found - Walls 67,89,94. They can all be seen in Atlas Taf. 214 and 

in Figs. IV. 36,37. Megaron IIA will have been but one of the large 

buildings of stone noted at 10m deep at the bottom of the trench in 1871 

(Areaii, Deposit 7). overlying these remains were imxnense masses of - 
burnt mudbrick debris in which Schliemann recognized, but did not fully 

record, mudbrick house-walls resting on stone foundations (Area it, 

Deposit 6); many stones were encountered too. At a depth of 9ým (=c. 

30.17m A. T. ) and surrounding the north end of Megaron IIA was a stratum 

of yellow ash. It was in this that Treasure IN' was discovered. At a 

slightly higher depth, apparently, the platform on the east side of the 

trench revealed what Schliemann called a Istratum' of slag (Area vii, 

Deposit 5). The identification of the substance as slag seems to have 

been confirmed by visiting archaeologists, but it seems unlikely that 

Schliemann could have found a continuous stratum of the stuff. Two other 

features may be attributable to Troy II. One is a fragment of wall 

running East-West, found on the East side of the trench and described by 

Schliemann as a "Wall of Troy" (Wall 96: AreaVj, Deposit 4); this may be 

another piece of the retaining-wall of Troy II. 1 shown by Ddrpfeld in 

square EF 5 of his plan. The second is a stratum of large stone blocks 

with its top at a depth of lom (=c. 29.67m A. T. ). This was observed in 

Area iii(Deposit 11) and again in Area V (Deposit 7). it seems likely to 

be a continuation of the stratum of stones backing Wall 17 in two areas 

of the North Platform. If so, then it may provide further evidence for 

the existence of a platform of rubble laid out across the citadel in 

Early Troy II, with Wall 17 as'its northern limit and retaining 

wall. 

Not much is recorded of Troy I. In Area v was found a wall of small, 

roughly hewn stones joined with mortar (Deposit 7). This may have been' 

at c. 26.67M A. T. and, if so, will have derived from Troy 1. Its exact 

whereabouts are not recorded. In Areai! iSchliemann failed to find any 

continuation of the white, pebble pavement found earlier on the North 

Platform. But it appears that below the platform of stones at 10m deep 
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he did find, at c. 13-14ým deep, 
- 

a thick stratum of red ash (Area iii, 

Deposit 12) containing further deposits of slag; and, below that, a 
further mass of stones which may have been an additional stretch of the 

stone-fill to the South of Blegen's wall W (Areaiii, Deposit 13). To 
its North, where Schliemann had dug down to c. 24m A. T., he found stone- 
hard', ashy deposits typical of Troy 1. It was among these that the two 
jars from a possible cist grave were found (Area i1i, Deposit 14). 

The northern sector of the North-South Trench has been divided into seven 

areas. These correspond to the areas tackled by Schliemann in'the seven 

relevant periods-distinguished in Chapter III, and they are represented 

in Figs. III. 1-2,6-7,18-19. The results from each area are discussed 

individually in the following pages. 
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AREA DS 

Figs. III. 1; IV. 28,29. 

This was the first trench opened by Schliemann in his first season. Its 

location is shown in Atlas Taf. 116. The trench, whose existence has not 

previously been noted by biographers and commentators, was placed on the 

highest part of the mound. The measurements of depth must therefore be 

taken from the'surnmitýat c. 39.67m A. T. or thereabouts. The account in 

Briefwechsel I No. 131 is confusing in its suggestion that excavation in 

this area penetrated below 3m. It did not. In the letter Schliemann has 

wrongly transferred to this trench the deposits below 3m which, in his 

notes, clearly belong to the trench in AB 4. 

Deposit (1). Topsoil was encountered to a depth of 25cm. 

(Tagebuch 1870 p. 66) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
Unspecified sherds only 

Deposit (2). Below the thin stratum of topsoil Schliemann found a 

rectangular building to which he eventually gave the measurements 17.90 x 

13.25m. -This is Building 1. The walls consisted of two upper courses of 

sandstone blocks 60cm x 1.43cm with a total height of 65cm, resting on 

limestone boulders which were 69cm high. The tops of the walls were 

preserved to various heights ranging from c. 39.02 to 39.42m A. T. (=0.25- 

0-65m deep). one wall, possibly on the southeast side, is reported to 

have had a doorway 2.65m wide. Given the. shape and size of the trench 

shown in Atlas Taf. 116, only one orientation is possible for Building 1: 

an orientation which corresponds very closely to that of IXA. Building 1 

was destroyed during the excavations of 1871, and it was never established 

whether or not the building extended behond this one, large chamber. 
(Tagebuch 1870 pp. 66,67,69,81; Tagebuch 
1871 p. 2191 TA p. 6; Bfw I p. 1641 Ilios 
p. 21) 

Deposit (3). Within Building 1, to a depth of Im (-c. 38.67m), was a 

stratum containing large stones, sherds and bones. It presumably under- 

lay deposit (1). 
ý, (Tagebuch 1870 p. 69) 
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OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
Unspecified sherds 

Many bones 
ANIMAL REMAINS 

Deposit (4). At c. 38.67m (-lm deep), below deposit (3), was a stratum of 

tough, nasty lime which Schliemann took to be the remains of a floor. 
(Tagebuch 1870 p. 69) 

Deposit (5). Below deposit (4), and therefore at c. 38.67m or a little 

deeper, was a stratum containing large stones, sherds and bones. 

(Tagebuch 1870 p. 69) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
Unspecified sherds 

Many bones 
ANIMAL REMAINS 

Deposit (6). A stratum of ashes and other burnt matter, found by 

Schliemann at c. 38.47m (=1.20m deep) below deposit (5). 

(Bfw I p. 164) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

COINS 
1 coin of Hector Ilieon. (Dateable to 117-260 A. D.: 
cf. Bellinger types T147-T291). 

Deposit (7). Below deposit (6) and at an unspecified depth lay an 

accumulation of ten more strata of burnt matter mixed with habitation 

debris. The lower-limit of these strata was found at c. 36.67m (-3m deep). 

iý, I (Tag ebuch 1870 p. 74; Bfw I p. 164) 

Deposit (8). At a depth of 3m (c. 36.67m A. T. ), at the bottom of the 

trenc - h, was'a'deposýit"ýontaining' many 
bones 

and sherds. It is not clear 

whether this formed a separate deposit or whether the note of it is only 
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an additional description of deposit (7). 

(Bfw I p. 165) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
Unspecified sherds 

COINS 
Coin of Ancient Sigeun (Dateable to 355-334 B. C. ) 
cf. Bellinger p. 164 

WEIGHTS 
Terracotta pieces with two holes 

ANIMAL REMAINS 
Large masses of bones, including some identified 
as "wild boars' teeth" 

AREA ii: CD 3-5 

Figs. III. 2; IV. 30,31. 

This was the trench on which Schliemann concentrated all his efforts in 

October-November 1871. It was designed to run from the northern edge of 

the mound to the summit, where it embraced the previous year's excavation 

in D5. The length of the trench was initially 48m, increasing to 60M as 

greater depth brought the north end to a lower, and more distant, position 

on the north slope. At the north end its width was 10m, at the south end 

15m. Excavation was carried to a depth of lom below the summit, except 

in the two side-passages in C5 and DE 4, where excavation stopped at 7m. 

The side-passages were originally cut to give access for wheelbarrows to 

the main trench, but were abandoned when their maintenance became too 

time-consuming. The position of the trench is shown in Atlas Taf. 116. 

Deposit (1). To a depth of lm (c. 38.67m A. T. ) was a stratum containing 

buildings of hewn stones joined with lime mortar. 

(TA p. 40) 
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OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
Unspecified coarse sherds (Bfw I p. 194). 

COINS 
Copper coins of Ilium, Sigeum and Alexandria Troas. 
(Tgb 1871 pp. 214,215,219; TA pp. 7,9,40). 

WEIGHTS 
Many stamped lentoid clay weights with two holes. 
Wares are red, yellow, grey and black. (Tgb 1871 
pp. 216f, 231; Bfw I p. 195; TA pp. 10,40). 

SCULPTURE 
Marble hand (30cm) (Tgb 1871 p. 242). 

ANIMAL REMAINS 
Mussel shells, Oyster shells, Fish bones, Boars' 
tusks (TA pp. 11,40). 

Deposit (2). Below deposit (1), at c. 38.67 to 37.67m (=1-2m deep), was a 

stratum-containing buildings of large, hewn stones. Schliemann's reports 

differ as to whether or not they used mortar. It is not clear how far 

his descriptions of deposits (1) and (2) may be generalisations based on 

the rectangular building of DS found in 1870. 

(Tagebuch 1871 p. 275; TA pp. 9,40) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
Fluted sherds "of C. 2nd A. D. " (Tgý? 1871 p. 226). 

METALWORK 
Remains of an iron "sword" (Tgb 1871 p. 219). 

WEIGHTS 
Many stamped lentoid clay weights with two holes. 
In red, yellow, grey and black wares. (Tgb 1871 
pp. 216f, 231; ZA pp. 10,40; Bfw I p. 195). 

41 

SCULPTURE 
Head from a marble statue (C. lým)(Tgb 1871 p. 217). 

INSCRIPTIONS 
Three inscriptions in Greek, in the vicinity of the 
rectangular building of'D5 found Jn 1870. Dateable to 
350-200 B. C. TR pp. 67-8, Ilios p. 638, Zgb 1871 pp. 
216,217,225; Ff-w I pp. 198,201. 

Atlas 
' 
28-751 BrUckner No. 26 (TI p. 465), SS 9656. 

Atlas 29-752 BrUckner No. 27 (TI p. 466), SS 9657. 
Atlas 29-753 BrUckner No. 1 (TI p. 462), SS 9658. 
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ANIMAL REMAINS 
Mussel shells, Oyster shells, Fish bones, Boars' 
tusks (TA pp. 11,40). 

Deposit (3). At c. 37.67m A. T., apparently stratified below deposit' (2), 

Schliemann found the top of Well 1. It was covered with a capstone 

measuring 98 x 76 x 36cm. The well itself was built of stones joined 

with mortar, and was lm in diameter. It is marked 'Th' in Atlas Taf. 117, 

and is described in Taf. 214 as a hellenic well. In TI Taf. III it appears 

as Bg, situated at C 4-5. The well was cleared to a depth of 11.40m in 

1871. 

(Tagebuch 1871 pp. 227,228; Bfw I p. 192; 
Briefe p. 117; TA pp. 9p40) 

Deposit (4) . Stratified below deposit (2) , at c. 37.67m and reaching to 

c. 35.67m A. T. (=2-4m deep), was a stratum which Schliemann identified as 

a mass of burnt matter. Here he found a few stones, often showing signs 

of scorching, but no large blocks such as were found in the higher levels. 

(Tagebuch 1871 pp. 229,230,275; Bfw I pp. 
199,332 no. 266; TA pp. 9,40f) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
The wares were handmade and very coarse. None of the 
pottery was painted. 

B24? Small pots with mouths sometimes "pinchge en 
arribre". 

C30 owl-face vase (3-4m). 
C30/D13 Sherd with human face in low relief, thought by 

Schliemann to be Egyptian or Phoenician (4m). 
(Tgb 1871 pp. 224,228,230; Bfw I pp. 196,199,202f; 
TA pp. 11,41,42; Ilios p. 21). 

WHORLS 
Stone whorls incised with circles. Of blue stone; 
and one of marble (3m). 
Clay whorls are conical and biconical, usually 
incised on one side only. 
(Tgb 1871 p. 229; Bfw I p. 195; TA pp. 10f, 23f, 40). 

ANIMAL REMAINS 
Mussel shells, oyster shells, Fish bones, "Sharks' 
vertebrae", Boars' tusks. 
(Tgb 1871 p. 229f; TA pp. 11,40). 
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Deposit (5). At c. 35.67m, below deposit (4)' ' was a stratum 3m deep (to 

c. 32.67m A. T. ) in which Schliemann noted walls of small, unhewn stones 

joined with clay. At c. 35.67-34.67m (=4-5m, deep) the stones were "fairly 

well worked". It was this stratum which, because of the large numbers of 

stone implements, Schliemann at first took to represent the stone age. 
(ýagebuch 1871 pp. 242,275; Bfw I p. 332 
n. 266; TA pp. 26,34,41; Ilios p. 21) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
Despite occasional (Mycenaean? ) sherds with painting 
"in the Greek manner", found at c. 35.67-34.67m, the 
pottery was in general-c6arse and handmade. At 
34.67-32.67m (=5-7m deep) the wares were monochrome 
grey, black, red or yellow. ( Ilios p. 21; 

. Selbsthiographie p. 60). 
A45? Two-handled qoblets. 

. A. 212? Small cup with very large handle. 
A- Small goblet (4-5m). 
B20? Globular jugs with long necks. 
B21? Globular jugs with long necks and tripod bases. 
C30 Jars with owl-face decoration, frequently (4-5m). 
C32? Jar with two raised arms. 
C35? Large Jar with three small feet. 
C39? Pithoi. 
D3 Bell-shaped lids (11goblets")(6m). 
D7/8 "Coronet" lids. 
D13 owl-face lids. 
D- Miniature terracotta "canoes" (4-5m). 
D- Miniature "hearth" (4-5m). 
D- "Whetstones" (4-5m). 
D- oval basin 2m in diameter. 

(Tgb 1871 pp. 224,238-241,252-3; Bfw I pp. 195,196; 
EA pp. 25-6; Selbsthiog., pp. 60f). 

METALWORK 
Silver pin (5m). 
Copper knife 17licm long (6-7m). 
Copper spearhead 16ýcm long (6-7m). 
Copper armband (6-7m). 
Copper pins: 

2 (4-4ým). 
1,9cm'long (6m). 
2 with twisted heads (6m). 
1 with round head (6-7m). 

' (T4b, 1871_pp. 219,240,252,254-6 ; TA pp. 21,25,42). 

CHIPPED STONE 
Flint blades in large numbers, including one long, 
flint knife (6-7m). 
(Tgb 1871 pp. 230,241,256; TA p. 29). 
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POLISHED STONE 
Many implements of black stone (diorite? ). 
Stone balls of various sizes (6m). 
Hammers, axes, granite weights, slate whetstones, 
querns of pumice and granite. 
Pounders. 
Pieces of large marble vessel (6-7m). 
(Tgb 1871 pp. 230,239,244,253,255; Bfw I p. 197; 

TA pp. 21,25-6,41). 

BONE ARTEFACTS 
Many bone needles, one with small decorative design. 
Bone "spoon". 
Pointed bone "knives" (4-5m and 6-7m). 
Bodkins. 
(Tgb 1871 pp. 245,254; TA p. 26). 

WHORLS 
These are more frequent than in higher strata. 
Conical and biconical types are attested. Decoration 
is incised and white-filled. 
Whorls are made of clay, stone, or broken sherds. 
Round flat stones with central hole, total diam. 2", 
painted red on one side. 
Large conical white marble whorl (6m). 
(Tgb 1871 pp. 230,240,241,244,245,252,2531 TA pp. 
23-4). 

SMALL FINDS 
Clay: terracotta "priapus" 10cm long; weights 
7-12cm long. 
Stone: "priapus" of striped marble 1 inch long. 
Marble cylinder with central hole, 8x 6ýcm. 
Stone ball decorated with lines and circles. 
Marble weights. 
(Tgb 1871 pp. 239,252,253,255; TA pp. 24-5). 

FIGURINES 
Piece of hard stone representing a human/owl's 
face. 
Small "divine statue" of terracotta. 
(Tgb 1871 pp. 240,242,244). 

PLANT REMAINS 
Burnt grain in a jar (4-5m). 
Burnt grain associated with querns (6-7m). 
(Tgb 1871 pp. 241,255). 

ANIMAL REMAINS 
Mussel shells, Fish bones, Sharks' vertebrae(? ), 
Boars' tusks. 
(Tgb 1871 p. 255; TA p. 40). 
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Deposit (6). Below deposit (5) Schliemann identified a 3m-thick deposit 

at c. 32.67-29.67m A. T. (=7-10m deep). Here he found immense masses of 

calcined mudbrick debris and, amongst it, house-walls of mudbrick on 

stone foundations. Stone thresholds were noted. The house-walls were 

"the meanest I ever saw". Large numbers of stones were noted from 

c. 32.67 to 31.17m, becoming larger and more troublesome with increasing 

depth. 

(Tagebuch 1871 pp. 258,275; Bfw I p. 332 
n. 266; Briefe p. 118; TA pp. 34,42fj 
Ilios p. 21) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
Schliemann noted that the pottery 
at this depth tended to be more 
elegant than in the higher levels. 
Wares were polished black, red, 
yellow and green. 

A45? Two-handled goblets. 
A45 Depata. 
B24? Large jugs with necks bent back. 
C28?? Jars with vertical lugs and pierced 

rims. 
C30 owl-face Jars. 
C32? Large, two-handled Jars with raised 
II wings. 
C34? Small Jars on tripod bases. 
C39? -Pithoi. 
D7/8_ "Coronet" lids. 
D- cylinders 8ýcm x 6ýcm. 

(Tgb 1871 pp. 254f, 260f; Bfw I p. 203; 
IA pp. 32f, 42). 

METALWORK 
Large spherical piece of iron(? ) at 
7m. 
Small copper axe (8ým). 
2 copper "spearheads" (8ým). 
Copper knives (8ý and 9m). 
Copper pins (8ý and 9m). 
(Tgb 1871 pp. 256,258f, 260; Briefe 

.1* P. 118) . 

CHIPPED STONE 
Flint blades. 
Two-edged obsidian blades. 
(TA pp. 29,42). 

POLISHED STONE 
Hammers. Axes, sometimes of black 
stone. Weights. Querns. Micaschist 
moulds (8-10m). 
(Tgb 1871'pp. 256,259; TA pp. 29,33f, 42). 
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WHORLS , 
These are mostly biconical, with 
only a few instances of the conical 
type. 
one clay whorl was thought to bear 
an inscription, illustrated in Atlas 
2-61, TR Nos. 326,482, =Ilios No. 1982, 
=SS 529-5. 
7ýe-rracotta disc 2.3" in diam., painted 
white on one side, with markings 
thought to be "Phoenician". 
(Tgb 1871 p. 258; Bfw I p. 196; TA pp. 
30-2,42,94). 

SMALL FINDS 
Many clay weights 4-5" x 3-4". 
(TA p. 33). 

FIGURINES 
Small (stone? ) idol (c. 9m). 
(Tgb 1871 p. 260). 

ANIMAL REMAINS 
Mussel shells. Boars' tusks. Fish 
bones. 
(TA p. 40). 

Deposit (7) . The trench was excavated to a depth of 10m. Exposed in the 

bottom of the trench by the end of the season were large buildings of 

stone. The size and construction of these was at this stage not clear; 

stones came to light wherever Schliemann dug and, as usual, he attributed 

the confusion to a putative earthquake. The walls were without mortar; 

the stones themselves were generally unhewn, but were rough-hewn on 

occasion. The measurement of lom depth (c. 29.67m A. T. ) cannot - in view 

of Blegen's stratigraphy for CD 4 and DS, together with Ddrpfeld's 

bench-marks - apply to the upper surface of these remains of Dbrpfeld's 

Troy II. l. It simply alludes to what was visible at the bottom of the 

ten-metre trench. 

i» 
(Tagebuch 1871 pp. 269,270,275; Bfw I pp. 
196,197f, 332ff n. 266; TA pp. 37f, 43f; 
Ilios p. 21; TI Taf. III; Troy I figs. 431, 
437) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
A45? Goblet with two handles. 
B14 Small brown globular tripod Jug 

with incised decoration on body 
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5ýcm tall (10m). 
- Atlas 89-1847, Ilios NO. 441, SS 

2437; Fig. V. 17. 
(Tgj? 1871 pp. 260,269; TA p. 38). 

METALWORK 
Copper spearhead. 
2 copper arrowheads. 
Lead plate 1YI x 1Y', with incised 
character and a hole in one corner. 
(Tgb 1871 pp. 260,270; TA p. 38). 

POLISHED STONE 
Black stone ball. 
(Tgb 1871 p. 260). 

WHORLS 
one conical clay whorl. 
(TA p. 38). 

ANIMAL REMAINS 
Mussel shells. Fish bones. Boars', 
tusks. 
(TA p. 40). 

AREA iii: CD 4 

Figs. III. 6; IV. 32,33. 

This ar - ea was excavated during 23rd may-18th June 1872 as the northern 

end of Schliemann's newly-established North-South trench. The trench was 

23m wide and originated as an extension of the western terrace on the 

recently abandoned north platform. There was some initial work carried 

down to tJie two levels of c. 30.00m and 24.00m A. T., theievels of the old 

terrace'and platform floor respectively. The terrace was extended south- 

wards by approximately 9 metres. But from 4th June Schliemann adopted a 

new policy of excavating to the 27.00m level -a theoretical depth of 

14m. It is not clear how far South he was able to carry this work by 

18th June: far enough, at any rate, to have demolished nearly to the 

level of the trench floor, but no further, the newly discovered well in 

D4. His published report in Trojanische AlterthUmer has included a 
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repetition of the stratigraphic divisions he had recorded for the North- 

South trench in, 1871. They were not newly observed and are not recorded 

at all in the diary for this period in 1872. They will therefore be 

ignored in the description of deposits which follows. In so far as they 

belong anywhere they are probably included by Schliemann to give an 

account of the strata in the "middle platform" of the North-South trench 

in D 5-6. Relatively few objects can be allocated to this area with 

certainty. A number'can be placed here with plausibility. This includes 

all those pieces which seem to provide evidence for a deposit of Troy 

VIIb2 material in Stratum (Ib). It must be admitted that, from the 

information given by Schliemann, they could equally well derive from 

squares CD 8-9, the South Platform. But the reconstructed stratigraphy 

of that area suggests that VIIb2 deposits would there more probably have 

occurred at 2-4m than at 1-2m, whereas the latter depth would be suitable 

on the north side of the mound. Also there is the testimony of what 

seems to be a VIIb2 Buckelkeramik bowl (A104). It was found, undoubtedly, 

in the lowest deposits of CD 4. Here it must have been out of context, 

but suggests the presence in the same area of other VIIb2 material. 

A rather large body of material has, in addition, been assigned to this 

trench which may in fact derive either from CD 4 or from D 5-6 (the 

continuation of the North-South trench in the middle of the mound), or 

which may be a mixture of the two. I have chosen to catalogue the 

objects under CD 4 as this seems to have been the area where more work 

was done and where Schliemann was personally more involved. Although 

this decision could be mistaken, in practice such a mistake would be of 

little consequence, as the broad divisions in CD 4 and in D 5-6 seem to 

have been very similar. 

Deposit (1). Apart from the information repeated from the findings of 

1871, Schliemann tells us nothing about the character of the soil 

between the surface (39.67m A. T. ) and the depth of Sm. But a sufficiently 

full record of his finds can be posited to allow us tentatively to sub- 

divide these strata into four periods of deposition. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

Strat= la: 39.67-38.67m A. T. (=O-lm deep) 
Material which can be assigned to Troy VIII-IX. 
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WEIGHTS 
M- Terracotta pieces with flat top and two holes. 

72-487 Impressed with design of bee(? ) and square; Fig. V. 47. 
72-690 Impressed with unidentifiable design. Cf. Atlas 

17-513?, TR No. 37, Ilios No. 1469, SS 8322; Fig. V. 47. 
72-707 Plain lerýt-oid terracotta weight with two holes. Fig. 

v. 47. 

FIGURINES 
72-693 Head of figurine, possibly of a youthful Pan with 

basket on head (under lm). Atlas 34-853, SS 9540. 

Stratum lb: 38.67-37.67m A. T. (=1-2m deep) 
The material in this stratum may be compared with that of 
Blegen's Troy VIIb2. 

A- 

A102 

A105 

A106 

C- 

RIIB 
GIXD 
GID 
GIB 
GIA 
GX 
GIB 
GIA 
RIIA 
GIA 
RVIAb 
RIA 
GIA 
RIIA 
GIB 
RIIIB 
RIIA 
RIB 
GX 
RIIA 
RVIAb 
RIA 
RVIAb 
RIA 

POTTERY 
* 72-498 Simple cup with rounded base, slightly narrowed mouth, 

and handle from rim to body (2m). Fig. V. 33. 
* 72-552 Tankard with flat base and one large handle (1m). 

Fig. 'V. 33. 
* 72-500 Black handmade cup or jug with horizontal ribs around 

neck and vertical ribs on body; projecting knob at 
front (2m). Atlas 33-799, Ilios No. 1374, SS 3587; Fig. 
V. 33. 

* 72-499 High-handled cup with projecting knob at front (2m). 
Fig. V. 33. 

* 72-594 Large, hole-mouth jar with two small handles set 
vertically half way up body on either side (1m). Fig. 
v. 33. 

CHIPPED STONE 
(*)72-638 Flint blade 12cm long (2m). 

* 72-509 
* 72-567 
* 72-569 
* 72-572 
* 72-573 
* 72-574 
* 72-575 
* 72-578 
* 72-603 
* 72-605 
* 72-606 
*1-72-607 
* 72-683 

72-705 
* 72-730 

N 72-740 
(*) 72-797 
M 72-810 
* 72-822 
* 72-829 

N 72-668 
N 72-870 
N 72-871 
N 72-875 

WHORLS 
(2m) 
(2m) cf. Atlas 13-425. 
(2m) cf. Atlas 11-354. 
(2m) 
(2m) cf. Atlas 10-325, SS 5080. 
(2m) Atlas 1-3-416? 

(2m) cf. Atlas 10-322. 
(2m) 
(1m) 
(1m) 
(2m) 
(1ým) 
(2m) cf. Atlas 11-350. 
(2m) 
(1.30m) 
(2m) cf. Atlas 1-3. 
(2m) cf. Atlas 5-135. 
(2m) cf. Atlas 1-2. 
(2m) Atlas 12-384, TR No. 428, 
(2m) cf. Atlas 5-13 . 
(1m) cf. Atlas 10-335. 
(2m) cf. Atlas 8-246. 
(2m) 
(2m) 

Ilios No. 1928, SS 5532. 
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SEAL 
72-611 Conical terracotta stamp-seal (2m). Atlas 19-547? 

Ilios No. 495, SS 8860; Fig. V. 46. 

Stratum lc: 37.67-36.67M A. T. (=2-3m deep) 
The material in this stratum may partly derive from Troy 
VIIa-VIIbl, although some (e. g. 72-748) is probably of 
earlier date. 

A4 8? 

C48 

C205 

C205 

D8 

D33 

RIB 
GID 
GIB 
GVII 
GX 
RIA 
RIA 
GIA 
GIA 
RVIB 
RIIA 
GIA? 
GIB 
RIIIA 
GIA 
RIIC 
GIXD 
RIIIA 
RIA 
RIA 
RIIA 
RIA 
RIA 
RIIA 

POTTERY 
72-850 Wheelmade bowl with 15cm diameter (3m). Atlas 36-917; 

Fig. V. 33. 
(*)72-881 Globular jar with straight neck, rim and two handles 

(2m). Atlas 32-774?? TR No. 131; Fig. V. 33. 
* 72-835 Conical, hole-mouth jar 7ým. tall (2W. Maybe MB. 

Fig. V. 31. 
* 72-837 Conical, hole-mouth har with two horizontal lines 

towards top (3m). Maybe MB. Fig. V. 31. 
(*)72-748 Red polished coronet-lid with two incised lines around 

body and three superposed straps with central knob 
(2m). Atlas 76-1646 (Bm! ), Ilios No. 1322, SS 1960. 
Probably MB. Fig. V. 31. 

72-858 Funnel, 7cm. long (3m). Fig. V. 33. 

METALWORK 
72-849 Knife-blade (2ým). Fig. V. 38. 

CHIPPED STONE 
(*)72-554 Conical flint core (?? ) (3m). 

POLISHED STONE 
72-848 Marble disc with central hole, diam. 7cm (3m). Atlas 

99-2129? Fig. V. 42. 
72-857 Diorite hammer (3m). Fig. V. 42. 

WHORLS 
M72-540 (3m) 
(*)72-541 (3m) 
M72-546 (2ým) cf. Atlas 11-352. 
M72-579 (2ým) 
(*)72-591 (2ým) Atlas 5-147. 
(*)72-592 (2ým) cf. Atlas 8-251. 
* 72-617 (2ým) cf. Atlas 8-246. 

M72-624 (2ým) cf. Atlas 9-301. 
(*)72-628 (3m) Atlas 10-329, SS 5108. 
M72-731 (3m) 
M72-809 (3m) 
(*)72-811 (3m) 
* 72-823 (3m) 
* 72-825 (3m) 
* 72-826 (3m) 

M72-862 (3m) 
M72-865 (2ým) 
M72-866 (3m) 
(*)72-877 (3m) cf. Atlas 8-240., ý 
M72-889 (2ým) cf. Atlas B-246. 
(*)72-894a/901, (2ý Atlas 6-183. 
(*)72-897, (2ým), cf. ýAtlasý8-246.,, 
M72-898 (3m) Atlas, 97302. 
M72-904 (2W- 
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GIA M72-913 (2W cf. Atlas 11-350. 
RIB M72-917 (2ým) 

TERRACOTTA DISC 
72-856 With one central hole. Fig. V. 48. 

TERRACOTTA BALL 
72-595 With four incised encircling lines (3m). Fig. V. 46. 

Stratum Id: 36.67-34.67M A. T. (=3-5m deep) 
This level certainly includes one item of Troy VI date (72- 
741). The A33 cup could be of Troy IV or V date, but the type 
is known from Blegen's excavations to have survived into VI. 
The date of the B203 jar ought to be EB-MB, but the possi- 
bility of survival of the type into VI cannot be precluded. 

A33 (*)72-922 

B203 M72-751 

D46 * 72-839 

M72-741 

M72-598 

RIIIA 
RIA 
GIA 
RVIB 
RIA 
RIC 
RIIA 
GX 
RIA 
GIB 
GIA 
RIVA 
RIVB 
RIIA 
RIVB 
RIVA 
GVII 
RIVA 

POTTERY 
Squat cup with flat base, splayed rim and rising handle 
(4m). Fig. V. 32. 
Globular jar with flattened base and slightly flaring 
neck (4m). Possibly pre-VI. Fig. V. 31. 
Grey slipped terracotta horsehead (4m). Atlas 18-540, 
TR No. 290, Ilios No. 1391, SS 4002; intrusive from IX;. 
Fig. V. 34. 
Yellow clay figure of a pig painted with bright red 
crosses (4m). Atlas 18-537, TR No. 162, Ilios No. 1450, 
SS 3563, Fig. V. 32. 
Therd with incised herringbone decoration (4m). Fig. V. 33. 

METALWORK 
(*)72-564 Barbed and tanged arrowhead (5m). cf. Atlas 99-2113; 

Fig. V. 38. 

M 72-506 
M 72-576 
(*) 72-577 
M 72-593 
M 72-658 

72-698 
72-703 
72-708 
72-711 
72-723 

M 72-729 
(*) 72-890 
M 72-892 
M, 72-894 
(*172-896 
M 72-903 
M 72-908 
(*) 72-912 

WHORLS 
(4m) 
(4m) cf. Atlas 8-240. 
(4m) 
(5m) 
(4m) 
(4m) 
(4m) 
(4m) 
(4m) cf. Atlas 8-246. 
(4m) 
(4m) 
(5/4m) 
(4m) 
(5m) 
(4m) 
(4m) 
(4m) Atlas 12-400. 
(4m) 

TERRACOTTA BALLS 
72-691) Incised ball with eight fields (5m). Atlas 14-450, 
72-692) 92-2155, TR No. 493, Ilios No. 1993, SS 8904; Fig. V. 46. 
72-714 Decorated-with incised dots in eig t fields (5m). cf. 

Atlas 15-464; Fig. V. 46. 
72-720 incised (5m). Atlas 14-452, TR No. 491, Ilios No. 1991, 

SS 8899; Fig. V. 46. 
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SEAL 
(*)72-907 Conical terracotta stamp-seal (5m). Atlas 19-550; 

Fig. V. 46. 

Deposit (2). The existence of this deposit is not directly reported by 

Schliemann, but may be inferred. It is the south wall of the building 

(Building 6) of which Wall 20 is the north wall. We may now note that in 

TA p. 119 Schliemann explicitly refers to walls, in the plural, at 3m 

below the surface, having the character of Wall 20, and forming a 

building which was not yet entirely demolished. 

Deposit (3). The top of Well 2, walled with stones and mud mortar, was 

discovered at 35.67m A. T. (=4m deep) on 7th June. During excavation of 

CD 4 the well was almost entirely removed down to the level of the trench 

floor. It appears in Atlas Taf. 117, where it is marked 'Pal, and lies in 

Square D4. Unless Schliemann failed to identify the upper parts of the 

structure, it seems that the well must have been abandoned during Troy VI. 

Its position within Building 6, if Building 6 is correctly reconstructed, 

is curious and unparalleled in the case of the other Troy VI wells (Ba, 

Bb, Bc) . One probably postdates the other. 
(Tagebuch 1872 p. 390) 

Deposit (4) consists of the material surrounding the walls to be referred 

to under Deposit (5), part of which must constitute the related occupa- 

tion deposits, and part the destruction deposit. These strata, which 

Schliemann himself does not isolate, lie at c. 34.67m with a depth of 

approximately one metre, their bottom lying at c. 33.67m A. T. (=5-6m deep). 

They must derive from Troy III or IV. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
A212 (*)72-558 Grey rounded cup with loop-handle attached to rim of 

cup at one end (5m). Atlas 47-1128, SS 672; Fig#V630. 
A228 * 72-600 Grey-slipped 'hourglass' tankard wi two handles 

(restored) and four lines around stem (6m). Atlas 51- 
1234; Ilios No. 1080?, TI fig. 132, SS 1880; Fig. V. 30. 

B13 * 72-601 Jug with rounded base ý_ýd rising spout; handle and 
spout broken (6m). Atlas 49-1180; Fig. V. 30. 

B210 (*)72-597 Pedestal flask with two lugs, similar in shape to Ilios 
No. 304 (6m); Fig, V. 30. 

C28 (*)72-924 Globular jar with straight neck, holes in lip, -and two 

vertically perforated lugs; 7cm high, 6ýcm diam. (6m). 
Atlas 50-1216?; Fig. Vo3O. 

D26 (*)72-735 Squat sieve or colander with flattish base and splayed 
rim (6m); Fig. V. 30. 

D203 72-718 Lid with two pierced horns (5m), Fig. V. 30. 
D- 72-838 Terracotta cylindrical box, 6cm x 4cm. (5m). Cf. Ilios 

No. 472; Fig. V. 30. 
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CHIPPED STONE 
M72-781 Chipped stone blade (5ým). 

- POLISHED STONE -1 
M72-584 Macehead(? ) or s-pherical hammer (6m). Fig. V. 42 

-WHORLS 
RIIA (*)72-490 
GIA (*)72-492 
RIVC (*)72-507 (6m) Fig. V. 49. 
RIA (*)72-524 Cf. Atlas 8-240. 
RIB (*)72-630 (6m) Cf. Atlas 1-4, TR No. 318, Ilios No. 1818. 
GIA M72-633 (6m) Cf. Atlas 11-350. 
RIVA M72-635 (6m) 
RIVA M72-636 (6m) 
RIA * 72-669 (6m) 
RIA * 72-670 
RIB * 72-674 (6m) 
RVIAb * 72-675 cf. Atlas 8-267. 
RVIAb * 72-676 cf. Atlas 8-267? 
RIIA * 72-678 
RIIC * 72-680 
RIC 72-700 
RIB (*)72-891 (6m) cf. Atlas 1-4, TR No. 318, Ilios No. 1818. 
RIIIA (*)72-893 
RIIA (*)72-894b 
RIIA (*)72-900 
RIB (*)72-902 cf. Atlas 1-4, TR No. 318, Ilios No. 1818. 
GIA (*)72-914 
RIA (*)72-915 

MISCELLANEOUS 
(*)72-923 clay cylinder 7cm x 6cm, with longitudinal hole 

(6m). Fig. V. 48. 

Deposit (5). At c. 34.37m A. T. or higher Schliemann found the remains of 

a mudbrick building whose walls were 45cm thick and preserved to, a height 

of one metre. Their base lay on deposit (6) which itself is recorded as 

lying 3ým above Wall 21. Depending on the thickness of deposit (6) - 
here arbitrarily given an assumed thickness of 20cm - the top of deposit 

(5) may be higher or lower than 34.37m A. T. 

1 (Tagebuch 1872 p. 367) 

Deposit (6). Underlying the mudbrick building (deposit (5)) Schliemann 

found a stratum of small stones at 3ým above Wall 21, i. e. at c. 33.17m. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 367) 

Deposit (7). We may treat separately the material underlying deposit (6) 

and reaching down to a depth of 8m below the summit (-31.67m A. T. ), where 
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Schliemann himself seems to have observed some difference which caused 
him to treat it as a dividing line. This division may correspond with 

that previously noted at 7ým below the summit (32.17m). The character of 
the soil is not described; the objects appear to be characteristic 

Blegen's Troy II-V. The jug 72-550, found at a depth of 7m, is of a type 

(Bl7? )not attested later than Troy III in Blegen's excavations. The jar 

72-752, also found at 7m, would not, so far as is known, be at 

home later than Troy III. Considering the stratification established for 

the adjoining deposits (see Fig. IV. 33), an allocation to Troy III will be 

the most probable. 

(TA p. 104) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
Mm) 
c28 72-620 Globular jar with flat base, flaring neck separated 

from body by two horizontal lines. Two small perforated 
lugs on upper part of the body and two perforations in 
lip. Atlas 50-1219? Fig. V. 26. 

(7m) 
A2 72-719 Shallow plate or bowl. Atlas 64-1439? Fig. V. 24. 
A33 M72-563 Cup with high handle flat base and slightly splayed 

rim. Atlas 61-1379? 
hg. 

V. 24. 
A43 N72-879 Hourglass tankard with two handles. Atlas 58-1331; 

Fig. V. 24. 
B3 M72-749 Straight-necked jug with flat base and one handle 

, (restored). Atlas 64-1421? Fig. V. 25. 
B17 N72-550 Jug with ovoidbody and slightly pinched spout. (Atlas 

57-1317? ). Fig. V. 25. 
B201 (*)72-752 Jar with ovoid body and straight neck. Fig. V. 25. 
C205 72-717 Squat piriform Jar with narrow neck and two knobs. 

Cf. shape C8, but without the wings. Fig. V. 25. 
D13 (*)72-517 Black burnished face-lid. Atlas 65-1441, SS 325; Fig. 

v. 27. 
D33 (*)72-640 Funnel 7cm x 4cm. Atlas 57-1326? Fig. V. 26. 

METALWORK 
(*)72-769 Pin, type 1. (7m). Fig. V. 39. 

WHORLS, 
'RIA (*)72-488 (7m) cf. Atlas 8-246., 

, RIVB (*)72-503 (7m) cf.. Atlas 1-33, SS 4724. 
GIB (*)72-504 (7m) cf . Atlas - 11-352. 

ýRIIIA M72-513 (7m) 
., -1 ,-ýý, % t-' __, ý,, , 

RIB M72-518 (7m) cf .. Atlas 1-2.,. 
, RIB (*)72-531 (7m) cf. Atlas, 1-4, TR No. 318, Ilios No. 1818. 
GIA (*)72-532 Um)ý'cf. Atlas 2-53, TR No. 329, Ilios No. 1829. 
RIC (*)72-543 (7m) -cf -'r-las 12-391. - .'t 
RVIB M72-548 % (7m) 

-GID (*)72-565, -(7m) cf. Atlas 11-354. ', ý 
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RIBý M72-566 (7m) cf. Atlas 1-2. 
GIVA * 72-609) (7m) Atlas 13-432, TR Nos. 292,496, Ilios No. 1996, SS 

* 72-610) 5212; Fig. V. 50. 
RIIA * 72-612 (7m) cf. Atlas 5-135. 
RIB * 72-614 (7m) cf. Atlas 1-4, TR No. 318, Ilios No. 1818. 
RIIIB * 72-615 (7m) cf. Atlas 1-21, SS 4669. 
RIA M72-631 (7m) cf. Atlas 8-246. 
RIIA M72-632 (7m) 
GIA M72-634 (7m) cf. Atlas 10-328. 
RIVA 72-651 (7m) 
GX M72-662 (7m) Atlas 13-424, TR No. 346, Ilios No. 1846, SS 5538. 
RIIB * 72-671 (7m) 
RIA * 72-673 (7m) 
RIVC * 72-679 (7m) 
RIB * 72-681 (7m) cf. Atlas 1-3. 
RIC 72-704 (7m) 
GIA M72-738 (7m) 
RIB (*)72-861 (7m) cf. Atlas 1-4, TR No. 318, Ilios No. 1818. 
GIA M72-864 (7m) 
RIA M72-911 (7m) 
GVI/VM M72-918 (7m) 

WEIGHTS 
72-786 Grooved circular stone weight (7m). Fig. V. 47. 

Deposit (8). Underlying Deposit (7) we may distinguish a separate 

stratum which must overlie Deposit (9) of which Schliemann explicitly 

speaks. This confines the deposit within the levels 8-9ým deep (=31.67- 

30.17m A. T. ). Once again Schliemann provides no specific information 

about the character of the soil, but numerous objects were recovered from 

these depths. The material can be no earlier than Troy II (types A45, 

C5, D13 are attested) and perhaps no later than Troy III (type D3 is 

present). 

(8m) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 

A39 72-842 one-handled tankard, but with neck not flaring as much 
as in A39. Atlas 66-1460? (handle restored). Fig. V. 22. 

A45 (*)72-587 
" 

Depas. Fig. V. 22. 
A45 72-821 * Red polished depas. Atlas 77-1653? Fig. V. 22. 
A45 72-643 Red polished depas. Atlas 77-1652? Fig. V. 22. 
A212 * 72-501 Shallow cup with flat base and wide mouth; small loop 

handle curves down from rim. Fig. V. 22. 
B3? * 72-495 Globular jug with flat base; broken neck has two 

"rivets" at base. Fig. V622. 
B3 * 72-496 Globular jug with flat base and rising spout. Atlas, 

76-1645, Ilios No. 376, SS 369; Fig, V. 22 
B6? M72-880 Jar with flat base, narrow neck and simple mouth 

restored as two-handled flask. Atlas 73-1601? Fig, V. 23. 
B17 72-653 Brown slipped jug with flat base and rising spout. 

Atlas 73-1599, SS 403; Fig. V. 22. 
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B204 72-834 Globular jar with, rounded base, straight neck, two 
vertical lugs and a knob;, 10cm high. Fig. V. 22. 

C5 (*)72-747 Globular jar with rounded base and straight neck; two 
loop-handles set low on body, and bucrania-like curved 
plastic decoration; Fig. V. 23. 

C28 72-695 Globular jar with flat base, short neck and two lugs 
on body. Atlas 78-1664? Fig. V. 22. 

C28 (*)72-743 Pale brown globular jar lightly burnished, with 
rounded base, tall narrow neck and two perforated 
vertical lugs. Atlas 71-1573, Ilios No. 287, SS 4161 
Fig. V. 22. 

C28 (*)72-668 Globular jar with rounded base, collar neck and two 

perforated vertical lugs. Atlas 72-1580; Fig. V. 22. 
C30 (*)72-753 Fragment of a face-jar * 
C200 (*)72-742 Fragment of jar(? ); globular body, flattened base 

decorated with three incised(? ) horizontal lines around 
middle of body, and groups of three vertical lines down 
lower part of body. Fig. V. 22. 

C223 (*)72-764 ovoid, hole-mouth jar with one vertical lug(? ). Fig. 
v. 22. 

D3 M72-775 Flanged lid with one loop-handle. Cf. Atlas 67-1506? 
Fig. V. 24. 

D13 (*)72-516 Yellow slipped face-lid. Atlas 75-1624, Ilios No. 991, 
SS 328; Fig. V. 23. 

D29 (*)72-582 Brown & green slipped and polished theriomorphic vase 
on three legs, with open, cutaway spout, loop-handle 
from spout to top of body. A tail is present at the 
other end of the body. Top of body decorated with 
incised chevrons. Atlas 74-1613, Ilios No. 333, SS 2432; 
Fig. V. 22. 

D200 M72-486 Circular lid, incised. Diam. 9cm. Fig. V. 23. 
D216 72-840 Globular jar with tapering neck and one horizontally 

perforated lug. Fig. V. 22. 

(8ým) 
C28 (*)72-920 Globular jar with rounded base, tall tapering neck and 

two vertically perforated lugs. 7ýcm high x 7cm diam. 
Fig. V. 18. 

D200 (*)72-777 Circular lid with two holes. Atlas 98-2055? 

(9m) 
A2 * 72-841 Shallow bowl, 17cm diam. Fig. V. 17. 
B3 (*)72-588 Tall, ovoid jug with straight rim and flat base. Atlas 

82-1742; Fig. V. 17. 
B18 * 72-549 Ovoid jug with flat base and rising spout. Atlas 

83-1752? Fig. V. 17. 
C27 * 72-836 Globular jar with straight neck and one horizontal 

handle, lug or spout. Fig. V. 18. 
C28 (*)72-585 Globular jar with rounded base, tall neck with holes 

in rim and two horizontally perforated(? ) lugs. Atlas 
79-1676?? Fig. V. 18. 

C28 72-715 Globular jar with flattish base, flaring neck (restored) 

and two perforated lugs. Atlas 80-1700? Fig. V. 18. 
Dl 72-586 Flanged lid with three holes(? ) in top. Fig. V. 21. 
D13 (*)72-767 Fragment of plain polished face-lid. Atlas 84-1758, 

SS 326; Fig. V. 21. 'ý 
D13 (*)72-776 Black polished dome-shaped lid(? ) with plastic ornament 

of three bars forming three sides of a square, 
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and one knob in the centre. Atlas 84-17611 Fig. V. 21. 
(*)72-583 Sherd with plastic decoration of ridge, triangle and 

circle. 

(8m) 

(9m) 

(8m) 

(9m) 

METALWORK 

(*)72-773 Bronze or copper knife blade. Atlas 69-1539, TR No. 
45e, Ilios NO. 962; Fig. V. 37. 

(*)72-785 Lead ring. Atlas 98-2030? Fig. V. 39. 

72-641 Three flat axes of copper. Atlas 84-1766,1767; Fig. 
v. 35. 

- Two copper flat axes (Tgb 1872 p. 372). 
72-642 Copper knife blade. Fig. V. 35. 
72-694 Copper blade from long dagger. Fig. V. 35. 
72-716 Curved copper knife. Fig. V. 35. 

(*)72-721 Copper pick-axe, Stronach type 1. Atlas 93-1912?? 
(10M), Ilios NO. 958? Fig. V. 35. 

STONE AND CLAY MOULDS ETC. 

M72-754 Broken mica-schist mould for two objects. Atlas 69- 
1553, TR No. 46, Ilios No. 602, SS 6766; Fig. V. 40. 

(*)72-755 Mica-ý-chist mould for flat axe and spearhead. Atlas 
69-1546, SS 6732; Fig. V. 40. 

M72-756 Clay moulT-for flat axe. Atlas 70-1562? SS 6761? 
Fig. V. 40. 

(*)72-778 Mould for dagger blade(? ) Fig. V. 40. 
(*)72-882 Mica-schist mould for flat axes et al. Atlas 69-1554?? 

Fig. v. 4o. 

(*)72-779 Fragment of stone mould for ingot(-JAtlas 93-1974; 
Fig. V. 40. 

(*)72-774 Lump of slag(? ) 

POLISHED STONE 
M72-757 Pounder (8m). Atlas 66-1487? Fig. V. 41. 
(*)72-759( ?) Shafthole'double-hammer (8m? ). Fig. V. 41. 
M72-761 Celt (8m) Fig. V. 41. 
M72-762 Hammer-stone (8m)., Atlas 69-1524? Fig. V. 41. 
M72-780 Clalt (8m) . Atlas 66-1467; Fig. V. 41. 
M72-784 031t (8m) . Fig. V. 41. 
M72-760 Black stone pendant,, foetus-shaped (8m). Atlas 24-646, 

TR No. 50, Ilios No. 651, SS 77961 Fig. V. 41. 

'-ýBONE ARTEFACTS 
M72-770 Knife--(8m). - Fig. V. 43. 
M72-639 Ring of mother70f-pearl'(8m). Atlas 98-2062? Fig. V. 43. 

WHORLS 
RIIA M72-489 (8m) 
RIA (*)72-491 (8m) cf. Atlas 8-246. 
RIB M72-505 (8m) cf. Atlas 1-3. 
RIB M72-510 (8m) cf. Atlas 1-2. 
RIB (*)72-523 (8m) cf. Atlas'l-3. ". - 
RIIC M72-528 (9m)'ý'cf. " Atlas 5-135. 
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GIA M72-535 
GIA M72-542 
RIIIA (*) 72-568 
RIIIB M72-570 
GIA M72-571 
GIXA M72-589- 
GIA N72-616 
RIA (*)72-625 
RIA (*)72-626 
RIIA 72-637 
RIVA 72-645 
RIIC 72-648 
RIB 72-649 
RIB 72-652 
RIIIB (*)72-661 
GID 72-677 
RIVB 72-697 
RIB 72-712 
JRIVB M72-724 
RID M72-725 
RIIIA (*)72-727 
RIIB (*)72-728 
RVIIDc (*)72-733 
RIA M72-734 
GIB M72-736 
GIA M72-737 
RIA M72-739 
RIIA M72-788 
RVIIDd M72-789 
RIIIB (*)72-790 
RIB (*)72-791 
RIA (*)72-792 
RIIA M72-793 
GVII M72-794 
RIC M72-795 
GIB (*)72-798 
RIVB M72-799 
RIIIC (*)72-800 
GIB (*)72-801 
GID (*)72-802 
RIC (*)72-804 
RVIIBb M72-806 
RVIIDc N72-807 
GIA (*)72-812 
RIA (*)72-813 
RIC (*)72-814 
RVB lk 72-824 
RIB 4 72-828 
RIA * 72-830 
RIIIB (*)72-869 
RIB (*)72-872 
GVB (*)72-873 
GIA (*)72-876 
GIA (*)72-895 
RIC (*)72-899 

(am) Cf. Atlas 2-53, TR NO. 329, Ilios No. 1829. 
(9m) 
(9m) 
(am) Cf. Atlas 1-21, SS 4669. 
(am) cf. Ktias 2-53, 'ýi NO. 329, ilios No. 1829. 

-590 (9m) Atlas 10-31737? SS 5410; Fig. V. 50. 
(9m) cf. Atlas 11-350. 
(am) cf. Atlas 8-240. 
(9m) cf. Atlas 8-240; Fig. V. 49. 
(am) cf. Atlas 8-238. 
(9m) cf. Atlas 3-86. 
(9m) Fig. V. 49. 
(am) cf. Atlas 1-3. 
(am) 
(am) 
(9m) Atlas 4-128. 
(9m) 
(8m)- 
(9m) 
(am) Atlas 10-307,7R No. 339, Ilios No. 1839. 
(am) cf. Atlas 5-153-, cf. SS 4641. 
(am) cf. Atlas 1-16. 
(9m) Fig. V. 49. 
(am) 
(am) 
(am) cf. Atlas 2-53, TR No. 329, Ilios No. 1829. 
(am) cf. Atlas 8-240. 
(9m) cf. Atlas 5-135. 
(am) 
(am) cf. Atlas 1-18. 
(am) cf. Atlas 1-2. 
(am) 
(am) 
(am) 
(am) Atlas 12-383? SS 5503. 
(am) 
(am) 
(am) 
(am) 
(9m) Fig. V. 49. 
(8m) 
(am) cf. Atlas 1-8. 
(am) Atlas 4-129. 
(9m) 
(9m) Atlas 9-300? (10m) 
(am) 
(9m) 
(am) cf. Atlas 1-2. 
(am) cf. Atlas 8-246. 
(am) cf. Atlas 1-21, SS 4669. 
(am) cf. Atlas 1-4, TR No. 318, Ilios No. 1818. 
(6m) Atlas 9-D9 (9m), TR No. 338, Ilios No. 1838. 
(9m) 
(am) 
(am) 

TERRACOTTA BALLS 
N72-805 (8m? ) Plain. -- (*)72-581 (9m) Incised with cross. Fig. V. 46. 
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WEIGHTS 
(*)72-512 Sandstone net-sinker, with two horizontal incisions 

(8m). Atlas 
' 

98-2086, TI fig. 445, SS 8365; Fig. V. 47. 
(*)72-783 Rectangular schist neý-_sinker witl7hole at one end 

(8m). Atlas 98-2087? Fig. V. 47. 
(*)72-758 Stone weight with lateral hole. Fig. V. 47. 

SEALS 
M72-745 Terracotta stamp seal (8m). Ilios No. 493, SS 8857ff; 

Fig. V. 46. 
(*)72-551 Terracotta stamp seal (9m). Atlas 19-561; Fig. V. 46. 

FIGURINES 
2A (*)72-771 Marble(? ) figurine (8m). Fig. V. 44. 
3C (*)72-782 Bone figurine (8m). Fig. V. 45. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
(*)72-765 Marble disc (8m), cf. Atlas 99-2125; Fig. V. 41. 
(*)72-772 Ilearracotta phallus(? ) (8m). Fig. V. 48. 
(*)72-556 Rectangular granite tablet with incised cross (9m). 

Atlas 83-1750, SS 8402; Fig. V. 41. 

ANIMAL REMAINS 
72-843 Ox horn (8m). 

- Large number of mussel shells at 8-9m (Tgb 1872 p. 376). 

Deposit (9). At c. 30.17m A. T. (=9ým deep) Schliemann found a stratum of 

yellow ash which appears to have surrounded Megaron IIA and to have over- 

lain Deposit (11) at c. 29.67m. The material is comparable with that of 

Blegen's Troy II. 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 370,379,403; TA p. 117) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

,- 
POTTERY, 

Wares: polished black and red, well, made; vessels rarely intact (Tgb 
pp. 374,381) 
A39 72-559 Tankard with flat bottom, straight wide neck and 

single handle fromýneck to body (10m). Atlas 87-1828? 
Fig. V. 17. 

B3 (*)72-666 Brown globular jug'with flat base, straight narrow 
neck and single handl*e-froli neck to body. Handle and 
rim restored. Network of incised lines on upper half 
of body, not shown;, in 72-7666 (10m). Atlas 91-1896? 
SS 2227?, Fig. V. l7. f-. _--, 

B17 72-655 Piriform. Jug with rounded base, sloping mouth 
(restored), long narrow neck, and handle from rim to 

body (10m). Atlas 85-1779? Fig. V. 17. 
B201 (*)72-667 Globular-flask with collar neck (10m). Fig. V. 18. 
C10 M72-750 ovoid Jar with narrow'neck'and two vertical handles 

set half way up body (10m). Atlas 92-1906; Fig. V. 20. 
C27 72-562 Brown slipped globular Jar with flat base,, short neck, 

two vertical, perforated lugs and decoration-of-three 
vertical herringbones on at least one side (10m). 
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Atlas 86-1803, Ilios No. 293, SS 2425; Fig. V. 18. 
C28 (*)72-665 Globular jar wiý-h flattened ase, tall straight neck 

and two vertical perforated lugs on body (10m). Atlas 
87-1823; Fig. V. 18. 

C39 Mass of pithoi at 10m, one containing bones (Tgb 1872 

p. 387). 
C39 (*)72-808 Pithos-fragment decorated with circles and herringbone 

design (10m). Fig. V. 21. 

METALWORK 
(*)72-722 Ribbed and tanged dagger or knife-blade, slightly 

curved (10m). Atlas 90-1876, SS 6161. Analysis in Gale 
1984, p. 39. Fig. V. 35. 

72-852 Pin with spherical head (10m). Fig. V. 38; and other 
copper 'nails' (Tgb 1872 p. 378). 

TREASURE IN' (9ýM) 
Atlas 98-2070 Closed circular silver bracelet, rhomboid in section, 

SS 6130; Fig. V. 38. 
Atlas 98-2078 Fundle of three silver bracelet-wires, Ilios No. 861, 

SS 6132. 
Atlas 98-2079 Open spiral bracelet of silver, Ilios No. 862, SS 6131; 

Fig. V. 38. 
Atlas 98-2075 Gold shell earring with five rows of longitudinal 

granulation; found adhering to Atlas 98-2078? = Atlas 
17-523, SS 6126; visible on Ilios No. 861? Fig*V4.38. 

Atlas 98-2076) Two buncfl-es of silver shell earrings with one, five and 
98-2077) six lobes; also various unidentifiable items of silver 

jewellery, all corroded together. SS 6128,6129. 
one silver shell earring with five or six lobes, 

attached to 98-2078. TR p. 164, SS 6127. 

- Eleven silver shell earrings wi9T five lobes, Ilios pA92. 

- one silver earring resembling "a pair of tongs", 
Ilios p. 493. 

- Large number of gold beads, Ilios p. 493. 

- one cylindrical electrum bead, Ilios p. 493. 

- Twenty sections of necklace or torque, with small 
silver rings encasing surved pieces identified as 
ivory, Ilios Nos. 863,864; Fig. V. 38. 

- many (more than 158) small loose silver rings from 

necklace or torque, Ilios p. 492. 
A "very artistic ornament" attached to 98-2078. 
No counterpart to the gold shell earring SS 6125, 

- found in the assigned by Schmidt to Treasure N, can be7 
1872 diary, the Atlas, Trojanische AlterthUmer or Ilios. 
on Treasure IN' see further Antiquity 58 (198-4) p. 201. 

STONE MOULDS 
(*)72-746 Grooved lid(? ) of mica-schist "mould" (10m). Atlas 

90-1879(? ) Fig. V. 40. 

CHIPPED STONE 
Many flint points (Tgb 1872 p. 376). 

POLISHED STONE 
(*)72-533 Stone flat axe (10m). Atlas 

' 
93-19421 Fig. V. 41. 

72-654 Pounder, 30cm x 13cm (10m). Atlas 86-1798; Fig. V. 41. 
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II BONE ARTEFACTS 

Awl (Tgb 1872 p. 376). 

WHORLS 
RIA (*)72-521 (10m) Cf. Atlas B-240. 
RIA (*)72-522 (10m) Cf. Atlas 8-246. 
GIA (*)72-623 (10m) Cf. Atlas 13-412; Fig. V. 49. 
RVIAb (*)72-627 (10m) Fig. V. 49. 
RIVB 72-646 (10m) Atlas 6-189? 
RIA 72-647 (10m) cf. Atlas 8-240. 
RIIC (*)72-657 (10m) Cf. Atlas 5-135. 

Below lora Whorls are usually undecorated and are not 
so co=on as in higher levels (Tgb 1872 pp. 372,376). 

ANIMAL REMAINS 
72-844 Ram's horn (10m). 

- Mussel shells (Tgb 1872 pp. 376,379). 

Deposit (10). in his excavations in CD 4 Schliemann was able to trace 

further the structure (Megaron IIA) of which Wall 21 was a part. He 

records that he found a "room" which took up nearly the whole terrace. 

This "room" is likely to have been the exterior northern end of the 

megaron. The foundations attained a depth of only ým, which is noticeably 

shallower than the 1.30m noted by Ddrpfeld for the southern end of the 

building. 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 363,372; TA p. 110; TI 
P. 89f) 

Deposits (1l)-(14). Below Megaron IIA, and stretching from below its 

northern walls towards the northern edge of the terrace, Schliemann found 

a confused sequence of deposits which he does not distinguish very clearly. 

He-says that between 10 and "18"m deep the deposits were hard and damp, 

although including some ash near Wall 211 that there were only ash and 

stones in "the lowest 8 metres". Yet a subdivision of these deposits 

seems possible. Schliemann had in mind the possibility that he might find 

a continuation of the white pebble pavement discovered earlier on the 

North Platform. He did not in fact do so, but this did not stop him from 

using its anticipated position 3ým above the trench floor (-c. 27.50M A. T. ) 

as a point of reference. Above itIthe stones were large blocks, below it 

they were comparatively-small. Above it there was also a large deposit 

of ash. This appears again in what must be a general description of the 

deposits, where Schliemann refers to red, light ash and terrible masses-, 
6f'stones forming adeposit 4-5m high. Elsewhere I we hear of aý3ým-thick 
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layer of stones at 10m deep. 

Allowing for some confusion, these accounts seem to coincide with the 

picture to be derived from the section-drawing in Troy I fig. 422 where a 
thick layer of large stones labelled 'strata of Troy III overlies, and is 

separated from, the stone fill behind wall Iml of Troy I by some strata 

of earth. The overall measurements of depth including both lots of 

stones do vary from 3ým to 5m. This interpretation has therefore been 

adopted in the account which follows. 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 370-385) 

Deposit (11). Below Megaron IIA, stretching from below its northern 

walls towards the northern edge of the terrace, Schliemann found a mass 

of irregularly placed stone blocks. Bones and ash could be found between 

them. The top of the deposit lay at c. 29.67m A. T. (=10m deep). The 

depths noted for strata and objects below this level are rather confused, 

but it seems that the deposit must have reached down to perhaps c. 28.00M 

A. T., where it overlay deposit (12), although the upper limit of this 

latter deposit is not in fact recorded. 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 372,374f, 381,385) 

Deposit (12). Over deposit (13), which lay at c. 27.50m A. T., and there- 

fore below deposit (11), Schliemann found a large deposit of red, light 

ash. It is not clear how deep this deposit was, but it can perhaps be 

identified in Troy I fig. 422 below the mass of stones marked "Strata of 
Troy IV. Within this deposit he also found two layers of what may have 

been slag - "metallic-like material which as been poured out". The 

depths given by Schliemann for these lowest deposits are rather erratic; 
but as deposit (11) is said to lie at 10-13m deep (Tgb p. 385) and deposit 

(13) at 14ým deep (Tgb p. 370), we may assign to deposit (12) those objects 

said to derive from depths of 13-14m. They seem mostly to be from Troy 

II, although some (such as the A12 bowls) could derive from Troy 1. 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 378f) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
Wares are usually black, often with decoration on the inside of the 
vessel (, Tgb 1872 p. 385) 
A12 Two black bowls with horizontal lugs on rim (TA p. 106). 

Atlas 105-2310 (14m), Ilios No. 38, SS 24; see--Fig. V. 16. 
A26 Red pedestal cup with high handle (TA p. 106). Atlas 
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105-2311 (14m), Ilios No. 51, SS 1611 see Fig. V. 16. 
A104 Large yellow bowl with one handle and three large, 

curved ram's-horn projections (TA p. 106). Atlas 103- 
2297 (14m? ), Ilios No. 1369, SS 76-11. Intrusive from 
VIIb2? Fig. V. 33. 

B218 Red double jug with beakspouts (restored)(TA p. 106). 
Atlas 104-2298 (14m), TR No. 105, Ilios No. Y6-1, SS 
1927; see Fig. V. 16. 

C28 Red globular jar with four lugs and restored neck. 
Atlas 104-2301 (14m); see Fig. V. 16. 

C28(? ) 72-696 Fragment of black vessel? Or miniature jar? (13m). 
C35 - Black polished tripod jar with two lugs, wide chimney- 

neck, and incised decoration of zigzags and dots (TA 
p. 106). Atlas 103-2296 (14m), TR No. 106, Ilios No. 163, 
SS 2349; see Fig. V. 16. 

C_ Black globular (wheelmade? ) jar with-rounded base and 
two sets of double vertical lugs (TA p. 106)(14m). 
Atlas 105-2312, Ilios No. 23, SS 2C8-1; see Fig. V. 16. 

D8 Cylinder lid surmounted by four straps and central 
knob (13m). Atlas 104-2307; see Fig. V. 16. 

DIS? 72-925 Unidentified object, possibly a flat lid with two holes; 
decorated with chevrons (14m). Fig. V. 21. 

72-831 Sherd with incised zigzags on a background of parallel 
lines (14m). Cf. Atlas 27-735. 

METALWORK 
72-846 Razor or fragment of knife-blade (14m). Fig. V. 35. 

POLISHED STONE 
72-832 Cylindrical vessel with concave neck (13-14m) Fig. V. 41. 
72-926 Saddle quern (14m). Atlas 102-2293? (16m), TR No. 103, 

Ilios No. 75. 

- Hammer (Tgb 1872 p. 385). 

- Marble 'phallus' (TA p. 109). 

BONE ARTEFACTS 
Bone-'dagger' (TA p. 105). 
Bone knife witlý_decoration of incised "suns" (TA 

p. 105)(14m). Atlas 25-665, TR No. 14, Ilios No. 14-2, 

SS 7624; Fig. V. 43. 
Bone rings (TA p. 105). 

WHORLS 
Not so conmon as in higher levels. Usually biconical and undecorated 
(Tgb 1872 pp. 372,385). 

WEIGHTS 
Stone weights are attested (Tqb 1872 p. 385). 

FIGURINE 
Broken terracotta figurine (14m). Atlas 20-562, TR 
No. 109, Ilios No. 711 Fig. V. 45. 

(*)72-766 Tooth (14m). 
HUMAN REMAINSM 

ANIMAL REMAINS 
Many bones (Tgb 1872 p. 385). 
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72-833 Ox horn (14m). 
- Boars' tusks, rams' horns, antlers, 'sharks' 

vertebrae', shells (TA pp. 107-9). 

Deposit (13). Among the 4-5m - (or alternatively 3ým -) high agglomera- 

tion of stones and ashes, it seems that Schliemann did distinguish a 

lower stratum of smaller stones below the ash of deposit (12). This can 

probably be identified as the fill shown in Troy I fig. 422 stretching 

South from Blegen's wall Im' with its upper surface at c. 27m A. T. There 

are, however, some difficulties in joining Blegen's wall Im' to D8rpfeld's 

which, in TI Taf. III, and fig. 7, seems to lie several metres further North. 

It seems possible, though hardly certain, that Blegen's team could have 

made a, wrong identification and that their wall Im' was actually a 
different structure from Ddrpfeld's. But this can now only be a matter 

of speculation. The line of the wall drawn in on Fig. IV. 32 is at all 

events a matter of guesswork. 
(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 370,374; TI fig. 7; Troy 
I figs. 422,424) 

Deposit (14). From the very lowest strata of the excavations Schliemann 

records 'stone-hard' deposits of bones, ash. charcoal and many stones. No 

continuation of the pavement of white pebbles was found. At a supposed 

depth of 15m he found what he described as a small, private burial- 

ground. It seems to have been a small cist grave, for three stones 

enclosed the burial: two vessels with ash, one containing the remains of 

a six-month old foetus. 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 369,373,376,381; TA 
p. 107) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
Wares are, polished and black or red (Tgb 1872 p. 367) 
A7 72-621 Fragment of pedestalled cup or dish (18m). Several 

other such fragments are attested (TA p. 106). 
A 207 72-599 Black cylindrical pot-stand (18m) . Atlas 114-23231 see 

Fig. V. 16. 
D24 - Tripod vessel with strap handle from rim to body. In 

it was found an infant burial (TA p. 107f)(15ým). Atlas 
103-2294, TR No. 107, Ilios No. 59, ss 11 see Fig. V. 16. 
Similar vessel to 103-2294, but larger. Found with it, 
and said to contain human ashes (TA p. 107f)(15'su). 
Atlas 103-2295, SS 21 see Fig. V. 167. 
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METALWORK 
Copper pin (Tgb 1872 p. 371). 
Pair of copper bracelets (TA p. 105). 

CHIPPED STONE 
72-557 Stone blade 4ýcm long (17m). 

Other flint blades (TA P. 106). 

POLISHED STONE 
Unspecified tool of green stone (Tgb 1872 p. 369). 
Quern (Tgb 1872 p. 372). 
Other stone tools, no details (Tgb 1872 p. 371). 
Large and small axes (TA p. 108). 
Hammers. (TA p. 108). 

BONE ARTEFACTS 
Bome "knitting needle" (Tgb 1872 p. 371). 

WHORLS 
Not very common and usually undecorated (Tgb 1872 p. 371f). 

72-613 (18m) 

WEIGHTS 
Round stone weight(? )(Tgb 1872 p. 369). 
Granite weights (TA p. 108). 

HUMAN REMAINS 
Infant burial in a pot (Atlas 103-2294), found to-, 
gether with another, similar vessel said to contain 
human ashes. Both were found enclosed in a miniature 
cist-grave formed by three stone slabs (TA p. 107-8) 

ANIMAL REMAINS 

-Bones; 
boars' teeth (Tgb 1872 pp. 369,373). 

I 
AREAiv- D 5-6 

Figs. III. 6; IV. 34. 

In the period 23rd May-18th June 1872, when Schliemann began his scheme 

of working on a narrower North-South trench which would join the north 

and south platforms, excavation was started in a "middle platform". Its 
location is not definitely known, but it is likely to have adjoined the 
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old North-South trench of 1871, which had been excavated to a depth of 
10m. Its purpose must have been to extend the 1871 trench either north- 

wards to the North Platform or southwards towards the South Platform. The 

latter is the more likely plan for Schliemann to have adopted, for here 

there was a much greater distance to be covered before the trenches were 
joined, towards which conclusion Schliemann was presiing keenly. I have 

therefore tentatively assumed a location in D 5-6, at the southern end of 

the 1871 trench. 

How far the excavations progressed during this period is not known. Work 

on the "middle" platform is only mentioned on a few occasions, and was 

certainly not a dominant factor in Schliemann's plans. Progress was 

perhaps fairly modest. The limits shown in Figs. III. 6 and IV. 34 are no 

more than estimates. There is equally no clear evidence of the depth to 

which excavation was carried, but it is likely to have been to a depth of 

14m, where Schliemann expected to find virgin soil. In this case he may 

have deepened the 1871 trench also. 

In the diary information about the stratification and finds in this trench 

is extremely scanty. To a large extent this is because Schliemann was 

primarily interested in recording the evidence from the area where he 

himself was supervising-and tended to neglect other areas. But it is 

also possible that among the objects I have assigned to CD 4 there may be 

some which were actually found in D 5-6. in Trojanische AlterthUmer, 

ch. x includes much stratigraphic information taken over from his previous 

year's description of the North-South trench of 1871. This may be 

intended to provide the necessary details of stratification in the 

"middle" platform which was, after all, an extension of the 1871 trench; 

but it does not rest on fresh observation and will be ignored here. There 

is no new information at all about the deposits below c. 37.67m A. T. 

Deposit (1). Schliemann gives no information about the stratum at O-lM 

deep, except to note an absence of two-holed lentoid clay weights'(11ex- 

votos. "), and, the presence. "on the surface" of spindleý-whorls wit)l "sun- 

ray" designs. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 365) 

Deposit (2). For the strata at 1-2m deep (-38.67-37.67M A. T. ) there is 

again no information about the character of the soil, and only minimal 
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information about finds. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
C_ 72-555 Deep, straight-sided jar with rounded base, two 

vertical loop-handles half way up body, and a 
protruding knob on middle of body. Coarse ware. (Tgb 
1872 p. 366)(1m). Atlas 33-798? (2m). Fig, V. 33. 

ANIMAL REMAINS 
Mass of boars' teeth (Tgb 1872 pp. 364,366). 

AREA V. - D 4-6 

Figs. III. 7; IV. 35 

This area was dug by Schliemann during the period 19th June-13th July 

1872 as a continuation of his attempt to dig a North-South trench that 

would join up with the South Platform. Much of the trench lay in the 

area that had been dug in 1871. Here he deepened the bottom of the 

trench from c. 30m A. T. to c. 27m A. T. In other parts of the trench the 

same depth had to be attained by digging down from the surface of the 
I 

mound. By 13th July the trench had apparently reached a distance of 80M 

from the north edge of the mound. It seems to have been c. 18m wide in D4 

and c. 12m wide in D6. 

Schliemannys notes provide almost no direct record of the stratification 
.1 in this area. But some deductions can be made from the finds which are 

tentatively attributed to it. The inscribed slingstone found at a depth 

of lm (72-1023) suggests that here as elsewhere the deposits of Troy 

VIII-IX reached to at least lm deep. A cup found at 3m deep (72-1354) 

may be in Knobbed Ware, and may therefore suggest that deposits of VII 

could be found as deep as c. 36.67m A. T., with the remains of Troy VI no 
doubt lying deeper. on the other hand, M. B. material is still found at 
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c. 36.67m, A. T. (the lid, 72-1374), and is strongly in evidence at 4m deep 

(72-1020,, 72-1344). This suggests that Troy VI in this area was, at 
least partly, dug into the remains of Troy V and perhaps even of IV, and 

that between the depths of 3-5m (c. 36.67m-34.67m A. T. ) Schliemann found 

a mixture of Middle and Late Bronze Age material. Below 4m (c. 35.67m 

A. T. ) the objects are clearly of Early and Middle Bronze Age date, but 

the deposits are not easily subdivided into periods. At 7m deep the 

material appears to be of Troy II-III date (72-1225), as it is also at 

Sm (72-1021,72-1352,72-1353,7ý-1379). At 14m deep it is of Troy I 

date (72-1334). 

We can have some confidence in these deductions because they find close 

parallels in a number of adjoining areas. in Area iii, CD 4, the 

deposits of VIII-IX were found to a depth of lm, as here. The deposits 

of Troy VII descended to c. 3m deep, again as they seem to here; this 

included material of Troy V1Ib2 which was found in the strata at 1-2m 

deep as in D 5-6. Taking the evidence of CD 4 together with that of CD 

3-4 on the North Platform, it is clear that the structures of Troy VI 

were dug well into the remains of Troy IV and V and that much of the Troy 

V'deposits must have been removed in the process. Troy'VI deposits are 

found to a depth of 4m in CD 4. In CD 3-5, Area ii, excavated in 1871, 

Deposit'(4) certainly contained some E. B. or M. B. pottery at 3-4m deep. 

Deposit (5), however, although principally containing E. B. -M. B. material, 

still included some sherds with painting "in the Greek manner" at 

c. 35.67-34.67m A. T. (=4-5m deep); these I take to be mycenaean sherds 

from Troy VI. The pinnacle in E6, excavated by Blegen, immediately 

adjoins the D 4-6 trench with which we are dealing. Here the deposits, 

of Troy V were preserved up to 37.39m A. T. at their highest point, 

although their more general upper limit here must have been in the 

region of 36.64m A. T. This latter figure agrees well with that found 

in CD 3-4 and D 4-6. In E6, however, Blegen found the Troy V stratum 

to be overlaid with deposits reaching up to almost 38m A. T. which were 

attributed to Troy VI. This seems on the, face of it to be at variance 

with the evidence of the adjoining regions - in so far as it is known - 

and it may be worth considering whether this material could belong 

instead to Troy VIIa-VIIbl. Such an attribution would bring the 

stratigraphy into almost perfect harmony with the neighbouring areas. ' A 

depth of 4m (=35.67M A. T. ) for the top of the Troy IV deposits is broadly 

consistentý, again', with Blegen's findings in both F 4-5 and E6. In F 4-5 
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the figure must have been c. 35.59m A. T. 1 and in E6 the highest point for 

Troy IV deposits lay at 36.24m A. T., but they must mostly have reached 

c. 35.94m A. T. The two pinnacles also provide us with altitudes for the 

upper and lower limits of the Troy III strata. In F 4-5 their top lay at 
33.69M A. T., reaching at one point to nearly 34m A. T., and their bottom 

lay at 31.75-31.84M A. T. In E6 their bottom lay at 32.19m with their top 

reaching at its highest point to c. 34.62m A. T., but more generally to 

c. 33.84m A. T. These figures allow us to make an approximate division 

between the strata of Troy III and IV in D 4-6 at a depth of 6m (-33.67m 

A. T. ) and between those of Troy II and III at a depth of 7ým (-32.17m 

A. T. ). The same depth for the bottom of the strata of Troy III has been 

noted previously for CD 3-4 and CD 4. In CD 3-5, in 1871, Schliemann 

noted a soil-change at 7m deep (=32.67m A. T. ) which may correspond with 

the same division. As in CD 3-5, CD 4 and D 5-6, Schliemann found a 

stratum of stones at 10m deep (=c. 30m A. T. ). Below this level, Blegen's 

section of CD 4 shows the stratification among the Troy I deposits in the 

west side of the trench. Bedrock here must have lain at c. 25.26m A. T. 

although no figure is actually quoted in Blegen's report. 

In Fig. IV. 28 I have brought all this stratigraphic evidence together in 

diagrammatic form, and have made divisions in the excavated area of D 4-6 

accordingly. one important consequence is that, if this reconstructed 

stratigraphy is correct, then Ddrpfeld and Blegen were both wrong in 

supposing that in this area of the mound the buildings of Troy VI rose in 

terraces to a central peak and were cut away in hellenistic and roman 

times by a platform that was laid out at c. 36.50m A. T. Such a platform 

was laid out on the eastern half of the site but not, apparently, on the 

western half. Here the buildings of Troy VI seem to have been dug into 

the remains of Troy IV and V and to have been cut down, but not wholly 

removed; in order to make way for Troy VII - whose deposits formed a 

further 2m accumulation before being dug into and overlaid by the 

structures of Troy VIII and IX. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 435; TI pp. 18f, 108f, 
fig. 6, Taf. VIII; Troy I figs. 431,449,450, 
465; 11 pp. 37,89,210, ý62,270,271; III 
p. 172) 

Deposit (1). (O-lm - 39.67-38.67m A. T. ) Probably dating to Troy VIII-IX. 

OBJECT FOUND 
72-1023 Slingstone, inscribed EPI (1m). Fig. V. 3a. 
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Deposit (2). (1-3m = 38.67-36.67m A. T. ) Probably dating to Troy VII. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
A- 72-1354 Shallow cup with flattish base, rising loop-handle 

from rim to knob on body of cup (3m). Fig. V. 33. 

WHORLS 
GIA * 72-997 (2m) cf. Atlas 4-101. 
RIIA * 72-1014 (2m) 
RIIA * 72-1229 (3m) 
RIIA * 72-1342 (3m) 
RIIA * 72-1343 (3m) 

Deposit (3). (3-4m w 36.67-35.67m A. T. ) Probably deriving from Troy V, 

with remains of Troy VI cut into it, 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
D13 * 72-1374 Face-lid (3m). Fig. V. 30. 

WHORL 
GVII * 72-1331 (3ým) 

Deposit (4). (4-6m = 35.67-33.67m A. T. or over) Dateable to Troy IV in 

Blegen's terms. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
(4m) 
A215 * 72-1373 Piriform cup with rounded base, plain mouth and handle 

from neck to body. Fig. V. 28. 
B3 * 72-1355 Globular jug with flattish base, straight wide neck 

and handle (broken) from base of neck to lower half of 
body. Fig. V. 28. 

C7 * 72-1020 Brown burnished piriform jar with rounded base, short 
tapering neck, small vertical loop-handles on shoulder, 
and three decorative knobs on body. Height 27cm. 
Atlas 41-1003, TR No. 70, SS 1081; Fig. V. 29. 

C28 * 72-1344 Globular jar with flat base, short straight neck and 
two rising lugs on body. Fig. V. 29. 

D30 * 72-1019 Grey and brown burnished ring-vase with micaceous slip, 
three tall nozzles and three short, pointed feet. 
Height 10cm, width 12CM. Atlas 41-996, TR No. 130, Ilios 
No. 1110, SS 610; Fig. V. 29. 

D200 * 72-1381a Saucer-shaped lid(? ) with two holes. Fig. V. 29. 
D203 * 72-1280 Lid(? ) with short, straight sides and two superposed 

perforated lugs. Fig. V. 29. 
D- * 72-1363 Coarse, sub-rectangular box. Atlas 41-10021 Fig. V. 29. 
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(5m) 
A33(? ) * 72-1235 Cup with rounded body, slightly flaring rim, flat base 

and large handle from rim to body. Atlas 46-11091 Fig. 
V. 28. 

A39 72-1284 Deep tankard with very slightly indented neck, handle 
(restored) from neck to lower body. Atlas 47-11357 
Fig. V. 28. 

A43 72-1285 Brown, partly reddened, 'hourglass' tankard with 
rounded base, narrowing neck and flaring rim. Two 
handles from rim to body (4ým). Atlas 41-993? SS 1207; 
Fig. V. 28. 

A219 72-1376 Deep pale buff tankard with flat base and slightly 
flaring neck. Decorated with incised lozenges around 
the body, contained between two horizontal lines above 
and two below. Atlas 43-1031, Ilios No. 1020, SS 2327; 
Fig. V. 28. 

B5 * 72-1375 Bottle, cf. TI fig. 247, but without a pronounced rim. 
Fig. V. 29. 

B15 * 72-1279 Jug with wide (lentoid? ) body, rounded base and tall 
straight narrow neck set forward on body. Slightly 
rising spout, open at the rear. Handle from neck to 
rear of body. Atlas 45-1087; Fig. V. 28. 

B200 * 72-1236 Piriform flask with tall, slightly tapering sides 
leading to plain rim. Two large, vertical lugs half way 
up vessel. Height 20cm. Atlas 47-1132, Ilios No. 1008; 

- Fig. V. 29. 
C35 * 72-1368 Globular yellow jar with three curled feet and tapering 

neck. Two pierced lugs on body. Body is decorated with 
two registers of incised lines, the upper in groups of 
three vertical lines, the lower in groups of two 
vertical lines, each group separated from the next by a 
panel of four or five dots. These two registers are 
contained within a total of three horizontal lines, 
with a fourth around the base of the neck and a fifth 
around the lower half of the body. Atlas 43-1032, 
Ilios No. 1019, SS 2336; Fig, V. 29. 

C200 * 72-1369 Globular jar w th wide, slightly out-turned neck. 
Fig. V. 28. 

D- * 72-1380 Sub-rectangular box. Atlas 46-11161 Fig. V. 29. 

METALWORK 
72-1282 Straight metal(? ) pin (4m). Fig. V. 39. 

CHIPPED STONE 
72-1005 (4m), *-1343 (5m): Blades. 

WHORLS 
(4m) 
RIA * 72-998 cf. Atlas B-240. 
RIA * 72-1000 cf. Atlas 8-240. 
RIVA * 72-1001 cf. Atlas 3-86. 
RIA * 72-1004 
GIC * 72-1008 
RIA * 72-1011 cf. Atlas 3-67. 
GIA * 72-1012 cf. Atlas 11-350. 
RIIA * 72-1015 
RIIA * 72-1017 cf. Atlas 5-135. 
RIC * 72-1238 
RIA * 72-1362 
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RIIIA * 72-1365 
RIIA * 72-1367 

(5m) 
RIIA * 72-1220 Cf. Atlas 5-135. 
RIIIA * 72-1221 
RIIIA * 72-1222 
GIA * 72-1223 cf. Atlas 10-325, SS 5080. 
RIA * 72-1273 Cf. Atlas 8-240. 
RIIIB * 72-1274 Cf. Atlas 1-21, SS 4669. 
RVB * 72-1275 
RIA * 72-1276 Cf. Atlas 8-246. 
RIVA * 72-1341 Cf. Atlas 3-86. 
RIIIA * 72-1347 Cf. Atlas 3-72. 
RIA * 72-1348 Cf. Atlas 8-240. 
RIB * 72-1349 Cf. Atlas 1-2. 
GVII * 72-1357 Atlas 8-252? 
RIIIB * 72-1358 

MISCELLANEOUS 
72-1119 Clay(? ) cylinder with longitudinal hole (4m). Fig. V. 48. 

Deposit (5). (6-7ým=33.67 and over - 32.17m A. T. and below). Dateable to 

Troy III in Blegen's terms. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
(6m) 
A45 72-1333 Red polished depas. Atlas 84-1769? (9m), Ilios No. 319? 

Fig. V. 24. 

(7m) 
A45 * 72-1372 Red polished depas. Atlas 56-1302; Fig. V. 25. 
A203 * 72-1225 Bowl with three small feet, similar shape to A30. 

Fig. V. 24. 
B3 * 72-1110 Neck fragment broken away from jug with tall narrow 

neck and handle on neck. Fig. V. 25. 
B205 * 72-1118b Globular flask with flaring neck and two small lugs on 

body. Atlas 65-1448; Fig. V. 26. 
D200 * 72-1381b Ovoid lid with two holes. Fig. V. 27. 
D212 * 72-1288 oblong dish or box, described as a "canoe". 

METALWORK 
* 72-1117 Barbed arrowhead (7m)l Fig. V. 38. (Intrusive from VI? ) 

GROUND STONE 
72-1283 Shafthole hammer (7m); Fig. V. 42. 

WHORLS 
(6m) 
RIVB * 72-1228 cf. Atlas 6-173. 
RIB * 72-1268 
RIVA * 72-1326 
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RVIIDc * 72-1360 

(7m) 
RIIIA * 72-1016 
RIA * 72-1108 cf. Atlas 8-246. 
GVIIIC * 72-11201 

Atlas 7-210. 
* 72-1121 

RIB * 72-1224 Cf. Atlas 1-4, TR No. 318, Ilios No. 1818. 
RIIA * 72-1227 cf. Atlas 5-135. 
RIA * 72-1272 
RIIIB * 72-1277 cf. Atlas 1-18. 
RIIA * 72-1328 
RIA * 72-1345 cf. Atlas 8-240. 
RIIA * 72-1346 cf. Atlas 8-238. 
GVI * 72-1361 

FIGURINES 
3G * 72-1287 marble(? ) figurine (6m). Fig. V. 44. 
2H * 72-1022 Marble(? ) figurine with pointed head and squared body 

(7m). Atlas 99-2136; Fig. V. 44. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
* 72-1234 Clay ring, diam. 6cm (6m). Cf. Atlas 66-1496; Fig. V. 48. 
* 72-1118a Clay cylinder (7m). Fig. V. 48. 

Deposit (6). Mm-lom=32.17-29.67m A. T. ) Dateable to Troy II in Blegen's 

terms. 

I OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 

A33 72-1237 cup with out-turned rim, rounded body, and high handle 
from rim to body. Atlas 70-1558? Fig. V. 22. 

A43 72-1379 Deep tankard with slightly bulbous body, flat base and 
plain rim. Two handles from below rim to body. Atlas 
78-1665? Fig. V. 22. 

A45 * 72-1352 Depas. Atlas 74-1615; Fig. V. 22. 
A205 * 72-1383 Narrow beaker with flat base and wider rim. Fig. V. 22. 

B3 * 72-1113 Jug with globular body, rounded base, straight neck 
and handle from neck to body. Height 20cm. Atlas 
76-1641; Fig. V. 22. 

B3 * 72-1378 Similar, but with wider neck. Atlas 78-*68? Fig4V. 22. 

clo * 72-1370 Tall jar, shape similar to B4 but with two handles. 
Atlas 78-1669; Fig. V. 23. 

C19 * 72-1377 Globular jar with wide mouth; two handles from below 

rim to body; Fig. V. 23. 
D3 * 72-1353 Cylindrical lid with flanged top and single loop- 

handle. Fig. V. 24. 
D200 * 72-1289 oval lid with two holes. Fig. V. 23. 
D214 * 72-1021 Miniature bowl 2cm high x 3ýcm widel Fig. V622. 
D- * 72-1336 Crucible or sub-rectangular box; Atlas 98-2040; 

Fig6V. 23. 
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(9m) , 
A2 * 72-1371 Shallow dish or plate'. Atlas 79-1693/4; /41 

Fig. V. 17. 
C2B * 72-1281 Coarse qrby jar with rounded base, short slightly 

flaring neck with holes in rim, and two vertically- 
placed lugs on body. Atlas 50-1217? (6m'. ), SS 12611 
Fig. V. 18. 

D33 72-1106 Funnel. Fig. V. 21. 

METALWORK 
72-1382 Fragment of blade(? ) (8m). Fig-V-37. 

MOULDS 
72-1115 Rectangular terracotta mould 19 x l2cm with indenta- 

tions for five ingots (8m). Atlas 70-1563, Ilios No. 
605, SS 6758; Fig. V. 40. 

72-1126 Broken triangular clay mould, 27 x 27 x 27cm, with 
indentations for three flat axes (8m). Atlas 70-1566, 
SS 6760? Fig. V. 40. 

* 72-1290 Blade (10m). 
CHIPPED STONE 

POLISHED STONE 
72-1114 Flat axe of red porphyry (9m). Fig. V. 41. 

BONE ARTEFACT 
72-1112 Knife (8M). Atlas 66-1479? Fig. V. 43. 

(8m) WHORLS 
GVA * 72-1009 Atlas 8-257, SS 5250. 
GIB * 72-1010 cf. Atlas 11-352. 
RIA * 72-1018 cf. Atlas 8-240. 
RIIIA * 72-1230 
GID * 72-1269 cf. Atlas 11-354. 
RID * 72-1271 
GVI * 72-1278 cf. Atlas 10-308. 
GIXD * 72-1325 
RIA * 72-1340 cf. Atlas 8-246. 

(9m) 
RVA 72-1007 

(10m) 
RIA 72-1002 cf. Atlas 8-240. 
RIIB 72-1122 Fig. V. 49. 
GVIIIC * 72-1324 Fig. V. 50. 
RIA ., * 72-1339 cf. Atlas 8-246. 

ANIMAL REMAINS 
72-1013 Vertebra of tunny-fish(? ) (8m). 

PLANT REMAINS 
Much burnt grain (Tgb 1872 p. 435) (8m). 
(Tgb 1872 also mentions burnt sesame without specifying 
the depth at which it was found. ) 
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Deposit (7). (10-14ým-29.67-c. 25.17m A. T., bedrock). From the top of 

this deposit, as elsewhere at a depth of 10m, Schliemann records that he 

found many flat stones lying horizontally. From lower in the deposit, 

perhaps at c. 26.26m A. T., he records a wall of small, roughly-hewn 

stones joined with mortar. The stones were 30-50cm long x 15-30cm wide. 

It is now impossible to identify the wall, but, among other possibili- 

ties, it may be either one of the walls of Troy I shown in TI fig. 7, or 

one of the rather higher walls (153,154) shown in Troy I fig. 431. The 

material is dateable to Troy I. 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 417,435) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

PCTTERY 
(14m) 
A31 72-1226 miniature cup in nubbly ware with flat base, straight 

- sides and handle from rim to base. Height 2hcm. 
Atlas 100-2227; see Fig. V. 16. 

Dl 72-1356 Plain, cylindrical lid. See Fig. V. 16. 
D11 72-1334 Flat lid with short, pointed central knob and, at the 

edge, four pointed lugs with perforations. Atlas 
21-583, Ilios No. 26, SS 188; see Fig. V. 16. 

72-1109 Fragment of pedestal vessel. 

POLISHED STONE 
72-1364 Double hammer with shafthole (14m). Fig. V. 41. 
72-1366 Pestle (14m). Atlas 21-579, Ilios No. 77, SS 9203; Fig. 

, V. 41. 

WHORLS 
GIVA 72-1232 Ulm) 
RIC 72-1107 (12m) cf. Atlas 7-228. 
GIA 72-1267 (12m) Cf. Atlas 11-350. 

72-1327 (12m) undecorated. 
72-1329 (13m) undecorated. 

GID 72-1270 (14m) Cf. Atlas 11-371. 
GIA 72-1330 (14m) undecorated. 

72-1350 (14m) Atlas 97-2027b? Biconical, undecorated. 
72-1351 (14m) Atlas 97-2027c? Biconical, undecorated. 

J., According to TA p. 143, the whorls found at 11-14ým- 
were of brill1ant black terracotta and were most 
frequently shaped like large, flat buttonsl but conical 
whorls were also present. 

WEIGHT? 
72-1130 Pendent weight or whetstone (12m). Fig. V. 47. 
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AREA Vi: D 3-4-5 

Figs. III. 181 IV. 36. 

Excavation here took place during l0th-24th May 1873. The work con- 

sisted in cutting a platform at c. 31m A. T. on the east side of the 

North-South trench. The area may have had an approximate width of 9m 

and a length of 20-28m. The datum must have lain at c. 39.50m A. T. 

Schliemann has left no record of the stratigraphy, and very few finds 

can be assigned to the trench with any assurance. We can list little 

more than a few features, all of which are included in Schliemann's 

general observation that "on the side of the great canal, a house is 

coming out" (Tagebuch 1873, p. 251). We have to rely entirely on Atlas 

Taf. 214 for any more detailed information. 

Deposit (1) . Atlas Taf. 214 shows a number of walls in this area which 

seem to be unrelated to the known remains of Troy II and which should, 

therefore, derive from either a late period of Troy II or from Troy III- 

IV (in Blegen's terms). Into this category fall Walls 90,91,92,93 and 
95. They may belong to more than one period; certain dating is now 
impossible. 

(Atlas Taf. 214) 

Deposit (2). In this deposit I have included Walls 67,89 and 94 which 

seem, inescapably, to belong to DZSrpfeld's Megaron IIA. Wall 67 extends 

at its north end into an area where deposits overlying IIA had already 
been dug away; it is also (according to Atlas Taf. 214) an extremely long 

wall - like the side-walls of IIA. Wall 94 isshown parallel to it, or 

almost Parallel to it, 10m away; and Wall 89 goes off at right-angles. 

These two fit very snugly as IIA's southwest and northwest walls 

respectively. We know from Ddrpfeld that IIA was preserved even in his 

day up to 31.10m A. T. 1 so it is quite possible that the tops of the 

walls were exposed by Schliemann in 1873, even though they are no longer 

clearly visible in Ilios plan I. The identification of these walls with 

parts of Megaron IIA does, admittedly, entail the assumption that their 

orientation in Atlas Taf. 214 is a little out of truel but no-one would 

wish to spend much time defending the accuracy of that plan. 
(Atlas Taf. 2141 Ilios plan I; TI Taf. III) 

Deposit (3). We have no information about the deposit surrounding the 
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walls discussed under Deposits (1) and (2). But a few objects came from 

these layers. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
D30 73-889 Red ring-vase with t1ree short feet, and three vertical 

nozzles the middle one of which was joined by a loop-handle 
to the far side of the ring-body. Handle and one nozzle 
restored. (6m in Atlas; 4m in TA p. 312). Atlas 175-3384, 
TR No. 287, Ilios No. 1111, SS 823; Fig. V. 30. 
Eome jugs and vases. Tgb 73 p. 250. 

METALWORK 
73-862 "Copper" chisel (8m). Atlas 172-3331; Fig. V. 37. 

POLISHED STONE 
Some axeheads. Tgb 1873 p. 250. 

WHORLS 
Many whorls. Tgb 1873 p. 250. 

Deposit (4). Shown in Atlas Taf. 214, at No. 23 ("Wall of Troy") is a 

short section of wall on the east side of the North-South trench: Wall 

96. Its description implies that it lay slightly deeper than the other 

walls discussed above. Schliemann does not recount its discovery or 

describe it in the text of any diary or report; but it could be either a 

part of Ddrpfeld's Wall "C" of Troy I, or an extension of the retaining- 

wall dated by Ddrpfeld to Troy II. 1 and shown in squares E-F 5 of his 

plan, Granted that Walls 67 and 94 may be slightly out of alignment, it 

is difficult to place Wall 96 exactly. 

(Atlas Taf. 2141 TI Taf. III) 

I 

AREA VA. - E 4-5 

Figs. III. 19; IV. 37. 

From 26th May-14th June 1873 there is only one clear indication of any 
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work on the North-South trench, and that is from the diary entry for 

26th May. It is possible that digging continued there until 31st Mayl 

but after the discovery of Treasure "A" Schliemann concentrated an the 

removal of the block of earth in square C6 and it seems unlikely that, 

with the decreasing number of workmen available, he should have kept up 

the work in the North-South trench. 

The final state of the trench is shown in Atlas Taf. 214. Schliemann may 

have extended it a further 6m to the East over a length of about 17ým. 

The datum must have remained at c. 39 or 39.50m A. T. There is very little 

information about the findings, and in the absence of stratigraphic 

details the deposits are defined in a manner similar to that adopted in 

the adjoining area DE 3-4(b) (cf. Fig. IV. 27). 

Deposit (1). There is no information about the deposits at 0-4m deep. 

only one object can be attributed to these strata. 

OBJECT FOUND 

POTTERY 
C7 73-892 Small jar with globular body, rounded base, collar 

neck and two restored vertical loop-handles on body; 
three plastic knobs on the body (2ým). Atlas 175-3387, 
SS 1077; Fig. V. 31. 

Deposit (2). on 26th May Schliemann recorded that "more and more" 

housewalls were coming to light. Some of them can be seen in Atlas Taf. 

214, and they must have included the south ends of Walls 62 and 68, as 

well as the newly-exposed Walls 97 and 98. These four walls constitute 

deposit (2), and may belong to Troy. III-IV in Blegen's terms. There may 

have been other walls which do not appear on the plan. 
(Tagebuch 1873 p. 269; Atlas Taf. 214) 

I 
Deposit (3). Atlas Taf. 214 shows that Schliemann must have uncovered 

the southward extension of Wall 67, the east wall of Ddrpfeld's Megaron 

IiA. This wall, which dates to Troy II, is taken as Deposit (3); but 

Schliemann, gives no further information about it. 

Deposit (4). We have no information about the deposits around the walls 

mentioned in Deposits (2) and (3), and which must have lain at c. 31- 
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35.50m A. T. one object certainly derives from herel a jug and five 

axes, whose depths are not recorded, may also do so. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
A large jug, not described. Tgb p. 269. 

MOULD 
Fragment of mica-schist mould (7m). Atlas 174-3382; 
Fig. V. 40. 

POLISHED STONE 
Five axes, not described but presumably of stone. 
Tgb p. 269. 

Deposit (5). In his r6sum6 of 31st May, Schliemann records that 

Adolphe Laurent and visiting archaeologists had confirmed that a stratum 

of slag at 9m deep, visible in section throughout the mound, derived 

from smolten ores of lead and copper. This may imply that the slag was 

visible in the North-South trench. 

(Tagebuch 1873 p. 2801 TA p. 309) 

41 
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THE NORTH-SOUTH TRENCH: 

SOUTHERN SECTOR 

I 
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The southern sector of the North-South trench may be defined as that 

part of the trench which extended from the southern edge of the Bronze 

Age citadel mound, -in square D9, to the middle of square D7 where it met 
the East-West trench. The surface here ran down from c. 38m A. T. to 

c. 30M A. T. over a distance of roughly 40m: a slope of 1 in 5, on average. 
The eventual dimensions of the trench, visible in Atlas Taf. 214, show a 

cutting about 37m wide at the south end, narrowing to approximately 17ým 

at the north end, having a length at its west side of about 35m, and 

about 42m at its east side. 

Schliemann dug here in May, June and July 1872, but the excavation is 

not very fully recorded as its supervision was for much of the time 

entrusted to others. An outline account of the work can nevertheless be 

extracted from the records. Schliemann's intention was to reach bedrock 

below the summit of the mound; this southern trench was therefore cut so 

as to lead down to a depth of 18m below the summit over a projected 

length of 60m by sloping the trench floor down to the North. The first 

week's work (Area i) went according to plan until the Troy VI citadel 

wall was found to block progress across the entire width of the trench. 

By this time the north end of the trench had probably reached a depth of 

c. 28.92m A. T., the south end having been cut into the mound-face at 

c. 30m A. T. In the second period of work, during 23rd May-12th June 

(Areaji), the base of the Troy VI citadel wall was exposed by a further 

half metre, and a horizontal terrace running in over the top of the wall 

at c. 31m, A. T. was excavated a further 7m northwards into the mound. From 

this point the trench floor was once again (in Area RD given a slope 

downwards to the North, but only in a lom-wide central cutting. At its 

deepest, most northerly point this reached down to c. 28m A. T. On the 

west and east sides a system of horizontal terraces was introduced, as 

may be seen in Atlas Taf. 109,117,214. The western terrace was cut at 

34.15m A. T., so as to expose the top of Building VIM; the eastern 

terrace iay at the similar altitude of 34.74m A. T. At its northernmost 

end the trench had an overall width, including both terraces, of c. 30m. 

But the eastern terrace was cut partly as a separate, northward tongue; 

the remainder of the trench narrowed to about 171%m. 

Schliemann gives little direct information about the stratigraphy in 

this area, but"reconstruction shows that the deposits all ran down to 

the'South. ' Their lie appears to'have been determined in the first 
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instance by the strata of Troy III which here extended some 20m south of 

the citadel wall of Troy II, reaching up to a uniform altitude of c. 32m 

A. T. This extension of Troy III, at first surprising, implies the 

presence of substantial remains outside the citadel wall; Building IIS 

in squares EF 7-8, which perhaps survived from Late Troy II into Troy 

III, provides an obvious comparison. Against the southern edge of the 

Troy III deposits the inhabitants of Troy IV had built their citadel 

wall. The strata of Troy IV-V then accumulated horizontally over those 

of Troy III, running down to the South over the wall of IV. During Troy 

VI, however, much of Troy V may have been dug away when a large building 

was constructed in squares D 7-8. The construction of this building 

introduced an additional horizontal terrace into the stratification -a 
terrace which seems to have persisted through the deposition of the 

strata of Troy VII-IX. 

Troy VIII-IX yielded little in the way of architectural remains. Atlas 

Taf. 214 shows that a part of the west wall of Dbrpfeld's Theatre C was 

found skirting the eastern edge of the trench in square D9 (Area i, 

Deposit 2: Wall 18). Lentoid weights and hellenistic figurines give 

further evidence of the presence of VIII-IX deposits (Area i, Deposit 1; 

Area ii, Deposit 1). Also in the eastern part of the trench was a 

monumental wall, Wall 23, of which Schliemann exposed a length of six or 

more metres between 35 and 36m A. T. This presumably derives from Troy 

VIIa (Area iii, Deposit 3). To the same period we may perhaps assign the 

"huge mass of large house-walls" which overlay the Troy VI citadel wall 

(Area U, Deposit 3). The note that they all lay crooked -a circum- 

stance which Schliemann attributed to the weight of the overburden (not 

very great here) - recalls the subsidence which affected Troy VIIa 

structures adjoining the old Troy VI citadel wall on the south and south- 

east sides of the site. The same deposit included eight or nine pithoi, 

again a characteristic of Ma remains. Troy VIIb is rather slenderly 

attested, by the VIIb2 cup 72-218 in Area Il Deposit 1. 

To Troy VI we may assign the citadel wall, Wall 19, which was built of 

well-hewn. limestone blocks on a foundation of loosely-packed stones. 

Schliemann exposed the wall to a height of 3m across the whole width of 

the trench (Area i, Deposit 3; Area Ji, Deposit 2). on the western 

terrace the southeast corner of Building VIM was brought to light, 

although it was not closely described. Its walls may have been dug down 
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into deposits of Troy IV or V, for they were founded at c. 28.89m A. T. 

They were preserved to an altitude of c. 34.22m A. T. on the south side 
(Area ii, i, Deposit 5). The stratification in squares D 7-8 shows the 

deposits of Troy VI descending via a terrace c. 15m wide, already 

mentioned. This suggests the reconstruction here of a large building, 

or at least of two parallel walls; but no architectural remnants are 

actually recorded, so the suggestion must remain tentative (Area iii, 

Deposit 4). Atlas Taf. 214 reveals the existence of a well, Well 3, in 

square D7. Schliemann has left no record of its discovery, and nothing 

is known of its date or manner of construction. In view of the dates 

of the other wells on the site we may suMose that it derives from Troy 

VI or'later (AreaJii, Deposit 6). A reference to "Greek" pottery in 

Area i, Deposit 1 may indicate the presence of mycenaean wares among the 

strata accumulated outside the Troy VI citadel wall. 

The deposits of Troy V have for the most part been inferred from the 

evidence of objects, and are not directly attested. But Wall 26, a wall 

of irregular masonry bonded with white mortar concerning which we have 

few details, may belong to this period (AreaRi., Deposit 8). To judge 

from its date of discovery, its position is such that it should have 

overlain the circuit wall of Troy IV and therefore could conceivably 

have been a part of the Troy V fortification wall (cf. 2TIoZ II p. 297). 

This is entirely uncertain, but it does agree with Blegen's belief that 

there were rebuildings over a long period of the Troy IV fortification 

wall on the south side of the site (Troy II p. 139). 

To Troy IV we may with reasonable confidence assign the mass of large 

stones, Wall 27, first found at c. 30.50, A. T. in square DS. This is 

comparable to a structure found by Blegen in square F8, and may well be 

an extension of his fortification-wall of Troy IV. It appears to have 

underlain Wall 26 to which it may have been a predecessor. (Area iii, 

Deposit 10). Also to Troy IV must be assigned a 2m-thick stratum of red 

and yellow ashes interspersed with mudbrick walls and containing E. B. 

pottery (Area: Ui, Deposit 9). The markedly burnt character of the 

deposits here finds comparisons. -in some of the strata of Troy IV in 

squares F 7-8 excavated by Blegen (Troy II pp. 140,180,205,207). 

A deep deposit, apparently all of Troy III material, was found at the 

bottom of the trench below c. 32m A. T. (Areahi, Deposit 11). This 
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included a burnt mudbrick wall concerning which we have no detailed 

information. It is possible, as has already been mentioned, that some 
large, mudbrick structure similar to the heavily burnt IIS (cf. Troy I 

p. 374) lay here and was responsible for the wide extension of Troy III 

remains beyond the citadel wall of Troy II. Deposits of Troy II and 
Troy I seem not to have been encountered. 

The southern sector of the North-South trench has been divided into 

three "areas". These correspond, as before, to the areas excavated by 

Schliemann during the three relevant periods distinguished in Chapter 

III. In the following pages the findings from each area are presented 

in turn. 

i 
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AREA i: CD 8-9(a) 

Figs. III. 41 IV. 38,39. 

This area was excavated during the first ten days' work on the south 

platform in 2nd-llth May 1872. Work was begun here because of the 

fierceness of the wind and dust on the north side of the mound, and took 

place in the area designated in Atlas Taf. 116 so as ultimately to meet 

up with the platform being driven in from the north side. The outer 

edge of the platform lay at c. 30.00m A. T. and the floor was cut at an 

angle of 12-14 0 relative to the mound-surface. By the end of the period 

the trench had penetrated c. 10m into the mound at its western end and 

c. 15m at its eastern end. Depths are taken from the datum at 34.92m 

A. T. Schliemann has recorded few finds from this trench, and little 

other information. The reason is probably that Schliemann himself was 

fully occupied in supervising work in the north platform. Supervision 

of the south platform was entrusted to the foreman Photidas. 

Deposit (1). Under this heading are included all deposits in the 

trench with the exception of two architectural features mentioned under 

(2) and (3). Because depths are mostly not noted for the objects found 

here, it is not clear how far the deposit was a mixed one, and how far 

it may have contained distinct strata that passed unobserved. The 

material ranges from Troy V to Troy VIII or IX. Schliemann mentions 

that several walls were found already by 4th May. Otherwise he simply 

notes that it consisted of light debris unlike that found on the north 

platfo=. 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 320,322,326,327,329) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
"Greek" pottery constantly found; but also: 

A107 72ý218 Squat, black two-handled cup with rounded base, 
splayed rim and diagonal ribbing around lower half 
(2m). Atlas 33-793(? ), Ilios No. 1376, SS 3568; Fig. V. 33. 

B20 72-263 Brilliant red jug, slipped and burnis ed, with rounded 
base, long beakspout and crescent-shaped handle set 
horizontally on side of the body. Incised and white- 
filled lines run horizontally around body and base of 
neck. (8m) Atlas 77-1658(? ), Ilios No. 360, SS 1867; 
Fig. v. 3o. 

C30 72-260 Fragment of neck from grey face-jar (2m). Atlas 33- 
806, Ilios No. 1292(? ), SS 1845. 

C39 72-230) Two large pithoi (3m). Cf. TI fig. 246 (Tgb 1872 p. 
72-231) 327). Fig. V. 32. 
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STONE MOULDS 
72-258 Mica-schist mould for circular pendant (2ým) . Atlas 

17-512, TR No. 142, Ilios No. 1268, SS 6771. (Atlas 
assigns RE a depth of 211m; Ilios inexplicably places 
it at 4-5m deep). Fig. V. 40. 

72-262 Fragment of mica-schist mould for 10 objects (9m or 
6m). Atlas 83-1749, SS 6734; Fig. V. 40. 

POLISHED STONE 
Crude stone tools; marble slab of uncertain purpose. 
(Tgb 1872 pp. 320,322). 

COINS 
Various "medallions", one thought by Schliemann 
possibly to be Persian. (Tgb 1872 p. 320) 

WHORLS 
Many whorls, all undecorated (Tgb 1872 p. 320) 

WEIGHTS 
72-261 Grooved spherical weight. Fig. V. 47. 
72-257 Stamped clay weight with two holes (2ým). Cf. Atlas 

18-526, SS 8335ff. 

- other stamped clay weights (Tgb 1872 p. 322; TA p. 82). 

FIGURINES 
72-217 Head of female terracotta statuette, possibly dancer, 

wearing kalathos stephane. 
72-259 Head of female terracotta statuette. with 

stephane (1m). Atlas 100-2214? 

MISCELLANEOUS 
72-135 Terracotta piece decorated with human face. 

Deposit (2) is not reported in the journal or in Trojanische 

AlterthUmer, but is visible in Atlas Taf. 214 and Troja und Ilion Taf. 

III. It is Wall 18 that skirts the eastern edge of the trench over a 

length of 3-4m in D9. It can be identified fairly certainly as a part 

of the west wall of Theatre C. TI Taf. III shows the walls of the 

theatre elsewhere standing to c. 30.50m A. T., which would agree closely 

with the altitude required for this wall to have been discovered in the 

trench atý the appropriate place. According to Ddrpfeld the wall was 

elsewhere preserved to 1.30m high. 

(TI p. 234, Taf. III; Atlas Taf. 214) 

Deposit (3). By 11th May the trench, had reached the "splendid bastion" 

or "retaining wall" that blocked the trench. Reasons have been given 
in Chapter III for identifying this feature, Wall 19, as the Troy VI 

circuit wall. Schliemann describes it as built of finely-hewn blocks of 
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I 
limestone without mortar. He attributes it to the time of Lysimachus. 

It is visible in Atlas Taf. 214 and TI Taf. III, which shows it to be 

preserved to c. 31.00m A. T. in this area. 
(Tagebuch 1872 p. 336; TA p. 82) 

AREA ii: CD 8-9(b) 

Figs. III. 6; IV. 40. 

This area is the part of the South Platform where work was carried on 

sporadically from 23rd May until it was discontinued on 12th June 1872. 

The base of the Troy VI fortification-wall was cleared by another half 

metre, to c. 28.42m A. T. The deposits immediately over the wall were 

removed, and a platform 7m wide was cut into the mound at the depth of 

c. 31m A. T., the level of the top of the wall. There is little informa- 

tion about either the stratigraphy or the objects which were found. 

Deposit (1). Schliemann dug the bottom of the trench to a depth of 6ým 

below the datum of 34.92m A. T., i. e. to c. 28.42m A. T., whereas on 22nd 

May it had been at 6m below the datum. The half metre removed in this 

period constitutes Deposit (1), but there is no information as to its 

character. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 365) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

I WHORLS 
All undecorated (Tgb 1872 p. 365) 

Deposit (2). Revealed by the removal of Deposit (1) was a further ým of 

the south I face of Wall 19, the Troy VI fortification-wall. Schliemann 

notes that its footing consisted of loosely-packed stones. 
(Tagebuch 1872 p. 365) 
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Deposit (3). The strata overlying Wall 19 are not subdivided by 

Schliemann. As he began to excavate northwards he found the deposit to 

consist entirely of earth, with 8 or 9 pithoi amongst the debris. With 

further excavation he began to complain of a "huge mass of large house- 

walls", all lying crooked because of the weight of the overburden. 

Schliemann noted that the debris here included "prehistoric objects", 

ash and bones, and had all been "thrown down from above". 
(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 366,378) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
B31 * 72-664 Globular Jug with wide, flaring neck and handle 

(restored) (cf. A43) (2m). Atlas 34-866? Fig. V. 32. 
C39 -8 or 9 pithoi all 1-2m high (Tgb 1872 p. 366). 
D26 * 72-656 Sieve made from globular jar with narrow neck; no 

handles (2m). Fig. V. 32. 

WHORLS 
GID * 72-525 (0 7m)) 
GID * 72-526 probably one piece. (0: 7m)) 
GIA * 72-527 (1m) 
GIA * 72-530 (1.70m) cf. Atlas 11-350. 
GIA * 72-534 (1m) Cf. Atlas 11-350. 
RVB -- * 72-536 (11m) 
RVIIAb * 72-537 (1ým) Fig. V. 49. 
GIA * 72-538 (1m) 
RIA * 72-539 (1ýM) Cf. Atlas 8-246. 
GIA * 72-544 (131m) cf. Atlas 11-350. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
* 72-663 Terracotta rattle (2ým). Fig. V. 48. 

I 

AREA i-ii: CDE 7-8 

Figs. III. 7; IV. 41,42,43. 

This is the area that was excavated by Schliemann when he extended his 

South Platform during the period 19th June-13th July 1872. The trench 

had a total width of approximately 23m, and may have extended nearly as 
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far North as the 38.00m contour. Within the trench there were two 

terraces cut at a higher level, one on the west side of the trench and 
one on the east side. The former lay at c. 34.15m A. T., and the latter 

at c. 34.74m A. T. Between these two terraces was a deeper cut 

approximately 10m wide whose depth is uncertain. It was cut with a 

slope down to the North, and its deepest point may have reached c. 28.22m 

A. T. Depths recorded by Schliemann in this area appear to have been 

calculated down from a datum on the surface at c. 38m A. T. 

Lack of detailed information means that, initially, the stratification 

of the trench seems quite obscure. But a tentative outline, at least, 

can in fact be reconstructed if we plot onto a blank section of the 

trench the probable limits of excavation on certain dates, and the depths 

of selected, diagnostic objects found on these dates. I have done this 

in Fig. IV. 41. on this figure the diagonal, dotted lines show the 

probable extents of excavation on 22nd June, 27th June, lst July, 

reaching to depths of 8m, 8ým, and 9m respectively, as attested in 

Tagebuch 1872 pp. 418,425,429. The lines for 3rd and 4th July have been 

put in by guesswork, bearing in mind that the trench was already 

producing finds from a depth of lom by Sth July (Tagebuch 1872 p. 433). 

The lines are placed diagonally on the assumption that Schliemann was 

still cutting his sections with a slope of 50 0 to the horizontal. Using 

this chronological framework, a selection of finds has been plotted in. 

Each is indicated by its serial number and, in brackets, its probable 

period of origin. In the top four metres of the section, six additional 
figures have been included. These are bench-marks from buildings of 

Troy VI and VII shown in the adjoining area to the East of the trench in 

TI Taf. III. A rough stratigraphic division can be sketched in around 

these points, and the stratification in F 8-9 (Troy I fig. 470) can be 

used as a broad guide. The resulting diagram displays the sort of 

sloping strata that might be expected for Troy III-V, and the figures 

require tiie same kind of stepped descent for the strata of Troy VI-IX as 

is found in F 8-9. 

In the following list of deposits I have included both those strata 

which have been tenatively defined on the basis of the finds contained 

within them, and also the few features and deposits clearly attested by 

Schliemann. The catalogues list the finds which may tentatively be 

attributed to each stratum. 
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Deposit (1). Schliemann gives no information about this stratum. It is 

reconstructed in Figs. IV. 41 and 42 on the basis of bench-marks in the 

adjoining area to the East which mark the top of structures of Troy VII 

in TI Taf. I11. on the analogy of the stratification in F 8-9 (Troy I 

fig. 470), we can expect that features of Troy IX were dug into the 

deposits of Troy VIII. It is therefore impractical to try to separate 

them here, and deposit (1) is taken to include material from both. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

CHIPPED STONE 
72-945, *-947, *-975 Blades (2m). 

WHORLS 
GIA * 72-956 (2m) 
GIA * 72-979 (2m) cf. Atlas 11-350. 

WEIGHTS 
* 72-1157 Plain lentoid weight with two holes (1m). Fig, V. 47. 
* 72-1192 Lentoid clay weight with two holes and stamped 

design (2m). Atlas 17-519? TR No. 38? Ilios No. 1470? 
Fig. V. 47. 

* 72-1193 Plain lentoid weight with two holes (2m). Fig. V. 47. 

Deposit (2). The existence and dimensions of this deposit of Troy VII 

material are, again, inferred from, rather than directly attested in, 

the excavation records. The line of the top of the deposit is recon- 

structed by reference to the bench-marks in DE 7-8 of TI Taf. III 

indicating the tops of the Troy VII structures. The line of the bottom 

of the deposit is deduced from the altitudes of the tops of the Troy VI 

buildings in the same plan, and from the possible location of what 

appears to be a Troy VIIa bowl, No. 72-1024, which was found at a depth 

of 3m on 22nd June. There is no information about the character of the 

deposit. Three jugs, all incomplete, may be of earlier date. 

I OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
A41? * 72-973 Bottom half of biconical tankard or jug, handle and 

upper half restored. A groove(? ) runs around the 
narrowest part of the body (3m). Atlas 36-899? Fig. 
V. 31. Possibly out of context. 

A77 * 72-1024 Shallow wheelmade bowl with straight neck and slightly 
bulbous base (3m). Atlas 36-903; Fig. V. 33. 

B4? * 72-992 Grey burnished ovoid jug(? ) with straight neck broken 
at top(? ), flat base, and broken handle rising from 
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body (3m). Atlas 35-886, LS 20921 Fig. V. 31. Probably 
out of context. 

B20? * 72-966 Piriform vessel restored as beakspouted jug with 
flattened base (3m). Atlas 35-877; Fiv. V. 31. Possibly 
out of context. 

C57 * 72-960 Brown, micaceous alabastron with flat base, short 
straight neck and two loop handles on opposing sides of 
the body (3m). Atlas 36-924, SS 3495. 

C_ * 72-991 Grey polished squat pyxis wi short neck and flat 
base, two vertically perforated lugs, one on each side 
of the body and perforations in the rim (2m). Atlas 
32-765, SS 1743; Fig. V. 33. 

C__ * 72-959 Small jar with globular body and concave neck. Incised 
and white-filled decoration of horizontal and wavy 
lines around neck (4m). Atlas 39-941, SS 2243. (cf. 
A38); Fig. V. 33. 

C_ * 72-965 ovoid jar with narrow, straight neck and flat base. Two 
lugs or handles on the shoulders, placed vertically. 
The body is decorated (both sides? ) with three diagonal 
flutings. Height 28cm (3ým). Fig. V. 33. 

D13 * 72-990 Face-lid (2ým). Atlas 32-775, TR No. 10, Ilios No. 1296, 
- SS 1850 (out of conýe_xt); Fig. V 
. 31. 

D- 'k'72-1075 -Funnel pierced with holes and originally attached to a 
larger vessel (2m). Atlas 32-786, TR No. 137, Ilios No. 
1303, SS 2860; Fig. V*33. 

METALWORK 
72-950 Bent pin 8ý= long (3m). Fig. V. 39. 
72-951 Copper pin with double furled head, 12cm long (3m). 

Atlas 99-2111; Fig. V. 39. 

CHIPPED STONE 
72-948, *-949, *-962, *-1056 Blades (3m). 

WHORLS 
RIB 72-943 (3m) cf. Atlas 1-3. 
GIA 72-944 (3m) 
RIA 72-952 (3m) cf. Atlas 8-246. 
GIXD 72-963 (3ým) cf. Atlas 13-425. 
GIA 72-972 (2ým) cf. Atlas 11-350. 
RIA 72-977 (3W cf. Atlas 8-246. 
RIA 72-980 (3m) 
RIIB 72-981 (3m) 
RIA 72-983 OW 
GIA 72-985 (3W 
RIA 72-986 OW cf. Atlas 8-246. 
RIA 72-987 OW cf. Atlas 8-246. 
RIIA * 72-988 OW 
GIXD * 72-989 (31ým) 
RIVA 72-1065 (2m) 
RIVA 72-1066 (2m) 
RVIIDc 72-1068 (2m) 
RVIIAa 72-1170 (2m) 

WEIGHTSM 
72-946, *-961. Circular or spherical objects said to be 

weights (3m). 
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Deposit (3). Not mentioned in Schliemann's excavation notes but clearly 

shown in Atlas Taf. 214 is a wall in the far northeastern terrace of the 

trench. It is probably an extension of the more southerly wall of Troy 

VII which appears, L-shaped, in square E8 in TI Taf. III. It appears to 

have been covered over again by later dumping. The altitude shown just 

to the North of the wall in Atlas Taf. 214, and which may be corrected to 

37.10m A. T., applies to the mound-surface and not to the wall itself. The 

altitudes of the wall itself are unknown, but may be assumed to lie 

between c. 35.00 and c. 36.00m A. T. A length of six or more metres must 

have been exposed by Schliemann. The style of construction may have been 

monumental, for in Atlas Taf. 214 the wall is described as a "Great 

Hellenic Construction". The wall will here be known as Wall 23. 

(Atlas Taf. 214; TI Taf. III) 

Deposit (4). Here again is a deposit, this time of material attributable 

mainly perhaps to Troy VI, whose existence and dimensions are not 

directly attested by Schliemann, but which may be inferred from the 

available sources. The top of the deposit is defined in the same way as 

the bottom of deposit (2). The bottom of deposit (4) is defined partly 

by a bench-mark of 36.25m from square E7 in TI Taf. III, and otherwise 

partly by a rougý estimation of its likely position between the upper 

limit of Troy VI deposits and the upper limit of Troy IV deposits. The 

line shown in Figs. IV. 41,42 is therefore only tentative. There is no 

information about the character of the soil. There does seem, however, 

to be evidence enough to require a sharp step down in the stratum at one 

point in D7, and again at another in D8. This could best be explained by 

the presence of&rge, Troy VI wall dug 
. 
into the underlying deposits. 

Analogies may be found in, Troy I fig. 470. In the plan in Fig. IV. 43 I 

have therefore tentatively drawn in two such walls. These may possibly 

form part of a single structure of Troy VI. They will be numbered as 

Walls 24 and 25. Despite all these calculations, however, the two items 

of pottery look as if they may derive from an earlier period. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
B3 * 72-993 -Deep vessel with straight neck and flat base. Height 

22cm (4m). Handle restored to make jug. Atlas 40-977? 
Fig. V. 31. May be out of context. 

C200 * 72-976- Globular jar with rounded base and short, straight 
neck, (5m). Fig. V. 31. May be out of context. 
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RIIIA 
GVB 
GIII 
GID 
GIA 
GIA 
RIA 
RIIIA 
RIIA 
GIA 
RIA 
RIIIB 
RIIIB 
RIC 
RIVA 
GVII 

GVII 

3G 

METALWORK 
72-1196 Plain needle or pin (3m). Fig. V. 39. 

* 72-1034 Blade (4m). 
CHIPPED STONE 

WHORLS 
* 72-957 (4m) 
* 72-958 (4m) Atlas 4-133, TR No. 330, Ilios No. 1830. 
* 72-967 (4m) Atlas 2-59(? ). 
* 72-969 (4m) 
* 72-970 (4m) cf. Atlas 2-53, TR No. 329, Ilios No. 1829. 
* 72-971 (5m) 
* 72-978 (4m) cf. Atlas 8-246. 

72-1040 (4m) 
* 72-1060 (3m) 
* 72-1067 (3m) 

72-1078 (3m) cf. Atlas 8-246. 
72-1079 (3m) cf. Atlas 1-18. 
72-1084 (3m) cf. Atlas 1-18. 
72-1085 (3m) 

* 72-1091 (3m) cf. Atlas 3-86. 
* 72-1179 (3m) 
* 72-1201 Marble, undecorated (3m). Atlas 99-2180. 
* 72-1384 (1m) 

WEIGHT 
* 72-974 Circular or spherical stone(? ) object (5m). 

FIGURINE 
72-1072 Stone figurine, height 7cm (3m). Fig. V. 25 

Deposit (5). In Atlas Taf. 117 and 214 it can be seen that the excava- 
ýions in this ýrea exposed the southeast corner of Building VIM, which is 

described there as a bastion of Lysimachus. The discovery was not 

reported in the excavation notebook at the time, but is later alluded to 

in TA T). 180 and Atlas Taf. 117. Building VIM is fully described by 

Ddrpfeld in TI pp. 155-161. The walls of the southeast corner must have 

been founded well within the deposits of Troy IV or V, for their lower 

limit is shown as 28.89m A. T. The upper surface, however, with an 

altitude of c. 34.22m A. T. on the south side, clearly lay within the 

levels at w, hich other remains of Troy VI were preserved in this area. 
(Atlas Taf. 117,2141 TA p. 180; TI pp. 155- 
161 and Taf. III) 

Deposit (6),. This deposit, again not attested in Schliemann's diary, 

consists of Well 3. Its presence is known only from Atlas Taf. 214, 

where it is shown in the middle of the deepest part of the trench. There 

is no evidence as to its period or manner of construction. In Fig. IV. 42 

I have assumed it to belong to Troy XFI or later, like the other wells 
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on the site. 

(Atlas Taf. 214) 

Deposit (7). This is another stratum, of Troy V material, whose 

existence and dimensions have to be inferred from the available sources. 

It is not directly attested. Fig. IV. 41 shows that its lower limit has 

been defined by reference to the locations of four more or less 

diagnostic objects among Schliemann's finds, although other, less 

obviously diagnostic, pieces have also been taken into account. The 

upper limit is largely unknown, except for one bench-mark in E7, and has 

been reconstructed in the manner noted for the lower limit of Deposit 

(4). In the northern part of D8 there is little more than the depth of 

one metre to accommodate the deposits of both Troy V and VI between the 

top of Troy IV and the bottom of Troy VII. This suggests that the 

deposits of Troy V may here have been removed to make way for buildings 

of Troy VI - as can be seen elsewhere on the site. 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
A41 * 72-1190 Hourglass-shaped vessel. with flat base, restored as 

tankard with handle (2m). Atlas 32-770; Fig-V. 30. 
B3 * 72-1070 Jug with short, straight neck, flattened base, and 

handle from neck. to body (4m). Fig. V. 30. 
B24 * 72-1074 Piriform vessel with tapering neck and rounded base. 

Two sets of horizontal lines, perhaps incised, surround 
the vessel: an upper group of two 

' 
lines, and a lower 

group of three lines (4m). Atlas 41-10011 Fig. V. 30. 
C7 * 72-1071 Large, globular vessel with short, straight narrow 

neck and flat base. Two vertical handles are attached 
to the body, one on each side. one side of the pot has 
three protruding knobs. Height 28cm (4m). Cf. Atlas 
41-1003; Fig. V. 30. 

Clo * 72-1073 Deep, ovoid jar with short straight neck and flat base. 
Two vertical handles are attached half way up the body, 

on opposite sides. Height 60cm, width 50cm (4m). Fig. 
V. 30. 

C_ * 72-994 Broken-off neck of a jar. It is straight and narrow, 
with an out-turned flange at the top (8m). Fig. V. 30. 

CHIPPED STONE 
72-1031 (5m), *-1035 (7m), -1044 (5m), *-1054 (4m), *-1057 

(4m). Blades. I 

BONE ARTEFACT 
72-1076 Rectangular decorative plaque with 3 holes and 6 

circles on one surface. Length l3cm (4m). Ilios No. 
541, SS 7925; Fig. V. 43. 
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GVB * 72-968 
GVII * 72-982 
RVB * 72-1027 
RIIIB 72-1039 
RVIIBd * 72-1051 
RIIA * 72-1061 
RIIIB * 72-1297 
RIVA * 72-1305 

WHORLS 
(8m) Atlas 2-65 (7m), TR N0.413. 
(8m) 
(5m) cf. Atlas 6-179. 
(7m) cf. Atlas 1-19. 
(4m) 
(4m) cf. Atlas 5-135. 
(3m) cf. Atlas 1-18. 
(3m) 

FIGURINE 
2B 72-1052 Marble(? ) figurine (4m) . Fig, V, 45. 

Deposit (8). In the diary entry for 28th June Schliemann records that 

he found a wall constructed of fairly large and of fairly small stones 
bonded with white mortar. No depth is given, but the wall is said to 
have been stratified over the deposit which is here numbered as (9). 

For reasons to be explained, Deposit (9) as described by Schliemann 

should probably be equated with the strata of Troy IV. The wall, which 

we here call Wall 26, may belong to Troy V. It is possible that it 

could instead be identical with Wall 25, whose existence we have posited 

at a similar point stratigraphically. But the style of construction is 

certainly consistent with that known for other walls of Troy V in this 

part of the site, and a Troy V date is for that reason preferred. Bear- 

ing in mind the likely location of work on the day concerned, Wall 26 

may therefore be placed in the northern sector of square D8 among the 

Troy V deposits at c. 33.00-34.00m A. T. 

(Tagebuch 1872 p. 426; Troy Il pp. 252,271f, 
283) 

Deposit (9) . stratified below Wall 26, Schliemann found a stratum of 

red and yellow ashes, with half-burnt mussels. within the stratum he 

found evidence of mudbrick walls, but he does not give enough information 

for us to be able to locate them. Deposit (9) overlay Wall 27, and 

Schliemann notes that it contained pottery similar to that found at 10-7m 

depth on the north side of the site: that is, in Troy II. This does not 

need to be too strictly interpreted. Probably he simply recogrized pottery 
of Early or middle BmnzeAge date. And as reasons will be advanced for 

supposing that Wall 27 may have been of Early Troy IV date, it is 

legitimate to see in Deposit (9) some overlying strata of Troy IV. 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 425,426) 
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OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
A2 72-1208 open shallow bowl or plate with rounded base (5m). 

Atlas 47-1144; Fig. V. 28. 
A33 72-1087 Cup with out-turned rim, rounded base, and handle 

(restored) from rim to body (5m). Atlas 46-1099; Fig. 
v. 28. 

A33 * 72-1144 Similar (6m). Atlas 54-1279a? Fig. V. 28. 
A33 * 72-1205 Cup with slightly out-turned rim, rounded base, and 

large rising handle from rim to body (5m). Atlas 
46-1100; Fig. V. 28. 

A33 * 72-1216 Ditto (5m). Atlas 
' 

46-1110; Fig. V. 28. 
A33 * 72-1219 Ditto (5m). Atlas 46-1111; Fig. V. 28. 
A212 * 72-1025 Cup with straight side, rounded base and handle from 

rim to base (8m). Fig. V. 28. 
A222 * 72-1206 Broad, globular cup with wide mouth, slightly out- 

turned rim, and rounded base. Two large rising handles 
from rim to body (5m). Atlas 45-1092; Fig. V. 28. 

B3 * 72-1095 Jug with short, straight neck, flattened base, and 
handle from neck to body (4m). Fig. V. 28. 

B15 * 72-1143 Spout broken from beakspouted jug. The spout is cut 
away at the back and preserves the top of a handle 
descending from the rear edge of the spout (4m). Fig. 
v. 28. 

C7 * 72-1103 Grey globular jar with narrow, tapering neck, rounded 
base, and two wings (restored) rising from the 
shoulder. one side is decorated with raised volutes 
converging on the middle from the wings, and with two 
knobs (4m). Ilios No. 231, SS 1044; Fig. V. 29. 

C25 * 72-1317 Globular jai -with hole mot; T, rounded base and two 

vertical lugs on the upper part of the body (5m). 
Fig. V. 29. 

C28 * 72-1184 Deep jar with tall, flaring neck, flat base and two 

-pointed lugs rising from the middle of the body. 
Perforation in lugs and rim (4m). Fig. V. 29. 

C36 * 72-1217 Open jar with slightly out-turned rim and two lugs on 
body (5m). Atlas 46-1101? Fig. V. 29. 

C200 * 72-1096 Globular jar with short, straight neck and rounded 
base. The drawing may indicate a lug, spout or 
vestiges of a handle on one side of the body (4m). 
Fig. V. 28. 

C205 * 72-1255 Conical pyxis (4m). Fig. V. 28. 
C215 * 72-1318 Globular vessel with hole mouth and three small feet 

(4m). Fig. V. 29. 
D13 * 72-1069 Face-lid (5m). Atlas 43-1022, SS 1856; Fig. V. 29. 

D13 * 72-1142 Face-lid (5m). Fig. V. 29. 

CHIPPED STONE 
* 72-1032 (8m), *-1033 (8m), -1042 (8m), *-1053 (7m), *-1055 (7m), 

*-1098 (6m): Blades. 

POLISHED STONE 
72-1026 Slingstone(? ), pear-shaped (8m). Fig. V. 42.. 

WHORLS 
RIIB * 72-1028 (8m) 

RVIAb * 72-1029 (8m) cf. Atlas 10-335. 
GIXD * 72-1045 (7m) cf. Atlas 6-180. 
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RIC * 72-1046 
RVIAb * 72-1047 
RIC * 72-1040 
RIA * 72-1049 
GID * 72-10G2 
RIA 72-1080 
RIZA 72-1001 
RIIIA 72-1002 
RIB 72-1003 
RIZA 72-10BG 
RVIIBd * 72-1009 
RIB * 72-1092 
RIIIA * 72-1093 
GX * 72-1153 
RIA * 72-1154 
GX * 72-1158 
RIIID * 72-1103 
GVI * 72-1239) 

* 72-1240) 
GVI * 72-1241 
RIIIA * 72-1243 
RIIIA * 72-1244 
GVZ * 72-1245 
RIIIA * 72-1246 
GIA * 72-1247 
RVIAb * 72-1250 
GVI * 72-1251 
GVI * 72-1252 
RVIAb * 72-1253 
RIIIA * 72-1254 
RIIB * 72-1257 
RIA * 72-1258 
RIIB * 72-1293 
RIIA * 72-1295 
RIA * 72-1296 
GID * 72-1299 
GID * 72-1301 
RIA * 72-1304 
RIIIA * 72-1314 
RIIID * 72-1385 

(0m) 
(6m) 
(0111) 
(am) cf. Atlas 0-246. 
(am) 
(5m) cf. Atlas 0-246. 
(4m) 
(5m) 
(4m) cf. Atlas 1-7. 
(4m) 
(4m) 
(4m) cf. Atlas 1-2. 
(7m) 
(4m) 
(4m) 
(4m) 
(5m) 

(4m) cf. Atlas 0-237, TR NO. 352# SS 5275. 

(4m) cf. Atlas 8-237, TR No. 3S2# ES 5275. 
(4m) 
(4m) 
(4m) cf. Atlas 8-237, TR No. 3S2, ISS 527S. 
(4m) 
(4m) 
(4m) 
(4m) cf. Atlas 8-237t TR No. 3S2# SS S27S. 
(4m) cf. Wilas 8-2370 IR No. 352# FS' S27S. 
(4m) 
(4m) 
(4m) 
(4m) cf. Atlas B-240. 
(5m) 
(4m) 
(4m) cf. Atlas 8-240. 
(5m) 
(4m) cf. Atlas 7-211. 
(SM) cf. Atlas 0-240. 
(5m) 
(4m) 

WEIC2rr 
72-1090 Spherical with two holes. Possibly out of context? 

(4m). rig. V. 47. - 

SEAL 
72-1311/1316 Incised stamp seal(? ) (5m), rig. V. 46. 

FIGURINE 
21 72-1323 Marble figurine (5m). rig. V. 45. 

Deposit (10) . on 27th June at a depth of 7ým (oc. 30. SOM A. T*) 

Schliemann, came across a mass of large stones# some hewn and soma 

unhewn. The depth and the data show that this mass of stones has to be 

located among the deposits of Troy IV (sea rig. XV. 41). SchlLcmann 
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records that it was overlain by the rod and yellow ash here doscrLbad as 
Deposit (9). Further East, in square FG# Blogan found a mass of fallen 

stones resting on a stone platform and rising to at least 31.60m A*T. 
but descending bolow 30.10m A. T. This he identified an a possible 
fortification wall or retaining wall of Troy IV (Troy II p. 139 and fig, 
309 Nos. 3-4). Unfortunately there is no information on the eventual 
appearance of Schliemann's mass of stones after it had boon exposed, so 
we know no more of its dimensions than that it was initially found at 
c. 30.50m A. T. We do not, for instance, know where the top of the 
deposit lay. But in view of its similar character and stratigraphic 
position, so far as we know them, to Blagans mass of stones# it seems 
very possible that both ware parts of the same wall. 7ho section found 
in CDE 7-8 will be called Wall 27. 

(TagebuC 1072 p. 4251 Troy II p. 139# 
f ig. 3(YJ) 

Deposit (11). There is very little information about this doposit, 

whose existence and location emorgo from Fig. IV, 41j, where it in 

equivalent to the deposits of Troy 111. Schliemann does record that on 

Sth July at a depth of Sm (-c. 30.00m A. T. ) he found a mudbrick wall 

which had been burnts also that at 9m (-c, 29.00m A. T*) there was a mass 

of interesting whorls and pots. otherwise we have only the following 

catalogue of objects which may be tentatively assigned to this stratum* 

(Tagebuch 1872 pp. 435,436) 

OBJECTS FOUND 

POTTERY 
A33(? ) * 72-1097 Cup with out-turned rim# rounded base# and spout - or 

large handle from rim to body (8m)o Fig, V, 24, 
A45 * 72-1141 Red polished dopas amphikypellon (9n). Atlas 84-1770? 

TR No. 112? rlios No. 322? Fig, V, 24, 
A45 * 72-1145 Fi-tto (9m). Atlas 04-1768? TR No, lll? Illos No. 321? 

Fig. V. 25. 
A45 *, 72-1321 Ditto (10m). Atlas 92-1903? Fig. V. 25. 
B17 * 72-1204 Globular jar with widof straight neck# flattened base 

and handle. from neck to body (9m), Atlas 79-1600? 
Fig. V. 25. " 

B206 * 72-1189 Piriform flask with wide# flaring neck and flat baso 
(8m). Atlas 66-14621: Fig, V. 25, 

c29 * 72-1214/ Deep wheelmade jar of'buff fabric with dark red clip 
5. and burnish, with straight neck and out-turnad 

perforated rim# flat base# two inward-curling 
perforated handles rising from tha body (Cm). Atlas 
54-1272, Ilios No. 1007# SS 15121 lrig, V, 26, 

C30, ' 72-1261, Fragment of faca-vasa (10m). 
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C35 72-1146/ Clobular rod slipped jar with tall# straight nack# 
7 throe small foot and two largo curling wings placed 

vertically on the body. Four horizontal lines around 
base of nock# thr*o horizontal lines around body below 
handles, and groups of vertical lines, each with dots 
in between, filling tho intermediate space an the body 

of the pot (0m). Atlas 1G-473 (10m)# M No. 149, Ilion 
No. 2Gl, SS 23371 rig. V. 2G. 

D1 72-1187 Buff poi-ished cylindrical lid with flanged top painted 
with red interlocking circles and pierced with holes 
(8m). Atlas G7-1501, GG-151S, 7G-lG42,78-lG62# Mon No. 
264, SS 17391 Fig. V*27. 

D3 72-1185 Cylinýdirical lid with single loop-handlo on top (6m). 
Atlas 48-11791 Fig. V. 27. 

D8 72-1207 Cylinarical lid with flanged top and two croosed-loop 
handles (7m). Atlas 64-14201 Fig*V*27. 

D13 72-1218 Face-lid (8M). Atlas 75-16G2, SS 319; rig. V. 27. 

D207 * 72-1315 Cylindrical lid with slightly concave profile and 
three knobs on top (7m). Fig. V. 27. 

D209 * 72-1186 Buff polished flanged cylindrical pyxis bottom with 
three curled feet and two holes in the vim (0m). Atlas 
67-1501,68-1515,76-1642,78-1661, Ilios No. 20, SS 
17401 rig*V. 27. Perhaps belongs with 72-1107. 

D- * 72-1307 Circular dish or crucible with straight sides (7m). 

Atlas 62-13981 Fig. V. 2G. 
D- * 72-1322 Ditto (10m). 
D- * 72-1308 Sub-rectangular dish or crucible (7m). Atlas 62-1399. 

* 72-1256 Black sherd with incised and whito-filled docorationt 
three parallel lines forming throe sides of a 
rectangle and containing a swastika (10m)o Atlas 27- 

732 (16m), M No. 110, Ilios No. 247, RS 2271 rLg. V. 27. 

STONC MOULD 
* 72-1209 Fragment of mould for pointed blade (6m). FLg. V. 40. 

C311PPED S7%)NE 
72-1188 (8m) , *-1194 (7m) , *-1195 (6m) s *-1300-90 (6m) i Bladon. 

POLISHED STWE 
72-1210 Shafthole ha=ar (7m). rig. V. 42. 

72-1211 Flat axe (6m). E. g. Atlas 51-12441 rig. V. 42. 

DONE ARTCFACT 
72-1320 Disc or whorl with central hole. Four lines at right- 

angles radiate to four small circles with central 
dots (9m). Atlas 16-470 (0m)j rig. V. 43. 

0 
RIA 72-1094 (am) 
RIIA 72-1127 (ein) 
RIIB 72-1128 (ein) 
RIA 72-1129 Vm) 
GVA 72-1131 (6m) 
RIA 72-1132 (am) 
GVB 72-1133 Om) 
RVIAb 72-1134 Vm) 
GIA 72-1135 (DM) 
RVB 72-1136 (ein) 
RIVC 72-1137 (6m) 

WHORLS 

cf. Atlas 0-246. 
Cf. Atlas 0-246. 
Cf. Atlas 1-19. 
Cf. Atlas 0-240. 
Atlas 2-35# TR No. 300t Illots No. 10000 Ss 5243, 

AtIall 9-295t M No. 362l Illom No. 1062, M; 5266. 

cf. Atlas 10325, a SOW. 

FLg*V, 49* 
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RIIIB 72-1130 (9m) Atlas 4-126# SS 4674* 
RIA 72-1139 (7m) cf. Atlas 0-246. 
RIA 72-1140 (6m) cf. Atlas 3-85. 
RVM 72-1149 (6m) Cf. Atlas 10-3351 Fig. V. 49. 
RIIA 72-1150 (7m) 
RIC 72-1151 (9m) 
RVIAb 72-1152 (9m) cf. Atlas 10-335. 
GIA 72-1156 (9m) Atlas 12-404? 
RIA 72-1160 (am) Cf. Atlas 0-240. 
RIVA 72-1161 (am) 
RIVA 72-1162 (am) 
RIVA 72-1163 (am) 
RIVA 72-1164 (am) 
RIA 72-1165 (am) cf. Atlas 8-246. 
GIXC 72-1166 (am) Cf. Atlas 10-335. 
RIA 72-1167 (am) Cf. Atlas 8-240. 
RIIA 72-1168 (am) 
GIXC 72-1169 (am) Atlas 4-99p SS 5419. 
GIA 72-1171 (am) cf. tlas 10-32S, SS 5080. 

- GIA 72-1172 (am) Cf. Atlas 10-325,9 S 5080. 
RIA 72-1173 (am) Cf. Atlas 8-240. 
RVB 72-1174 (am) 
RVIIDC 72-1175 (am? ) 
RVIAb 72-1176 (am) 
RVB 72-1177 (am) 
RIIA 72-1178 (am) 
RIVA 72-1180 (7m) 
RIIA 72-1181 (am) 
GIA 72-1182 (7m) 
RVIIDc 72-1197 (9m) 
RIVC 72-1198 (9m) 
RIIIA 72-1199 (9m) 
RIIIA 72-1200 (9m) 
RIIIA 72-1202 (9m) 
RIA 72-1213 (7m) Cf. Atlas 8-240. 
RIA 72-1242 (9m) Cf* Atlas 8-246. 
RIIA 72-1248 (am) 
GIB 72-1249 (9m) 
RIIIA 72-1259 (9m) 
GVI 72-1260 (9m) 
GIA 72-1291 (9m) 
RIIIA 72-1292 (am) cf. Atlas 5-150, SS 4641. 
RIVA 72-1294 (7m) 
RIIC 72-1298 (7m) 
GID 72-1302 (am) 
GIB 72-1303 (7m) 
RIA 72-1306 (am) cf. Atlas 0-240. 
GIA 72-1309 (am) , 
GIA 72-1310 (9m) 
GX 72-1312 (am) 
RVIAb 72-1313 (am) cf. Atlas 10-335, 
GIXC 72-1386 (10m) 

FIGURINE 
2j(? ) 72-1391 Marble figurine (7m). Atlas 99-2137? rig. V, 44, 


